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We live in an Universe full of complexity at every scale, from the smallest sub-atomic
lengths all the way to cosmological distances. On the atomic scale this is manifested
as the quantum mechanics rules that allows for the formation of stable nuclei, bound
atoms and complex molecules. They give rise to a multitude of processes and chemicals
that serve as the building blocks of everything around us, from unicellular organisms
to planets and stars. On human scales, complexity is exemplified in the multitude of
biological species on Earth, in the complicated human society as well as in the intricate
structure of our brains that allows us to contemplate on the nature of the Universe.
Going up in scale, we have a large variety of stars and planetary systems, of varying
sizes and properties. These are manifestations of the numerous processes that determine
the formation and evolution of heavenly bodies, from the collapse of gas clouds to form
proto-stars to the multifarious steps needed to transform dust particles into planetary
sized objects. On galactic distances, the distribution and motion of stars give rise to a
spectacular galaxy-zoo: spirals, bars, spheroidals and ellipticals. These are complimented
by the supermassive black holes at their centres that, when active, create galactic scale
jets and emission lobes, in a plethora of shapes and sizes.
The story does not end here, since complexity is present at even larger Megaparsec1
distances. This complexity is clearly seen when analysing the distribution of galaxies in
the Universe. While we think that the cosmic matter distribution is uniform on large
Gigaparsec scales, it has an intricate web-like pattern on smaller distances. This has been
shown since the advent of the first galaxy redshift surveys (e.g. the CfA & CfA2 surveys
Huchra & Geller 1982; de Lapparent et al. 1986) all the way to modern day observational
campaigns, like 2dFGRS (Colless et al. 2003), SDSS (Abazajian et al. 2003) and 2MASS
(Huchra & et al. 2005).
One example of the aggregation of visible matter in Megaparsec scale patterns is
shown in Fig. 1.1. The graphs shows the distribution of galaxies as observed by the
CfA2 and SDSS surveys in a small region of the sky, up to a depth of ∼400 Mpc. It
is immediately clear that galaxies are not distributed randomly, but that they form a
1The Megaparsec, abbreviated as Mpc, is the typical unit for measuring cosmological distances.
1 Mpc = 3.26× 106 light years = 3.09× 1022 m
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Fig. 1.1: The CfA2 and Sloan Great Walls as examples of the complex Megaparsec pattern
that is formed by the spatial distribution of galaxies (reproduced after Gott et al. 2005). Both
structures have a “large” extent, with a comoving length of ∼230 Mpc for the CfA2 Great Wall
and ∼420 Mpc for the Sloan Great Wall.
complex web-like pattern in which we can distinguish four principal components: clusters,
filaments, walls and voids. This large scale pattern is called the Cosmic Web (Bond et al.
1996).
Galaxy clusters represent the most massive fully virialized objects, with thousands of
galaxies crowded in a small volume of a few Mpc in extent (Voit 2005). These objects,
due to their high mass and luminosity, represent the most prominent feature of the cosmic
web. One such typical example, the Coma cluster, can be seen in Fig. 1.1, at the centre
of the CfA2 Great Wall. The regions between clusters are criss-crossed by an intricate
network of galaxy filaments that bridge the nodes of the cosmic web. The filaments
act as highways for matter transport into the massive clusters that reside at their ends.
Typically, in redshift surveys the filaments are seen as linear agglomerations of galaxies,
like the several linear distributions coming out of the Coma cluster in Fig. 1.1. In between
filaments, we find the cosmic walls. These are very tenuous planar structures, with a
much lower galaxy density than clusters and filaments, which makes the identification of
these cosmic sheets very challenging. Most of the volume in the Universe is dominated by
cosmic voids, which are large regions of space almost devoid of galaxies. Void examples
can clearly be seen in Fig. 1.1 as the near-empty regions of the map.
The main focus of this thesis is directed towards the detection and characterisation
of the cosmic web. Out of these, special emphasis is devoted to investigating the time
evolution of the cosmic web and the connectivity between its components. These key
elements play a central role in understanding anisotropic matter collapse and its effects
onto the formation and evolution of galaxies.
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1.1 The current view of the Universe
The last several decades have led to a revolutionary understanding of the Universe and
of our place in it. This was possible due to progress in observational techniques and
instruments as wells as due to advances on the theoretical front. These have allowed us
to obtain a more detailed than ever picture of the Universe and its time evolution that
is referred to as the Standard Big Bang Model.
The current cosmological paradigm states that we live in an expanding Universe which
originated in a singularity some ∼ 13.8 Gyrs ago (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013). It
was followed very shortly after by an inflationary period (Guth 1981) and, at much later
time t ∼ 1 s, by the formation of atomic nuclei (Gamow 1946). This theory is known as
the Hot Big Bang model.
This early phase is followed by the recombination of nuclei and electrons to form
atoms, hence giving rise to the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation at
t∼3.8 × 105 yrs. The CMB plays a crucial role in our current understanding of the
cosmos, especially since its first detection (Penzias & Wilson 1965) offered conclusive
evidence for distinguishing between the Big Bang model and other leading theories at
the time. Moreover, CMB measurements are one of the most precise probes of many
cosmological parameters (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013). Fig. 1.2 shows the CMB
temperature fluctuations, as measured by the Planck satellite (Tauber et al. 2010). The
very small temperature fluctuations seen in the map offer crucial evidence for the near
isotropic nature of the Universe on Hubble scales.
The later evolution of the Universe is dominated by gravity, the weakest of the four
known forces. Gravity is the driving force behind the formation of the first stars and
galaxies and the spatial distribution of matter on cosmological scales.
While the idea of an expanding Universe was first suggested almost a century ago
(Lemaˆıtre 1927; Hubble 1929), a more detailed characterisation of the evolution and
components of the cosmos came to light only recently. For example, now we know
that baryons make only a small fraction of the energy budget of the Universe. A more
important share is provided by dark matter, which is a type of matter that does not
interact electromagnetically and therefore cannot be directly detected in observations.
The first clue hinting to this additional cosmic component was found by Zwicky (1933)
which showed that the dynamics of the Coma cluster point towards a ∼400 times larger
mass than it is available by summing all the galaxies in the cluster. Later on, several other
cosmological probes suggest the existence of dark matter, among there are: the rotational
speed of galaxies (e.g. Bosma 1978; Rubin et al. 1980; Bosma 1981a,b), gravitational
lensing (e.g. Clowe et al. 2004; Markevitch et al. 2004) and the low amplitude of CMB
fluctuations (e.g. Komatsu et al. 2011; Planck Collaboration et al. 2013), to name a few.
Even though dark matter dominates the dynamics in the outer region of galaxies and in
galaxy clusters, it is still a great mystery of modern cosmology what is the nature and
properties of this substance.
An even greater puzzle of modern cosmology is represented by the mysterious force
that drives the accelerated expansion of the Universe. The presence of this extra com-
ponent was discovered only recently, following a measurement of the brightness variation
of the supernovae Ia with redshift (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999). These
results were confirmed soon after via the use of CMB data (Spergel et al. 2003), the
integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect (Ho et al. 2008; Giannantonio et al. 2008) and baryonic
acoustic oscillations (Blake et al. 2011). Similarly to dark matter, this second mysterious
component cannot be observed directly, but its presence can only be inferred from its
effects. All the known components of the Universe, including dark matter, tend to slow
cosmic expansion due to the attractive effect of gravity. Therefore, the current cosmic
acceleration can only be explained by an additional repulsive force, referred to as dark
12 Introduction
Fig. 1.2: The CMB temperature anisotropies as measured by the Planck mission. The red
regions correspond to higher than average temperatures while the blue regions correspond to
lower than average temperatures. The fluctuations are very small, only ∼10−5 of the mean
CMB temperature of 2.7 K. Courtesy: ESA and the Planck Collaboration.
energy. It represents an even more baﬄing component of the Universe than dark matter,
given its unusual properties.
Given the cosmic constituents we just discussed, the evolution of the Universe is
described by the equations of General Relativity (GR; Einstein 1916). Under the as-
sumptions that the cosmos is homogeneous and isotropic, the GR equations admit only
a single geometry given by the Robertson-Walker metric,












Where the position is given in terms of spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) with dΩ2 = dθ2 +
sin2 θdφ2. The quantity a(t) denotes the expansion factor which transforms between
physical coordinates r and comoving ones x via the relation r = a(t)x. For convenience,
the convention a(t0) = 1 for the present time is used. With Rc we denoted the radius of







The solution to an expanding homogeneous and isotropic Universe is known as the
Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FRW) equations and was found by Friedmann
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Table 1.1: The cosmological parameters according to Planck Collaboration et al. (2013). The
matter fractions are given as a ratio with respect to the critical density ρc needed for a flat
universe.
Symbol Value Description
H0 (67.3± 1.2) km/s/Mpc Hubble parameter
Ωb 0.0487± 0.0006 Baryon density
ΩDM 0.265± 0.006 Dark matter density
ΩΛ 0.685± 0.017 Dark energy density
σ8 0.828± 0.012 Amplitude of galaxy fluctuations
ns 0.959± 0.007 Spectral index
where G is the Newton’s gravitational constant, ρ is the mass density, p is the pressure
and Λ denotes the dark energy term. These equations completely describe the evolution
of the Universe, given its constituents. It is customary to express the FRW equations in











where H0 is the Hubble parameter at the present time and ρc is the critical density to





The most recent determination of the cosmological parameters are given in Table 1.1 and
points towards a flat Universe with Ωk = 0, that at the current time is dominated by
dark energy and dark matter.
1.2 Structure formation
The cosmic evolution we presented in the previous section is for a perfectly homogeneous
and isotropic universe. This assumption is valid for Gigaparsec scales, but does not hold
for galaxy and cluster size distances since such a homogeneous and isotropic universe
would not allow for the formation of the galaxies and large scale structures that we see
at the present time. According to our current understanding, the cosmic structure formed
from small primordial density fluctuations that grew under the influence of gravity to
the structures that we see today. These initial fluctuations are believed to originate from
very early quantum fluctuations that were blown up to beyond Hubble scales during
inflation (Guth 1981).
1.2.1 Gravitational instability
The growth of the initial density perturbations to the structures that we see today is
described by the gravitational instability theory. Before we continue, it is convenient to





where ρ¯ denotes the average background density and x gives the comoving coordinates.
According to inflation, the initial density fluctuations are very well approximated by a
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It describes the probability for a small region of space to have the overdensity in the
range [δ, δ+ dδ]. The variance σ characterizes the typical fluctuations of the field, which
start very small in the early universe and grow up later on due to the attractive effect of
gravity. The evolution of the density fluctuations in an expanding universe is given by a






∇ · [(1 + δ)v] = 0 ,
∂
∂t
(av) + (v · ∇) v = −∂φ
∂x
, (1.9)
∇2φ = 4piGρ¯a2δ .
Where v denotes the peculiar velocity of the fluid element and φ the gravitational field.
The first two expressions, the continuity and Euler equation, specify that mass and
momentum are conserved in the cosmos. The third formulae, the Poisson equation,
connects the gravitational field with its generator, the mass distribution.
At early times, the density fluctuations are small which means that the above equa-
tions can be further simplified in the limit δ  1. After a bit of algebraic manipulation,








= 4piGρ¯δ , (1.10)
which describes the evolution of the overdensity in the linear regime. This expression
admits a general solution given by a growing and a decaying mode. The decaying solution
becomes negligible as time increases and therefore the only important one is the growing
mode
δ(x, t) = D(t)δ(x, t0) . (1.11)
The important parameter is the linear growth factor D(t) which describes the evolution
of the density perturbations from initial time t0 to time t. The growth factor depends










where z = 1/a− 1 gives the redshift corresponding to scale factor a. The quantity H(z)








For a few special cases, the growth factor D(t) can be computed analytically and has
simple expressions. In the case of an Einstein-de Sitter universe we have D(t) ∝ t2/3,
while for an empty universe D(t) is constant.
We can ascertain a very important conclusion from Eq. (1.11). Overdense regions
(δ > 0) accumulate more matter while underdense ones (δ < 0) are emptied. The extent
of this effect increases with time since in most cases D(t) grows with time. This can be
understood within the context of the gravitational instability theory. Overdense regions
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Fig. 1.3: An example of the hierarchical growth of a cluster mass halo taken from the
Millennium-II Simulation (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009). Each panels shows the distribution
of matter around the final position of the object at four redshifts: a) z = 6.2, b) z = 2.1, c)
z = 1.0 and d) z = 0.0. The bright areas correspond to haloes and overdense regions, while the
dark areas show the underdense regions.
have higher than average density which means that there is a net gravitational force
directed inwards. This region starts to contract and therefore it’s density grows further.
The higher the overdensity, the faster this growth takes place. Similarly, underdense
regions have a gravitational force pointing outwards from their center which compels
them to expand, which further decreases the density in these regions. Linear theory
provides a good description of these processes as long as the overdensity remains small.
Once the density grows or decreases below a certain extent (|δ| ∼ 1), the approximation
given by linear theory breaks down.
1.2.2 Hierarchical growth
Once the density perturbations become large enough, they cannot be solved analytically
any more due to complexities arising from non-linear coupling between different modes.
The further evolution and growth is followed with the help of numerical simulations.
They show that haloes grow via the merger and accretion of smaller mass haloes, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.3. This process is called hierarchical growth. It is the result of small
scale fluctuations that collapse first to form small mass bound objects. These first haloes
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later evolve via accretion and merger with other haloes to form more massive bound
objects, via a gradual build-up of successive large structures. This is the process that
gave rise to the galaxy- and cluster-size gravitationally bound objects that we see today.
The hierarchical growth of structure is due to the shape of the initial power spectrum
P (k) ∝ kn, where the spectral index n ≈ 1 according to the latest measurements (see
Table 1.1). For such a power spectrum, the fluctuations at a mass scale M = 4pi/3R3,
or equivalently smoothing scale R, are given by
σ2(M) ∝M−n+33 . (1.14)
This means that for n > −3 the fluctuations are larger on smaller scales and therefore
the small mass objects are the first to form. If instead we would have n < −3, than first
massive structures would form that would later break up into smaller objects.
While it is not possible to follow analytically individual structures, the Press-
Schechter formalism (Press & Schechter 1974) can be used to investigate in a statistical
approach the number and mass distribution of gravitationally collapsed objects. The
formalism matches present time haloes to overdense peaks in the initial density field.
Under the assumption of spherical symmetry, these initial peaks grow under the influ-
ence of gravity until reaching a linearly extrapolated critical density δSC(z). This critical
density is the outcome of the spherical collapse model (Gunn & Gott 1972) that de-
scribes how overdense regions collapse under the influence of their own gravity. Once the
overdense peaks reach δSC(z), they collapse to form haloes. Following Press & Schechter
(1974) original work, the formalism has been extended to a more physically motivated
model on the basis of the excursion set formalism (Bond et al. 1991) and also was modified
to include ellipsoidal density perturbations (Sheth et al. 2001).
1.2.3 Numerical simulations
As we already touched upon, the evolution of structures in the non-linear regime is best
modelled via the use of computer simulations which use a variety of techniques (for a
recent review see Kuhlen et al. 2012). N-body based codes are some of the most used ones
and come in a large range of implementations, among which we have: tree codes (e.g.
Barnes & Hut 1986), particle mesh methods (e.g. Kravtsov et al. 1997; Teyssier 2002),
hybrid tree-particle mesh codes (e.g. Dubinski et al. 2004; Springel 2005) and phase
space approaches (Hahn et al. 2013). The adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) methods
(e.g. Fryxell et al. 2000; Schive et al. 2010; The Enzo Collaboration et al. 2013) represent
a second important category, among which Voronoi based moving mesh techniques (e.g.
Springel 2010; Duffell & MacFadyen 2011) represents a recent addition to the set of
cosmological simulation codes. The idea behind the numerical methods is to replace
the cosmic fluid with a set of tracers, particles for N-body codes and fluid elements for
AMR techniques, that sample the full 6D phase space at discrete locations. The position,
velocity and other properties of the resulting tracers are evolved numerically under the
influence of gravity as well as of other physical processes used in the simulation, like gas
physics and supernovae feedback, to name a few.
As we previously discussed, the universe is dominated by dark energy and dark matter,
with the baryonic component contributing only a small fraction of the cosmic energy
budget. This means that to a first approximation, modelling the evolution of the universe
can be done by neglecting the baryon content. The dark energy component only leads to
a change in the cosmic expansion rate while dark matter, to the simple extent that we
currently understand, is dominated by gravitational interactions. The last two operations
are cheaper to implement numerically than the multitude of baryonic processes, which
lead to two major classes: dark matter only and hydrodynamic simulations.
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Fig. 1.4: The hierarchical character of the cosmological matter distribution as seen in the
Millennium cosmological simulation (Springel et al. 2005, figure reproduced from the same pub-
lication). The bottom-most frame shows the Gigaparsec matter distribution, with each new
panel showing a zoom-in around a select region to better emphasize the presence of complex
structures at each scale.
The first category completely neglects the baryonic component and follows the for-
mation and evolution of dark matter structures. It has the advantage of being compu-
tationally fast and simple to implement since it only tracks the gravitational interaction
between particles. This approach has been scaled to billions of particles to follow from the
formation of individual haloes (Diemand et al. 2008; Springel et al. 2008) to the formation
of structures on Megaparsec and Gigaparsec scales (Springel et al. 2005; Boylan-Kolchin
et al. 2009; Angulo et al. 2012; Ishiyama et al. 2013). In Fig. 1.4 we show the outcome of
the Millennium Simulation (Springel et al. 2005), which represents an iconic N-body sim-
ulation. Each of the panels in the figure show the density distribution from Gigaparsec
scales in the bottom frame to cluster-size distances in the upper panel. On very large
scale the universe is homogeneous, but as we investigate smaller and smaller lengths we
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clearly see structures of various shapes and sizes.
To compare to the observable Universe, the results of dark matter only simulations
need to undergo an additional processing step. The haloes in these simulations are
populated with galaxies of diverse sizes and luminosities according to semi-analytical
(Kauffmann et al. 1999; Springel et al. 2001; Croton et al. 2006; Baugh 2006) or halo
occupation distribution models (Seljak 2000; Ma & Fry 2000; Peacock & Smith 2000;
Scoccimarro et al. 2001; Berlind & Weinberg 2002). The approaches are successful in
reproducing a large range of observed galaxy luminosities and distributions, but they
also have some shortcomings since they do not model self-consistently the interaction
between baryons and dark matter.
The second major class is the hydrodynamic simulations. As we already discussed,
baryonic physics is rather complicated and moreover, certain processes, like radiation
transfer and star formation, are poorly understood. This makes running cosmological
baryonic simulations very challenging, with only several galaxies being resolved at a time.
Nonetheless, the last few years have seen a lot of progress in this field with impressive
hydrodynamical simulations (Crain et al. 2009; Governato et al. 2010; Libeskind et al.
2010; Zolotov et al. 2012).
1.3 The cosmic web
The distribution of matter, haloes and galaxies forms a complex and highly anisotropic
pattern that is known as the cosmic web (Bond et al. 1996). It is the result of tiny
fluctuations in the initial density and velocity fields that, driven by gravity, get amplified
to present day Megaparsec sized structures. An example of this pattern can be seen
in the central frames of Fig. 1.4. The most striking features are the massive clusters,
followed by filaments and, to a lesser extent, by walls. In addition, we also have the voids
which are conspicuous due to their emptiness. These features are due to the anisotropic
nature of gravitational collapse, with gravity amplifying any initial asphericity to generate
flattened and elongated morphologies (Icke 1973; White & Silk 1979; Eisenstein & Loeb
1995; Bond & Myers 1996a).
1.3.1 Zel’dovich approximation
The Zel’dovich approximation (Zel’dovich 1970) represents one of the simplest analytical
approaches that describe the anisotropic collapse of matter. The method follows a ballis-
tic approach, with the mass elements being displaced according to a prescription based on
the initial position. While the Zel’dovich approximation is only a first order Lagrangian
description, it is successful in explaining structure formation up to mildly non-linear
stages. This makes it very useful in illustrating the initial stages of gravitational collapse
and the basic processes that shape cosmic web formation and evolution.
Within the Zel’dovich approximation, the position x(t) at some time t depends on
the initial coordinate q and a displacement term via
x(t) = q +D(t) ∇Ψ(q) . (1.15)
Here D(t) denotes the linear growth factor and Ψ is a vector field related to the lin-
early extrapolated gravitational field. Using this prescription, we can describe how an
initial mass element ρ¯d3q gets mapped at a latter time t to ρ(x)d3x. The mass within




[1−D λ1(q)] [1−D λ2(q)] [1−D λ3(q)] . (1.16)
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Table 1.2: The morphological segmentation of the cosmic matter distribution according to the
Zel’dovich approach. The λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 quantities denote the eigenvalues of the deformation
tensor. Their sign, positive or negative, determines the morphological characterisation.
λ1 λ2 λ3 component
+ + + cluster
+ + − filament
+ − − sheet
− − − void





Given Eq. (1.16), it is easy to asses how the original matter fluctuations collapse into
pancakes, filaments and haloes. The final outcome is determined by the strength and
sign of the three eigenvalues as summarized in Table 1.2. A positive eigenvalue suggests
a compression along that direction while a negative eigenvalue implies an expansion. If
the largest eigenvalue is positive, than at some time t we have 1 − D(t) λ1 → 0 which
results in a divergent value for ρ(x). It means that the collapse of the volume element
along that axis gives rise to a sheet. Similarly, if λ2 > 0 then the sheet compresses along
the second direction to produce a filamentary feature. And lastly, if also λ3 > 0 then the
region in question finally contracts along all three axes to form a fully collapsed object.
Note that the compression takes place along all directions with positive eigenvalues, but
that it is the fastest along the axis with the largest eigenvalue. This implies that at any
one time the Universe will have not only the morphologies given in Table 1.2, but also
intermediate states.
This basic description suggests an important result, that the evolution of matter
follows a well determined sequence of events. For example, the mass in clusters has
arrived there by first collapsing into sheets, than into filaments, and only in the last stage
it compressed further to give rise to clusters. Moreover, the speed at which this took
place is proportional to the magnitude of the eigenvalues. Regions with large eigenvalues
collapse faster than regions with small |λi| values. These findings point to the challenges
that need to be overcome for a successful identification of the cosmic web components.
1.3.2 Beyond the Zel’dovich approximation
The Zel’dovich approximation offers a good description of anisotropic structure formation
for early times, with the approach breaking down at later times. The main problem of
the Zel’dovich formalism lies in its ballistic approach, with all the particles following a
trajectory determined by the initial gravitational field. Even after particle streams meet
to form high density regions, within the Zel’dovich approximation there is no force that
stops these particles from continuing to stream past these crowded regions. In reality,
the high gravity of these dense regions would stop the free streaming and would lead to
the creation of tightly localized structures. This problem is illustrated in Fig. 1.5 where
the left and centre panels show the large scale structures predicted by the Zel’dovich
approach and by an N-body simulation. While the general pattern is the same between
the two frames, in the case of the Zel’dovich approximation the high density regions are
much more extended. This is due to the free streaming of particles past those dense
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Fig. 1.5: The large scale structure of the universe as predicted by the Zel’dovich approximation
(left panel), an N-body simulation (centre panel) and the adhesion model (right panel). For
each case the initial conditions are the same which leads to the formation of the same large scale
pattern. Courtesy of Johan Hidding (Hidding 2010).
regions.
To remedy this problem of the Zel’dovich formalism one needs to stick the particles
to these dense regions. This requirement resulted in the adhesion approach which im-
plements the sticking process via the use of an artificial viscosity term (Gurbatov et al.
1989; Kofman et al. 1990, 1992). The adhesion model stops the free streaming of the
particles past the high density regions, resulting in a better description of large scale
structures as can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 1.5. Recently, the adhesion theory
has been revived as a very useful analytical description of the cosmic web following the
work of Hidding (2010) and Hidding et al. (2012, 2013).
A more complete analytical description of hierarchical structure formation was devel-
oped by Bond and Myers (Bond & Myers 1996a,b,c). Their approach, which combines
the peak-patch formalism together with the influence of the tidal field, provides an im-
proved description of the cosmic web structures for generic cosmological realisations of
Gaussian random fields. One of their important findings is to point out the role of the
tidal field in shaping the cosmic web. It seems that knowing the tidal field in a few
well-chosen locations is enough to trace the cosmic web pattern in that region (Bond
et al. 1996).
This points to the significant role played by clusters in shaping the large scale structure
of the universe. They do not only serve as the nodes of the cosmic web, but pairs of nearby
clusters determine a tidal field configuration that drives the formation of a prominent
filament in between the pair. This gives rise to the well known picture of cluster-filament-
cluster that represents the skeleton of the cosmic web. The important influence of clusters
in weaving the cosmic web was already emphasized in the seminal work of Bond et al.
(1996).
1.3.3 The importance of the cosmic web
The cosmic web and the pattern it defines has important implications for the current
understanding of galaxy formation and evolution as well as for the growth of cosmological
structure in the universe. In the following, we present a very short overview of some the
currently popular fields in which the understanding and study of the cosmic web plays
a significant role. Note that our goal is to give a hint on the importance of the cosmic
web, and the short overview that we present is far from being comprehensive.
In a first instance, by studying the cosmic web we can infer a great deal of informa-
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tion on how the anisotropic collapse of matter evolves in the real cosmos and especially
what is the main driving force behind it. One immediate application of this is a better
understanding of how to use large scale structures to constrain current cosmology. In
particular, the late time evolution of dark energy can be measured via probes like grav-
itational lensing (Wittman et al. 2000; Bacon et al. 2000; Huterer 2002) and structure
growth factor (Linder 2006; Guzzo et al. 2008; di Porto & Amendola 2008; Nesseris &
Perivolaropoulos 2008, see Li et al. 2011 for a more detailed review). Moreover, it seems
that even the baryonic acoustic oscillations are influenced by the non-linear stages of
gravitational evolution (Guzik et al. 2007; Smith et al. 2008).
The underdense nature of voids makes them a sensitive cosmological probe (first
pointed out by Ryden 1995), especially when it comes to measuring the evolution of
dark energy. The sensitivity of voids to dark energy is due to their density deficit δ < 0
which means that external influences, like tidal forces, play an important role over the
entire evolution of voids. Previous studies have explored the use of both void shapes
(Biswas et al. 2010; Lavaux & Wandelt 2010; Bos et al. 2012) and the Alcock-Paczyns´ki
test (Lavaux & Wandelt 2012) as probes of dark energy. Moreover, voids also seem to
be more sensitive than higher density regions to the effects of modified gravity models
(Clampitt et al. 2013). This is especially true for chameleon models in which the fifth
force, while screened inside high density regions, can have a significant contribution to
the dynamics and size of voids.
The cosmic web also seems to play a crucial role when it comes to understanding
halo and galaxy formation and evolution. Environmental trends can arise in two ways.
First, the cosmic web components typically have different density values, with a rapidly
decreasing density from clusters to void regions. Secondly, anisotropic environments
determine a preferential direction or plane along which matter is accreted onto haloes
and galaxies. Therefore, we expect the properties of these objects to be correlated to the
large scale structures in which they are embedded. Earlier studies indeed have found that
halo properties like concentration, shape and formation redshift vary with environment
(Gottlo¨ber et al. 2001; Sheth & Tormen 2004; Gao et al. 2005; Avila-Reese et al. 2005;
Harker et al. 2006; Wechsler et al. 2006; Bett et al. 2007; Gao & White 2007). The
environmental dependence is not limited to dark matter haloes in simulations, but has
been found also when studying galaxy properties in redshift surveys. For example, there
is a strong variation of galaxy morphology on galaxy number density, with elliptical
preferentially found in dense regions while spirals are more common in lower density
regions (Dressler 1980; Dressler et al. 1997; Hogg et al. 2004; Smith et al. 2005).
According to the tidal torque theory, the anisotropies of the matter distribution, via
the tidal field they produce, are known to be a major driver behind the generation of an-
gular momentum in galaxies (Hoyle 1951; Peebles 1969; Doroshkevich 1970; White 1984;
Efstathiou & Jones 1979; Barnes & Efstathiou 1987; Heavens & Peacock 1988; Lee & Pen
2001). This suggests that there is a connection between the cosmic web components and
the angular momentum of haloes and galaxies. This has been investigated in numerical
simulations to show a clear correlation between the angular momentum and shape of dark
matter haloes and the orientation of the large scale structures in which these objects are
embedded (Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007a; Hahn et al. 2007a,b; Arago´n-Calvo 2007; Hahn
2009; Libeskind et al. 2012, 2013b; Aragon-Calvo 2013). The influence of the cosmic web
on galaxy rotation has also been seen in observations, with recent studies suggesting that
galaxy orientations are correlated with the filaments in which these objects reside (Lee
& Erdogdu 2007; Jones et al. 2010; Tempel et al. 2012, 2013a).
Again, voids seems to play a central role in the study of galaxy formation processes.
Void regions are relatively pristine laboratories since they usually contain isolated galaxies
whose history was not significantly affected by complex processes, like mergers, tidal
stripping or ram pressure, that play important roles in more crowded environments (van
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de Weygaert & Platen 2011). Within this context, the Voids Galaxy Survey (Kreckel et al.
2011, 2012) should offer a robust comparison between galaxies in voids and those in higher
density regions, and allow for a better understanding of how environment influences the
processes shaping galaxy evolution. Even though voids are relatively empty, the galaxies
inside them can still undergo a wide range of processes and complex interactions as
illustrated in the case study of the three-galaxy configuration of Beygu et al. (2013).
Moreover, the nature of these void galaxies seem to provide an additional challenge to
the current cosmological paradigm, given that there seems to be fewer void galaxies than
current cosmological simulations predict (Peebles 2001).
Another current problem is represented by the missing baryons, with up to half of
the total mass in baryons still needing to be accounted for. Numerical simulations show
that these missing baryons are in the form of a warm-hot intergalactic medium, with
temperatures in the range 105 − 107K, that is exceptionally difficult to detect given
our current observational probes (Cen & Ostriker 1999; Nicastro et al. 2005). Most
of this diffuse gas is located in large scale structures with an overdensity ∼10 and not
in virialized objects such as galaxy groups or galactic haloes (Dave´ et al. 2001). These
findings underlines the substantial role played by cosmic web structures in understanding
and hopefully measuring the missing baryons.
1.4 Delineating the cosmic web
The description of the anisotropic collapse of matter is not the only challenge that we
face in the study of large scale structures. An equally difficult task is represented by
the identification of the cosmic web components both at present and at earlier times.
The development of cosmic web detection tools started with the first galaxy redshift
surveys that showed the anisotropic distribution of galaxies on cosmic scales. Since then,
it has grown to encompass a large number of methods which use various approaches
from statistical characterisation (see Mart´ınez & Saar 2002) to the detection of single or
multiple cosmic web components. The development of so many methods underlines the
challenges faced in this field, since an ideal approach needs:
• To detect in a consistent way all the components of the cosmic web: clusters,
filaments, sheets and voids.
• To be sensitive to the highly asymmetrical shape of environments, especially the
elongated filaments, planar walls and non-spherical voids.
• To account for the hierarchical nature of the cosmic web, given that structures are
present on a large set of scales. For example, in underdense regions we find thin
and tenuous filaments while many pairs of clusters are connected by prominent and
massive filaments.
• To incorporate the wide range in cosmological density values, with ∼6 orders of
magnitude difference between cluster- and void-like regions.
A large number of previous cosmic web identification methods do not take into account
one or more of the above criteria, which inevitably means that those approaches have only
a limited success. In contrast, the NEXUS and NEXUS+ methods (Cautun et al. 2013a)
that we introduce later on and similarly the Multiscale Morphology Filter (MMF Arago´n-
Calvo et al. 2007b) on which these are based, were designed with those requirements in
mind and therefore perform considerably better in the detection of large scale structures.
This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 1.6 where we show, from left to right, the density
field, the filaments and walls detected by NEXUS+ in a thin slice through an N-body
simulation.
In the following, we give a very short overview of some of the most used detection
methods, classified in a few generic classes according to the approach they employ. Note
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Fig. 1.6: An illustration of the success of the NEXUS+ method in identifying the cosmic web
components. The left frame shows the density field through a 10×100×100 (h−1Mpc)3 slice in
an N-body simulation. The centre and right panels show the filamentary and wall environments.
that some of the methods are part of more than one category, but we limit to describing
them only once.
1.4.1 Statistical methods
One popular method to study galaxy distributions involves the use of statistical meth-
ods like the two-point correlation function and, more generally, the n-point correlation
functions. While such an approach proved successful in measuring various observable
quantities, it has limitations in quantifying the anisotropy of the matter distributions.
For example, the two-point correlation function is not sensitive to the phase correla-
tions that determine the cosmic web pattern (Ryden & Gramann 1991; Chiang & Coles
2000; Coles & Chiang 2000), though it can be used to distinguish between models with
different void sizes Goldwirth et al. (1995). The higher order correlations are sensi-
tive to anisotropies, but they prove increasingly difficult to compute which means that
most studies limit themselves to measuring the two- and three-point correlation functions
(Peebles 1980; Szapudi & Szalay 1998).
The moments of cell counts (Peebles 1980; de Lapparent et al. 1991; Gaztanaga 1992)
represents another statistical approach that is sensitive to the cosmic web pattern. Of
these, the void probability function (White 1979; Lachieze-Rey et al. 1992) is especially
interesting since it characterizes how important void-like regions are in the universe.
While these methods provide a basic description of the large scale structures, they do
not offer a viable option for the identification of the cosmic web components. In fact, the
moments of cell counts encode the same information as the set of n−point correlation
functions, since the first can be expressed as a combination of the second (White 1979).
Another approach of describing the cosmic web components is to characterise the
shape of the matter distribution (Babul & Starkman 1992; Luo & Vishniac 1995). These
methods studied shape statistics by analysing the inertial moments of the mass distri-
bution with the goal of quantifying the prevalence of clumpy, filamentary and sheet like
structures. The most interesting result of such studies is that they show the dominance
of cluster and filamentary features in galaxy redshift surveys (Basilakos et al. 2001).
A closely related subject is represented by the use of Minkowski functionals for the
analysis of the cosmic web pattern (Mecke et al. 1994; Schmalzing et al. 1999). Another
topological statistic, the genus, has been successfully used to discriminate between dif-
ferent spatial patterns and to compare observations with theoretical models of structure
formation (Gott et al. 1986; Weinberg et al. 1987; Melott et al. 1988; Moore et al. 1992;
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Hoyle et al. 2002a,b; Park et al. 2005). These methods are designed to measure the topol-
ogy of isodensity contours as a function of the density threshold. While such techniques
can offer a great deal of information, one of their main limitations lies in that they are
applied at a single smoothing scale. This has been changed with the work of Mart´ınez
et al. (2005) and Saar et al. (2007), which have introduced a hierarchy of Minkowski
functionals, each one computed at a different scale via the use of wavelet filters.
While these topological methods can characterise the global properties of the cosmic
web, they cannot be used for the identification of local structures, which render them
ineffective in the detection of the cosmic web components. To overcome this limitation,
Minkowski functionals have been used to define local morphological measures that have
distinct signatures for clumps, filaments and walls (Sahni et al. 1998; Sathyaprakash et al.
1998; Shandarin et al. 2004). These approaches are applied on isodensity contours at a
given density threshold value and for a given smoothing length, which implies that the
methods have several free parameters without a priori well motivated values.
1.4.2 Methods based on point distributions
These methods use the point distribution, like dark matter haloes or galaxies, as basis
for the identification of the cosmic web features. The direct use of haloes or galaxies has
the advantage of using directly the products of redshift surveys or numerical simulations,
without employing additional processing steps needed to obtain density or velocity fields.
Most of the point-based methods deal with the identification of clusters based on
the galaxy distribution in redshift surveys or on the particle distribution in numerical
simulations. A large fraction of these methods are based on halo finding algorithms, with
small changes to take into account the massive nature of clusters. There is a multitude of
such methods, given that clusters of galaxies, due to their high luminosity and compact
size, are the most prominent features in galaxy surveys. To enumerate a few, we have
the box counting method (Lidman & Peterson 1996), kernel based techniques (Silverman
1986; Pisani 1996), the matched filter approach (Postman et al. 1996; Kepner et al.
1999), wavelet based methods (Bijaoui et al. 1996; Fadda et al. 1996), Voronoi based
techniques (Meurs & Wilkinson 1999; Schaap & van de Weygaert 2000; Ramella et al.
2001; Neyrinck et al. 2005; van de Weygaert & Schaap 2009; Soares-Santos et al. 2011)
and friends of friends algorithms (Botzler et al. 2004; van Breukelen & Clewley 2009;
Farrens et al. 2011). These methods have in common that, one way or another, they
search for prominent overdensities that they associate to cluster environments. In general,
most methods return very similar results though there are some discrepancies between
various approaches (Kim et al. 2002; Lopes et al. 2004).
A significant number of point-based methods were specially developed for the detec-
tion of filamentary structures. One of the first such methods used percolation theory to
probe elongated superclusters and their connectedness (Zeldovich et al. 1982). A related
method, the minimum spanning tree of the galaxy distribution, has been extensively
used to quantify filamentary environments (Barrow et al. 1985; Graham et al. 1995; Col-
berg 2007). More recently, Stoica et al. (2005, 2007, 2010) used a generalization of the
classical Candy model to identify filaments in galaxy surveys. While the approach is
quite successful, it is both very demanding computationally and it is limited to detecting
filaments of a single scale. Following specific physical criteria, Gonza´lez & Padilla (2010)
recently presented an interesting filament finder based on a combination of a tessellation-
based density estimator and a dynamical binding energy criterion. Another promising
approach was introduced by Genovese et al. (2010) which used the medial axis of a 2D
point cloud for identifying filaments. A similar methodology was employed by Chazal
et al. (2009), which used a more generic geometric inference formalism.
On top of cluster and filament identification methods, there are several void finders
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that work directly with the point distribution. The earliest ones identify voids with
spherical regions almost devoid of galaxies or haloes (Kauffmann & Fairall 1991; Mu¨ller
et al. 2000; Hoyle & Vogeley 2002; Colberg et al. 2005), based on the fact that under-
dense regions become more spherical during their time evolution. These show a good
performance in identifying the central parts of voids, but do not recover the true shape
of voids that is quite far away from being spherical. On top of that, there are more
elaborate methods that make fewer implicit assumption and therefore fare better in de-
tecting realistic-looking voids (El-Ad & Piran 1997; Aikio & Maehoenen 1998; Plionis &
Basilakos 2002; Shandarin et al. 2006). For example, methods that do not make any prior
assumptions about void shapes, like ZOBOV (Neyrinck 2008) and the Watershed Void
Finder (Platen et al. 2007), find a multitude of void morphologies, most of them clearly
non-spherical. The most challenging part in void detection comes from the very nature
of these objects. Voids are characterized by being almost devoid of matter, which means
that halo or galaxy sampling plays a key role in the shape and size of detected voids
(Schmidt et al. 2001). The various void finding approaches, complemented by a lack of
uniformity about what constitutes a void, lead to a large discrepancy in void detections
as was shown in the Aspen-Amsterdam Void Comparison Project (Colberg et al. 2008).
The methods we just enumerated are limited to either cluster, filament or void de-
tection which represents a serious limitation when it comes to studying the cosmic web
components within a uniform approach. On top of the above, there are a few procedures
that use the point distribution to fully characterise the cosmic web. For example, Way
et al. (2011) introduces two new algorithms that show promising results, first based on
self-organisation maps, while the second uses Bayesian block analysis. Shandarin et al.
(2012) made use of the full 6D phase space information to identify the number of folds,
or streams, in the dark matter sheet. These are used to characterise the different fea-
tures of the cosmic web, equating single-stream regions with voids, while multi-stream
regions correspond to walls, filaments and clusters. Simultaneously, Neyrinck (2012, see
also Abel et al. 2012; Neyrinck & Shandarin 2012) introduced ORIGAMI, which is based
on a similar methodology as the previous approach, though it has a different practical
implementation. While the above two procedures are successful in identifying the cosmic
web components, their results are sensitive to the resolution of the numerical simulation
and, more importantly, their approaches are difficult to apply for the analysis of galaxy
surveys given that the full 6D phase space information is not available.
1.4.3 Morphological methods
Several of the most recent formalisms for the segmentation of the cosmic web exploit
the morphological information contained in the gradient and Hessian of the density and
gravitational potential fields, which were first introduced by Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007b
and Hahn et al. 2007a respectively. For example, Bond et al. (2010a,b) use the eigenvalues
of the density field Hessian for the detection of clumps, filaments and walls. They applied
their detection algorithm independently at several smoothing radii to characterise the
prevalence of cosmic web components for each scale. Using a similar methodology, Hahn
et al. (2007a,b) and later Forero-Romero et al. (2009) used dynamical information, via
the signature of the tidal field, for the identification of the cosmic web components.
Given the two related methods, both the Hahn et al. and Bond et al. techniques give
comparable results.
An important limitation of both approaches is that, while they can be applied at
different smoothing scales, they are basically single-scale methods. It means that they
are only sensitive to structures of a given size that is roughly equal to the smoothing
scale. In contrast, this disadvantage is not present in the MMF formalism introduced by
Arago´n-Calvo et al. (2007a,b). MMF uses a scale space approach that detects at the same
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Fig. 1.7: A comparison of the single-scale versus the multiscale approach. Panels a) to c) show
NEXUS+ filaments when restricting the method to the single filter radius of 1, 2 and 4 h−1Mpc
respectively. Panel d) shows the full multiscale NEXUS+ results.
time cosmic web features present at all smoothing scales. It does so by evaluating the
density field Hessian over a range of spatial filter sizes and determining at which scales
and locations the various morphological signatures are most prominent. The difference
in the detection of the filamentary network between a single- and multi-scale approach is
illustrated in Fig. 1.7. It is immediately clear from the figure that a single-scale technique
has major disadvantages and that it cannot recover the full intricate pattern of the cosmic
web. The results from Fig. 1.7 were obtained via the use of NEXUS+, which, together
with the NEXUS algorithm, are a more refined and physically motivated advancement
of the MMF technique (Cautun et al. 2013a). NEXUS incorporates among others the
density, logarithm of the density and tidal fields to obtain a more detailed picture of
the large scale structure which allows for a comparison between different cosmic web
tracer fields. The NEXUS+ algorithm uses a specially designed filtering procedure, the
Log-Gaussian filter, which deals better with the several orders of magnitude variation in
density between overdense and underdense regions.
While the detection techniques described until now use only the positional information
of the full 6D phase space, there are a few morphological methods that also make use
of the velocity data. For example, NEXUS has been developed to incorporate in a
multiscale fashion also the velocity divergence Hessian as well as the velocity shear field.
These approaches seem to give similar results as position space based method, though
there are a number of differences. A similar velocity based method is the technique
presented in Shandarin (2011) which uses the variance of the velocity field as a measure
of the local environment. Moreover, the velocity shear is also used by Hoffman et al.
(2012) to characterize the cosmic web, with a multiscale extension presented in Libeskind
et al. (2012).
1.4.4 Topological methods
An additional important class of structure identification procedures are based on topo-
logical considerations, in principle following an analysis of the Morse-Smale complex of
the density field. Morse theory (see Colombi et al. 2000) forms the basis of the skeleton
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analysis (Novikov et al. 2006; Sousbie et al. 2008a) and of its more rigorous and math-
ematically motivated implementation, the DisPerSE algorithm (Sousbie 2011; Sousbie
et al. 2011a). Given that in general, cosmic density fields behave like a proper Morse
function, the assumption is that filaments and walls can be identified with the manifolds
of the density field connecting saddle points with maxima and minima. Filaments are
identified with the line connecting two maxima via a saddle point, and walls with the
sheet separating the regions around two minima and centred around a saddle point. Both
techniques were developed for the detection of all the cosmic web components, but in
practice they are most successful for filament identification. The skeleton analysis has the
drawback of being limited to a single smoothing scale. In contrast, the DisPerSE method
works directly with the point distribution, which makes it sensitive to the Poisson noise
present in the distribution of galaxies and dark matter particles.
A more recent development involves the use of the Watershed Transform (WT) for
the characterisation of large scale structures on pure topological grounds. This was first
introduced by Platen et al. (2007) as the basis of the Watershed Void Finder (WVF)
technique which identifies voids with the watershed basins. The WVF segments the
cosmic volume into a set of void-like regions without making any prior assumption on the
shape or mean density of voids. The success of the WVF approach was fully illustrated in
the Aspen-Amsterdam void comparison project (Colberg et al. 2008) where it was found
to be one of the top methods for void detection. The watershed transform is also the
basis for the Spineweb procedure (Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2010a, with a multiscale version
introduced in Aragon-Calvo et al. 2011b), which further developed the WVF approach
for the detection of walls and filaments. The Spineweb technique identifies the central
axis of filaments and the inner plane of walls with the boundaries between the watershed
segments of the density field.
All the methods presented above make one crucial assumption on the connectivity of
the various topological features. They implicitly presume that filaments form between
density peaks which act as the cosmic web nodes, while walls make a continuous 2D
surface that separates between different voids. While these assumptions seem to hold
true for the most prominent large scale structures, there are suggestions that the real
picture is more complex, with other methods finding filaments and walls in underdense
regions that have at least one unconnected end (Cautun et al. 2013a).
1.5 The satellites of the Milky Way
As we already discussed in §1.2.2, present day gravitationally bound objects, like our
galaxy and its dark matter halo, have grown not only thorough the accretion of diffuse
matter, but also through mergers with other haloes. A large fraction of those merg-
ers took place at high redshift and most likely do not have remnants that are easily
identifiable nowadays (Lacey & Cole 1993; Gottlo¨ber et al. 2001; Fakhouri & Ma 2008).
But there is still a subset of such interactions, which either took place more recently or
are on large orbits, that show merger remnants. Following a close encounter between
haloes, the outer structure of the less massive halo is the first to get disrupted because
of gravitational tidal interactions with the more massive object. Therefore, these merger
remnants usually are the inner part of a smaller mass halo and the galaxy at its centre,
if the halo was massive enough to have one.
The merger remnants are known as substructures and can be seen both in numerical
simulations as well as in observations. The top panel of Fig. 1.4 shows a typical example
of substructures, or subhaloes, around a cluster mass halo. The most striking outcome of
the figure is the large number of objects around the central halo, which can easily count
within the hundreds and even thousands. The presence of a high number of substructures
is valid for all haloes, indifferent of their mass, and it is especially true in the case of
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Fig. 1.8: The abundance of substruc-
tures in the MW, the Virgo cluster and
in two model haloes with similar masses
to the MW and Virgo cluster. The plot
shows the cumulative number of haloes
as a function of the ratio between the
circular velocity of the subhalo vc and
that of the host halo vglobal. It shows
that while the number of Virgo satel-
lites matches the corresponding simulated
halo, the MW seems to have consider-
able fewer satellites than predicted by the
simulation. This is known as the miss-
ing satellite problem. Reproduced after
Moore et al. (1999).
galactic mass haloes. This prediction is exemplified in Fig. 1.8 where we show the subhalo
count for cluster- and MW-sized haloes. We find that haloes are expected to have ∼100
subhaloes with virial velocities of a tenth or higher than the host’s velocity. While these
predictions agree quite well with the satellite count of the Virgo cluster, there seems
to be a large discrepancy between model and actual number of MW satellites. This
discrepancy is quite significant, of more than an order of magnitude, and it is known as
the missing satellite problem (Klypin et al. 1999; Moore et al. 1999).
The importance and implications of this problem can be easily understood from the
large number of proposals advanced with the goal of solving the discrepancy. One of the
most successful ones invoke known physical processes, in particular supernovae feedback
and early reionization of the intergalactic medium, to explain the low stellar content
and even absence of stars in low mass objects (Bullock et al. 2000; Benson et al. 2002;
Somerville 2002). It claims that below a certain mass, most subhaloes do not have a
visible counterpart and therefore are not detected in galactic surveys. Alternative mod-
els also argued for modifications to ΛCDM, like self-interacting and warm dark matter
theories (e.g. Spergel & Steinhardt 2000; Moore et al. 2000; Bode et al. 2001; Zentner &
Bullock 2003, see Kravtsov 2010 for a more complete description).
The discrepancy in the number of satellites is only one aspect of the problem. Recently
it was shown that the inner structure of the MW satellites does not match with that
predicted from subhaloes found around MW-like ΛCDM haloes. While it is possible to
find subhaloes that match the kinematics of the luminous dwarf spheroidal satellites, the
best fit ΛCDM subhaloes have small masses (e.g. Strigari et al. 2010; Boylan-Kolchin
et al. 2012). This creates problems for current theories since simulations predict ∼10
substructures more massive than the best fit subhaloes (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011b).
This raises questions about how such massive substructures can be devoid of stars when
less massive objects are not. Solving such a puzzle would imply important changes to our
understanding of how galaxies populate low mass haloes or even to the ΛCDM paradigm.
The new take on the missing satellite problem has raised a lot of interest and led to an
increase of activity in the field (e.g. Wang et al. 2012; Lovell et al. 2012).
The structure and number of our galactic satellites is not the only puzzle affecting
the MW substructures. Early observations (Lynden-Bell 1976; Kunkel 1979; Lynden-Bell
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1982) found that the MW satellites lie close to a great circle. This highly anisotropic
distribution seems to pose additional tension with ΛCDM predictions since only a very
small fraction of systems have such planar distribution of satellites (Kroupa et al. 2005;
Wang et al. 2013). Moreover, this result is not limited to the MW, since recently Ibata
et al. (2013) found that the majority of the M31 satellites are also rotating within a very
thin plane.
Due to their proximity, the MW and its satellites play an unparallelled role in testing
cosmology at small, galactic scales. For example, resolving the stellar content of the
dwarf spheroidals allows for tests of galaxy formation and evolution (Grebel 2005) and
the detection of satellites three orders of magnitude fainter than in external galaxies (e.g.
Belokurov et al. 2007) enables the study of very low luminosity galaxies. On top of these,
the MW satellites are a widely used probe in constraining the nature of dark matter (e.g.
Bode et al. 2001; Lovell et al. 2012). The main limitation in using the MW to answer
the above questions arises from the fact that our galaxy is a single object, and therefore
it represents a very limited sample. This means that any effects that play an important
role in determining the properties of the MW and its satellites can systematically bias
any results, if not properly taken into account.
In §1.3.3 we saw that many halo and galaxy properties are correlated with the envi-
ronment in which these objects reside. This raises a very important question. Does the
number, properties and distribution of substructures in MW-mass haloes vary with large
scale environment? This issue is important in the light of observational and theoretical
considerations which suggest that the Local Group is located inside a planar distribution
of matter that extends to Megaparsec scales (e.g. Tully & Fisher 1988; Pasetto & Chiosi
2009; Aragon-Calvo et al. 2011a). This motivates us to investigate if the number of
satellites of MW-mass haloes depends on large scale environment, and especially if there
is a systematic trend with the anisotropic components of the cosmic web.
1.6 Thesis outline
This thesis deals with the characterisation of the large scale structure of the universe as
well as a case study of one of the most used local cosmological probes, the MW and its
satellites.
In §2 we introduce the NEXUS and NEXUS+ algorithms for the morphological seg-
mentation of the cosmic web into its distinct components: clusters, filaments, walls and
voids. The algorithms are a physically motivated expansion of the scale-space formalism
used by the Multiscale Morphology Filter method (Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007b; Arago´n-
Calvo 2007). The NEXUS method uses not only the density field, but also the tidal,
velocity divergence and velocity shear field as tracers of large scale environment. This
allows for a close comparison of the advantages and the limitations of each method in
identifying the cosmic web. Due to the many orders of magnitude variation in the density
field between overdense and underdense regions, we also develop NEXUS+ which uses
a novel filtering method in logarithmic space to better capture the anisotropic features
of the cosmological matter distribution. This latter algorithm performs better in the
detection of cosmic filaments and walls, identifying both the prominent features as well
as the tenuous structures that extend deep inside underdense regions. In this chapter we
also perform an extensive comparison with other cosmic web detection tools, focusing on
the strengths and drawbacks of different methods.
The next chapter, §3, investigates the time evolution of the cosmic web in a ΛCDM
cosmology. In a first part, we compare in more detail the large scale environments traced
by the density, tidal, velocity and velocity shear fields. The goal is to obtain a better
understanding of the similarities and differences between the structures identified by each
of the NEXUS and NEXUS+ methods. In a second part, we analyse the time evolution
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of the cosmic web components as traced by NEXUS+. Our study focuses on under-
standing the anisotropic components, i.e. filaments and walls, and how their properties
vary in time. To do so, we investigate the evolution of a diverse set of quantities, among
which we have: mass and volume fractions, matter transport across components and the
spatial extent of structures. We end with a third part, which deals with the evolution of
individual filamentary objects. We focus on these structures due to the dominant role
played by filaments, which contain most of the mass in the cosmos since at least z = 2.
For this, we introduce a method for segmenting the filamentary network by comparing
the orientation of filaments at different locations. We investigate the spatial extent, shape
and mean density of the resulting population of filaments.
The remaining part of the thesis is focused on analysing systematic effects upon the
substructure population of MW-mass haloes due to environmental effects. Due to com-
putational resources constraints, current simulations of MW-mass objects are limited to
identifying a large number of substructures in a small sample of hosts or in tracing a rep-
resentative sample of MW-mass haloes but with few well resolved subhaloes. Therefore,
in §4 we introduce an extrapolation method for recovering the subhalo number statistics
beyond the resolution limit. This allows us to investigate the substructures of a large
sample of MW-mass haloes over a much larger dynamical range than before. We find
that previous studies (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2012) have underesti-
mated the number of small mass substructures due to not properly taking into account
numerical effects. Given that we recover subhalo statistics over an extended dynamical
range in subhalo mass, we also check how typical the substructures of the high-resolution
Aquarius haloes are when compared to a representative sample MW-mass haloes.
In §5 we investigate how the number of substructures in MW-mass haloes depends on
the large scale environments. We find 10%−20% less subhaloes for haloes located in the
lowest density regions as well as for those residing in cosmic web walls. The dependence
of the subhalo count on environment is dominated by a trend with the local density
field, with no significant effects arising from large scale density. The lower density of
walls accounts for a large part of the observed subhalo scarcity in these environments,
though there are some suggestions hinting at a weak dependence of the substructure
number on density anisotropy. Using the other massive neighbour of the MW, M31, we
find that while it is unlikely for a MW-M31 pair to be located in a very low density
region, a reasonable fraction of such pairs inhabit wall environments. It suggests that
environmental effects do not seem to play an important role in solving the MW’s missing
massive satellites problem.
Finally, in §6 we investigate if the satellite population of the MW is compatible with
the predictions of a ΛCDM universe. For doing so we use that the two Magellanic Clouds
have a maximum circular velocity Vmax ≥ 60 km/s and that our galaxy has at most three
satellites with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s. We find that such a satellite population is rare in a
ΛCDM cosmology, with ∼1% of haloes having a MW-like subhalo population. Moreover,
our analysis points towards a MW mass estimate that is on the low side of commonly
thought values. We also investigate how sensitive our conclusions are to environmental
bias or to the parameters values used in the study. While the likely mass estimate of the
MW is sensitive to the assumed parameter values, the probability of finding a MW-like
substructure population is not.
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Abstract — We introduce the NEXUS algorithm for the identification of cos-
mic web environments: clusters, filaments, walls and voids. This is a multiscale
and automatic morphological analysis tool that identifies all the cosmic structures
in a scale free way, without preference for a certain size or shape. We develop the
NEXUS method to incorporate the density, tidal field, velocity divergence and ve-
locity shear as tracers of the cosmic web. We also present the NEXUS+ procedure
which, taking advantage of a novel filtering of the density in logarithmic space, is
very successful at identifying the filament and wall environments in a robust and
natural way.
To asses the algorithms we apply them to an N-body simulation. We find that
all methods correctly identify the most prominent filaments and walls, while there
are differences in the detection of the more tenuous structures. In general, the
structures traced by the density and tidal fields are clumpier and more rugged than
those present in the velocity divergence and velocity shear fields. We find that the
NEXUS+ method captures much better the filamentary and wall networks and is
successful in detecting even the fainter structures. We also confirm the efficiency of
our methods by examining the dark matter particle and halo distributions.
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2.1 Introduction
Early attempts to map the large scale distribution of galaxies in the universe (Gregory
& Thompson 1978; de Lapparent et al. 1986; Geller & Huchra 1989; Shectman et al.
1996) revealed that galaxies are far from being evenly distributed across the nearby
Universe. On the contrary, the mass distribution delineated by galaxies seems to form an
intricate network of compact and dense associations interconnected by tenuous “bridges”
or “filaments” surrounded by surprisingly vast empty regions (Kirshner et al. 1981).
Preliminary studies suggested that the universe on large scales could be described as a
cellular system (Joeveer & Einasto 1978) or a Cosmic Web (Bond et al. 1996). This
has been confirmed in recent times by large galaxy surveys such as the 2dFGRS (Colless
et al. 2003), the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (e.g. Tegmark et al. 2004) and the 2MASS
redshift survey (Huchra & et al. 2005).
The Cosmic Web can be seen as the most prominent manifestation of the anisotropic
nature of gravitational collapse, the motor behind the formation of structure in the cos-
mos (Peebles 1980). N-body computer simulations have illustrated how a primordial
field of tiny Gaussian density perturbations transforms into a pronounced and intricate
filigree of filamentary features, dented by dense compact clumps at the nodes of the net-
work (Jenkins & et al. 1998; Colberg et al. 2005; Springel et al. 2005; Dolag et al. 2006).
The description of the Megaparsec matter distribution as an interconnected network or
a cosmic web is not a coincidence. Even early computer simulations indicated the close
connection between each morphological component, namely that clusters sit at the inter-
section of filaments and filaments are formed at the intersection of walls (Doroshkevich
et al. 1980; Frenk et al. 1983; Melott 1983; Shapiro et al. 1983; Davis et al. 1985; White
et al. 1987; Pauls & Melott 1995; Sathyaprakash et al. 1996).
One of the main reasons for our interest in outlining the Cosmic Web concerns the
question of whether and how far the weblike environment influences the properties and
evolution of galaxies. Recent N -body simulations have found that the filamentary or
sheetlike nature of the environment has a distinct influence on the shape and spin orien-
tation of dark matter haloes (Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007a; Hahn et al. 2007a,b; Paz et al.
2008; Hahn et al. 2009; Hahn 2009; Zhang et al. 2009). Other recent works (Jones et al.
2010; Tempel et al. 2012) have shown that indeed there is an alignment, even though
weak, of galaxies and the filaments they lie within. In this paper we propose new robust
and flexible methods that allow a better identification of the Cosmic Web environments
and hence help us to better understand how environments influence the formation and
evolution of dark matter haloes and galaxies.
2.1.1 Cosmic web detection
Identifying the components of the cosmic web is a major challenge due to the over-
whelming complexity of the individual structures as well as their connectivity, the lack
of structural symmetries, its intrinsic multiscale nature and the wide range of densities
found in the cosmic matter distribution. Over the years, a variety of heuristic measures
were used to analyse specific aspects of the spatial patterns in the large scale Universe, but
only recently these have lead to a more solid and well-defined machinery for identifying
the cosmic web. Nearly without exception, these methods borrow extensively from other
branches of science such as image processing, mathematical morphology, computational
geometry and medical imaging.
The connectedness of elongated supercluster structures in the cosmic matter distri-
bution was first probed by means of percolation analysis, introduced and emphasized by
Zel’dovich and coworkers (Zeldovich et al. 1982; Shandarin & Zeldovich 1989; Shandarin
et al. 2004, 2010), while a related graph-theoretical construct, the minimum spanning
tree of the galaxy distribution, was extensively analysed by Bhavsar and collaborators
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(Barrow et al. 1985; Graham et al. 1995; Colberg 2007) in an attempt to develop an
objective measure of filamentarity. Both Colberg et al. (2005) and by Pimbblet (2005)
set out to identify filaments and their adjoining clusters, using quite different techniques.
More general filament finders have been put forward by a number of authors. Follow-
ing specific physical criteria, Gonza´lez & Padilla (2010) recently forwarded an interesting
and promising combination of a tessellation-based density estimator and a dynamical
binding energy criterion. A thorough mathematical nonparametric formalism involving
the medial axis of a point cloud, as yet for 2-D point distributions, was proposed by Gen-
ovese et al. (2010). It is based on a geometric representation of filaments as the medial
axis of the data distribution. Also solidly rooted within a geometric and mathematical
context is the more generic geometric inference formalism developed by Chazal et al.
(2009). It allows the recovery of geometric and topological features of the supposedly
underlying density field from a sampled point cloud on the basis of distance functions.
Stoica et al. (2005, 2007, 2010) use a generalization of the classical Candy model to lo-
cate and catalogue filaments in galaxy surveys. This approach has the advantage that
it works directly with the original point process and does not require the creation of a
continuous density field. However, computationally it is very demanding.
The more recent formalisms that are intent on characterizing the full range of weblike
formalisms usually exploit the morphological information in the gradient and Hessian of
the density field or potential field, i.e. the tidal field (see e.g. Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007a,b;
Hahn et al. 2007a,b; Sousbie et al. 2008a; Forero-Romero et al. 2009; Bond et al. 2010a,b).
Morse theory (see Colombi et al. 2000) forms the basis of the skeleton analysis by Novikov
et al. (2006) (2-D) and Sousbie et al. (2008a) (3-D). It identifies morphological features
with the maxima and saddle points in the density field and results in an elegant and
mathematically rigorous tool for filament identification. However, it is computationally
intensive, focuses mostly on filaments and is strongly dependent on the smoothing scale
of the density field. A more elaborate classification scheme on the basis of the manifolds
in the tidal field – involving all morphological features in the cosmic matter distribution
– has been forwarded by Hahn et al. (2007a) (also see Hahn et al. 2007b; Forero-Romero
et al. 2009).
Instead of using the tidal field configuration, one may also try to link directly to the
morphology of the density field itself. Though this allows a more detailed view of the
intricacies of the multiscale matter distribution, it is usually more sensitive to noise and
less directly coupled to the underlying dynamics of structure formation than the tidal field
morphology. A single scale dissection of the density field into its various morphological
components has been done by Bond et al. (2010a), and applied to N-body simulations
and galaxy redshift samples (also see Bond et al. 2010b; Choi et al. 2010). A more
elaborate formalism is the Multiscale Morphology Filter (MMF), introduced by Arago´n-
Calvo et al. (2007b). It looks at structure from a scale-space point of view, treating the
spatial structure in D dimensions in the context of an explicit D + 1 dimensional space
(Florack et al. 1992; Lindeberg 1998). TheD+1 dimensional scale space consists of theD-
dimensional spatial structure at a range of spatial resolution scales. The MMF formalism
subsequently assigns a local morphology based on an evaluation of the multiscale second
order variations in the local density field. Instead of restricting the analysis to one
particular scale, by evaluating the density field Hessian over a range of spatial scales and
determining at which scales and locations the various morphological signatures are most
prominent, the MMF explicitly addresses the multiscale nature of the cosmic structures.
A somewhat similar multiscale approach was followed by the Metric Space Technique
described by Wu et al. (2009), who applied it to a morphological analysis of the DR5 of
the SDSS.
A more recent development is that of the Spineweb procedure (Arago´n-Calvo et al.
2010a), which traces the various features of the cosmic web on pure topological grounds
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by invoking the Watershed Transform (WT). The WT was introduced by Platen et al.
(2007) as the basis of the Watershed Void Finder technique (Platen et al. 2007) which
identifies cosmic voids with the watershed basins. The Spineweb procedure elaborates
on this, by identifying the central axis of filaments and the inner plane of walls with
the boundaries between the watershed segments of the density field. While the basic
Spineweb procedure involved one scale, the full procedure allows a multiscale topological
characterization of the cosmic web Aragon-Calvo et al. (2011b). However, to do so it
must invoke some implicit assumptions on the connectivity of the various topological
features.
2.1.2 Intention and outline
The goal of this paper is to present two new algorithms (NEXUS and NEXUS+) for the
detection of cosmic web environments and to assess their effectiveness. Elaborating on
the multiscale scale-space context of the rudimentary density field Multiscale Morphology
Filter (MMF, Arago´n-Calvo (2007)), the NEXUS and NEXUS+ formalism represents a
complete and versatile instrument for the structural and physical study of the cosmic web.
Simultaneously taking into account the multiscale nature of the cosmic mass distribution,
NEXUS and NEXUS+ explicitly operate on a diversity of physical fields that are relevant
to the formation and evolution of the cosmic web. The extension beyond the density
field, towards the use of information contained in the tidal field, velocity divergence and
velocity shear to trace the large scale structure, is a key aspect of NEXUS and NEXUS+.
The new formalism allows us to compare the environments traced by both the positional
and velocity part of the phase space. We focus most of the analysis on the detection of
filaments and walls, since these are the most challenging environments to identify. We
find that our new methods are very efficient at tracing the cosmic web, resulting in very
high quality filaments and walls.
This study is organized as follows. In sections 2.2 and 2.3 we describe the NEXUS and
NEXUS+ methods which we use for the identification of the cosmic web, including a
comparison of the two algorithms on a toy model. This is followed in §2.4 with an
extension of the tools to use a multitude of cosmological fields (density and tidal field
versus the velocity divergence and velocity shear) as tracers of the cosmic environments.
This way we take full advantage of the full 6-D information contained in phase space.
The second part of the paper is focused on assessing how these methods cope with the
complex and hierarchical structures present in the universe. To do so we use the DTFE
density and velocity divergence from N-body simulations as inputs to our algorithms –
see §2.5. Section 2.6 presents the cluster, filament and wall environments identified in
the simulation and compares the results of the different methods. To asses the quality
of the detections we look at the dark matter particle and halo distributions in each
environment and also study the effects of a multiscale versus single scale approach in
tracing the cosmic web. Finally, we summarize our findings in §2.8.
2.2 NEXUS : general formalism for multiscale morphological
analysis
The NEXUS algorithm is a Scale-Space method for morphologically segmenting the cos-
mic web into its three distinct features: clusters, filaments and walls. The environment
identification is performed in a scale and user independent way to account for the multi-
scale nature of the large scale structure, which is the result of the hierarchical evolution
of the cosmic mass distribution. The method is derived from the field of medical imaging
(Frangi et al. 1998; Sato et al. 1998; Li et al. 2003) where it is used to identify nodules,
vessels and walls in two- and three-dimensional images. An earlier and simpler version of
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the method was introduced in cosmology under the name Multiscale Morphology Filter
(MMF) in Arago´n-Calvo et al. (2007b). The MMF involved a rudimentary treatment of
scale-space analysis and restricted itself to the use of the density field as tracer of the
cosmic web environment.
In general, the scale-space formalism can be applied to any input field to detect point-
, line- and sheetlike structures in the field values, and thus lends itself to applications
involving a range of quantities dynamically relevant for the formation and evolution of
the cosmic web. Following this observation, we have embedded the scale-space formalism
in the physical framework of cosmic web formation.
For this purpose we have defined two classes of the algorithm, the NEXUS and the
NEXUS+ formalism. The main difference between NEXUS and NEXUS+ concerns the
filter used for constructing the representation of the field at different resolutions in scale-
space. The NEXUS technique uses a Gaussian filter for smoothing while NEXUS+ uses
a Log-Gaussian filter (more on that in §2.3). We will demonstrate in this study that they
yield a substantially more realistic and robust representation of filaments, walls and their
mutual connectivity, over the range of scales covered by the scale-space representation.
2.2.1 NEXUS : general algorithm description
The NEXUS algorithm detects the point-, line- and sheet-like structures1 for a generic
input field f . For large scale structure, these features correspond to clusters, filaments
and walls. To keep the notation clear, we limit our discussion to the cosmic web environ-
ments, but there is no loss of generality. The NEXUS algorithm consists of the following
six steps:
(I) Applying a Gaussian filter of width Rn to the input field.
(II) Computing the Hessian matrix eigenvalues for the filtered field.
(III) Assigning to each point a cluster, filament and wall signature using the Hessian
eigenvalues .
(IV) Repeating steps (I) to (III) over a range of smoothing scales (R0, R1, .., RN ), to
construct the scale-space representation of the field.
(V) Combining the results of all scales to obtain a scale independent cluster, filament
and wall signature.
(VI) Using physical criteria to determine the detection threshold corresponding to valid
environments.
In the following we elaborate on each step of the algorithm and give the details necessary
for the implementation of the method.
2.2.1.1 Step I: Applying Gaussian smoothing
A Gaussian filter of width Rn is applied to the input field f(x). This gives rise to a







where fˆ(k) is the Fourier transform of the input field f(x).
1The algorithm given here applies to detecting the point-, line- and sheet-like structures corresponding
to maxima in the field values. If we are interested in the same structures but for the minima of the field
values, than we need to apply the same algorithm to −f . For example the cosmic web environments
correspond to maxima in density but to minima in velocity divergence.










Fig. 2.1: The amplitude of
the kernel function Hij for a
smoothing radius of 1 h−1Mpc.
The values were normalized such
that Hij has a maximum value
of 1. Note the logarithmic axes.
2.2.1.2 Step II: Computing Hessian eigenvalues







where Hij,Rn represents the i, j entry of the HRn Hessian matrix. The R
2
n term is a
renormalization factor that has to do with the multiscale nature of the NEXUS algorithm.
It makes sure that the same weight is assigned when comparing the Hessian value at
different scales. Using Eq. (2.1), the Fourier transform of the Hessian reads:
Hˆij,Rn(k) = Hij,Rn(k) fˆ(k) (2.3)
with H the Hessian kernel function given by:
Hij,Rn(k) = −kikjR2ne−k
2R2n/2 . (2.4)
The kernel function characterizes which Fourier components of the input field give con-
tributions to the Hessian matrix. The dependence of the Hessian kernel on k is shown
in Fig. 2.1. At a given smoothing scale Rn, the H kernel has a peak at kpeak =
√
2/Rn,
with a sharp drop-off for higher k and a linear fall for smaller k. Therefore, for a given
scale Rn, only the Fourier components of f around the peak kpeak will give an important
contribution to the Hessian matrix.
The NEXUS formalism depends only on the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix, with
the eigenvalues given by:
det(Hij,Rn(x)− λa,Rn(x)δij) = 0, with λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ λ3 . (2.5)
2.2.1.3 Step III: Computing environment signature
The eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix can be used to assign a cluster, filament and wall
characteristic to every point x using the expected behaviour given in Table 2.1. This is
the environment signature and is denoted with S(x). The first step in computing the
signature is to define the shape strength I. This gives a quantitative description of the
approximate relations given in the middle column of Table 2.1. The shape strength is
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Table 2.1: Hessian eigenvalue relationships for the different environments of the cosmic web.
The second column gives the qualitative relationships between the eigenvalues (conditions that
are implemented analytically in Eq. (2.6) ) while the third column gives strict eigenvalues
constraints implemented in Eq. (2.7).
Structure Soft constraints Strict constraints
cluster |λ1| ' |λ2| ' |λ3| λ1 < 0; λ2 < 0; λ3 < 0
filament |λ1| ' |λ2|  |λ3| λ1 < 0; λ2 < 0
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(2.6)
where we use the notation Θ(x) = xθ(x) for clarity, with θ(x) the step function (θ(x) = 1
if x ≥ 0, 0 otherwise). The strength I is large when the eigenvalues at x correspond to a
prominent structure and small otherwise. The cluster/filament/wall signature is defined
as:






where the θ(−λa) factors (with a = 1, 2, 3) incorporate the right most column of Ta-
ble 2.1. The |λa| term gives the intensity of the morphological feature and can be used
to discriminate between real signals (large |λa|) and noise (small |λa|).
2.2.1.4 Step IV: Computing the environmental signature over a range of smoothing
scales
The previous three steps are repeated over a range of smoothing scales (R0, R1, .., RN ).
The hierarchy of smoothing scales is taken as Rn = (
√
2)nR0 with R0 the smallest scale
at which one expects to find structures (Sato et al. 1998). Taking an even smaller step
between any two successive smoothing scales makes only minor differences. In practice
we choose R0 equal to the grid spacing of the input field. We found that for the detection
of the most prominent features of the cosmic web it is sufficient to consider smoothing
scales in the range 0.5 h−1Mpc to 4 h−1Mpc. In this respect it is good to note that
outstanding features of the cosmic web are visible within a particular range of scales
centred around the transition scale between linear and non-linear structures.
The result of this step is a signature function for each scale SRn(x) which characterizes
the environmental response of point x at the Rn smoothing scale.
2.2.1.5 Step V: Scale-space stacking
The signature of the given set of scales is combined to obtain the overall signature. This
is a scale independent map characterizing the degree to which the point x is part of a
cluster, filament or wall. A structure of a given size will give the largest signature for
a smoothing scale of the same size. Therefore, the overall signature at a point is the
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Fig. 2.2: A 1 h−1Mpc slice through: a) density field, b) node signature, c) filament signature
and d) wall signature obtained from an N-body simulation. The white, orange and black show
the high, medium and low values of density and environment signature. The green line contours
show the regions with high node signature (panel c) and with high filament signature (panel d).




2.2.1.6 Step VI: Computing the detection threshold
The signature has a wide range of values, with the large one corresponding to strong
structures and the small ones coming from noise and null detections. This can be ap-
preciated in Fig. 2.2, which shows the cluster, filament and wall signature. Therefore,
the last step in the algorithm involves the use of physical criteria to find the threshold
signature that discriminates between valid and invalid detections. Signature values larger
than the threshold correspond to real structures while the rest are spurious detections.
The threshold signature for clusters is found by requiring that the identified objects are
virialized, whereas for filaments and walls the threshold is given by the dependence of
the filament/wall mass with environmental signature.
The procedure to determine the signature threshold for cluster detection is illustrated
in the upper panel of Fig. 2.3. Clusters are the largest and most recently formed fully
virialized objects (Voit 2005). We use this definition to determine the signature threshold
for cluster identification. We test for virialization by requiring that the average density
of the cluster is larger than ∆ = 370, which is the value given by the spherical collapse
model at z = 0 (Gunn & Gott 1972). From Fig. 2.3 it can be seen that the fraction of
objects with an average density larger than the virialization threshold changes very fast
from 0 to 1 as we increase the cluster signature Sc. We then take the signature threshold
as the value where half of the objects have a density larger than ∆.
The filament and wall identification is performed by limiting our detections to only
the most prominent filamentary and wall regions. We find that the same method can
be successfully used for the recognition of both filaments and walls. Let us denote with
Mf (Sf ) the mass in filaments with a signature value larger or equal to Sf . As Sf











































Fig. 2.3: Left panel : The dependence of the fraction of clusters with density larger than the
virial density versus the cluster signature Sc. The intersection of the gray lines shows the
cluster detection threshold. Right panel : Determination of the detection threshold for filaments
and walls. The peak of ∆M2 (shown by the gray vertical lines) corresponds to the signature
threshold for filament and wall identification (see text for details).
decreases, more and more regions are included and hence Mf (Sf ) increases. Most of the
change in this function is restricted to a small range in Sf values and it gives a natural
way of discriminating between real and spurious detections. In Appendix 2.A we show




gives a natural and robust method of defining the most prominent filamentary compo-
nents of the cosmic web. Similarly, in the case of walls, we can define ∆M2w using the
above equation with Mf and Sf replaced by their corresponding quantities for wall en-
vironments, Mw and Sw. The quantity Mw(Sw) is the mass in regions that have a wall
signature value larger or equal to Sw. The ∆M2 dependence for both filaments and walls
is shown in Fig. 2.3. We use the pronounced ∆M2 peak to delineate the valid environ-
ments, which are the points with signatures larger than the position of the ∆M2 peak.
All other points with smaller signature are considered null detections. This threshold
method reproduces very well the filamentary and wall network visible in both the cosmic
density and velocity divergence fields.
The algorithm performs the environment detection by applying the above steps first to
clusters, then to filaments and finally to walls. This sequence (first clusters, then filaments
and finally walls) has to be followed due to the presence of anisotropic clusters and
filaments that give mixed environmental signatures. This can be appreciated from panel
c of Fig. 2.2 where on top of the filament signature we show the contours corresponding
to large cluster signature. We see that there are several regions that have both a large
cluster and filamentary characteristic. This is due to non-spherical clusters that have a
large filamentary signature. Similar anisotropic cluster/filaments may give a strong wall
signature (see panel d of Fig. 2.2). To overcome this cross-contamination, a point is part
of a filament only if it was not previously identified as in a cluster. Similarly a point is in
a wall if it was not previously identified as part of a cluster or filament. This procedure
makes sure that each point is assigned a single classification: cluster, filament, wall or
field (everything else that is not a cluster, filament or wall).
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Fig. 2.4: The filaments detected using the NEXUS and NEXUS+ methods when applied to a
test image. The input test image (upper panel) contains three filaments with the same width but
of different intensities: 1, 10 and 100 (from left to right). Frame b) shows the NEXUS filament
signature with a threshold low enough such that also the weakest filament (leftmost one) is
visible. Panel c) depicts the same as frame b) but for the NEXUS+ method.
2.3 NEXUS+ : logarithmic formalism for multiscale morpholog-
ical analysis
The NEXUS algorithm is very efficient in detecting the environments in a field f where
all the structures correspond to the same order of magnitude values of f . However,
the method faces some challenges when the structures in f are present over orders of
magnitude in field values. To better understand this, we present a test example in
Fig. 2.4. It shows three filaments characterized by different intensities: 1, 10 and 100
(from left to right). For the NEXUS method to identify all the three filaments, the
threshold needs to be so low that the stronger filaments are detected as extending much
beyond their input data boundaries. The higher intensity peaks give a significant signal
even at large distances, due to the combination of the Gaussian filter not dropping off
fast enough and the high field value of the peak.
One way to remedy this problem is to replace the Gaussian filter with a new smoothing
method that takes into account the large range in values. For that we introduce the Log-
Gaussian filter, which is a Gaussian filter in logarithm space. By replacing the Gaussian
filter in NEXUS with the Log-Gaussian filter we obtain the NEXUS+ formalism. The
results of the new method are presented in frame c of Fig. 2.4. It clearly shows that the
new filtering procedure recovers much better the three filaments.
2.3.1 NEXUS+ : general algorithm description
The main difference between NEXUS and NEXUS+ is the use of the Log-Gaussian filter
instead of the Gaussian one. The steps of the NEXUS+ algorithm are the same as the
steps of NEXUS with the exception of steps (I) and (II).
2.3.1.1 Step I: Applying Log-Gaussian smoothing
A Log-Gaussian filter of width Rn is applied to the input field f . To this end, we
introduce the field g, the logarithm of field f ,
g = log10 f , (2.10)
and the field gRn , the smoothed logarithm at scale Rn,
gRn(x) =
∫
d3y g(y) WG,Rn(x,y) , (2.11)
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with WG,Rn the Gaussian filter of width Rn.
Following the introduction of these quantities, the application of the Log-Gaussian
filter consists of three main steps,
1. Computing the logarithm of the field f , g = log10 f .
2. Applying the Gaussian filter of width Rn to g to obtain the smoothed logarithm
gRn .
3. Computing the smoothed field fRn by taking the exponential of the smoothed
logarithm gRn .








involving the simple multiplication of the Fourier field component gˆ(k) with the Gaussian
exponential,
gˆRn(k) = e
−k2R2n/2 gˆ(k) . (2.13)
Subsequently, the resulting NEXUS+ smoothed field fRn is obtained by evaluating,
fRn(x) = CRn 10
gRn . (2.14)
The variable CRn is a multiplication constant that assures the mean of the input field is
the same before and after filtering.
2.3.1.2 Step II: Computing Hessian eigenvalues
The second step is the same as for the NEXUS algorithm, but since the smoothing filter








can be written in Fourier space using:
Hˆij,Rn(k) = −kikjR2nfˆRn(k) . (2.16)
Please note that now one cannot formulate fˆRn(k) as a simple analytical expression as
in the case of the NEXUS algorithm’s Eq. (2.3). For the NEXUS+ algorithm one needs
to perform steps (I) and (II) separately.
The rest of the steps are the same as NEXUS steps (III) to (VI) described in §2.2.1.
It is important to note that because NEXUS+ uses the logarithm of f it can only be
applied to input fields that have positive values at every point.
2.3.2 NEXUS+ on the density field
The major challenge of structure detection lies in the fact that the nonlinear density field,
following its evolution, ranges over many orders of magnitude between the underdense
and overdense regions. Structures are present over the whole range of values in density.
To deal with this challenge we can use two approaches: either take the density logarithm
(see §2.4.3) or use a different algorithm that takes into account the approximative log-
normal shape of the density distribution. Here we take the former approach and apply
the NEXUS+ algorithm to the density field.
The strength of the NEXUS+ algorithm can be easily appreciated if one compares
the density field using Gaussian versus Log-Gaussian smoothing. While there is a one
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Fig. 2.5: Comparing Gaussian
and Log-Gaussian density smooth-
ing (see text for details). The
top panel shows the initial density
field, while the central and bottom
panels give the Gaussian and re-
spectively Log-Gaussian smoothed
density. Both cases were obtained
using a 1 h−1Mpc smoothing. The
scale in the lower two panels was
selected by fitting the density his-
togram with a log-normal distribu-
tion and plotting the values in the
peak−3σ to peak+3σ range (with
peak and σ the peak and standard
deviation of the log-normal distri-
bution).
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to one mapping between density and density logarithm, this relation does not hold when
one compares the smoothed density with the smoothed logarithm of the density. The
results of the two methods are shown in Fig. 2.5. We immediately observe that the
Gaussian filtered density is dominated by several peaks with a typical spherical shape.
On the other hand, the Log-Gaussian results seem to trace much better the large scale
structure.
Most of the differences between the two results come from the very high density
peaks. When applying a Gaussian smoothing, these higher density peaks gets smoothed
up to large distances and dominate the signal coming from other less dense neighbouring
regions. This leads to a loss of information about the large scale structure around these
peaks. In the case of Log-Gaussian smoothing, by taking the logarithm of the input field
the contrast between these very high density peaks and their neighbourhoods is greatly
reduced. Therefore the contribution of the peaks will not be dominant, even though the
Log-Gaussian filter has the same spatial extension as the Gaussian one.
2.4 Tracer fields of the cosmic web: extending the NEXUS algo-
rithm beyond density
There are various methods that attempt to identify the components of the cosmic web.
These not only implement different detection techniques, but in many cases differ in
the nature of the field used to trace the underlying cosmic structure. In other words,
the variation in the results of different methods should not only be ascribed to the
algorithms used, but also to the differences in the tracer fields. In this section we extend
the NEXUS method to a multitude of cosmic web tracers: density, tidal field, velocity
divergence and shear as well as to the density logarithm. By doing so we not only find
the field with the best footprint of the cosmic web, but also gain better understanding
of the evolution and structure of the cosmic web.
The most widely used tracers of the cosmic web is the density (Arago´n-Calvo et al.
2007b; Sousbie et al. 2008b, 2011b) and the tidal field (Hahn et al. 2007a; Forero-Romero
et al. 2009). On the other hand, the use of the density logarithm for the classification
of the cosmic web is a novel method that we introduce here. Later on we will argue
why this is a natural structure tracer field that one should consider. While there have
been a fair share of methods using the positional information of the phase space, there
are very few works that use the velocity field as cosmic web tracer. Most interesting is
the work by Shandarin (2011), which emphasized the importance of the velocity field
for understanding the emerging patterns in the matter distribution. Based on this,
he used the variance of the velocity field as a measure of the local environment. In
a sequence of studies that follows up on this idea (Abel et al. 2012; Shandarin et al.
2012; Neyrinck 2012), the full phase space structure of the mass distribution is used
for an impressively accurate dynamical characterization of morphological structure of
the cosmic web. Following this promising avenue, we are also working on relating the
NEXUS and NEXUS+ formalism to the structure found by these phase space based
methods.
2.4.1 NEXUS den: tracing the cosmic web using the density field
The density is one of the obvious fields used for environmental detection due to the sharp
contrast of the clusters and filaments compared to most of remaining void dominated
volume. To apply the NEXUS algorithm on the density one has to just insert the density
δ in Eq. (2.3). For simplicity, we denoted this method as NEXUS den . To better
understand the behaviour of the NEXUS den method we need to rewrite the Hessian
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Table 2.2: The methods resulting from the extension of the NEXUS algorithm to several tracer
fields of the cosmic web.
Method name Tracer field
NEXUS den density field δ
NEXUS tidal tidal field T
NEXUS denlog density logarithm field log10(1 + δ)
NEXUS veldiv velocity divergence field θ
NEXUS velshear velocity shear field σ






where the initial equation was multiplied by the unit factor 1k2 k
2. It is immediately
obvious that the Hessian is given by two distinct parts: the tidal field2 multiplied by a
band-pass filter. The band pass filter is made of two distinct components: the k2R2n high
pass filter and the Gaussian e−k
2R2n/2 low pass filter. Simple calculations show that the
maximum of the band pass filter is at k =
√
2
R , while the shape of the filter is very similar
to the one in Fig. 2.1. Therefore detecting the cosmic web structures in the density field
is equivalent to identifying those structures in a band pass filtered tidal field.
When applying the NEXUS den formalism, an additional step has to be taken on
top of those described in §2.2.1 and mask the density field when detecting filaments and
walls. For filaments identification we need to set the density to 0 in the cluster regions.
In the absence of this mask, the cluster regions will give a large, unrealistic, filamentary
signature3. Similarly when identifying walls, we need to set the density to 0 in both the
cluster and filament regions.
2.4.2 NEXUS tidal: tracing the cosmic web using the tidal field
The tidal field is the driver of anisotropic gravitational collapse and it is an essential
ingredient for the formation and evolution of the cosmic web (Zel’dovich 1970; Gurbatov
et al. 1989; Bond et al. 1996). It is only natural to use it for the detection and under-
standing of the cosmic structures (Hahn et al. 2007a; Forero-Romero et al. 2009). This
mode of the NEXUS method is indicated as NEXUS tidal.





with φgrav the gravitational potential. The latter is related to the density via the Poisson
2The first part of Eq. (2.17) is the same as the Fourier transform of the tidal field given by Eq. (2.21)
in §2.4.2 up to the multiplication factor 4piGρ¯. This factor has no effect on the final results since it only
rescales the Hessian eigenvalues.
3The filamentary signature of cluster regions will be large, even though the filamentary shape strength
Ifilament given by Eq. (2.6) is small in those regions. This is since the filamentary signature (see Eq.
(2.7)) depends on |λ2| which has very large values in the cluster regions and will compensate for the
small values of Ifilament. So this additional |λ2| factor that discriminates between signal and noise also
introduces false detections. More generally, this false detection problem is important when the typical
values of the tracer field for the different environments are orders of magnitude apart. It can be easily
corrected by using the masking procedure described in the text.




















Fig. 2.6: The Fourier transform amplitude for the density, density logarithm, gravitational
potential, velocity divergence and velocity potential fields. The spectra were obtained directly
from the DTFE interpolated fields used as input for the NEXUS method. The curves were
shifted vertically to better emphasize the differences between the two gray lines which mark
the peak of the HˆR function with R = 4 (left line) and R = 0.5 h−1Mpc (right line). The two
smoothing radii represent the upper and lower limits of the smoothing scales set used in the
NEXUS algorithm.
equation:
∇2φgrav(x) = 4piGρ¯δ(x) , (2.19)
where G is the gravitational constant, ρ¯ is the average matter density and 1 + δ(x) =
ρ(x)/ρ¯ is the overdensity. The Poisson equation is easily solved in Fourier space to obtain:
φˆgrav(k) = −4piGρ¯ 1
k2
δˆ(k) , (2.20)





Identifying the cosmic environments traced by the tidal field is done by applying the
NEXUS algorithm on the gravitational potential. The Hessian matrix of the potential






This is exactly the tidal field smoothed over with a Gaussian filter.
The difference between the Hessian matrix of NEXUS tidal and NEXUS den consists
in the additional k2R2n high pass filter present in the case of the second method – compare
Eqs. (2.17) and (2.22). Therefore variations in the result of the two methods comes from
excluding the low frequency modes in the NEXUS den case and not in the NEXUS tidal .
The same conclusion can be reached by looking at the Fourier transform amplitude of
the input fields: the density versus the gravitational potential. These are shown in
Fig. 2.6. The first is more flat, while for the second the low frequencies have much larger
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Fig. 2.7: Filamentary signature
in a thin 1 h−1Mpc slice com-
puted using: a) NEXUS den and b)
NEXUS tidal methods. The white,
orange and black correspond to high,
medium and low signature values.
amplitudes. This means that the large scale modes give a much larger contribution
for NEXUS tidal than for NEXUS den. These effects are illustrated in Fig. 2.7. The
NEXUS den environments have a very clumpy appearance and are very sensitive to
small scale structures. On the other hand, NEXUS tidal is only responsive to the large
scale modes and cannot trace the smaller details of the matter distribution.
It is important to note that the environment characteristics in the gravitational po-
tential are different from the ones in the density field. According to the cosmic web
theory, the clusters, filaments and walls are given by the strength and sign of the first,
second and third eigenvalues of the tidal field (Bond et al. 1996). This can be easily im-
plemented within the NEXUS framework by changing the environmental signature from
Eq. (2.7) to:
S = θ(λa) λa (2.23)
with a = 1 for clusters, a = 2 for filaments and a = 3 for walls.
As in the case of the NEXUS den method, we need to apply a cluster mask when
identifying filaments and a combined cluster and filament mask when identifying walls.
This procedure sets the density to 0 in the mask regions, after which the gravitational
potential is computed using Eq. (2.19).
2.4.3 NEXUS denlog: tracing the cosmic web using the density logarithm
Using the density logarithm for cosmic web detection is an approach that has not been
explored until now. We were motivated to apply the NEXUS algorithm to the density
logarithm and not the density itself because of a multitude of reasons:
• The NEXUS method works best when all structures correspond to similar values
in the input field, while the density ranges from 0.01 in underdense versus 104 and
higher in overdense regions. We expect to find structures over orders of magnitude
in density values and simply using density biases the results towards high density
structures. By taking the density logarithm the orders of magnitude difference is
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reduced to values of −2 in voids to around 4 in cluster regions4.
• The non-linear density field is close to a lognormal distribution, when smoothed on
scales of a few Mpc (Coles & Jones 1991).
• The large scale structure is best made visible when rendering the density logarithm
and not the density itself.
The NEXUS denlog method consists in replacing the input field f in the NEXUS algo-
rithm with log10(1 + δ). The main difference between this method and NEXUS den con-
sists in the reduced contrast between underdense and overdense regions as well as a much
steeper spectrum towards large scales for the density logarithm (see Fig. 2.6). Because of
the reduced contrast between underdense and overdense regions when looking at the den-
sity logarithm, there is no need to apply the mask described for the NEXUS den method.
While we were motivated by the same reasons as above to develop the NEXUS+ al-
gorithm, there is a large difference between the NEXUS+ and NEXUS denlog methods
as will be clearly visible in the results of §2.6. In NEXUS denlog we identify the cosmic
web using the logarithm of the density log10(1 + δ), while for the NEXUS+ method we
trace the environments using the density field smoothed with the Log-Gaussian filter.
2.4.4 NEXUS veldiv: tracing the cosmic web using the velocity divergence
The NEXUS den, NEXUS tidal and NEXUS denlog methods use only half of the phase
space, the positional information, for identifying the elements of the cosmic web. It is
interesting from both a theoretical and practical point of view to see how the remaining
phase space can also be used to trace the large scale structure. The natural candidates for
this are the velocity divergence and the velocity shear, due to the one-to-one connection
between these quantities and the density and tidal field in the linear regime.




∇ · v(x) (2.24)
where we divide by the Hubble factor H such that θ is a unitless quantity. The velocity
divergence is easily computed as an output of the DTFE method (Bernardeau & van de
Weygaert 1996; Romano-Dı´az & van de Weygaert 2007). According to linear theory, the
velocity divergence is related to the density field via:
θ(x) = −fδ(x) , (2.25)
with f the linear velocity growth factor (see Peebles 1980). So in the linear regime, any
structure in the density field should also be present in velocity divergence. A similar
relation between θ and δ holds true also for the non-linear regime, but in a more complex
way (for details see Nusser et al. 1991; Chodorowski & Lokas 1997; Bernardeau et al.
1999). The differences between the structures detected using density versus velocity
divergence probe the effects of the non-linear evolution on the cosmic web components.
The NEXUS veldiv method is the application of the NEXUS algorithm on the nega-
tive of the velocity divergence −θ. We choose the minus sign because of Eq. (2.25). The






This is the product of the velocity shear given by Eq. (2.32) multiplied by a band
4Note that the DTFE density field will always have a density different from zero even in the emptiest
voids. The typical DTFE density contrast in voids at redshift z = 0 is 0.01 to 0.1.
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pass filter. This is exactly the same as for the NEXUS den method, but with the tidal
field replaced by the velocity shear. The main difference between NEXUS veldiv and
NEXUS den can be easily seen in Fig. 2.6: the velocity divergence and density have the
same Fourier components at large scales, but the density has a more flattened drop at
smaller scales.
In contrast to the NEXUS den method, we choose not to apply a mask for the velocity
related methods. While there are still orders of magnitude variation in the velocity
divergence between overdense and underdense regions, this difference is not as large
as for the density field. The major challenge in applying a mask arises because the
velocity divergence can take both positive and negative values, so there is no a priori well
motivated value that we can use in the mask regions.
2.4.5 NEXUS velshear: tracing the cosmic web using the velocity shear













where vi is the i component of the velocity. We normalize the velocity shear by the
Hubble constant to keep the same notations as in the case of the velocity divergence.
To obtain the velocity shear, the velocity is rewritten as the sum of the potential and
rotational flows:
v = ∇φvel +∇×Avel (2.28)
where φvel is the scalar velocity potential and Avel is the vector potential. Inserting this







Therefore, the velocity shear depends only on the velocity potential. It is interesting to





This last equation can be inverted and used to solve for the potential φvel, to obtain its
Fourier components as:
φˆvel(k) = −H 1
k2
θˆ(k) . (2.31)
On the basis of this equation, one can infer the velocity potential starting from the
velocity divergence output of the DTFE method. Combining these, we obtain that the





Thus the relation between the velocity shear and the tidal tensor in the linear regime is
given by:
σij = −fTij . (2.33)
The NEXUS velshear method involves using the negative of the velocity potential
−φvel as input field to the NEXUS algorithm. The negative sign comes, as in the case of
NEXUS veldiv, from the minus in relation Eq. (2.33). Inserting the expression for φvel
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As in the case of the NEXUS tidal method, the environment characteristics are different
in velocity shear compared to velocity divergence. So the environment signature has to
be changed to the expression given by Eq. (2.23).
2.5 N-body simulations and halo catalogues
To test our structure finding algorithms, we apply them to cosmological N-body simula-
tions containing only dark matter particles. We adopted the ΛCDMcosmological model
with Ωm = 0.26, ΩΛ = 0.74, h = 0.71, σ8 = 0.8 and ns = 1. We performed two 512
3 par-
ticle simulations in a 100 h−1Mpc and 200 h−1Mpc periodic boxes. The force resolution
was fixed in comoving coordinates up to z = 4, to 15 h−1kpc and 21 h−1kpc. Afterwards
it was fixed in physical coordinates to 5 h−1kpc and 7 h−1kpc, respectively.
The 100 h−1Mpc simulation (mass resolution of 5.4×108 h−1M) was chosen in order
to resolve haloes to a few times 1010 h−1M and at the same time to have a reasonable
cosmological volume whose smallest mode is still evolving linearly. We used this small
volume simulation for visualization and resolution studies. The 200 h−1Mpc simulation
(mass resolution of 4.3×109 h−1M) is used for computing the quantitative results since
a larger volume gives better statistics.
The simulations were performed using the public version of the parallel Tree-PM code
Gadget2 (Springel 2005) on a Linux cluster at the University of Groningen, Netherlands.
The initial conditions for both simulations were generated at the z = 50 redshift using
the transfer function given by Bardeen et al. (1986).
2.5.1 Density and velocity divergence fields
The output of the N-body simulation consists of a discrete set of particles. This needs to
be interpolated to a continuum volume-filling density and velocity divergence fields that
will be used as input for the cosmic web environment detection algorithm. It is crucial for
the environment detection procedure, especially for anisotropic features such as filaments
and walls, that the interpolation method used to obtain the continuous fields retains all
the scale and geometry information of the discrete galaxy or particle distribution.
For these reasons we use the Delaunay Tessellation Field Estimator (DTFE), intro-
duced by Schaap & van de Weygaert (2000) (for additional details see van de Weygaert
& Schaap 2009; Cautun & van de Weygaert 2011), to reconstruct the underlying den-
sity and velocity divergence fields. For the environment detection algorithm, the DTFE
method has the following important advantages:
• Preserves the multi-scale character of the discrete distribution.
• Preserves the local geometry of the discrete distribution.
• Does not depend on user defined parameters or choices.
The continuous DTFE density and velocity divergence fields are sampled on a 2563
and 5123 grid for the 100 h−1Mpc and 200 h−1Mpc simulations respectively, such that
there is a 0.4 h−1Mpc grid spacing in both cases. Fig. 2.8 shows a thin slice of the grid
sampled density and velocity divergence fields. Note the level of detail in the structures,
even inside voids, and the one-to-one correspondence between the DTFE density and
velocity divergence features. Fig. 2.9 gives a 3D rendering of the density and velocity
divergence fields in a larger volume - the same volume that later on will be used to
visualize the cosmic web environments.
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Fig. 2.8: A 1 h−1Mpc slice from the N-body simulation illustrating the DTFE density 1 + δ
(left panel) and absolute value of the velocity divergence θ (right panel).
Fig. 2.9: A 3D volume rendering of the density 1 + δ (left panel) and velocity divergence θ
(right panel). Note that we only show the negative values of the velocity divergence. The picture
represents a 100 × 100 × 10( h−1Mpc)3 volume in an N-body simulation. We used the same
volume to illustrate the cosmic web environments in Figures 2.13-2.17.
2.5.2 Halo and subhalo catalogues
We use the AMIGAs Halo Finder (AHF) by Knollmann & Knebe (2009) to identify the
dark matter haloes. The AHF halo finder is the successor of the MHF halo finder by Gill
et al. (2004). AHF uses adaptive mesh refinement to identify the density peaks which it
classifies as the halo and subhalo centres. Afterwards it grows the objects around their
centres until the spherically averaged density contrast reaches the virial density5. The
last step consist in removing the gravitationally unbound particles. The AHF halo and
subhalo catalogues are complete up to haloes with 50 or more particles (for a complete
description see Knollmann & Knebe 2009).
5The virial density is automatically computed by AHF and depends on both cosmological parameters
and redshift.
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Fig. 2.10: Comparison between
the mass of cluster-like objects
detected using the NEXUS den,
NEXUS tidal and NEXUS+ meth-
ods. The gray vertical line delineates
the objects with mass larger than
5 · 1013 h−1M while the diago-


































AHF halo volume ([Mpc h-1]-3)
Fig. 2.11: Comparison of cluster-like objects with their corresponding AHF haloes. The left
panel shows the mass comparison while the right panel shows the volume comparison for the
NEXUS+ and NEXUS den objects. The gray vertical line delineates the objects with mass
larger than 5 · 1013 h−1M while the diagonal black line shows a one-to-one relationship.
2.6 The cosmic web Environments
2.6.1 Clusters
The point-like objects detected by the NEXUS and NEXUS+ methods correspond to
large overdensities in the density field. They range from very massive to very small mass
objects. We will see later in this section that these objects correspond to dark matter
haloes. On the other hand, the cosmic clusters are the largest and most recent to form
virialized objects (Voit 2005). To be able to identify our point-like objects with actual
clusters, we need to limit our detections to only the most massive objects. In this study
we consider as clusters the objects with mass larger than 5 · 1013 h−1M. This is a
compromise between studying the most massive objects and having a large sample of
such objects in our simulation.
The cluster detection method performs very well for the NEXUS den,
NEXUS tidal and NEXUS+ methods. In contrast, it does not give reliable detections
for the NEXUS veldiv and NEXUS velshear methods. We suspect this deficiency is due
to high vorticity in the cluster regions, vorticity that is not captured in the velocity
divergence or shear fields and therefore is not taken into account in our methods.























(MAHF - MNEXUS) / MAHF
Fig. 2.12: The mismatch in
center position and mass differ-
ence between the AHF haloes
and NEXUS den clusters (only
for objects with mass larger than
5 · 1013 h−1M).
The NEXUS den, NEXUS tidal and NEXUS+ methods detect the same clusters,
with similar mass and volume associated to each object. This can clearly be seen in the
mass comparison plot shown in Fig. 2.10. The NEXUS den and NEXUS tidal methods
give very similar results, while we find a larger scatter when comparing these results with
NEXUS+.
There is a very close connection between the cluster-like objects of our methods and
the most massive dark matter haloes. This is shown in Fig. 2.11 where we use AHF to
identify the dark matter haloes. The top panel shows that there is a very good correlation
between the AHF halo mass and its corresponding object identified using our methods.
We show that this relation holds down to masses of 1013 h−1M. This lower limit is a
limitation of the grid spacing size and not of the method. We see that NEXUS den, and
also NEXUS tidal (not shown), give a much better correlation of the cluster mass with
the corresponding AHF halo mass, while in the case of NEXUS+ there is a larger scatter.
A similar comparison is done between the cluster volumes and the AHF halo volume - see
center frame of Fig. 2.11. Again there is a good match between the methods, but with a
much wider scatter than in the case of the mass comparison. This is understandable since
the volume is much more sensitive to the lower density regions around clusters, while the
mass is dominated by the inner high density regions. In this case the scatter is especially
large in the NEXUS+ results, than for the NEXUS den and NEXUS tidal methods.
Finally we compare the NEXUS den results and AHF haloes only for the most massive
objects. In the bottom panel of Fig. 2.12 it can be seen that the clusters agree within
10% to their corresponding AHF halo mass and that their centres are at most 0.4 grid
spacing distance from the AHF halo center. The few outliers are objects that are merged
in one of the methods and detected as distinct objects in the second one.
We see that NEXUS+ is less reliable in the detection of cosmic web clusters than the
NEXUS den or NEXUS tidal methods. The very localized nature of the Log-Gaussian
filter means that the contribution of the highly dense center does not have a large effect on
the periphery of the cluster. Because of this the outer boundaries of the NEXUS+ clus-
ters are more dependent on the substructure at the periphery. One can overcome this
”weakness” in the NEXUS+ method by identifying the clusters using NEXUS den or
NEXUS tidal.
2.6.2 Filaments
After clusters, filaments are the most noticeable feature of the cosmic web. These struc-
tures are shown in Fig. 2.13, as identified by the six methods proposed in this work. To
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Fig. 2.13: A 3D rendering of the filaments in a 100×100×10 (h−1Mpc)3 volume of the N-body
simulation. The faint background shows the density field. The filaments were obtained using: a)
NEXUS den, b) NEXUS tidal, c) NEXUS denlog, d) NEXUS veldiv, e) NEXUS velshear and
f) NEXUS+. This is the same region of the simulation volume as the density field shown in
Fig. 2.9.
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obtain these results we have restricted our discussion to the most significant filaments,
which we define as any continuous region with a volume larger than 10 (h−1Mpc)3. By
doing so we discard small regions, typically around isolated haloes which even though
show a local filament signature, are not embedded in the larger network.
Comparing the filamentary maps with the density field rendering of the same volume
from Fig. 2.9, we see that all the methods succeed in identifying the strongest filaments,
but there are differences when it comes to the smaller, less pronounced filaments. We
immediately observe that the cosmic web filaments form an interconnected network, with
the most massive filaments acting as the backbone. These very pronounced filaments
branch into thinner ones that slowly disappear into lower density regions. The backbone
filaments are clearly visible in the central panel while the branching into fainter structures
is most pronounced in the lower-right panel of Fig. 2.13. A visual inspection of clusters
(not shown here) shows that these reside at the intersection of the most prominent
filaments, which serve as the highways along which matter is transported to the clusters.
A visual comparison of the filamentary maps obtained using the six methods leads to
the following conclusions:
• The filamentary structures in the NEXUS den and NEXUS veldiv are more clumpy
and have less large scale cohesion when compared to the NEXUS tidal and
NEXUS velshear results. This is in line with our expectations, since the large
scale modes bring a larger contribution for the latter methods (see Fig. 2.6).
• The methods using the tidal and velocity shear fields are biased towards the most
significant structures and miss most of the filaments present in the less dense re-
gions. This less pronounced filaments, marginally seen by the NEXUS den and
NEXUS veldiv methods, are very well reproduced in the NEXUS denlog and
NEXUS+ methods. This supports the view that the cosmic web has structures
present over a large range in density values.
• While the most pronounced filaments are detected by all the methods, their thick-
ness varies between the different methods. The NEXUS denlog and NEXUS+ fil-
aments have typical diameters around 2 h−1Mpc, while for the rest the typical
diameter is around 4 h−1Mpc. The thinner filaments mostly constitute the inner
regions of the much thicker filaments detected using the other methods.
• While NEXUS denlog finds the same structures as the other methods in the high
density regions, it finds a much richer filamentary network in the underdense re-
gions. This is because any small changes in the density field in these regions can
lead to a large contrast in the density logarithm. The Poissonian sampling noise
is especially important for density determination in the underdense regions due to
sparse sampling. This makes the NEXUS denlog method especially sensitive to
Poissonian noise in the void-like regions.
To summarize, the variation in the six methods manifests itself as mostly differences
in the detection of smaller filaments and thickness differences in the very prominent
structures. Since the large scale modes contribute much more to NEXUS tidal and
NEXUS velshear, these methods identify only the largest filaments that correspond
to the peaks of the large scale modes. On the other hand, the NEXUS denlog and
NEXUS+ methods are much more sensitive to the less pronounced structures, finding an
important filamentary network also in the underdense regions. While NEXUS den and
NEXUS veldiv are in between the two classes of results, they are much closer in character
to the NEXUS tidal and NEXUS velshear methods.
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Fig. 2.14: The dark matter particles left
after taking out the particles located in
cluster and filament environments. This is
a projection of the volume of the N-body
simulation as in Figures 2.9, 2.13 and 2.15.
2.6.3 Walls
The wall environments detected using the six methods are presented in Fig. 2.15 where,
on top of the walls in orange, we superimposed the filaments in light blue. In the case
of filament identification one can use the density and velocity divergence maps to judge
the success of the detection method, but this is much more difficult for walls. This is a
consequence of both the smaller contrast and the planar nature of these structures. The
presence of sheet-like structures in the distribution of matter on cosmological scales can
be easily inferred from Fig. 2.14, where we show the dark matter particles after removing
the particles located in clusters and filaments. The most striking structures are the line-
like arrangements of particles visible especially in the upper part of the figure. These are
sheets that are perpendicular on the projection plane and not filaments missed by our
detection algorithm. There are additional walls along the projection plane (e.g. center
upper part, between the three line-like structures) but these are less easily detected
visually.
By comparing the particle distribution from Fig. 2.14 to the NEXUS walls in Fig. 2.15
it is clear that the algorithm is very successful in identifying both the prominent as well
as the tenuous cosmic web walls. The resulting objects form large continuous planar
structures which delineate the different voids. The aspect of the sheets resembles very
much that of walls of biological cells that have been stacked on top of each other, with
the cells having a wide range of sizes. Even though the cosmic web walls are continuous
for large portions of their surface, they are still punctured by a large number of holes that
allow for void percolation. While these holes are dependent on the wall identification
method, they are a sign of the diffuse and sparse nature of the cosmic walls.
As in the case of the filamentary network, the prominent walls are detected by all the
methods, but there are differences when it comes to the sheets in the more underdense
regions. Some of the most important features and differences between the six results can
be summarized as:
• The NEXUS den walls have a very clumpy appearance and this is also true to a
lesser extent for the NEXUS tidal results. This is in contrast with the other meth-
ods where the walls have a much more planar and sheet-like look. The clumpy ap-
pearance is due to the composition of walls, which are tenuous structures with spo-
radic haloes from place to place. The concentration of mass in the haloes compared
to their neighbourhood regions gives the clumpy structure of the NEXUS den and
NEXUS tidal walls.
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Fig. 2.15: A 3D rendering of the walls (orange) in a 100 × 100 × 10 (h−1Mpc)3 volume
of the N-body simulation. The light blue depicts the filaments while the faint background
shows the density field. The walls were obtained using: a) NEXUS den, b) NEXUS tidal, c)
NEXUS denlog, d) NEXUS veldiv, e) NEXUS velshear and f) NEXUS+. This is the same
region of the simulation volume as the density field shown in Fig. 2.9 and the filaments in
Fig. 2.13.
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Table 2.3: The mass and volume filling fractions for the environments identified using
NEXUS+ . The results presented here are for the larger 200 h−1Mpc simulation. The mass and
volume filling fractions for the other five methods are given in appendix 2.A.





• The NEXUS veldiv and NEXUS velshear walls have a smooth planar appearance
since the velocity field, compared to the density, is less affected by the sparse
Poissonian sampling of the mildly underdense regions. These are the regions that
make most of the volume in walls. We find the same smooth planar look also for
the NEXUS denlog and NEXUS+ walls.
• We find that for all the methods the larger gaps in the walls are present at the
same locations, indicating that, at least occasionally, there is no clear boundary
between adjacent voids.
• The NEXUS velshear method seems to be the most conservative tracer of walls. It
detects only the most prominent wall regions.
A visual inspection favours the NEXUS+, NEXUS denlog and NEXUS veldiv as best
tracers of the cosmic sheets with the remaining methods either giving clumpy detections
or missing some of the more tenuous structures.
By comparing the filaments and walls in Fig. 2.14 we find that most if not all the
filament volume elements are embedded in walls. Though not shown, we find that also the
clusters are fully embedded in filaments. This suggests that the strict classification where
each volume element is assigned to a single environment can be extended by realizing
that clusters are embedded in filaments and that in turn filaments are embedded in walls.
2.6.4 Cosmic web dark matter particle and halo population
An interesting and important issue for the study of structure formation is our under-
standing on how far the cosmic structure in the dark matter distribution is reflected in
the halo distribution. In Fig. 2.16 we show the particles in our numerical simulation split
according to the environment in which they reside. The filament environment correctly
traces the largest linear particle concentrations. This can clearly be seen in the prominent
filaments. While the thinner structures are less populated with dark matter particles,
they are identified as filaments due to their higher local contrast. NEXUS+ finds that
on average filaments have an overdensity 1 + δ around 11, as can be seen by comparing
the mass and volume filling fractions given in Table 2.3. On the other hand, walls are
much more tenuous structures and this is visible in the particle distribution. When seen
edge on, the sheets appear as prominent structures in the particle distribution. But
when looked at face on, they are sparsely populated by particles and hence difficult to
identify. When comparing the particle distributions in walls and voids there seems to
be little difference in the particle densities. This is just a projection effect, with walls
having on average an overdensity around 1.4 versus an overdensity of 0.2 for voids (see
Table 2.3 for details). The success of the structure finding method can be easily assessed
by observing that the dark matter particles in void regions do not have any significant
structure present in their distribution.
A more interesting picture is found when looking at the variation of the dark matter
halo populations with the cosmic web environment. This is shown in Fig. 2.17 where
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Fig. 2.16: The dark matter particles in the different environments of the cosmic web. The
panels gives: a) all, b) filament-only, c) wall-only and d) void-only particles. The environments
where identified using the NEXUS+ method.
the haloes are coloured and scaled according to their mass. Fig. 2.17, in conjunction
with Fig. 2.18 which gives the cumulative halo mass function split according to envi-
ronment, offers a very suggestive picture. We find that all of the massive haloes with
M ≥ 5 × 1013 h−1M are located in cluster environments6. Moreover, clusters are the
most crowded regions when it comes to haloes of all masses, with halo overdensities about
10 times larger than in filaments and about 100 times larger than in the full simulation
box (see right panel in Fig. 2.18).
When looking at filaments we see that these environments are also crowded when
it comes to haloes. Most of the 1012 h−1M and higher mass haloes are located in
filaments, while the lower mass objects are a factor of 10 more common in filaments than
on average in the universe. From Fig. 2.17 we see that even the more tenuous filaments
have a large number of haloes which shows the power of our method to correctly identify
the filamentary environments.
6Remember that the 5 × 1013 h−1M mass threshold was introduced as a lower mass cut-off in
§2.6.1. While this lower mass threshold depends on the cluster definition one chooses, the method is
very successful in identifying as clusters all the haloes above the cut-off mass.
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Fig. 2.17: The dark matter haloes as a function of the environment they reside in. The panels
gives: a) all, b) filament-only, c) wall-only and d) void-only haloes. The environments where
identified using the NEXUS+ method. The colour and size of the points is proportional to the
mass of the halo they represent. The labels in the legend correspond to log10(M/ h
−1M). Note
that most of the smaller mass haloes around massive ones are not visible due to the larger size
with which we show the massive haloes.
The walls are dominated by low mass objects, with the sheets containing only a signif-
icant share of the 1012 h−1M and lower mass haloes. For a few times 1011 h−1M and
lower mass haloes, the walls have a similar halo density as the average universe. Com-
pared to voids, the sheets clearly have a much higher halo density and are populated by
more massive haloes. In contrast, the voids are very sparsely populated, with extremely
few 1011 h−1M and higher mass haloes. As in the case of the particle distribution, there
does not seem to be any significant structures present in the void halo distribution.
2.6.5 Single scale versus multiscale analysis
One of the frequent questions that surface when dealing with cosmological structure
identification is the optimal value of the smoothing scale (see Hahn et al. 2007a; Forero-
Romero et al. 2009). Often this constitutes a major limitation of single scale approaches.
Moreover, until now, the choice of one smoothing length versus another was mostly
heuristic. While our multiscale approach does not suffer from these problems, it is














































Fig. 2.18: The cumulative halo mass function n(>M) segmented according to the cosmic web
components identified by NEXUS+. The left panel gives n(>M) normalized according to the
volume of the whole simulation box. The right panel gives n(>M) normalized according to the
volume occupied by each environment (see Table 2.3).
certainly a very interesting question to find which scales are the most important and
how they compare with results from other works.
We exemplify the effects of a single scale versus a multiscale approach in Fig. 2.19. To
obtain the single scale results we restrict the NEXUS+ method to a single filter radius.
We then show this result for several values of the filter radius. For small smoothing
scales, the method detects most of the filaments. While it reproduces correctly the small
filaments, it greatly underestimates the thickness of the more prominent objects. As the
filter radius is increased, most of the thinner filaments are missed while the larger ones
are detected as being thicker and thicker. In conclusion, applying a filter of a given radius
makes the environment detection method sensitive only to objects similar or larger than
that smoothing scale. Moreover, at a given filter radius, all filaments have very similar
diameters which are given by the value of the smoothing radius.
By comparing the single-scale results versus the full NEXUS+ results (see Fig. 2.19
panel d) we conclude that the 2 h−1Mpc smoothing scale gives the closest match to the
multiscale filaments. However, there are a lot of important differences, with many thin
filaments missing in the single scale picture. Another striking difference is the smaller
diameters for the larger filaments in the single scale versus the full NEXUS+ results.
These results strongly show the need of a multiscale approach to be able to fully trace
all the features of the cosmic web.
When restricted to a single scale, the NEXUS den and NEXUS veldiv methods show
an even stronger difference between results at different filter radii. This trend is so strong
that it is very difficult to find a single smoothing scale that matches even remotely the
multiscale results. Even the single scale NEXUS tidal and NEXUS velshear methods
show significant differences between scales, though less prominent than the results in
Fig. 2.19. The weaker dependence on scale is due to the steep drop at small wave-
lengths of the gravitational and velocity potentials spectra (see Fig. 2.6) which means
that large scale modes contribute more than for the other methods. For the single scale
NEXUS tidal and NEXUS velshear methods we find that 1 h−1Mpc smoothing radius
results are the closest match to the full multiscale results. This is in contrast with Hahn
et al. (2007a), who argue for a 2.1 h−1Mpc filter radius.
Another very interesting question is finding the smoothing scale at which a region
has the largest environmental signature. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.20. We show in
different colours the filter radius which gives the strongest filamentary characteristic for
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Fig. 2.19: A comparison of the single-scale versus the multiscale approach. Panels a) to c)
show the single scale filaments obtained by restricting the NEXUS+ method to the single filter
radius of 1, 2 and 4 h−1Mpc respectively. Panel d) shows the full NEXUS+ results.
Fig. 2.20: The NEXUS+ filaments coloured according to the smoothing scale that gives the
largest filamentary signature for that voxel. The corresponding colour bar indicates the filter
scale in units of h−1Mpc. The lower panels b) to d) show a smaller region from the larger
volume presented in panel a). These panels show the filaments detected using a maximum of:
b) 1 h−1Mpc, c) 2 h−1Mpc and c) 4 h−1Mpc smoothing scales.
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a given region. The small filter radii give the strongest signature in the thinner filaments
while the larger smoothing scales give a stronger signal for the major filaments. A closer
inspection of the prominent filaments shows that their central axes give the strongest
filamentary response for small filter radii. Increasing the size of the filter adds larger and
larger filamentary regions around this inner central axis. This is visible in panels b) to
d) of Fig. 2.20. This is due to the inner structure of the filaments, with their central axis
having a larger density than their periphery.
2.7 Comparison to other structure finding algorithms
In this section we discuss the abilities and virtues of the NEXUS and NEXUS+ algo-
rithms with respect to those of other structure finding algorithms. It will underline the
advantages and disadvantages of the instruments described and introduced in this paper.
In our discussion we limit ourselves to Hessian and topological based methods. There
are a few additional methods that find filaments using directly the particle/galaxy dis-
tribution (Stoica et al. 2005, 2007, 2010; Chazal et al. 2009). While these approaches
have the advantage that one does not need to compute the density field, they depend on
many free parameters that make their use cumbersome.
A first group of cosmic web identification methods consists of algorithms that use the
Hessian of the density or gravitational potential. Both the NEXUS and NEXUS+ algo-
rithms are part of this class.
Hahn et al. (2007a) (referred to as HPCD) proposed the use of the tidal field eigen-
values for environment classification7. The method uses the criterion that: all positive
eigenvalues identify clusters, one negative eigenvalue corresponds to filaments while two
negative eigenvalues trace sheets. The result of this method applied to our simulation is
shown in Fig. 2.21. It is immediately clear that while the inner region of the HPCD re-
sults correspond to NEXUS tidal (compare to panel b in Fig. 2.13), the HPCD filaments
extend to much larger diameters, encompassing substantial parts of wall and void re-
gions. This leads to a large cross-contamination of the cosmic web components. A
similar method to HPCD , but using the density Hessian instead of the tidal field, was
used by Zhang et al. (2009). From Fig. 2.21, panel b, is obvious that this last method is
not very successful. It leads to even more misclassified regions than the HPCD method.
There are two main shortcomings of the two methods: use of a single scale approach and
the absence of a threshold to distinguish between significant and spurious detections.
The absence of a detection threshold in the HPCD method was pointed out in Forero-
Romero et al. (2009). They suggested that an eigenvalue threshold in the range 0.2 −
0.4 gives results in agreement with the visual impression of the cosmic web. Using
NEXUS tidal restricted to the 2 h−1Mpc filter radius we do obtain that the filament and
wall threshold is 0.42 and 0.2 respectively. While we do confirm the results of Forero-
Romero et al. (2009), we stress that NEXUS tidal has the advantage of a multiscale
approach and does not employ user dependent arguments for specifying the detection
threshold.
It is the multiscale character of NEXUS and NEXUS+ which are crucial for their
successful analysis of emerging structures and patterns in the hierarchically evolving
cosmic mass distribution. The first version of the multiscale formalism that we have
developed into NEXUS and NEXUS+ is the Multiscale Morphology Filter (MMF), de-
scribed and introduced in Arago´n-Calvo et al. (2007b). NEXUS is an extension of MMF
to a more physical and versatile algorithm. While MMF is restricted to the density
field, the NEXUS method incorporates, among others, the tidal and velocity fields. Both
MMF and NEXUS den find the same filamentary structures, while the second method
7This method can be easily implemented as a special case of our NEXUS tidal algorithm.
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Fig. 2.21: The filamentary network as identified by the algorithms presented in: a) Hahn et al.
(2007a) and b) Zhang et al. (2009) (see text for details). The results are obtained for a 2 h−1Mpc
filter width. It shows the same volume of the N-body simulation as in Figures 2.9 and 2.13.
Fig. 2.22: A 3D volume rendering of the
filaments (blue) and walls (orange) found by
the MMF algorithm of Arago´n-Calvo et al.
(2007b). The MMF method, while similar
to NEXUS den in many aspects, takes the
detection threshold as the percolation point
of the filament and wall networks.
gives a much better identification of walls (for details see Fig. 2.22 and §2.A). More im-
portantly, NEXUS+ seems optimal at capturing the structural intricacies of the cosmic
web, and thus represents an important advancement within the context of the multiscale
scale-space formalism that we have been developing.
An additional important class of structure identification procedures are based on
topological considerations, in principal following an analysis of the Morse-Smale complex
of the density field (Sousbie et al. 2008a; Sousbie 2011; Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2010a).
Given the fact that in general, cosmic density fields behave like a proper Morse function,
the assumption is that filaments and walls in the mass distribution can be identified
with the manifolds in the density field connecting maxima via saddle points of the field
(Sousbie 2011). Filaments are identified with the line connecting two maxima via a
saddle point, and walls with the sheet separating the regions around two minima and
centred around a saddle point. Arago´n-Calvo et al. (2010a) developed a similar strategy
by first delineating the watershed basins around the minima in the field, following the
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WVF procedure introduced by Platen et al. (2007) in which the watershed basins are
identified with the voids in the cosmic mass distribution. The topological character of
the boundary is determined locally via the number of touching watershed basins. Walls
are the 2-d manifolds separating two watershed basins, the filaments are their boundaries
and identified as the locations where three basins touch each other.
NEXUS and NEXUS+ do find that the largest filaments are between massive density
peaks, which is in agreement with the implicit assumptions of the topological methods.
But on top of the prominent structures, we also find, especially in the NEXUS+ results,
an important network of thinner objects which branches into voids. These tenuous objects
contradict the hypothesis that filaments are always located between density maxima. We
also find that walls are not fully continuous sheets and that they sometimes stop as they
branch into lower density regions. Thus, the voids fully percolate, with large regions
without a clear boundary between adjacent voids. Also, we should note that while the
topological based methods can detect the central axis of filaments and inner plane of
walls, they cannot assign a natural thickness to the structures. As our results show, both
the filament and wall environments have a wide range of sizes. This makes it rather
challenging for the topological methods to detect and outline in a natural fashion the
regions belonging to a filament around the identified central filament axis.
2.8 Conclusions and prospects
This work presents the NEXUS and NEXUS+ methods, which are multiscale and au-
tomatic algorithms used for the segmentation of the cosmic web into its distinct com-
ponents: clusters, filaments, walls and voids. We have shown that the environments
identified with the two methods correspond very well to the structures visible in the
density and velocity divergence fields as well as in the dark matter particle and halo
distributions. The success of the method lies in two important ingredients: the use of
a scale free approach that makes sure that the algorithm detects structures of all sizes,
and the use of a physically motivated threshold to distinguish valid environments from
spurious detections. Another strength of the two algorithms is that they do not depend
on user set parameters and therefore can be easily applied in a consistent way to multiple
data sets.
We have extended the NEXUS method to detect the cosmic web as traced by the den-
sity (NEXUS den), tidal field (NEXUS tidal), velocity divergence (NEXUS veldiv) and
velocity shear fields (NEXUS velshear). We find that NEXUS den and NEXUS tidal are
very efficient in identifying the cluster regions when compared with the most massive
haloes present in the simulation. The methods perform similarly in the detection of fil-
ament and wall regions, with all the prominent structures detected by all methods. The
only differences arise in the identification of the more tenuous structures. We find that
NEXUS+ performs better in tracing the weaker filaments and walls.
From all the methods presented in this paper, we find that NEXUS+ is the most
successful one in tracing the cosmic web. Its main advantage comes from the use of
the Log-Gaussian filter which is designed to better deal with the orders of magnitude
difference in the density field between low and high density regions. The filamentary and
wall like environments detected with NEXUS+ contain complex networks of prominent
structures that branch out into more tenuous ones until they finally disappear out into
underdense regions.
We showed in §2.7 that NEXUS and NEXUS+ have several advantages compared to
other Hessian based methods: the use of a multiscale approach and a physically moti-
vated threshold for identifying the significant environments. Compared to topological
methods, our tools are able to detect the filamentary/wall regions and not only their
central axis/plane. Moreover, we do not make the assumptions that filaments extend
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between density maxima and walls separate density minima basins. Our results show
that these assumptions do not always hold.
Equipped with the NEXUS and NEXUS+ methods, we plan to address a range of
cosmological issues. The ability to identify filaments and walls over a range of scales, in
both numerical and observational datasets, allows us to study not only environmental
factors affecting the formation and evolution of dark matter haloes and galaxies, but also
the hierarchical build-up of the cosmic web itself. Our first priority lies with a systematic
study of environmental factors affecting the evolution of galaxies. The fact that we can
identify galaxies and haloes within finely outlined filaments and sheets will allow us to
determine which physical characteristics are most sensitive to the environment, which
galaxies and haloes are most sensitive to large scale influences, and to study the causes
that give rise to this dependency.
A major point of our interest is performing a systematic comparison between the
structures traced by the density, velocity and tidal fields in order to understand which of
these physical influences are most decisive in determining the global outline of the cosmic
web. In addition to our current focus on the large scale structure of the dark matter
distribution, we will also direct our study to the structure of the gaseous cosmic web.
Comparison of the IGM with the dark matter structures in numerical simulations will
be instrumental in understanding how the cosmic web can be traced both in the galaxy
and cosmic gas distribution. This will be essential for relating the distribution of HI in
the local Universe to the overall large scale structure found in the galaxy distribution
(Popping & Braun 2011), and will help understand recent findings such as a small-scale
HI filament in a void (Beygu et al. 2013).
Finally, the NEXUS and NEXUS+ procedures are perfectly suited for a systematic
appraisal of the structures found in maps produced by galaxy redshift surveys such as
SDSS and 2MRS.
2.A Optimal filament and wall detection
This section deals with identifying the signature threshold used for the detection of the
cosmic web filaments and walls. When applying the environment detection algorithm
every region of space is assigned an environment signature S (for definition see Eq.
(2.7)). A large signature corresponds to very prominent structures while a zero or small
one corresponds to null detections. Since many regions of space will have a signature value
between the two extremes, we need to identify a signature threshold that differentiates
between valid structures and spurious detections. All regions with signatures larger than
the threshold will correspond to valid environments.
The simplest way to define the cosmic web is using the tidal field, since this is what
drives the anisotropic collapse. Using the eigenvalues of the tidal tensor one defines fila-
ments and walls as regions with one and two negative eigenvalues (see Hahn et al. 2007a).
The major problem with this approach is that it gives unrealistic looking environments,
with only a small fraction of the volume (∼ 10%) occupied by voids – this is in stark
contrast with the observational data.
A second approach is to detect only the most significant filaments and walls. This is
the procedure we follow in this paper. Arago´n-Calvo et al. (2007b) have argued that the
percolation threshold of filaments/walls offers a natural way of identifying the prominent
structures. We find that indeed the percolation threshold gives a good identification of the
filamentary network, but fails in detecting the sheets. The walls obtained via this method
are made of many small patches that do not show the large scale cohesion expected for
void boundaries (see Fig. 2.22). Another downside is the dependence of the percolation
threshold on the grid resolution used to analyse the data. But more importantly for this
work, many large differences between the results of the 6 methods described here can
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Fig. 2.23: The dependence of the mass fraction in the components of the cosmic web as a
function of environment signature. The two panels shows the dependence for filaments and
respectively walls obtained using the NEXUS den method. The dashed curve gives the mass
fraction M in filaments/walls while the dotted curve gives ∆M2 (see text for definition). The
continuous curve gives the volume fraction of the largest filament/wall. The sharp transition
of this curve from 0 to 1 marks the percolation threshold. The vertical gray lines mark the
percolation point (filled line) and the peak of ∆M2 (dashed line).
be attributed to different percolation properties of the filamentary/wall networks in each
method. We analyse this in more details later on.
Most of the mass in filaments and walls is given by regions with a narrow range in
environment signatures. This is illustrated by the red curve of Fig. 2.23 which gives the
mass fraction M in filament/wall regions as a function of the signature threshold S. The





This is represented by the dashed blue curve in Fig. 2.23. We found that the peak position
in ∆M2 gives a robust and natural way of identifying the most significant filaments and
walls. The environments detected using the ∆M2 peak threshold are shown in Figures
2.13 and 2.15. This new threshold captures very well the filamentary and wall features
seen in the density and velocity divergence fields from Fig. 2.9. Moreover the peak of
∆M2 for the NEXUS den filaments is very close to the percolation threshold and hence
reproduces the success of using percolation as a good tracer of the filamentary network8.
There are two major improvements when using the ∆M2 peak versus the percolation
point as the detection threshold for the most significant environments. The walls detected
via the ∆M2 method have a bigger large scale cohesion than the results of the percolation
method. This can clearly be seen by comparing the NEXUS den walls from Fig. 2.15 and
the percolation walls in Fig. 2.22. The second enhancement comes from a more robust
detection threshold. This can be seen in Fig. 2.24 where we compare the mass and volume
fraction in filaments detected using the 6 methods introduced in this paper. Notice the
large variation in mass fraction between the NEXUS den and NEXUS+ results for the
percolation method – with the former having almost twice as much mass than the latter
8The percolation threshold and the ∆M2 peak are similar only for the NEXUS den filaments, in
general there are large offsets between the two values. This was expected since Arago´n-Calvo et al.
(2007b) have shown the success of the percolation threshold for filament detection only when using the
density field as tracer of cosmic web environments.














































Fig. 2.24: Comparison of the mass fraction (left panel) and volume fraction (right panel)
in filaments detected using the 6 methods described in this paper. The continuous black line
describes the filaments detected using the ∆M2 threshold method (described in this section)
while the dashed red line shows the filaments detected using the percolation threshold (Arago´n-
Calvo et al. 2007b). The horizontal dotted line give the average mass and volume fraction for
the ∆M2 results.
one. In the case of the ∆M2 threshold all methods give a similar mass fraction, with a
much smaller scatter around the mean. The same behaviour can be seen in the volume
fraction plot, where the ∆M2 threshold gives more consistent values. The only exception
is the NEXUS+ volume fraction whose lower value is due to the method itself and not
the detection threshold used (see §2.6.2 for more details).
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Time evolution of the
cosmic web
M. Cautun, R. van de Weygaert, B. J. T. Jones & C. S. Frenk,
Abstract — The cosmic web is the largest scale manifestation of the anisotropic
gravitational collapse of matter. It represents the transitional stage between linear
and non-linear structures, which implies it contains an optimal amount of easily ac-
cessible information about the early phases of structure formation processes. Here
we investigate the characteristics and the time evolution of morphological compo-
nents, by making use of high resolution and large volume numerical simulations.
We study the cosmic web features in terms of their mass and volume content,
their density distribution and halo populations. Moreover, we employ new analysis
techniques to examine the spatial extent of filaments and sheets, like their total
length and local width. The findings point towards cluster and filaments as the
most prominent components of the web, since they contain most of the mass and
the largest share of the halo population. In contrast, while voids and sheets take
most of the volume, they correspond to underdense environments and are devoid
of group-sized and more massive haloes. The study focuses not only on the present
day cosmic web, but also on its evolution since z = 2, with emphasis on how the
dominance of various morphological components changes with time. ↪→
In preparation.
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Abstract - continued — At early times the cosmos is dominated by tenuous
filaments and sheets, which, during the subsequent evolution, get accreted and
merge, such that the present day web is dominated by fewer, but much more massive,
structures. The analysis of the mass transport between environments clearly shows
how matter flows from voids into walls, and then via filaments into cluster regions,
which form the nodes of the cosmic web. We also study the properties of individual
filamentary branches, to find long, almost straight, filaments extending on distances
larger than 100 h−1Mpc. These constitute the bridges between massive clusters,
which seem to form along approximatively straight lines. To better understand
the robustness of the cosmic web identification methods, we compare structures
detected using a wide range of tracer fields: density, tidal, velocity divergence and
velocity shear fields. While the massive and prominent structures are detected by
all the approaches, there is a large degree of variation between techniques in the
identification of tenuous environments. It underlines the difficulty of finding less
massive structures, which are typically located in underdense regions.
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3.1 Introduction
On Megaparsec scales the matter distribution of the Universe is not uniform, but it
forms an intricate pattern which is known as the Cosmic Web (Bond et al. 1996; van de
Weygaert & Bond 2008). The presence of this cosmic pattern, which can easily be seen
in the distribution of galaxies, has been suggested by early attempts to map the Universe
(Gregory & Thompson 1978; de Lapparent et al. 1986; Geller & Huchra 1989; Shectman
et al. 1996) and, since then, it has been confirmed many times by present day surveys
such as 2dFGRS (Colless et al. 2003), the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (e.g. Tegmark et al.
2004) and the 2MASS redshift survey (Huchra & et al. 2005). The cosmic web consists
of the largest non-linear structures in the Universe. The network has the massive galaxy
clusters as its centres, which are interconnected through filaments and sheets. While
the above components give most of the mass in the pattern, the cosmic web volume is
dominated by vast and near empty regions known as voids (Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007b;
Cautun et al. 2013a).
The cosmic web can be seen as the most prominent manifestation of the anisotropic
nature of gravitational collapse, the motor behind the formation of structure in the
cosmos (Peebles 1980). The complex geometrical patterns that form the cosmic web
represent a telling illustration of the wealth of structures that can arise under the influence
of gravity. N-body computer simulations have illustrated how the large scale structure
of the cosmos evolves into a pronounced and intricate filigree of filamentary features,
dented by dense compact clumps at the nodes of the network (Davis et al. 1985; White
et al. 1987; Jenkins & et al. 1998; Colberg et al. 2005; Springel et al. 2005; Dolag et al.
2006). The cosmic pattern forms a highly interconnected network, with galaxy clusters
at the intersection of filaments and filaments at the intersection of walls (Doroshkevich
et al. 1980; Melott 1983; Pauls & Melott 1995; Shapiro et al. 1983; Sathyaprakash et al.
1996). These components shows structures and substructures over a wide range of scales
and densities, which are a clear manifestation of the hierarchical development of the
cosmic web (Sheth 2004; Sheth & van de Weygaert 2004; Shen et al. 2006). These, the
interconnected and hierarchical nature, are defining characteristics of the cosmic web
that pose great difficulties in describing and identifying the large scale structure of the
universe.
3.1.1 The theory of the cosmic web
Understanding the formation and evolution of the large scale structures cannot be un-
dertaken without considering the role of the large scale tidal field, which is the major
driving force shaping the cosmic web. This was first pointed out by Zel’dovich (1970,
see also Icke 1973) which showed the connection between the tidal shear field and the
deformation of a fluid element. Subsequently, the gravitational collapse amplifies any
initial anisotropies to give rise to highly asymmetrical structures, exhibiting strong pla-
nar or filamentary characteristics. According to the Zel’dovich formalism (Zel’dovich
1970), the final morphology of a structure depends on the eigenvalues of the deformation
tensor. Voids correspond to regions with all negative eigenvalues, while sheets, filaments
and clusters correspond to domains with one, two and three positive eigenvalues. In the
Zel’dovich approximation anisotropic collapse has a well defined sequence, with regions
first contracting to form walls, than filaments and only at the end to fully collapse along
each direction. The same predictions arise in the ellipsoidal collapse model (Icke 1973;
White & Silk 1979), which is also very widely used in describing anisotropic gravitational
collapse. An integral part of this latter model is the inclusion of the external tidal field,
which is needed to obtain realistic results (Eisenstein & Loeb 1995; Bond & Myers 1996a;
Desjacques 2008). The ellipsoidal collapse model is the basis of many advanced descrip-
tions for the distribution of virialized objects within hierarchical structure formation
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scenarios (Bond & Myers 1996a; Sheth et al. 2001; Shen et al. 2006).
While the above explains the hierarchical nature of the cosmic web pattern, it does
not give insights into the observed connectivity between the different morphological com-
ponents. A natural explanation for this arises within the context of the cosmic web theory
of Bond et al. (1996). It highlighted that the large scale matter distribution can be in-
ferred by knowing the tidal field at a few relevant locations, usually the density peaks
acting as cluster seeds. For example, filaments arise from a quadrupolar matter configu-
ration in the initial density field, specified as a tidal shear constraint (van de Weygaert
& Bertschinger 1996; van de Weygaert & Bond 2008). Such a quadrupolar distribution
inevitably evolves to the canonical cluster-filament-cluster configuration, which forms the
basis of the cosmic web.
As we already saw, many of the cosmic web features have at least an embryonic trace
in the primordial density field. This has been used by Doroshkevich (1970) to study the
distribution of deformation tensor eigenvalues in the initial density field (see also Bardeen
et al. 1986; Bond & Myers 1996a; Pogosyan et al. 1998), which, according to Zel’dovich
formalism, are related to later time morphological components. Of special interest are
the results of Pogosyan et al. (1998) which emphasize that primordial overdense regions
most likely evolve into clusters and filaments. In contrasts, underdense regions are more
likely to become voids and sheets. While these findings are valid for the linear and mildly
non-linear stages of evolution, they suggests that filaments are dominant in overdense
domains and walls in underdense ones.
Only recently the large scale structures have been studied in the non-linear regime,
following the application of new cosmic web identification techniques in N-body simula-
tions. Within this context, several studies deserve special attention due to their robust
and systematic analysis of the cosmic web components. Hahn et al. (2007a) and Arago´n-
Calvo et al. (2010b) investigated the distribution of matter and dark matter haloes across
environments, and showed the dominant role played by clusters and filaments which con-
tain most of the mass and the majority of massive haloes in the universe. Arago´n-Calvo
et al. (2010b) has taken the analysis further and explored the connectivity of the different
morphological components, with emphasis on the size and inner structure of clusters and
filaments. The evolution of the cosmic web has been probed by Hahn et al. (2007b) in
terms of the change in mass content, volume fractions and halo population, to show sig-
nificant changes in the web across cosmic times. A more focused approach was followed
by Bond et al. (2010b), which analysed the change in the distribution of filaments and
their properties. They found that most of the filaments are already in place since high
redshift and that most of the evolution is restricted to changes in filament size.
3.1.2 Cosmic web identification
Describing and identifying the cosmic web network, in both numerical simulation and
observations, is no easy task due to the overwhelming complexity of the individual struc-
tures, their connectivity and the patterns intrinsic multiscale nature. This is clearly
suggested by the large number of different methods that have attempted to do so, start-
ing with the two- and higher-point correlation functions (Peebles & Groth 1975; Peebles
1980; Peacock 1999) and continuing with minimal spanning trees (Barrow et al. 1985;
Graham et al. 1995; Colberg 2007), shape statistics (Babul & Starkman 1992; Luo &
Vishniac 1995), Minkowski functionals (Mecke et al. 1994; Schmalzing et al. 1999), local
topological based measures (Sahni et al. 1998; Sathyaprakash et al. 1998; Shandarin et al.
2004) and genus statistics (Gott et al. 1986; Hoyle et al. 2002a,b).
Most of the above methods characterize the large scale pattern in a global and statis-
tical way, but do not offer an approach that can be used locally for the identification of
the cosmic web components. Recently, this has changed, after the introduction of several
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methods developed for the specific task of segmenting the cosmic web into its components:
clusters, filaments, walls and voids. There are a variety of methods that attempt to do
so, from filament detection via a generalization of the classical Candy model (Stoica et al.
2005, 2007, 2010), to geometric inference formalisms (Chazal et al. 2009; Genovese et al.
2010) and tessellation-based algorithms (Gonza´lez & Padilla 2010). Morse theory (see
Colombi et al. 2000) forms the basis of the skeleton analysis (Novikov et al. 2006; Sous-
bie et al. 2008a) and of its more rigorous and mathematically motivated implementation,
the DisPerSE algorithm (Sousbie 2011; Sousbie et al. 2011a). These methods identify
morphological features with the maxima and saddle points of the density field; and result
in an elegant and mathematically rigorous tool for filament identification. Similar to the
Watershed Void Finder (Platen et al. 2007), the Spineweb procedure (Arago´n-Calvo et al.
2010a; Aragon-Calvo et al. 2011b) is a topological approach that uses the intersection of
watershed basins for environment identification.
Another important class of detection techniques are the morphological methods,
which characterize the cosmic web based on the density field Hessian, the tidal and the
velocity shear fields (Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007a,b; Hahn et al. 2007a,b; Forero-Romero
et al. 2009; Wu et al. 2009; Bond et al. 2010a,b; Hoffman et al. 2012; Cautun et al.
2013a). Especially noteworthy are the ones that follow a multiscale approach and allow
for the identification of structures at multiple scales. The Multiscale Morphology Fil-
ter (Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007a) and its more refined versions, NEXUS and NEXUS+
(Cautun et al. 2013a), are examples of such techniques. They are based on a scale-space
approach that detects at the same time cosmic web features present at all smoothing
scales. It does so by evaluating the density field Hessian over a range of spatial filter
sizes and determining at which scales and locations the various morphological signatures
are most prominent.
More recently, three groups have independently proposed the use of the full 6D phase
space information for the classifications ofbe them single- and multi-stream regions, which
in turn correspond to cosmic web features (Shandarin et al. 2012; Abel et al. 2012;
Neyrinck 2012; Neyrinck & Shandarin 2012). Their use of the full phase space informa-
tion allows for a more robust and dynamically motivated characterisation of large scale
structure, though it also makes them difficult to use for the analysis of galaxy redshift
surveys.
3.1.3 Cosmic environments
Even after the introduction of these advanced identification techniques, the cosmic web
components and its properties have not been studied in detail. In fact, most investigations
focused on understanding the dependence of halo properties on cosmic web environment.
Such studies have shown that indeed there is a systematic dependence of halo properties,
like shape, spin and formation redshift, on the environment in which they are embedded
(Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007a; Hahn et al. 2007a,b, 2009). Moreover, there is a distinct
correlation between halo shape and spin orientations and the directions of filaments and
walls (Altay et al. 2006; Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007a; Hahn et al. 2007a,b; Paz et al. 2008;
Hahn et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2009; Libeskind et al. 2013a; Aragon-Calvo 2013). It has
been found not only in simulations, but also in galaxy survey data (Jones et al. 2010;
Tempel et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2013).
Most of the studies dealing with the nature and properties of the cosmic web environ-
ments are focused on investigating one component at a time. This has limitations since
it does not allow for a robust characterisation of all web elements within the same frame-
work and moreover it does not permit an analysis of the connections between different
cosmic web components. A lot of interest has been put in the investigation of cluster and
supercluster properties, especially their size and morphology, to reveal that such objects
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are highly clustered and that they have a very anisotropic spatial distribution, favouring
filamentary configurations (Shaw et al. 2006; Basilakos et al. 2006; Wray et al. 2006;
Costa-Duarte et al. 2011; Einasto et al. 2011a; Liivama¨gi et al. 2012). Filaments also re-
ceived their fare share of attention, with numerous studies analysing filament properties
as length, cross-section and shape (Colberg 2007; Park & Lee 2009; Bond et al. 2010b;
Murphy et al. 2011; Pandey et al. 2011; Smith et al. 2012; Tempel et al. 2013b). Within
this context, the filament - cluster connection plays an important role given that these
two components embody the spine of the cosmic web (Bond et al. 1996; Pimbblet et al.
2004; Colberg et al. 2005; van de Weygaert & Bond 2008; Kartaltepe et al. 2008; Gonza´lez
& Padilla 2010; Noh & Cohn 2011). Cosmic voids also pay a major role, given that most
of the volume of the universe is in them, with multiple studies focused on characterizing
void size, shape and inner structure (Martel & Wasserman 1990; van de Weygaert 1991a;
van de Weygaert & van Kampen 1993; Mathis & White 2002; Gottlo¨ber et al. 2003;
Colberg et al. 2005; Platen et al. 2008; van de Weygaert & Platen 2011; Aragon-Calvo
& Szalay 2013; Ricciardelli et al. 2013).
3.1.4 Intention and outline
The aim of this study is to investigate the evolution of the cosmic web and the variation
in its properties. We do so in a self-consistent way, by employing the NEXUS and
NEXUS+ (Cautun et al. 2013a, hereafter CWJ13) methods to identify in a scale-free way
all the features of the cosmic web. This has two major advantages. First, it allows us to
directly compare properties of different environments and to characterize the connectivity
between components. Secondly, the multiscale nature of the method is instrumental in
the detection of both prominent and tenuous structures, and therefore to facilitate a
complete description of the filamentary and wall networks.
In a first part of the paper, we study the global properties of the cosmic web within
the context of the NEXUS approach. NEXUS can employ a wide range of tracer fields
for identifying large scale structures, among which we have the density, tidal, velocity
divergence and velocity shear fields. While the prominent features are detected in every
tracer field, there is a great deal of difference in the identification of the more tenuous
structures, which underlines the challenges faced in the detection of morphological com-
ponents permeating underdense regions. A second part is dedicated to investigating the
growth of the cosmic web, with emphasis on the transport of matter between different
morphological components. Our analysis focuses on the properties of anisotropic com-
ponents, i.e. filaments and walls, given that the evolution of these structures has not
been properly investigated until now. Moreover, our study characterizes the properties
of individual filamentary branches, focusing on properties like shape, length and mean
density. In doing so, we introduce a method which uses the branching points to segment
the filamentary network into individual objects.
This paper is organized as follows: in §3.2 we introduce the numerical simulations
and the halo samples that we use for our analysis; this is followed by §3.3 that gives
an overview of the cosmic web detection methods; §3.4 describes the techniques used to
measure the extent and mass distribution of filaments and walls; §3.5 presents the prop-
erties of the cosmic web at present time and compares between different morphological
identification methods; while the evolution of the cosmic web in terms of mass content,
halo populations and spatial extent is presented in §3.6, §3.7 and §3.8; the segmentation
of the filamentary network and the properties of its branches are analyzed in §3.9 and
§3.10; we conclude with §3.11 which summarises the most important findings.
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3.2 Numerical simulations
In this study we make use of the two high resolution Millennium simulations (MS;
Springel et al. 2005 and MS-II; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009). Both simulations are dark
matter (DM) only and make use of 21603 particles to resolve structure formation in the
Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP)-1 cosmogony (Spergel et al. 2003) with
the following cosmological parameters: Ωm = 0.23, ΩΛ = 0.75, h = 0.73, ns = 1 and
σ8 = 0.9.
The MS models cosmic evolution in a periodic volume of length 500 h−1Mpc with
a mass per particle of mp = 8.6 × 108 h−1M and a gravitational softening length of
5 h−1kpc. The large volume of the simulation makes it ideal for studying the large scale
structure of the universe with minimal effects from cosmic variance. MS resolves a huge
number of haloes, from masses as large as ∼1015 h−1M down to small halo masses of
only ∼2 × 1010 h−1M. This allows for a characterisation of the connection between
large scale structures and gravitationally bound objects over several orders of magnitude
in halo mass.
The MS-II resolves structure formation in a much smaller box of 100 h−1Mpc on a
side with a particle mass of mp = 6.89 × 106 h−1M and force softening of 5 h−1kpc.
While the small volume makes MS-II prone to significant cosmic variance effects, its
higher resolution allows us to investigate the cosmic web up to a higher redshift z than
for the MS data. Moreover, at high redshift the cosmic variance effects decrease since
the homogeneity scale of the universe is also reduced with respect to z = 0. We mainly
use the MS-II data for illustrative purposes as well as to test possible resolution effects
affecting the detection and properties of cosmic environments.
3.2.1 Halo finder
We perform the halo and subhalo identification procedure using the rockstar (Robust
Overdensity Calculation using K-Space Topologically Adaptive Refinement) phase-space
halo finder (Behroozi et al. 2013). rockstar starts by selecting potential haloes as
Friends-of-Friends (FOF) groups in position-space using a large linking length (b = 0.28).
This first step is restricted to position-space to optimize the use of computational re-
sources, while the analysis of each subsequent step is done using the full 6D phase-space.
Each FOF group from the first step is used to create a hierarchy of FOF phase-space
subgroups by progressively reducing the linking length. The phase-space subgroups are
selected using an adaptive phase-space linking length such that each successive subgroup
has 70% of the parent’s particles. rockstar uses the resulting subgroups as potential
halo and subhaloes centres and assigns particles to them based on their phase-space
proximity. Once all particles are assigned to haloes and subhaloes, an unbinding proce-
dure is used to keep only the gravitationally bound particles. The final halo centres are
computed using a small region around the phase-space density maximum associated to
each object. The outer boundaries of the haloes are cut at the point where the enclosed
overdensity decreases below ∆ = 200 times the critical density ρc. Therefore the halo
mass M200 and radius R200 correspond to a spherical overdensity of 200ρc.
3.2.2 Density and velocity divergence fields
The methods employed for the identification of the cosmic web components take as
input regularly sampled density and velocity fields. We construct these fields using the
Delaunay Tessellation Field Estimator (DTFE; Schaap & van de Weygaert 2000; van
de Weygaert & Schaap 2009; Cautun & van de Weygaert 2011) method. The DTFE
algorithm uses the discrete particles position and velocities to extrapolate volume filling
density and velocity divergence fields. We make use of the DTFE method because it
does not depend on user defined parameters and it preserves the multi-scale character
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and geometry of the input particle distribution. These features are crucial ingredients
for the detection of the anisotropic components of the cosmic web such as filaments and
walls (see §2). For simplicity, we express the density in units of the background average
density ρ¯ as 1 + δ = ρ/ρ¯. The velocity divergence is given with respect to the Hubble
parameter H as θ = ∇ · v/H.
We compute the DTFE density and velocity divergence fields on a grid with spacing
∆x = 0.4 h−1Mpc, such that the MS volume is fully covered by a 12803 grid while
the MS-II volume is represented on a 2563 grid. Moreover, for resolution studies we
compute δ and θ values for the MS-II simulation on grids with ∆x = 0.2 h−1Mpc and
∆x = 0.1 h−1Mpc.
3.3 Cosmic web detection using NEXUS
In this work we employ the NEXUS and NEXUS+ algorithms (see §2 and CWJ13) for
the segmentation of the cosmic web into its individual components: clusters, filaments,
walls and voids. The methods perform the morphological identification of environments
using a scale-space formalism which ensures the detection of structures present at all
scales. It allows for a complete and unbiased characterisation of the cosmic web compo-
nents, from the prominent features present in overdense regions to the tenuous networks
pervading the cosmic voids. This represents a major advantage when studying both the
connectivity between components and the time evolution of the cosmic web.
The NEXUS and NEXUS+ methods are inspired by scale-space analysis techniques
used in the medical imaging field for the detections of nodules and blood vessels (Frangi
et al. 1998; Sato et al. 1998; Li et al. 2003). These procedures were first introduced in
astronomy by Arago´n-Calvo et al. (2007b) as the Multiscale Morphology Filter (MMF),
which used the density field as the basis for the morphological segmentation of the
cosmic web. The MMF formalism constitutes the foundation on which NEXUS and
NEXUS+ were developed with the goal of obtaining a more physically motivated and
robust method. While both MMF and NEXUS share the same philosophy for envi-
ronment identification, there are some key differences between the two procedures which
can result in distinct outcomes. NEXUS extends the MMF formalism to incorporate not
only the density field, but also tidal, velocity divergence and velocity shear fields. This
offer a consistent and physically motivated framework for the detection of the cosmic web
components using the full 6D phase space information. The second substantial differ-
ence is due to the criteria used to characterize the cosmic web detection threshold. The
MMF method uses the percolation of filaments and walls as the threshold for environ-
ment identification. Such an approach is prone to resolution effects and moreover does
not give consistent results when comparing the mass and volume fractions in cosmic web
environments traced by various fields, like density or tidal fields (CWJ13). In contrast,
the threshold approach adopted by NEXUS does not suffer such artefacts.
As we already touched upon, the NEXUS method has been generalized to include
four different environmental tracers: density, tidal, velocity divergence and velocity shear
fields. Each of these fields can be used independently of each other for feature detection,
giving rise to the methods summarised in Table 3.1. The density field is an obvious can-
didate for environmental detection given the prominence of cluster, filamentary and void
features in the matter distribution. Similarly, the tidal field is the driver of anisotropic
collapse and therefore plays an essential role in formation and evolution of the cosmic
web. The use of velocity data for environmental detection is motivated by the close
one-to-one relationship in the linear regime between density and velocity divergence, and
between tidal force which is the source of the velocity shear field. Using velocity infor-
mation opens the other half of the phase space for environment identification. Given
the complementary information supplied by each of the four fields, it is not immediately
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Table 3.1: The cosmic web identification methods employed by this study. The central column
gives the input field used by each technique as the starting point of the detection procedure.
The right most column gives the smoothing filter used by each method.
Method name Tracer field Filter type
NEXUS den density Gaussian
NEXUS tidal tidal Gaussian
NEXUS veldiv velocity divergence Gaussian
NEXUS velshear velocity shear Gaussian
NEXUS+ density Log-Gaussian
clear which quantity is best suitable for probing the cosmic web evolution. To overcome
this, we compare the morphological components identified by each method in the hope
of obtaining a better understanding of the advantages and limitations of each approach.
The large scale matter distribution is characterized by orders of magnitude difference
in the density field between overdense and underdense regions. This variation can be
seen also in the size and contrast of filaments and walls, with prominent environments
typically found in overdense regions while the underdense regions are dominated by ten-
uous structures. This poses additional challenges for NEXUS which works best when all
features have the same contrast (CWJ13). To cope with these issues, CWJ13 introduced
the NEXUS+ method which replaces the Gaussian filter employed by NEXUS with a
Log-Gaussian filter. The new filter takes into account the large range of values at which
structures can be present and offers a better way of detecting both prominent and tenuous
environments. While the new filter is very successful, it involves a logarithmic transform,
and therefore can only be applied to positive valued fields. Thus, NEXUS+ can only use
the density field as cosmic web tracer. Note that the NEXUS and NEXUS+ algorithms
are the same in all respects, except the smoothing filters they use.
3.3.1 The NEXUS and NEXUS+ algorithms
In the following we briefly summarize the steps that the two algorithms take in the
segmentation of the cosmic web. These steps are the same for any of the four input field
used as environmental tracers, but for simplicity we restrict our description to the density
field. A more detailed description of the procedures can be found in §2 and CWJ13. The
NEXUS and NEXUS+ methods consist of the following six steps:
I) Smoothing the input density field with a Gaussian filter of radius Rn in the case of
NEXUS and a Log-Gaussian filter for NEXUS+. It results in a smoothed density
in which the dominant features are those with sizes ∼Rn.
II) Computing the eigenvalues for the Hessian matrix of the smoothed density field
found in the previous step. The Hessian eigenvalues are sensitive to any morpho-
logical features present in the density data.
III) Computing the environmental signature at scale Rn using the Hessian eigenvalues.
This results in a signature value at each point characterizing how close this region
is to an ideal cosmic web node, filament and wall.
IV) Repeating steps I) to III) for a set of scales [R0, R1, ..., RN ] with Rn = 2
n/2R0.
For each scale and at each point we obtain a cluster, filament and wall signature.
V) Combining the environmental signature obtained at each scale to obtain a scale
independent signature. It results in an environmental signature that characterizes
the morphology of each point, independent of smoothing scale Rn.
VI) Using physical criteria to determine the detection threshold. All points with sig-
nature values above the threshold are valid large scale structures. For cosmic web
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nodes, the threshold is given by the requirement that most cluster-regions should
be virialized. For filaments and walls, the threshold is determined on the basis of
the change in filament and wall mass as a function of signature. The peak of the
mass variation with signature delineates the most prominent filamentary and wall
features of the cosmic web.
The algorithm performs the environment detection by applying the above steps first
to clusters, then to filaments and finally to walls. This sequence needs to be followed to
make sure that each volume element is assigned only a single environment characteristic.
The remaining regions that are not identified as nodes, filaments or sheets, are classified
as cosmic voids.
In this work we focus on the characterisation of the anisotropic components of the
cosmic web, i.e. filaments and walls. Given that differences in the detection of cosmic
web nodes can influence the identification of filaments and walls, we chose to perform the
cluster identification step using only the NEXUS den method. This way, any discrep-
ancies in the identification of the anisotropic components using different procedures are
due to the methods themselves and not due to the cluster detection step. A study into
the properties of cosmic web nodes and how these vary between different identification
methods has been done in §2 and CWJ13.
In practice, the two algorithms are implemented on a grid using the density and
velocity divergence fields found by the DTFE method (see §3.2.2). This means that,
following the application of the methods, each grid cell is classified as being part of a
node, filament, wall or void. The presence of a grid also implies a finite scale given by
the grid spacing ∆x below which we cannot study the cosmic web. This means that
we restrict our scale space analysis to features from R0 = ∆x up to RN = 8 h
−1Mpc.
Larger filter scales do not change our results, while the effect of smaller ∆x values will
be investigated later on.
3.3.2 Visual comparison of detection methods
Given that we have several approaches for identifying the cosmic web components, it is
important to asses the similarities and differences between the outcomes of each method.
This is crucial in understanding what are the environments traced by the various fields
that we employ: density, tidal, velocity divergence and velocity shear. Having done so,
we can decide which method is the most appropriate for following the time evolution of
the cosmic web. We already presented in §2.6 a detailed qualitative comparison of the
methods, therefore, in the following, we only summarize some of the results that are of
importance for our current study.
To better illustrate our conclusions, we show in Fig. 3.1 the filamentary environments
detected by NEXUS den, NEXUS tidal, NEXUS veldiv, NEXUS velshear and NEXUS+.
For comparison to the large scale distribution of matter, the lower-right frame shows a
projection of the density field in the same volume. The most striking outcome is that the
filamentary network is dominated by a few prominent structures with coherent scales of
tens of Megaparsecs. The prominent filaments are detected by all the methods, though
their diameter is dependent on the method used. The NEXUS+ filaments are the thinnest
one, followed by the NEXUS den and NEXUS tidal ones. In contrast, the pronounced
filaments detected in the velocity fields are the thickest ones. While all the methods
detect the most outstanding structures, there is quite some variations when it comes to
the more tenuous environments. These are usually located in lower density and some-
times even underdense regions, and therefore have less contrast than the more prominent
environments. This makes the detection of tenuous structures much more challenging,
which explains the differences that we see between methods. These feeble environments
are identified the least by the NEXUS tidal and NEXUS velshear approaches, while
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Fig. 3.1: The filamentary environments in a 100 × 100 × 10 (h−1Mpc)3 slice centred on the
most massive MS-II halo at present redshift z = 0. Five of the panels show the filaments
detected with: a) NEXUS den , b) NEXUS veldiv , c) NEXUS tidal , d) NEXUS velshear and
e) NEXUS+ methods. The sixth panel, f), shows a projection of the density field in the selected
volume. The density scale 1 + δ is shown on the side of the panel.
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Table 3.2: The morphological segmentation of the cosmic matter distribution according to the
Zel’dovich formalism. The λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 quantities denote the eigenvalues of the deformation
tensor. Their sign, positive or negative, determines the morphological characterisation.
λ1 λ2 λ3 component
+ + + cluster
+ + − filament
+ − − sheet
− − − void
NEXUS+ finds a much richer network of such structures. It suggests that approaches
based on the tidal field (Hahn et al. 2007a; Forero-Romero et al. 2009) or velocity shear
field (Hoffman et al. 2012) are not very sensitive to the more tenuous structures. Similar
differences between methods can be found when analysing the cosmic walls, as can be
seen in §2.6.3.
3.3.3 The Zel’dovich formalism and NEXUS environments
The Zel’dovich formalism (Zel’dovich 1970) offers a natural way of describing anisotropic
collapse and therefore the formation of the cosmic web. It has been found to give a
good description of structure formation in the linear and mildly non-linear stages. This
suggests that the Zel’dovich formalism can offer a reasonable description of large scale
structures, given that the cosmic web is at the transitional stage between linear primordial
and fully non-linear structures. This raises questions about the common points as well
as the differences between NEXUS and Zel’dovich predictions.
The Zel’dovich formalism offers a first-order Lagrangian approximation to the forma-
tion and evolution of cosmic structure. In the Zel’dovich approximation, the motion of
a fluid element is determined by the primordial density fluctuations, following a ballistic
displacement approach. At some time t, the Eulerian position x(t) of the fluid element
is given by
x(t) = q +D(t) ∇ψ(q) , (3.1)
where q is the initial or Lagrangian position of the element. The quantity D(t) denotes
the linear growth factor and ψ is the Lagrangian displacement potential (Peebles 1980).
The latter is the primordial linearly extrapolated gravitational potential, up to a constant
multiplication factor. Using this prescription, we can describe how an initial mass element
ρ¯d3q gets mapped at a latter time t to ρ(x)d3x. The mass within the mapped volume is
conserved, i.e. ρ¯d3q = ρ(x)d3x, which, after a few algebraic manipulations, leads to
ρ(x) =
ρ¯
[1−D λ1(q)] [1−D λ2(q)] [1−D λ3(q)] . (3.2)
Here ρ(x) denotes the density at Eulerian position x and ρ¯ symbolizes the mean cosmic






Similarly to the NEXUS techniques, the Zel’dovich formalism can be used to iden-
tify the cosmic web components. This can be easily appreciated from Eq. (3.2), which
describes the evolution of the density at a later time in terms of the primordial mat-
ter distribution. The formation of pancakes, filaments and clusters is dictated by the
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Fig. 3.2: The formation of structure according to the Zel’dovich formalism. The sequence
starts with the left most panel which shows an ellipsoidal overdensity from two perpendicular
angles. The overdensity collapse proceeds most strongly along one axis to form a sheet, followed
by the full contraction of the second axis to form a filament. At last, full collapse takes place
resulting in a 3D virialized structure.
eigenvalues of the deformation tensor, as given in Table 3.2. For example, clusters form
in the regions with three positive eigenvalues. The evolution of these domains is via
a well defined sequence as illustrated in Fig. 3.2, where we sketch the collapse of an
ellipsoidal overdensity. As time evolves, the overdensity contracts along all directions,
but most strongly along the direction corresponding to the largest eigenvalue λ1. The
full collapse along this axis takes place when 1 − D(t) λ1 → 0, resulting in a sheet as
shown in panel b). The contraction follows along the second axis to form a filamentary
configuration and ends with the collapse along the third direction to form a 3D virialized
object. This suggests that one can define a sequence of morphologies, each one associated
to a well defined stage of the anisotropic gravitational collapse. As shown in Fig. 3.2,
these morphologies evolve in time and moreover, at any one epoch, we can find a range
of intermediate states.
Out of all the different versions of the NEXUS technique, NEXUS tidal shares the
largest number of common points with the Zel’dovich formalism. For example, both
approaches use the eigenvalues of the tidal tensor for identifying the cosmic web compo-
nents. But, most crucially, NEXUS tidal uses the tidal tensor computed at the redshift
for which we need to identify the different morphological components. In contrast, the
Zel’dovich formalism always uses the primordial tidal tensor, neglecting non-linear effects
that arise during the subsequent gravitational collapse of matter. Such non-linear effects
are important when studying large scale structures, given that the cosmic web represents
the transitional stage between linear structures and fully developed non-linear objects.
The eigenvalue threshold used to characterize morphological components represents an-
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Fig. 3.3: The large scale structure of the universe as predicted by the Zel’dovich approximation
(left panel), an N-body simulation (centre panel) and the adhesion model (right panel). For
each case the initial conditions are the same which leads to the formation of the same large scale
pattern. Courtesy of Johan Hidding (Hidding 2010).
other crucial difference between the two methods. Within the Zel’dovich approximation,
the distinction between positive versus negative eigenvalues is important since they lead
to different morphological structures. But using such a criterion for the present time leads
to unrealistic structures (Hahn et al. 2007a; Forero-Romero et al. 2009), which is why
NEXUS tidal uses a non-zero eigenvalue threshold that varies with redshift, optimized
for the detection of the most prominent cosmic web components (CWJ13).
In spite of these differences, there is a good correspondence between the predictions
of the Zel’dovich formalism and the NEXUS detections, as seen in Fig. 3.3. Except
small differences, we find the same large scale structures in the left and centre panels.
Moreover, the figure also illustrates the main limitation of the Zel’dovich approximation,
which breaks down when different matter streams cross paths, since then the motion is
dominated by the gravitational field of these non-linear structures. This limitation is
overcome in the adhesion model via an artificial viscosity term and results in a better
description of the later stages of anisotropic collapse (Gurbatov et al. 1989; Kofman et al.
1990, 1992). Recently, Hidding (2010) and Hidding et al. (2012, 2013) have shown that
adhesion theory is a very useful analytical description of the cosmic web, as seen from
the right frame of Fig. 3.3.
It is important to note that the cosmic web segmentation performed by NEXUS
or NEXUS+ does not always have a one-to-one correspondence with the anisotropic
collapse stages predicted by the Zel’dovich and the adhesion formalism. For example,
we find many haloes, which are fully collapsed objects, inside filaments and walls. This
suggests that the environments we identify characterize the collapse stages on Megaparsec
scales and not on those of individual haloes. Moreover, it is conceivable that our methods
identify filaments and walls that are still in their formation phase, before they fully
collapsed along their axes. This is the case since we do not check the virialization state
of our detected structures. While this later issue may play some role at high redshift,
we suspect that close to the present time it is insignificant. A more thorough analysis of
this point is outside the scope of this study and remains to be investigated at another
time.
3.4 Characterizing the cosmic web environments
We are interested in charactering the properties of morphological components beyond
global quantities like mass and volume fractions. Therefore, in the following, we introduce
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Fig. 3.4: The compression of the filamentary network towards its central axis. Each point
represents a voxel that has been identified as part of a filament. The left frame shows the
filamentary network before the contraction. The right panel shows the resulting central axis of
the filaments, as sampled by the filament voxels. For more details on the procedure see §3.A.
The black circle visible in the centre of the right frame shows the filter size used by our approach.
The projection shows a 10 h−1Mpc thick region of the MS-II simulation.
a few new methods to describe the spatial extent and the mass distribution of filaments
and walls, at different points along these structures. In particular, we are interested in
measuring the length of the filamentary network, as well as the diameter and the linear
density of filaments at each position along these objects. Similarly for sheets, we want
to measure the total extent of the wall network, as well as the thickness and the surface
density of walls.
3.4.1 Compressing filaments and walls
The first steps in computing the properties of large scale structures at each point along
these objects involves compressing the morphological components to their central axes
for filaments and to their central plane for walls. The procedure works by displacing each
filament voxel towards the central spine of the object, always moving the voxel perpen-
dicular to the filament orientation. For sheets, every wall voxel is displaced towards the
central plane of the structure, always shifting along the normal to the wall plane. The
complete description of the compression algorithm is presented in §3.A. The compression
approach is very useful since, after its application, all the voxels along a filament segment
are compressed to a line with the same length (e.g. Fig. 3.5). This allows for a simple
characterisation of the spatial extent and mass distribution of the filament or wall object,
as we will see shortly.
We illustrate the outcome of the compression procedure in Fig. 3.4, where we show the
filaments and their central spine in a small cosmological volume. In the figure, each point
represents a voxel identified as being part of a filament, with the two frames showing the
distribution of voxels before and after the contraction procedure. The figure clearly shows
that the method works very well in compressing the filament network, and even though
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Fig. 3.5: Illustration of the process used to compute filament length, diameter and linear
mass density. We exemplify this for a straight filament with constant diameter (left frame).
In NEXUS, filaments are sampled at a discrete set of grid points, whose centres are shown as
points in the centre panel. Following the compression procedure, the filament grid points are
displaced to the central axis of the object (right panel). The dark-red shaded areas show a
segment of length 2R along the filament.
not shown, it works equally well for wall environments too. Comparing the two panels,
we find that the filament spine corresponds very well to the position and orientation
of the input filaments. Moreover, any artefacts visible in the figure are mainly due to
projection effects and not to failings of the method, as can be seen when inspecting the
full 3D data.
3.4.2 Computing the filament length, diameter and linear density
In the following we introduce a few more elaborate methods of describing filamentary
environments. Concerning their physical extent, filaments can be characterized in terms
of their length and their local diameter. The former determines the span of both individ-
ual objects as well as that of the entire filamentary network. The later characterizes the
typical width of representative filamentary regions. A complementary approach charac-
terizes the distribution of mass along filaments. This is easily captured by computing
the linear mass density, which gives the typical mass of filament segments of unit length.
3.4.2.1 Filament length
The compressed networks can be used to compute the length of filaments, and in a very
similar way, the area of walls. For simplicity, we illustrate this with the help of Fig. 3.5
where we show a perfectly straight filament. As in the case of the NEXUS filaments,
this object is sampled by a set of voxels indicated in the figure by points. Following the
compression procedure, the filament voxels are compacted to a line, as shown in the right
most panel. For explanatory purposes, we shown only a fraction of the points along the
spine, to make it clear that the filament axis is sampled by a discrete set of points.
Given that the compressed filaments are represented by discrete distributions of
points, we need to use a filtering procedure to smooth out any shot noise. For this we
choose a spherical filter of radius R, where the value of R is motivated by two require-
ments. First, R needs to be significantly larger that the distance between neighbouring
points along the central axis of filaments. The limit in this case are the very thin fila-
ments which have only one voxel along their cross-section. For such objects, their spine
is sampled at distances equal to the grid spacing ∆x. Secondly, the smoothing scale
needs to be much smaller than the typical radius of curvature of filaments, otherwise







































Fig. 3.6: Illustration of what the local filament diameter actually computes. Left panel: It
shows a straight filament that has two different diameters. Half of it has a 3 h−1Mpc diameter,
while the other half has a 6 h−1Mpc diameter. Right panel: It show the local filament diameter
measured along segments of length 2R. The solid vertical line shows the coordinate where the
filament diameter changes from 3 h−1Mpc to 6 h−1Mpc.
we underestimate the true length. Given the two complimentary constraints, we com-
promised on the value R = 2 h−1Mpc. To put this filter scale within context, we show
it as a black solid circle of radius R in the right frame of Fig. 3.4. We find that the
typical curvature radius of filaments is large compared to the filter size and therefore, to
a good approximation, the filaments are straight within the smoothing scale R. While
spurious artefacts may arise from the intersection of two or more filaments, the compres-
sion algorithm automatically cuts the branches from the main trunk and therefore this
issue is minimal. In fact, most of the filamentary intersections seen in Fig. 3.4 are due
to projection effects.
To compute the length of filaments, we proceed by estimating the contribution to the
length brought by each voxel of the filament. For this, we place at each point along the
filament spine a sphere of radius R and count the number of points Npoints encompassed
within the sphere. If the sphere intersects the filaments anywhere except at its ends,
than the sphere encloses a filament segment of length 2R. This is the segment enclosed
by the dark shaded cylinder shown in Fig. 3.5. We assume that the length 2R of the
segment is distributed uniformly between the enclosed points, therefore, the point at the





to the total filament length. Once we find the ∆l value associated to each filament voxel,
the length of the complete filament is obtained by summing over the contribution of all
the points. This method can be used to compute the length of individual filamentary
objects (see §3.10.1) as well as the total length of the filamentary network (see §3.8.1).
3.4.2.2 Filament diameter
Given the central axis of filaments, we can compute the width and mass density for
each unit of filament length. To better exemplify this, we consider the case of a straight
filament with constant diameter Dfilament, as shown in Fig. 3.5. If we take a segment of
length ∆L = 2R along the filament spine, than the number of voxels Npoints contained
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where Vvoxel denotes the volume of a voxel. In practice, we know the number of points
contained in the filament segment, but not its diameter. Therefore, we can invert the






The above expression measures the local filament diameter along representative
stretches of the filament network. In other words, it computes the mean diameter of
a filament segment of length 2R. To better understand this, we exemplify it using a test
case. In Fig. 3.6 we show a straight filament that has two different diameters, with a
sharp transition from a 3 h−1Mpc to a 6 h−1Mpc diameter value. The measurement of
the filament diameter as described above is shown in the right frame of the figure. It
clearly shows that the computed quantity is the average diameter within a window func-
tion of length 2R along the filament. The figure also illustrates that there is some scatter
in the Dfilament measurements. This arises from the fact that the filament is sampled in a
discrete manner. Thinner filaments, sampled with fewer voxels along any given segment,
will show a larger scatter in the estimated Dfilament values.
The computation of the local filament diameter depends on the value of the filament
segment ∆L. Small ∆L values result in noisy estimates due to the discrete sampling
of the object. Too long segments result in measuring the average diameter over large
filament stretches, washing out some of the local variation in the extent of filaments.
Therefore, we select a value ∆L = 2R = 4 h−1Mpc which we found to be a good
compromise between the two requirements.
3.4.2.3 Filament linear mass density
Similar to the way we just computed the local filament diameter, we can also measure
the distribution of mass in each representative filament stretch. For an ideal filament
with a constant mass distribution along its length, the mass ∆M contained in a segment
∆L is given by
∆M = ∆L ζfilament . (3.7)
The filament linear density ζfilament represents the mass contained in a unit length of
the filament. In general, the mass ∆M contained in a filament segment can be easily
computed by summing the mass contained in each voxel that is part of that filament





Similarly to the filament diameter, the linear mass density is a local quantity that char-
acterizes representative filament stretches. Therefore, the computation of ζfilament has
analogous behaviour and properties as the Dfilament quantity that we just discussed.
3.4.3 Computing the wall area, thickness and surface density
Similarly to the way filaments are described by their length, diameter and linear density,
sheet environments are characterized by their total area, thickness and surface density. In
fact, the methods used to compute wall properties are very much alike to those employed
to determine filamentary attributes. Therefore, in the following, we only focus on the
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Fig. 3.7: Illustration of the process used to compute wall area, thickness and surface mass
density. We exemplify this for a planar sheet with constant thickness (left frame). In NEXUS,
walls are sampled at a discrete set of grid points, whose centres are shown as points in the centre
panel. Following the compression procedure, the wall grid points are displaced to the central
plane of the object (right panel). The dark shaded area shows a circular cross-section of radius
R along the plane of the wall.
few key differences between the two morphological components.
3.4.3.1 Wall area
To illustrate the measurement of the area of walls, we present in Fig. 3.7 the example of
a fully planar wall with constant thickness. The centre and right panels show the voxels
used to sample this structure as well as the resulting central plane of the object, after
applying the wall compression procedure.
Measuring the total area of sheets reduces to finding the contribution of each wall
voxel to this quantity. For this, we place at each point along the central plane of the wall
a sphere of radius R. The points enclosed by this sphere correspond to the wall voxels
represented by the darker shaded region in Fig. 3.7. Therefore, these Npoints correspond
to a circular cut of area piR2 perpendicular to the wall plane. Assuming that the area
of the circular cut is uniformly distributed among all the points enclosed by it, the area





The total area of the wall is given by summing over all the contributions of each point
that is part of a sheet. Note that computing the wall area is affected by the same issues
raised when determining the filament length in §3.4.2.1.
3.4.3.2 Wall thickness
To compute the wall thickness twall, we consider a wall section of area ∆A = piR
2. This
is shown as the dark region in Fig. 3.7. The number of voxels contained in this domain





In practice, we know the number of points contained in the selected region, but not the
local thickness of the sheet. Therefore, we can invert the above relation to obtain the
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Fig. 3.8: The mass and volume fractions occupied by cosmic web environments detected by
the NEXUS+ method.
The thickness twall defined above is a local quantity that characterizes the mean wall
width on representative stretches along these structures. For a sheet of constant thick-
ness, twall is the actual width of this objects. In the more realistic case of a varying wall
thickness, twall gives the mean width within the given smoothing window. For further
details see §3.4.2.2.
3.4.3.3 Wall surface mass density
The amount of mass per unit area contained in walls is computed in the same way as
the sheet thickness. The total mass of a wall circular cut of area ∆A = piR2 is given by
∆M = ∆A σwall , (3.12)
where σwall denotes the local surface mass density of the wall. This can be easily com-





The quantity ∆M denotes the total mass enclosed in the dark shaded region of Fig. 3.7,
which is the sum over the mass contained in each voxel enclosed by the selected region.
Therefore, σwall is the mean surface density of a representative stretch of wall area.
3.5 Properties of cosmic web environments
This section focuses on quantifying the characteristics of the cosmic web environments at
the present time of z = 0. In doing so, we investigate the outcomes of the five methods
that we employ for the segmentation of the cosmic web into its components. The goal is to
obtain a more quantitative comparison of the methods and therefore a better assessment
of their similarities and differences.
3.5.1 Mass and volume fractions
One of the easiest way of studying large scale environments involves evaluating global
quantities, like the mass and volume content of these structures. Such a determination
is shown in Fig. 3.8, which presents the mass and volume fractions occupied by the


















































Fig. 3.9: The mass (left panel) and volume (right panel) fractions occupied by the cosmic
web components as identified by the NEXUS and NEXUS+ methods. The results are obtain
for a redshift of z = 0. We give the outcome for: filaments (circles with solid line), walls
(triangles with dashed line) and voids (squares with dotted line). The horizontal lines for each
case show the average result of the five methods. All methods give similar results, with only
minor variations.
cosmic web components identified by NEXUS+. We find that while the nodes have a
significant fraction of the total mass content of the universe, they occupy a negligible
volume. Following that, we have the filamentary network which contains, into a relatively
small volume, half of the total cosmic matter distribution. The walls have a fair share
of both the mass and volume fractions, with a mean density 1 + δ ∼ 1. On the other
hand, voids take by far the largest volume fraction in the universe, but they only have
∼ 15% of the total mass content. This makes voids the most underdense regions, with
an average density of 1 + δ = 0.2 which is in very good agreement with the predictions
of the excursion set formalism (Sheth & van de Weygaert 2004).
Fig. 3.9 shows how the mass and volume fractions change when considering the fil-
aments, walls and voids found by the other comic web identification methods. With
symbols we show the actual mass and volume fractions while the solid horizontal lines
show the average over the five methods, for each environment in question. We find that all
the methods return approximatively the same values for the mass and volume fractions,
but that there are some differences that are especially visible in the mass fraction result.
The methods based on the density field, i.e. NEXUS den, NEXUS tidal and NEXUS+,
suggest that filaments contain a larger share of the mass than the velocity based ap-
proaches. These former methods use the density field as starting point and therefore
are more likely to characterize higher density regions as being part of filaments, and
therefore assigning a larger mass to filamentary environments. The remaining two envi-
ronments show an opposite trend, with walls and voids identified by NEXUS veldiv and
NEXUS velshear containing a larger mass fraction. This is an outcome of the smaller
mass found in filaments, which implies that there is a larger mass share left to be split
between walls and voids. In contrast, the volume fraction shows a much better agreement
between different methods. While there are discrepancies between the results of various
methods, these are small at <10%. Therefore, the mass and volume fraction are robust
environmental characteristics that are largely independent on the underlying field used
to identify cosmic web features.
Even though our five approaches find consistent mass and volume fractions, previous
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Table 3.3: The mass and volume fractions of each cosmic web component as found by the
current work and previous studies. Most results were obtained by analysing N-body simulations,
with the exception of the last two rows which present analytical results. Doroshkevich (1970)
predictions are for a Gaussian random field, while Shen et al. (2006) results use the excursion
set formalism.
Method
Mass fraction (%) Volume fraction (%)
cluster filament wall void cluster filament wall void
NEXUS+ - this work 11 50 24 15 < 0.1 6 18 77
Arago´n-Calvo et al. (2010b) 28 39 6 27 0.4 9 5 86
Hahn et al. (2007a) - - - - 2 31 54 13
Forero-Romero et al. (2009) 9 40 35 16 1 15 42 42
Hoffman et al. (2012) 17 34 36 13 0.4 5 27 68
Shandarin et al. (2012) 41 18 17 24 0.7 2 5 93
Doroshkevich (1970) - - - - 8 42 42 8
Shen et al. (2006) 46 26 27 1 - - - -
studies on this topic have found a wide range of values (Doroshkevich 1970; Shen et al.
2006; Hahn et al. 2007a; Forero-Romero et al. 2009; Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2010b; Shandarin
et al. 2012). For example, the void volume fraction can vary from ∼10% (Hahn et al.
2007a; Forero-Romero et al. 2009) up to ∼90% (Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007b; Shandarin
et al. 2012). To underline this point, we summarise in Table 3.3 the mass and volume
fraction of each cosmic web component obtained by previous studies. These large dis-
crepancies arise because different studies use various criteria for segmenting the cosmic
web, with different precepts giving sometimes very disparate results. Therefore, it is
very challenging to compare our results with previous works. This is obvious even when
contrasting with the mass and volume fractions found by the MMF algorithm, which is
very similar to our NEXUS den method. For instance, Arago´n-Calvo et al. (2010b) finds
a mass fraction of ∼30% for MMF cluster regions, which is a factor of three larger than
our result. The disparity is due to Arago´n-Calvo et al. (2010b) identifying as clusters
any quasi-spherical objects above the resolution limit of their simulations, while we limit
our selection to only the most massive such objects. The discrepancies between methods
become even larger when comparing results for filaments and walls, since usually the
detection of these components is sensitive to the identification of cluster regions.
In particular, the analysis of the dark matter phase space sheet illustrated in Shan-
darin et al. (2012) (see also Abel et al. 2012; Neyrinck 2012) gives a very natural way
of characterizing large scale structures. Such an approach allows for the identification of
single- and multi-stream regions which, according to the Zel’dovich formalism (Zel’dovich
1970), correspond to different stages of the anisotropic collapse of matter. The single-
stream regions correspond to voids, while the multi-stream regions are indicative of walls,
filaments and clusters. In particular, the Shandarin et al. (2012) method illustrates the
dominance of voids in terms of volume and that <∼ 60% of the mass in the universe is
in clusters and filaments. These results are in good agreement with the NEXUS and
MMF findings, suggesting that the morphology of the density field is a good tracer of
the anisotropic collapse of matter.
The fact that our five approaches give consistent results suggests that the same cosmic
web pattern is imprinted in all the cosmological fields: density, tidal tensor, velocity
divergence and velocity shear. Therefore, discrepancies between different studies are
mainly due to variations in the criteria used to characterize the cosmic web, and not
because of the underlying cosmic field used to trace the large scale environments.
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Fig. 3.10: Identifying the common regions between filaments (top-row) and walls (bottom-
row) detected using two different methods. The left and right columns give the cosmic web
components identified by NEXUS tidal and NEXUS+ respectively. The centre column gives
the common volume regions that were identified by both methods as part of filaments and walls
respectively.
3.5.2 Cross-correlation between identification methods
The visual impression given by Fig. 3.1 suggests that there are important differences
between the filaments detected with the five approaches, but these variations do not seem
to be captured by the global quantities analysed above. To get a better characterisation
of these discrepancies we resort to cross-correlate the volume and mass contained in
environments obtained via different methods. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.10 where we
show the filaments and walls identified by NEXUS tidal and NEXUS+. The middle














































Fig. 3.11: The mass (upper row) and volume (bottom row) cross-correlation coef-
ficients between environments identified with NEXUS den, NEXUS tidal, NEXUS veldiv,
NEXUS velshear and NEXUS+. We show the cross-correlation for filaments (left column),
walls (centre column) and voids (right column). For each method, we compute the mass and
volume cross-correlation with each of the other four identification methods.
column shows the volume regions that were identified by both methods as being part of
filaments and walls respectively. To quantify the overlap between detection methods, we
define the volume cross-correlation coefficient Cij(V ) as




where Vi∩j is the volume of the common regions identified by both methods i and j. It
corresponds to the volume shown in the middle column of Fig. 3.10. With Vi and Vj we
denote the environmental volumes found by procedures i and j respectively. The volume
cross-correlation coefficient is computed separately for each cosmic web component and
quantifies the percentage of volume that is common to environments detected via different





where Mi∩j is the mass contained in regions found by both methods as being part of
the same environment. It corresponds to the mass enclosed in the volume shown in the
middle column of Fig. 3.10. With Mi we denote the mass contained in the morphological
component detected by method i. The Cij(M) quantity characterizes what fraction of
the mass is identified as being contained in the same cosmic environment by two different
methods.
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The mass and volume cross-correlation coefficients are illustrated in Fig. 3.11. We
present results for filament, wall and void environments for each possible pair of detection
methods. In the case of filaments, we find a large value for the mass cross-correlation
coefficient which implies that all methods identify roughly the same mass distribution
as being contained inside filaments. In contrast, the much lower values of the volume
cross-correlation suggest that there is a much larger variation in the spatial regions that
are identified as filaments. These two findings indicate that most of the mass in filaments
is contained within prominent structures that are identified by all the methods. On top
of that, there are additional tenuous filaments, which even though contain only a small
share of the total mass in filaments, they do occupy a similar volume with the more
pronounced structures. The detection of these tenuous filaments varies greatly between
methods which considerably lowers the Cij(V ) value. This interpretation is in agreement
with the visual impression given by Fig. 3.10.
For cosmic walls we find that both the the mass and the volume cross-correlation
coefficients are quite low, with typical values <∼ 0.65. Therefore, wall regions can vary
greatly between the outcomes of different methods. This can easily be appreciated from
Fig. 3.10, which shows that the overlap between NEXUS tidal and NEXUS+ walls is
not very substantial. There are two sets of approaches that show a closer match between
the cosmic sheets they identify: NEXUS den matches better with NEXUS tidal; and
NEXUS veldiv matches with NEXUS velshear. While these two sets stand out compared
with the other pairs, even their cross-correlation coefficients are low. In the case of voids,
we find a low Cij(M), but a high Cij(V ) value; in contrast with the results for filaments.
It suggests that most of the void volume is given by very low density regions that are
consistently identified by all the methods as being part of voids. But a significant part
of the mass in voids comes from the higher density regions around the void edges, whose
inclusion or exclusion from voids varies from method to method.
3.5.3 Mass distribution
Global quantities like mass and volume fraction offer only a very basic overview of the
attributes of morphological components. In fact, the properties of large scale structures
can differ from object to object, and they can even vary across the same structure.
This can be easily appreciated from Fig. 3.1 which clearly shows the extent of variation
in filament widths between different filamentary branches. The same is true regarding
the distribution of matter across environments, with a large degree of diversity between
different objects as well as across the same structure. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.12,
where we show the density distribution in a few representative stretches of void, wall and
filamentary regions. Panel a) shows a large void bounded by prominent walls in the top
and right-hand side. The inside of the underdense region is not smooth, but in fact shows
a significant variation in density from point to point. A similar diversity is observed in
the sheet shown in panel b) or in the filament given in frame c).
Fig. 3.12 is also very suggestive in illustrating a major feature of the cosmic web,
its hierarchical nature. This is especially indicative when focusing on the void region
shown in panel a). The insides of the void have a large amount of substructure, with
some corresponding to tenuous walls, which delimit smaller sub-void regions. This is a
clear manifestation of the hierarchical distribution of voids, with smaller voids enclosed
within larger underdense regions (van de Weygaert & van Kampen 1993; Sheth & van de
Weygaert 2004; Platen et al. 2007; Aragon-Calvo et al. 2011b; Aragon-Calvo & Szalay
2013; Rieder et al. 2013). The same hierarchical nature is present in the distribution of
walls and filaments, as can be seen in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.10. Thick filaments and walls
branch into thinner structures that pervade most of the cosmos, even in very underdense
regions (van de Weygaert & van Kampen 1993; Gottlo¨ber et al. 2003; Platen et al. 2007;
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Fig. 3.12: The density distribution across a few typical void (left), wall (top-right) and filament
(bottom-right) stretches. The density scale is shown in the right-most column, with light and
dark patches corresponding to underdense and overdense regions. Note that each panel has a
different physical size as indicated by the coordinate ticks.
Aragon-Calvo & Szalay 2013). The great deal of structures and substructures present
over a wide range of scales and densities is a clear manifestation of the hierarchical
development of the cosmic web (Sheth 2004; Sheth & van de Weygaert 2004; Shen et al.
2006).
The analysis of the density distribution represents the simplest way of characterizing
the variation of the matter content across environments. This is even more interesting,
given that previous studies have used density thresholds as a simple method of identi-
fying clusters and filaments (Eke et al. 1996; Shandarin et al. 2004; Dolag et al. 2006).
Studying the typical densities of morphological components allows us to both asses how
successful such methods are and also to get a better understanding of large scale struc-
tures. The top-left panel of Fig. 3.13 shows the probability distribution function (PDF)
of the density field segregated according to cosmic environments. We use the DTFE
density extrapolated to a regular grid with spacing ∆x = 0.4 h−1Mpc, with no addi-
tional smoothing. While the actual density values depend on the smoothing scale, the
qualitative conclusions that we arrive to are largely independent on the filter scale.
The figure clearly shows that various environments are characterized by different den-
sity values. The node regions have typically the highest density, with values >∼ 100. The
filaments also represent overdense environments, though to a lesser degree than clus-
ters. Following that, we have the walls for which the density PDF peaks just below an
overdensity of 1. And finally, the voids have significantly lower density values, with the
distribution reaching a maximum at 1 + δ ∼ 0.1. Given the large width of the distri-
butions, we find significant overlaps between the density PDF of different environments.
This means that a simple density threshold is not sufficient in identifying the cosmic web



















































Fig. 3.13: The upper-left panel shows the density PDF in each environment of the cosmic web
as detected by NEXUS+. The remaining three panels compare the density PDF when using
environments identified by NEXUS den, NEXUS tidal, NEXUS veldiv, NEXUS velshear and
NEXUS+. The three panels show: filaments (top-right), walls (bottom-left) and voids (bottom-
right). The histogram was obtained using the DTFE density field on a regular grid with spacing
∆x = 0.4 h−1Mpc. No additional smoothing was used.
components.
Our results on the density segregation are in agreement with the previous findings of
Hahn et al. (2007a) and Arago´n-Calvo et al. (2010b). Both studies showed that cluster
regions are the most dense, followed by filaments and walls, while voids are very under-
dense. They found, similarly to us, that each morphological component occupies a large
range of densities and that there is significant overlap in density values between differ-
ent environments. A more quantitative comparison with these studies is difficult, given
that each one uses a different smoothing scale. This shifts and distorts the shape of the
density PDF, and therefore does not allow for even simple comparisons like contrasting
the position of the peaks.
Of particular interest is the study of Pogosyan et al. (1998), which predicted the
density span of morphological environments within the Zel’dovich formalism. Pogosyan
et al. (1998) emphasized that primordial overdense regions most likely evolve into clusters
and filaments, while underdense regions are more likely to become voids and sheets.
These predictions, while limited to the linear and mildly non-linear stages of evolution,
are in good qualitative agreement with our results. In particular, clusters and voids
are mostly limited to overdense and underdense regions respectively. The other two
components seem to span both overdense and underdense volume, though filaments are
more likely to be found at higher density while walls in underdense regions, as pointed
out by Pogosyan et al. (1998).
The density PDF can also be used to get a better understanding of the various en-
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Fig. 3.14: The linear mass density
across a few representative filamen-
tary branches. We exemplify this for
six structures, with the three mas-
sive ones corresponding to filaments
between clusters. The remaining
three examples, with smaller ζfilament
values are objects found in under-
dense regions.
vironmental detection methods that we use. For doing so, we present in the remaining
three panels of Fig. 3.13 the density distribution in filaments, walls and voids identified
by each of NEXUS and NEXUS+ approaches. We find that all the methods give very
consistent results, though there are some small differences. For example, NEXUS+ iden-
tifies filaments and walls that have slightly higher density values than the other methods.
In contrast, the velocity based methods find filaments and walls that have lower density
values, but only to a very minor extent.
Studying the matter content of representative filament and wall stretches represents
another, more interesting, way of describing the mass distribution across the cosmic web.
It can be done by employing the linear and surface mass density concepts defined in §3.4.2
and §3.4.3, which characterize the local mass content of filament and wall segments. To
better illustrate these quantities, Fig. 3.14 shows the linear density ζfilament across a few
filamentary branches. We find that ζfilament shows a strong variation not only between
different filaments, but also along the same structure. The large ζ variations seen along
the same filament are due to the massive haloes, which contain a significant fraction of
the mass. Given that ζfilament is an average quantity along filament segments of length
2R = 4 h−1Mpc, the presence of such massive haloes is shown as a top-hat like profile
of width 2R. This is clearly visible for most of the examples shown in the figure.
Fig. 3.14 illustrates another crucial find. Prominent filaments extending between
clusters have a higher mass per unit length than filaments found in other regions. This
is clearly seen in Fig. 3.14, where the solid and dashed curves are examples of prominent
filaments while the three objects with the lowest ζfilament are found in underdense regions.
It raises two important observations. First, structure formation theory predicts that
filaments arise from a primordial quadrupolar mass distribution which gives rise to the
canonical cluster-filament-cluster configuration (Bond et al. 1996; van de Weygaert &
Bertschinger 1996; van de Weygaert & Bond 2008). This prediction agrees with the
configuration of prominent filaments, but not with that of the more tenuous objects.
It possibly suggests that structures located in underdense regions correspond to very
weak primordial quadrupolar distributions or just to chance alignments. Secondly, more
massive filaments have many more haloes, especially higher mass ones, than their tenuous
counterparts (see Fig. 3.16 for examples of halo population across different filaments).
Hence, the filaments connecting clusters are much richer in galaxies and therefore more
easily detectable in galaxy redshift surveys (Drinkwater et al. 2004; Pimbblet et al. 2004;
Kartaltepe et al. 2008; Gonza´lez & Padilla 2010).
The large variation in filament linear density between different objects as well as
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Fig. 3.15: The distribution of mass across filament and wall environments identified by
NEXUS den, NEXUS tidal, NEXUS veldiv, NEXUS velshear and NEXUS+. The left panel
shows the total length of filaments which have a certain linear mass density ζfilament. The right
panels shows the total area of walls that have a certain wall surface mass density σwall.
along the same filament raises questions about what is the typical ζfilament. To further
quantify this, we count the total length of filament segments with a fixed ζfilament value.
This is shown in the left panel of Fig. 3.15, where we plot the length of the filamentary
network as a function of linear density. First, we focus on the thick black curve which
presents the NEXUS+ results. These filaments have a wide range in ζfilament, from very
tenuous filaments in voids which barely have a ∼1010M/ Mpc, to very massive filamen-
tary segments with masses similar to those of cluster haloes. It shows how diverse the
filamentary environments are, from very crowded to very sparse regions. Their common
link is a highly anisotropic matter distribution with a distinctive overdensity along one
direction.
The very low mass per unit length of the more tenuous environments hints to the
observational challenge of detecting theses structures in galaxy redshift survey, given
that these systems are most probably inhabited by low luminosity galaxies far apart.
This can be easily appreciated from Fig. 3.16, which in the bottom part of the left panel
shows a few typical void filaments. Such structures are only sparsely inhabited by 1012M
and lower mass haloes, which implies that even though present, such tenuous objects are
not conspicuous features in the spatial distribution of galaxies. The configuration of
three aligned galaxies inside a void found by Beygu et al. (2013) is probably an example
of such a thin void filament (Rieder et al. 2013). Within this context, it is interesting
to compare with the filaments detected by Bond et al. (2010b) in the SDSS data. While
using a different detection method that is most sensitive to the prominent filaments,
Bond et al. (2010b) found a total filament length that is a factor of ∼10 smaller than
our result. If we assume that they identified only the most massive such structures, it
suggests that only filaments with ζfilament>∼ 5 × 1012M/ Mpc can be easily detected in
galaxy redshift data. Therefore, while theoretical models predict a wealth of filamentary
structures, from very high to low mass ones, most of this filamentary network seems to be
outside the detection limit of current galaxy surveys. This is because most of the network
consists of tenuous structures that are only sparsely sampled by low mass haloes, and
equivalently by low brightness galaxies.
We already saw that various cosmic web identification methods result in different
morphological components. It suggests that we need to further investigate if the ζfilament
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findings are sensitive to the environmental detection method. This is analysed in the
left panel of Fig. 3.15. As expected, we find that the total length associated to massive
filaments, i.e. ζfilament>∼ 10
13M/ Mpc, is the same across all the five methods analysed
here. In contrast, the extent of the more tenuous structures is highly sensitive to the
identification technique, with NEXUS+ identifying the largest amount of such objects.
These quantitative findings agree with the visual impression given by Fig. 3.1, with
prominent filaments detected by all the methods, while the thin ones show a large degree
of variation. In particular, it reiterates the impression that NEXUS+ is especially
suited for the identification of both prominent and tenuous structures, and therefore to
characterize the range of environments in both overdense and underdense regions.
Equivalent to the way we characterized filaments in terms of their linear density, the
mass distribution across sheet environments is described by the surface density of walls
σwall. This is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.15, where we plot the total area of walls as
a function of σwall. Focusing on the black thick curve, which gives the NEXUS+ results,
we find that the surface density of sheets extends over many orders of magnitude, also
showing the diversity of wall environments. We find that most sheet sections have σwall <
1012 h−1M/ (h−1Mpc)−2, which implies that these regions are typically populated with
haloes smaller than that our own galaxy. This view is strengthened by the right panel of
Fig. 3.16, which shows the distribution of haloes across a few typical walls. Sheet haloes
are typically both low mass and sparsely distributed. Therefore, most wall sections are
populated with sparsely distributed lower brightness galaxies, which makes the detection
of cosmic sheets very challenging, especially in galaxy surveys.
Moreover, the low contrast of walls is probably behind the large discrepancy in sheet
identification between different methods (e.g. Fig. 2.15 and Fig. 3.11). It reiterates the
findings of previous studies according to which walls are challenging to identify because
of their reduced contrast with respect to the background and due to their planar nature
(e.g. Arago´n-Calvo 2007; Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2010b). While there is a large discrepancy
in the detection of sheets, the mass distribution of the resulting structures seems to be
quite similar. This can be seen from the right panel of Fig. 3.15, where we show the
area of the wall network at constant σwall as identified by various methods. Similar to
filaments, the extent of the massive walls is the same for all the detection techniques, with
differences restricted to less massive structures with σwall<∼ 10
12 h−1M/ (h−1Mpc)−2.
3.5.4 Halo distribution
Haloes play a prominent role within the current theories of structure formation, given
that the central parts of these objects are the sites of galaxy formation. Therefore, the
differences in the halo population across the cosmic web components are indicative of
variations with large scale environment in the population of galaxies and their properties.
We exemplify the relation between haloes and environment by showing in Fig. 3.16
the spatial distribution of haloes across a few representative filament and wall stretches.
The figure clearly exemplifies that haloes are well segregated across environments, with
the most massive such objects living in cluster and prominent filaments. Walls typically
host 1012 h−1M and lower mass objects, while void regions are populated with even
lower mass haloes (Hahn et al. 2007a,b; Arago´n-Calvo 2007).
Even more interesting, the halo population does not only vary between environments,
but also between structures with similar morphological features. This is seen in the left
panel of Fig. 3.16, where we show several filamentary branches; the top ones correspond
to prominent structures while the bottom ones represent void filaments. We observe a
clear trend of the halo distribution with filament properties. Thicker filaments, which
are typically outstretched between cluster pairs, are populated with more massive haloes
which are also more tightly packed together. In contrast, haloes in tenuous filaments are
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Fig. 3.16: The population of haloes in a few typical filaments (left panel) and walls (right
panel). Haloes are shown via points whose size and color depends on the halo mass as shown
in the right-hand legend. For filaments, the black points show haloes found in cluster regions.
The length scale of the objects is shown via the horizontal bar in the bottom-right corner.
typically low mass, similar to the ones in walls, and are widely spaced apart. The major
implications of these findings were discussed in §3.5.3.
The variation of the halo population with environment is quantified in the top-left
panel of Fig. 3.17. It shows the halo mass function segregated according to the mor-
phological component in which the haloes reside. At the higher mass end, we find that
the most massive >∼ 5 × 1013 h−1M haloes are exclusively located in cluster regions.
Less massive objects are typically found in filaments, with haloes in sheets and voids
representing a significant share of the halo population only at very low masses.
In particular, less than 10% of haloes more massive than 1012 h−1M are found in
sheets which implies that very few luminous galaxies are found in walls. Less massive
objects are also rarely found in walls, with fewer than 20% of 1011 h−1M haloes residing
in this environment. It suggests that most of the galaxies that are easily observable in
typical galaxy redshift surveys (e.g. 2dFGRS Colless et al. 2003, SDSS Tegmark et al.
2004) are found in filament and cluster regions, with only a small fraction of them in
walls. For voids, we find an even starker contrast, with at most 1% of 1011 h−1M and
higher mass haloes located in this environment. It explains why redshift surveys find
large regions of the Universe almost or completely devoid of galaxies. These findings
have important consequences for the identification of large scale structure in galaxy
surveys. The rarity of galaxies in walls suggest that these environments may be best
detected in terms of the matter distribution surrounding them, and not necessary due to
the luminous objects they contain (Trujillo et al. 2006; Arago´n-Calvo 2007). Similarly,
voids are best identified as regions nearly, but not completely, devoid of galaxies.
In the remaining three panels of Fig. 3.17 we explore how much the environmental halo
mass function changes when varying the cosmic web identification method. In the case of
filaments, all methods return very similar results, with minor differences only at the low
mass end. In contrast, for walls and voids, there is a much larger discrepancy between the
results of different identification procedures. In particular, we find a large difference in
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Fig. 3.17: The upper-left panel shows the halo mass function split according to the NEXUS+
environment in which the halo resides. The remaining three panels compare the halo mass
function when using environments identified by NEXUS den, NEXUS tidal, NEXUS veldiv,
NEXUS velshear and NEXUS+. The three panels show: filaments (top-right), walls (bottom-
left) and voids (bottom-right).
the number of massive objects residing in sheets and voids. The velocity based methods,
NEXUS veldiv and NEXUS velshear, return a significantly larger number of massive wall
and void haloes than the rest of the density based methods. While this variation is large,
the disparity is mainly restricted to the mass range where sheet and void haloes are only
a minor fraction of the total population of same mass objects. The halo mass function
discrepancy between methods is easily understood when realising that sheet and void
haloes are the ones that were not identified as part of cluster or filament environments.
Any small differences in the detection of clusters and filaments get amplified in the
population of walls and void haloes, since these latter haloes are only a small fraction of
the overall population.
3.6 Evolution of mass distribution across cosmic web environ-
ments
This section is the first dedicated to investigating the evolution of the cosmic web from
an early time to the present epoch. The main goal is to understand what shapes the
large scale structures that we find at the present time, from the very massive clusters
connected by prominent filaments, to the huge voids that dominate galaxy redshift sur-
veys. We approach this task from two directions. We first analyse how global cosmic web
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Fig. 3.18: The time evolution of filamentary environments in a 100 × 100 × 10 (h−1Mpc)3
slice centred on the most massive halo in the MS-II simulation. The panels show in clockwise
direction, starting with the upper left corner, the filaments at a redshift of: a) z = 1.9, b)
z = 1.0, c) z = 0.5 and d) z = 0.0.
properties, like mass and volume fractions, change with redshift. Secondly, we investigate
how the mass distribution across individual web elements changes from early times till
present.
In the previous section we analysed several methods for identifying the cosmic web
components. We found that while there are a lot of similarities between the environments
detected by the five approaches, there are also some discrepancies. These variations are
consistent along all methods and there is no approach that stands out as significantly
better than the rest. Given these findings, in the rest of this work we restrict our
investigation to NEXUS+ environments. We selected this technique since we found it to
be better at capturing the tenuous environments of underdense regions.
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Fig. 3.19: The time evolution of cosmic sheets in a 100× 100× 5 (h−1Mpc)3 slice centred on
the most massive halo in the MS-II simulation. The panels show in clockwise direction, starting
with the upper left corner, the wall environments at a redshift of: a) z = 1.9, b) z = 1.0, c)
z = 0.5 and d) z = 0.0.
Before proceeding to quantify the development of the cosmic web, we illustrate in
Fig. 3.18 the evolution of filamentary environments starting with a redshift of z = 1.9
down to the present time. At early times, the filaments form a complex network that per-
vades most of the cosmic volume, with the exception of the most underdense regions. The
typical non-linear scale at z = 2 is significantly smaller than the 10 h−1Mpc thickness of
the slice, which makes it difficult to visually distinguish individual structures. Nonethe-
less, we can still make a few general observations. While the filamentary network has a
few thick structures, it is dominated by small scale filaments. These thin filaments seems
to be packed much more tightly close to prominent structures, suggesting that overdense
regions have a higher richness of filaments. In the next frame, at z = 1, we already find
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that most of the tenuous structures have disappeared and that we can more easily see
the pronounced filaments. These prominent structures are also identified in panel a),
but they are surrounded by a multitude of thinner objects that obscures their presence.
Going forward in time, to z = 0.5 and z = 0, we find that the evolution of the cosmic web
significantly slows down, with only minor changes after z = 0.5. Most of the variations
after z = 1 are restricted to the population of thin filaments. The most marked effect
is the emptying of the underdense regions, with large voids empty of filaments clearly
visible at the present time.
It is interesting to observe that most of the prominent filaments found at present can
already be seen at high z (this observation has previously been pointed out by Bond
et al. 2010b). Compared to z = 1, which offers a better illustration, we find that these
massive filaments show little evolution in shape and size. In fact, most of the change in
the filamentary network is restricted to the more tenuous filaments, whose disappearance
is driven by merging with the more pronounced structures.
The evolution of walls is very similar to that of the filamentary network, as can be
seen from Fig. 3.19 which shows the cosmic sheets in a 5 h−1Mpc slice through the
MS-II volume. At early times there are a large number of walls that split the volume
into numerous small voids. As time increases, the tenuous sheets disappear and leave
behind a network of prominent structures. These are the cosmic walls that we see today
and which segment the MS-II volume into several large voids. Similar to filaments, we
can make two main observations. First, the time evolution of sheets is most evident
when analysing the most feeble structures, with variations significantly slowing down
after z = 0.5. And secondly, the pronounced walls are already in place since very early
redshift and they show little evolution since then.
3.6.1 Mass and volume fraction
The simplest way to characterize the cosmic web evolution is to track the mass and
volume content of each of its components. This is shown in Fig. 3.20, with the mass
fraction in the left panel and the volume fraction in the right frame. We find that cluster
environments start to contain a significant fraction of matter only at late times, after
z = 1. Even though they appear late on the cosmic stage, their influence grows rapidly
such that at the present time they contain 10% of the mass. The filaments have a more
complex evolution, with an initial increase in mass until around z ∼ 0.5, after which we
find a slight decrease. The reduction in mass is due to the formation of the cosmic web
nodes that accumulate a considerable share of mass, predominantly from filaments, as
showed later in §3.7. In terms of volume fraction, filaments show a factor of two decrease
from z = 2 to present. This means that the same mass fraction gets accumulated into
fewer, but more massive filaments.
The cosmic sheets are described by a decreasing mass and volume content. Compared
to early redshift, at present time the walls contain ∼20% less mass and volume. The
void environments show a similar decrease in mass fraction, but show an opposite trend
in volume fraction. This suggests that voids do not only increase by merging with other
voids as seen in Fig. 3.19, but also by taking over regions that were previously identified
as walls and possibly filaments.
These results paint an interesting picture, with a universe that evolves to be domi-
nated by voids in terms of volume and by very dense regions, i.e. clusters and filaments,
in terms of mass. This is in accordance with the standard picture of anisotropic collapse,
which predicts that at later times more of the matter content of the universe is inside
collapsed objects (Zel’dovich 1970; Icke 1973; Zel’dovich & Shandarin 1989; Pogosyan
et al. 1998; Shen et al. 2006; van de Weygaert & Bond 2008; Desjacques 2008; Rossi
2012, 2013). Our findings also show the dominant role played by filaments, which not













































Fig. 3.20: The time evolution of the mass (left panel) and volume (right panel) fractions for:
nodes(crosses), filaments (solid with circles), walls (dashed with triangles) and voids (dotted
with squares). The effect of cosmic variance on the mass and volume fraction is smaller than
the size of the symbols and it is not shown.
only at present, but also at high redshift, contain the largest share of mass. This offers
a natural explanation of why filaments are such a prominent feature of the galaxy distri-
bution (de Lapparent et al. 1986; Drinkwater et al. 2004; Pimbblet et al. 2004; Porter &
Raychaudhury 2005; Einasto et al. 2011b).
To understand the evolution of the environmental mass fraction we need to study
how matter flows across the same and also between different morphological components.
This is investigated in great details in §3.7, where we quantify the mass transport across
different environments. Without going into details, we note that the time variation of
the mass fraction seen in Fig. 3.20 is consistent with the large scale flow of matter as
given by the velocity field. The matter flows out of voids towards sheets, inside walls it
streams towards the filaments that surround these planar structures, while the matter
inside filaments moves towards cluster regions (van Haarlem & van de Weygaert 1993;
van de Weygaert & Bond 2008). This is exemplified in Fig. 3.30 which shows the large
scale velocity field across a few typical void, sheet and filament stretches. According to
this picture, voids always loose mass while clusters always become more massive. Walls
and filaments have a more complex, time dependent behaviour, since these environments
have both an inflow and outflow of matter. For example, filaments gain mass from wall
regions while at the same time matter stream out of them towards clusters. Therefore,
the sheets and filaments can switch from gaining to loosing mass, depending on the
balance of inflow versus outflow. This is in good agreement with the quantitative results
seen in Fig. 3.20. Especially noteworthy is the change in filament mass fraction, with
filaments growing in mass until z∼0.7, while decreasing afterwards. It implies that at
later times more of the filament mass flows in cosmic web nodes than it arrives from
sheets.
Fig. 3.18 and 3.19 show that at high redshift the cosmic web components are dom-
inated by thin structures and only at later times the prominent configurations become
prevailing. The preponderance of the thin structures raises questions about what is the
smallest filtering scale needed to identify most of these narrow elements. We further
investigate this in Fig. 3.21 where we present the mass and volume fraction in cosmic
web environments as a function of the smallest scale ∆x used for their identification. At

















































∆x = 0.4 h-1 Mpc
∆x = 0.2 h-1 Mpc
∆x = 0.1 h-1 Mpc
Fig. 3.21: The variation of node, filament, wall and void properties with scale and redshift.
We present the mass and volume fraction found for the MS-II data using three different scales:
∆x = 0.4 h−1Mpc (solid line), ∆x = 0.2 h−1Mpc (dashed line) and ∆x = 0.1 h−1Mpc (dotted
line). For each case ∆x gives the grid spacing as well as the smallest smoothing scale used to
identify environments. Using smaller ∆x values allows for the detection of thinner and more
tenuous large scale structures.
present we find that decreasing the scale below the ∆x = 0.4 h−1Mpc that we used for
the previous results does not change our results significantly. This implies that a value of
∆x = 0.4 h−1Mpc is sufficient in identifying most of the environments at z = 0. Going
to a higher redshift, we find that using a finer grid and smaller scales results in different
mass fractions in filaments and voids. In contrast, the volume fractions seem less sensi-
tive to scale, the same holds true for the wall and node mass fraction. While these global
quantities do not change with scale, there exist differences in the detection of individual
environments between various scales. These discrepancies are mostly restricted to thin
structures, below the minimum scale used by the identification procedure.
Fig. 3.21 suggests that studying the cosmic web components at high redshift neces-
sitates the use of smaller scales and finer grids to better capture the thin environments.
While this is computationally feasible for the small MS-II volume, it becomes a very
memory and time intensive task to do a similar analysis for the much larger MS volume.
Moreover, going to smaller scalles can be counter-productive from an observational point
of view. While there are considerably more thin structures at high redshift, these are
very difficult to probe observationally. Typical observations at high z>∼ 1 are limited to
the most massive objects, e.g. luminous galaxies in redshift surveys (Tegmark et al. 2004,
e.g.) and prominent filaments in gravitational lensing measurements (Kartaltepe et al.
2008, e.g.), and therefore cannot easily detect the tenuous structures.
For the rest of this study, we limit our MS analysis to the z ≤ 2 regime and use
filtering scales of ∆x = 0.4 h−1Mpc. This is best thought as characterizing the large
scale structures that are accessible at scales of ∼0.4 h−1Mpc or larger. As we already
argued, only such structures are observationally accessible at present or in the near
future. Moreover, from a theoretical perspective, such a choice gives for the redshift
range z ≤ 2 similar results to having smaller ∆x values, with the differences restricted
to the population of thin structures.



















Fig. 3.22: The time evolution of
the mean density for: filaments
(solid with circles), walls (dashed
with triangles) and voids (dotted
with squares). The density 1 + δ is
expressed in units of the mean back-
ground density at each redshift.
3.6.2 Density distribution
Given that both the mass and volume contained within cosmic web components depends
on redshift, it is natural to further investigate the time variation of the density in each
environment. Fig. 3.22 shows the mean density in filaments, walls and voids as a function
of redshift. The average density in filaments increases rapidly with time such that it
doubles from z = 2 to present. This is a result of the mass in the filamentary network
getting concentrated in a few massive structures, as can clearly be seen from Fig. 3.18.
Walls show a more quiet evolution, with the mean density of this environment very close
to the average background density. Contrary to filaments, voids show a considerable
decrease in density, from 1 + δ ∼ 0.4 at z = 2 down to 1 + δ ∼ 0.2 at present.
We further explore the evolution of density in Fig. 3.23 where we show the density
PDF of each cosmic web component at several redshifts. The density PDF shows a
significant change with time which gives further insight on the evolution of large scale
environments. Before proceeding to analyse every panel individually, it is important to
note that the area under each curve is constant and equal to unity. This typically means
that curves with higher peak values have a smaller width, spanning a narrower range of
densities. The change in the height of the PDF curves shows that at high redshift each
environment, except clusters, is characterized by a tighter density range which becomes
more extended at present time. The main factor contributing to this evolution is the
increase in difference between underdense and overdense regions as the universe gets
older. Therefore, at later times there is a larger density range that environments can
occupy.
In the case of cluster regions, the density PDF is shifted towards lower values at high
z and also shows a slightly wider range. Given that we identify the cosmic web nodes
as the regions with an enclosed mean density equal to the virial density, most of the
evolution is accounted by the increase of the virial density with time. In fact, if we were
to rescale the density axis according to the value of the virial ratio, most of the variation
would disappear, with only some evolution at the low density tail of the distribution.
In the case of filaments, we find a more complex behaviour. Compared to the high
redshift results, at present filaments have a more extended density range at both tails
of the distribution. It implies a dual nature to filamentary evolution, with some regions
becoming more dense, while at the same time there are other filamentary regions that
become more underdense. This, together with Fig. 3.22, paints a picture of filamentary
environments that while becoming more massive at later times, they also become more
mass segregated, with a higher contrast between high and low density regions inside









































Fig. 3.23: The evolution with redshift of the density PDF for each cosmic web environment:
nodes (top-left), filaments (top-right), walls (bottom-left) and voids (bottom-right). The density
1 + δ is expressed in units of the mean background density at each redshift. The histogram was
obtained using the DTFE density field on a regular grid with spacing ∆x = 0.4 h−1Mpc. No
additional smoothing was used.
filaments.
In contrast, walls and voids show a much simpler progression. In the case of walls,
while the high density tail does not change significantly, there are notably more under-
dense regions. Given that the mean wall density is almost constant with time, it suggests
that most of the mass content of sheets is located in a few very massive regions, but small
in volume. Many of the remaining wall regions have low to very low densities, with no
massive haloes in them. This explains why cosmic sheets are so difficult to identify, in
both simulations and observations. The remaining component, voids, shows a clear shift
of the density PDF towards lower 1+δ values at present time, which suggests a significant
emptying of void regions.
3.6.3 Linear and surface density distribution
Another way of characterizing the mass distribution across filaments and sheets is in
terms of their linear/surface densities, as we already did in §3.5.3. We characterize the
time evolution of the linear density ζfilament of filaments in the left panel of Fig. 3.24,
which shows the length of the filamentary network at various linear densities and different
redshifts. The figure shows how typical filament segments evolve to be much more massive
at present time. This change can be seen in the shift of the distribution peak towards
higher ζfilament values, with late time filaments significantly more massive. Of especial
interest is the considerable increase in the number of massive filamentary segments, which
shows the tendency to accumulate mass in just a few structures. These correspond to
filaments around cluster and group massed haloes, which increase tremendously in length
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Fig. 3.24: Left panel: The length of filaments per unit volume as a function of the filament
linear mass density. Right panel: The area of walls per unit volume as a function of wall mass
surface density. Both frames show the time evolution of those two quantities.
since z = 2. In contrast, the extent of less massive filaments decreases considerably
towards present time.
In contrast to filaments, the typical sheet regions become less massive at present time,
as shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.24. The decrease in wall surface density σwall is
seen as the shift in the peak of the distribution towards lower σwall values at later times.
As we already saw in §3.6.1, the mass fraction of walls decreases towards the present
time. Fig. 3.24 shows that this takes place via two processes. First, as we just argued,
typical sheet stretches become less massive. And secondly, the extent of the wall network
reduces at later times, as seen in decreasing peak values of the σwall distribution.
Of considerable interest is the variation in the tails of the σwall distribution. Similarly
to filaments, the extent of the massive sheet regions increases substantially since early
times. So while most walls decrease in mass, there are a few structures that do become
more massive. On the other hand, the low σwall tail shows very little time variation. It
suggest a freeze-out in the mass distribution of tenuous sheets, which may be indicative
of the fact that these structures are succumbing to the accelerated expansion of the
universe. This is the case since most walls are predominantly in underdense regions (see
Fig. 3.23), which, due to the reduced matter content, experience a faster expansion than
overdense regions.
3.6.4 Halo distribution
The evolution of the halo population across the cosmic web can be easily argued to be
of considerable importance, due to the close connection between haloes and galaxies.
Motivated by this, we explore in Fig. 3.25 the time variation of the halo mass function
segregated according to morphological environment.
The halo mass function of cosmic web nodes shows a considerable evolution, with
significantly lower values at earlier times. Most of this variation is given by the rapid
increase in the number density of node environments since high redshift till today. In
fact, the change in the mass function of node haloes almost vanishes when normalizing it
by the total volume of cluster regions. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.26. In such a case, the
only significant evolution is at the high mass tail of the distribution. It implies that at
later times not only that there are more cluster regions, but that the cosmic web nodes
contain many more massive haloes.
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Fig. 3.25: The evolution of the mass function for haloes residing in node (top-left), filament
(top-right), wall (bottom-left) and void (bottom-right) environments. The mass function is
normalized to the entire volume of the simulation.
In contrast to node regions, the halo population across filaments shows a much slower
evolution. The largest changes takes places at high halo masses, with the population of
such objects showing a considerable increase in number. The trend is reversed at lower
masses suggesting that many small haloes are accreted by their more massive counterparts
and therefore feeding the growth of these massive haloes. The slow evolution of the
Fig. 3.26: The evolution of the halo
mass function in node environments.
Compared to Fig. 3.25, here we nor-
malize the mass function by the vol-
ume of cluster regions at that epoch
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filaments halo population is even more interesting given that the volume of filament
halves since z = 2 till present time (see Fig. 3.20). It implies that the same number of
haloes has a much more compact distribution at later times.
Both wall and void regions show a major increase in their halo numbers since high
redshift. In the case of walls, the increase is most pronounced at the high mass tail,
while for voids the largest variation is found in the number of low mass haloes. The
rapid change in these populations indicate that same mass haloes living in wall and void
regions are more likely to be younger than their counterparts found in filaments and
clusters (Hahn et al. 2007a,b; Arago´n-Calvo 2007). It also suggest that galaxies living in
wall and void regions evolve more slowly that their higher density analogues and therefore
probably correspond to earlier stages of the galaxy formation process. On account of
this, a comparison between void galaxies and their higher density counterparts can offer
insights into the dominant galaxy evolution mechanisms acting at different times, without
the need of high redshift observations (Kreckel et al. 2011, 2012).
3.7 Mass transport across the cosmic web
Following the time evolution of the cosmic web raises an important question: what is the
path that matter follows before arriving into its present environment? This question is
related to how gravitational collapse takes place for an anisotropic distribution of matter.
According to gravitational instability theory (Zel’dovich 1970; Icke 1973; White & Silk
1979; Sheth et al. 2001; Shen et al. 2006), an overdense region first collapses along the
direction with the largest positive eigenvalue of the deformation tensor to give rise to a
pancake-like matter distribution. If the second largest eigenvalue is positive too, than a
collapse along this second axis takes place resulting in filament-like regions. And last,
regions with a third positive eigenvalues contract along the third direction to give rise
to fully collapse objects. This sequence of events predicts a well defined evolution of
the matter distribution, with mass flowing from voids into walls, than into filaments and
only in the last step into cosmic web nodes. The predictions of this standard view should
be easily testable, given the identification of the cosmic web components at different
redshifts.
We find that the majority of mass elements flow according to the predictions of
the gravitational instability theory, from less dense to more dense environments. For
example, most of the dark matter particles located in filaments at z = 2 are found at
the present time in cluster and filament regions. Similarly, most wall particles either
remain in their current environment or are accreted to filaments and clusters. This is
easily seen with the help of Fig. 3.27, which shows the dark matter particles in a thin
slice segregated according to their environment at z = 2 and z = 0. To illustrate the
changing cosmic web environment, the particles at z = 2 are coloured according to their
environment at present time, while the z = 0 particles are painted according to their
environment at z = 2.
While the transport of most mass elements between cosmic web components is in
accordance with the predictions of the Zel’dovich formalism, there are a few that show
an opposite flow, from more dense to least dense morphological components. For example,
several of the z = 2 filament particles in the top-left panel of Fig. 3.27 are classified as
wall particles at z = 0. Similarly, a small fraction of z = 2 wall particles are found
to reside in void regions at the present time. The common link between these outliers
is that they populate tenuous filaments and walls. Therefore, rather than presenting a
challenge to the standard theory of cosmic web evolution, such results reveal the difficulty
of identifying filaments and walls in underdense regions. This challenge is clearly visible
when comparing the results of the five identification methods shown in Fig. 3.1, since most
differences arise in the detection of tenuous structures in void-like regions. Therefore, we
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Fig. 3.27: The dark matter particles segregated according to their environment at two different
redshifts: z = 2 (left column) and z = 0 (right column). Each row shows only the particles
located in: filaments (top row), walls (centre row) and voids (bottom row). The particles plotted
at z = 2 (left column) are coloured according to their environment tag at z = 0: cluster (red),
filament (green), wall (blue) and void (black). Similarly, the particles shown at z = 0 are
coloured according to their environment at z = 2, using the same colour scheme. The graph
shows a small fraction, selected randomly, of the dark matter particles found in a 2 h−1Mpc
thick slice.
suspect that the puzzling results are due to an incomplete or incorrect identification of
environments in underdense regions.
Fig. 3.27 offered an intriguing, but only qualitative view on mass transport across
morphological components. To undergo a more quantitative analysis, we define the com-
mon mass fraction between two cosmic web components at different times, i.e. between
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Fig. 3.28: Tracing back in time which environments contributed to the current mass in cosmic
web nodes (top-left), filaments (top-right), walls (bottom-left) and voids (bottom-right). The
y-axis gives how the mass of a given environment at z1 = 0 was split among the cosmic web
components at a higher redshift z2.
With Mi;z1 we denoted the mass in environment i at redshift z1, while M(i;z1)∩(j;z2) de-
notes the mass overlap between cosmic web components i and j, with the first at redshift
z1 and the second at z2. To compute the mass overlap we use the id tag of the dark matter
particles to find all the common mass tracers between the two environments at different
time steps of the simulation. The quantity fij(z1, z2) has two common interpretations
depending on the relation between z1 and z2:
• If z1 < z2, then the overlap fraction fij(z1, z2) reveals what percentage of the z1
mass in environment i originated from mass found in environment j at the higher
redshift z2.
• If z1 > z2, then fij(z1, z2) represents the fraction of z1 mass in environment i that
is found at a later time z2 to be contained in environment j.
In Fig. 3.28 we investigate the morphological origin of the mass found in the present
day cosmic web environments. In the case of cosmic web nodes, most of their mass
originated in filaments and only a small fraction of it in walls. This agrees very well with
the standard picture according to which clusters accumulate mass from the filaments
that have the cluster as one of their end-points (e.g. van Haarlem & van de Weygaert
1993; Aubert & Pichon 2007; van de Weygaert & Bond 2008). Most of the mass in
filaments seems to have been part of filamentary environments since early redshift, with
only a small fraction coming from walls and voids. It has important implications for
the population of filament haloes and galaxies since it implies that the majority of such
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Fig. 3.29: Tracking the final destination of the z = 2 mass found in cosmic web filaments (left),
walls (centre) and voids (right). The y-axis gives how the mass in a given environment at z1 = 2
was split among the cosmic web components at lower redshift z2. Note that at z = 2 we do not
find any cosmic nodes.
objects have been in filament environments since at least z = 2.
Fig. 3.28 also characterizes the fraction of mass that changed environment in opposite
way than predicted by the gravitational instability theory. As we already argued, this
is indicative of the limitations of our method in the identification of tenuous structures.
Quantifying this artefact is important in understanding if this drawback represents a
serious problem for our analysis. We find that up to 20% of present day mass content
of sheets has been identified as part of filaments at an earlier time, with a similar mis-
labelling of void mass content too. Therefore, the artefacts arising from the difficulty of
detecting tenuous environments, though not dominant, cannot be neglected.
Fig. 3.29 shows another way of looking at the evolution of matter in the cosmic web.
It plots the successive destinations of the matter that is initially, at z = 2, identified as
being part of filaments, walls and voids. Compared to the previous figure, it illustrates
the rapid outflow of mass from walls and voids. Less than 40% of the walls z = 2 mass
is still part of present days sheets, with most of the mass flowing into filaments. For
voids, around half of their high redshift mass has streamed out into sheets and filaments,
showing the significant outflow of mass from underdense regions. These results show that
even though individual structures extended on tens of Megaparsecs scales, the cosmic web
components are evolving rapidly and are far from being static structures.
Fully understanding the mass transport across morphological components can only
be done by investigating the large scale velocity field, since this is the main driver behind
Megaparsec-scale mass flows. To that end, we present in Fig. 3.30 the peculiar velocity
field across a few representative void, wall and filament stretches. The void regions
are characterized by a strong outflow, with the velocity clearly pointing out towards the
sheets that act as void boundaries. One such sheet is visible in the centre of panel a), and
it shows that the walls accrete mass from both of the two voids separated by the sheet.
Moreover, the direction of the inflow is close to the normal to the wall, which resides
along the horizontal line in the plane of the figure. This is true for most parts of the
sheet, except close to large agglomerations of mass. Once in sheets, the matter outflows
towards the filaments that border the wall, as clearly seen in panel b) of Fig. 3.30. In
filaments, the flow points towards the two massive clusters which act as the filament’s
endpoints.
According to the above velocity field, matter outflows from voids into walls, while the
mass content of sheets streams towards filaments. In turn, the filaments act as matter
transport highways towards the clusters bounding them. This is in very good agreement
with both the predictions of anisotropic collapse theory and the mass transport results we
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Fig. 3.30: The velocity field along a few typical void (left), wall (top-right) and filament
(bottom-right) stretches. The background image shows the density field, with light and dark
patches corresponding to underdense and overdense regions. The arrows show the direction of
the matter flow in the plane of the image, with the size of the arrow proportional to the velocity
magnitude. Note that each panel has a different physical size as indicated by the coordinate
ticks.
obtained in this section. Moreover, it offers conclusive proof that the artificial transport
of mass from filaments into walls or from walls into voids is an artefact of the cosmic web
identification methods and does not pose a challenge to current cosmic web evolution
theories.
3.8 Size and distribution of filamentary and wall networks
In the previous sections we characterized the evolution of the cosmic web in terms of both
its mass and halo content, finding a marked time variation in these quantities. But these
are not the only way of describing morphological components, since such structures also
have certain spatial extents, which, according to Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 3.19, show a significant
evolution too. For this reason, this section is focused on characterizing the evolution in
spatial extent of the filamentary and wall networks. We investigate the total length of the
filament network as well as the typical diameter of these objects. Of particular interest
is the density profile perpendicular to the filament spine and how this correlates to the
filament width. The wall network undergoes a similar analysis, with studies of the total
area of sheets and their typical thickness. At the end of this section we examine the
spatial distribution of filaments and walls by performing a fractal dimensional analysis
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Fig. 3.31: Left panel: The total length of the filamentary network as a function of redshift.
Right panel: The total area of the wall network as a function of redshift. We show volume
normalized quantities, such that at present time a 1 (h−1Gpc)3 volume contains filaments with
a total length of ∼1.7× 107 h−1Mpc and walls with a total area of ∼1.5× 108 (h−1Mpc)2.
of these structures.
3.8.1 Total extent of filaments and walls
The most basic way of characterizing the spatial extent of morphological components is
in terms of the length of filaments and area of sheets. To that end, Fig. 3.31 shows the
time variation of these quantities, which were computed using the procedures described
in §3.4.2.1 and §3.4.3.1. As expected, the overall length of filaments has decreased dra-
matically since high redshift. Nowadays, the filamentary network has only one third of
its extension compared to z = 2. Similarly, the total area of sheets has also decreased
since high redshift, but only to a lesser extent. These findings are in very good agreement
with the visual impression given by Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 3.19, and reinforce the view that
at later time both the filament and wall networks have a smaller extension.
More interestingly, the change in size of both filaments and walls seems to be almost
independent on redshift. This is a puzzling result, given that qualitatively we find only
a minor evolution of the cosmic web after z = 0.5 (see Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 3.19). The
answer to this may lie in the main limitation of the investigated quantities, since the total
extension of the filament and wall networks is most sensitive to the tenuous structures,
and not to the prominent ones. The tenuous environments are the ones that contribute
the most to the length of filaments and area of walls. A more telling analysis involves
exploring the change in prominent versus tenuous environments, as characterized by
their mass or width distributions. The former has been done in §3.6.3, while the latter
is carried out in the next subsection.
3.8.2 Width of filament and wall networks
The cosmic web components are complex structures which show a large degree of variation
not only in their mass content, but also in their width distribution. It is easily appreciated
from Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 3.19 that there is a large variation in the width of filaments and
walls, not only between different structures, but also along the same object. These
observations raise important questions like what is the typical width of morphological
components and how does this quantity change in time?
To explore these questions, we proceed by computing the local filament diameter
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Fig. 3.32: The variation of the lo-
cal filament diameter across a few
representative filamentary branches.
We exemplify this for six structures,
with the three thick ones correspond-
ing to filaments between clusters.
The remaining three examples, with
smaller thickness, are objects found
in underdense regions.
and wall thickness via the procedures described in §3.4.2.2 and §3.4.3.2. The resulting
quantities describe the width of locally representative stretches of filaments and walls,
allowing us to compare not only the sizes of different objects, but also how the width of a
structure varies at different points along its spine. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.32 where we
show the local diameter of a few typical filamentary branches. As expected, we observe
a large degree of variation both between different structures as well as between different
points along the same object. In general, the thicker filament segments correspond to a
large enclosed mass within that stretch, while the thin structures have low masses and are
typically found in underdense regions. This is easily seen when comparing with Fig. 3.14,
which gives the linear mass density for the filaments shown in Fig. 3.32. The two figures
demonstrate the close connection between the local mass density and the local width of
filaments, relation which is further investigated in §3.8.3.
The distribution of filament and sheet widths is shown in Fig. 3.33. The quantitative
results support the visual impression of filament and wall networks who have few thick
structures and many more thin ones. Moreover, it underlines the limitation of using global
quantities, like the total length of filaments, to characterize the evolution of morphological
components. Such quantities are most sensitive to the tenuous structures and cannot
describe the time variation of the prominent objects, which contain both most of the
mass and most of the haloes.
Both the filaments and sheets have a wide range of widths, with a sharp cut-off at high
values. The distribution of thin objects, with widths smaller than <∼ 1 h
−1Mpc, is affected
by resolution effects, since in those cases the thickness of filaments and walls is comparable
to the grid spacing used to identify these structures. We find that NEXUS+ filaments
have typically diameters below 5 h−1Mpc, though there are some rare structures which
locally have even higher widths. These results are in good agreement with the findings of
Arago´n-Calvo et al. (2010b) which suggest that the prominent filaments have a radius of
∼2 h−1Mpc (see also Colberg et al. 2005; Gonza´lez & Padilla 2010; Bond et al. 2010b).
In the case of sheets, we find very few structures of 5− 8 h−1Mpc thickness as reported
by Arago´n-Calvo et al. (2010b), with most of our walls being thinner than this. A visual
comparison of the NEXUS+ sheets and those identified by the MMF method, which
was used in Arago´n-Calvo et al. (2010b), suggests that the latter one has problems in
identifying coherent planar structures in the matter distribution (for details see §2 and
CWJ13). The discrepancy is indicative of the difficulties arising in the detection of cosmic
sheets, given that these morphologies typically correspond to tenuous structures.
The time variation of the filament and wall thickness offers another important insight





































































Fig. 3.33: Left panel: The length of filaments per unit volume as a function of the filament
diameter. Right panel: The area of walls per unit volume as a function of wall thickness. Both
frames show the time evolution of those two quantities. The results for filament diameter and
wall thickness below ∼1 h−1Mpc are affected by finite resolution effects which give rise to the
artificial cut-off present at small values.
into the evolution of the cosmic web. For example, we find a consistent decrease in
the length of the filamentary network at fixed filament diameter. For thin filaments
this can be easily understood, given that since z = 2 many such structures merge with
thicker filaments and therefore results in fewer thin objects. In contrast, this process
cannot explain the evolution of thick filaments given that we find the same network of
prominent filaments at all times. This suggests another process at work, the contraction
of filaments to become more concentrated and therefore having smaller diameters at
later times. Most probably this effect plays a role in the evolution of both thin and thick
filaments, but it is more obvious for prominent structures since in this case it does not
compete with other processes.
The change in sheet thickness is governed by the same processes as for filaments, since
walls show a very similar evolution of their widths. The only exception is for very thick
sheets, whose number seem to increase at later times. We suspect that this is an artefact
arising from the difficulty of identifying sheets. Typical walls are emptier of matter at
later times (see §3.6.2), which means that NEXUS+ needs to use a lower morphological
signature threshold. This leads to identifying the massive sheets as being slightly thicker,
since the density profile decreases only slowly at the boundary of such walls (for example
see Fig. 3.35). Anyway, such an effect does not seem to play an important role for most
sheets.
3.8.3 The width - density relation
As was already hinted in the previous section, there seems to be a correlation between
the width and density of filaments, and possibly for walls too. Such a relation can shed
light on whether the thickness of a structure is only dictated by its mass or if there are
other factors at play. If the former holds true, than a filament’s width, which is easier to
assess observationally, can be used to infer the mass enclosed within the structure.
Fig. 3.34 highlights the correlation between the width and mass distribution of fila-
ment and wall segments, by showing a scatter plot of these quantities. We do observe
a general trend, with thicker structures characterized by larger linear or surface mass
densities. Our data gives a good measurement of this relation for objects wider than
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Fig. 3.34: The correlation between the width and the mass distribution of filaments and walls.
The points show a small subset of filament and wall stretches. The solid lines show the median
relation and the dashed curves show the 16% and 84% percentiles. Left panel: The filament
linear density as a function of filament diameter. Right panel: The wall surface density as a
function of wall thickness.
>∼ 2 h
−1Mpc, while the results for objects thinner than this are subject to resolution
effects. This is clearly visible as a change in the mean trend below 2 h−1Mpc, given that
the width estimate is more prone to effects arising from the coarse grid used in our study.
While we do find a clear correlation between the local diameter and the local linear
mass density of filaments, we also see a large object to object scatter. Given the width
of a filament, its mass can only be estimated to within a factor of five (see the one-sigma
curves in Fig. 3.34). Therefore, while a filament’s diameter cannot be used to reliably
assess its mass, a statistical approach can be employed to estimate the typical mass of
a filament population. This can be further used to indirectly search for the missing
baryons, a large fraction of which are thought to be inside filaments in the form of the
warm-hot intergalactic medium (e.g. Cen & Ostriker 1999; Nicastro et al. 2005). Such
an analysis can be applied only to thick filaments, since these are the only ones with a
high enough number density of galaxies to allow for a good determination of their width.
A visual inspection of the density field suggests that both filaments and walls are
characterized by a dense inner region surrounded by more diffuse matter (Colberg et al.
2005; Dolag et al. 2006; Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2010b). This suggests a natural way of
defining the edge of these structures as the point where the density field drops to the
local background value. Given this alternate way of describing the width of filaments
and sheets, how does it compare with our previous width estimates presented in §3.8.2.
In general, the two thickness measurements do not have to agree, since the latter method
uses the physical extent of the morphological components as identified by NEXUS+,
without any knowledge on the position of the density drop.
Fig. 3.35 shows the density profile as a function of the distance r to the filament
spine and to the central plane of walls. As expected, we see a high density peak for small
values of r which corresponds to the dense inner regions, followed by a sharp drop at
larger distances. The distance where the density profile becomes approximatively flat
indicates the edge of the filament or sheet. To connect the two width estimates described
in the previous paragraph, we compute the density profile separately for filaments and
walls of different morphological widths. Moreover, given the noisy nature of individual
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Fig. 3.35: The mass distribution around filaments (left panel) and walls (right panel) as a
function of the distance r from the centre of these structures. The quantity 1 + δ(r) denotes
the mean density at that distance. We show separate profiles for structures of different widths,
as indicated by the filament diameter Dfilament and by the wall thickness twall. Each profile
corresponds to an average over all the objects with a given width.
density profile (Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2010b), we compute generic profiles by averaging
over all objects with a given width. The results show a very good consistency between
the edge of the density profile and the NEXUS+ width estimates. Therefore, our envi-
ronment identification technique is also very successful in correctly identifying the edges
of filaments and walls.
Fig. 3.35 illustrates two more interesting facts. On average, the width of a structure
and its core density are related, which has already been shown in a slightly different form
in Fig. 3.34. And more importantly, its shows that thin filaments are found in underdense
regions while thick ones live in overdense areas. This is easily assessed from the density
profile, since the local nature of the region, i.e. underdense versus overdense, can be
estimated using the value of the density at large distance r. The thinnest filaments,
though overdense in their cores, are located in very underdense domains outside their
edges, with δ(r) ∼ −0.5. In contrast, the very thick structures are found in areas which
are overdense even at distances as high as 10 h−1Mpc. On the other hand, all sheets,
indifferent of their thickness, are located on average in very underdense regions (Pogosyan
et al. 1998). The thinnest of these objects, whose core density barely reaches the mean
background density, are found deep inside voids of very low densities.
3.8.4 Fractal dimension
The visual impression given by Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 3.19 is that of a cosmic web that evolves
strongly with redshift, and which, at later times, becomes dominated by fewer, but more
massive structures. These changes affect the spatial distribution of filaments and sheets,
with both the branching characteristics and space filling capacity varying in time. The
fractal dimension (Mandelbrot 1983) represents one possible way of obtaining a more
quantitative description of the time variation in the spatial distribution of filaments and
walls. It measures how details in the pattern change with the observed scale and also
describes the space filling capacity of the system. Such an analysis has been used in
various fields to get an understanding of complex patterns, from the shape of neurons
(Smith Jr et al. 1989; Jelinek & Fernandez 1998) to the intricate structures seen in galactic
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Fig. 3.36: The output of the box-counting method for the determination of the fractal dimen-
sion. Left panel: The number of box counts that contain filaments as a function of box length.
We distinguish two regimes: for small boxes we see the fractal behaviour of filaments (dashed
line), while at larger lengths we find N ∝ l−3 (solid line) which suggests that all boxes at that
scale intersect at least one filamentary region. Right panel: Zoom-in on the left frame showing
the box counting results for filaments at three redshifts: 0.0, 1.5 and 3.1. The solid line shows
a N ∝ l−3 behaviour while the remaining lines show the best fit results for each data set.
gas and star forming regions (Feitzinger & Galinski 1987; Elmegreen & Elmegreen 2001)
and to the large scale distribution of galaxies (Jones et al. 1988; Martinez & Jones 1990;
Martinez et al. 1990).
One simple way to measure the fractal dimension involves the use of the box counting
method (Mandelbrot 1983). For our application, it involves overlying onto the simulation
box of a regular grid with spacing l and counting how many of the grid cells intersect
the pattern that we measure, i.e. the filamentary and wall networks. The number of
intersecting grid cells gives the box count N at scale l. The method works by measuring
the box counts at different scales and than investigating the dependence of N on l. In
the case of a fractal there is a well defined relation
N ∝ l−d , (3.17)
with d the fractal dimension of the pattern. For example, the fractal dimension of an
infinitely thin line is d = 1, of a zero thickness plane is d = 2 and that of a filled box
is d = 3. In general, a fractal pattern has a non integer fractal dimension showing an
intermediate behaviour between the ideal cases just described.
To obtain the fractal dimension, we proceeded by first measuring the box count N
for the largest possible box, which is the simulation box. After which, in each successive
step, we reduced the box length l by a factor of 2 and measured N again. This process
was stopped when l was equal to the grid spacing used to obtain the filamentary and
wall networks. We applied this procedure to the MS-II data since it allowed us to obtain
a larger dynamical range at small l, which shows the most interesting behaviour. When
comparing between MS-II and MS results we could not find any important differences,
suggesting that the MS-II findings that we discuss below are not significantly affected
by cosmic variance.
The box count measurements for the present day filaments are shown in the left frame
of Fig. 3.36. The figure shows an interesting two regime dependence on the value of the
box length l. For large boxes, i.e. coarse grids, every box intersects at least one filament
segment. It means that filaments fully fill the simulation volume at these scales resulting










































Fig. 3.37: Left panel: The variation with redshift z of the fractal dimension d for filaments
(solid curve) and walls (dashed curve). Right panel: The variation with redshift of the breaking
scale l0 for both filaments and walls. The breaking scale gives the intersection between the solid
and dashed curves from the left panel of Fig. 3.36.
in a N ∝ l−3 behaviour shown by the solid curve. For smaller l values, only a fraction of
the measuring boxes intersect the filamentary regions, which gives rise to the dependence
illustrated via the dashed line. The fact that all the data points for l<∼ 10 h
−1Mpc lie
along the dashed line shows the fractal-like behaviour of the filamentary network below
this threshold value.
According to the points we just argued above, the box count N can be expressed as




−d for l ≤ l0
c2 l
−3 for l > l0
, (3.18)
where the breaking scale l0 denotes the threshold that differentiates between the two
behaviours. The quantities c1 and c2 denote two normalisation constants that can be
easily computed noticing that: the two components need to be equal at l = l0 and that
N(l = Lbox) = 1, where Lbox = 100 h
−1Mpc is the side length of the MS-II volume.






and c2 = L
3
box . (3.19)
To find the fractal dimension for filaments and walls, we fit the two component form
presented in Eq. (3.18), using two free parameters: d and l0. We find that this simple
function gives a very good description of the box count data not only for z = 0, but also
at high redshift. This is presented in the right panel of Fig. 3.36, which shows the data
and the fit function for filaments detected at three different redshifts. For each snapshot
we find the same qualitative behaviour, but quantitatively both the fractal dimension d
and the breaking scale l0 depend on redshift. A similar result, though not shown, holds
true for the wall network too.
Fig. 3.37 shows the time evolution of the fractal dimension d and that of the breaking
length l0 for both filaments and walls. Filaments are characterized by d ∼ 2.2 which
shows that they have a fractal dimension higher than that of a thin plane. This is
puzzling at a first sight, given that the filamentary network is made of many line-like
objects and therefore we would expect d < 2. This is not the case since filaments are not
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infinitely thin lines, but they do have an intrinsic width and hence we can have d > 2.
The fractal dimension of filamentary environments shows a strong time evolution, with
larger values at high redshift. It shows the decrease in complexity of filaments, with
lower values suggesting a simpler network with fewer branches, in agreement with the
visual impression given by Fig. 3.18. In the case of walls, we find only a very weak time
evolution of the fractal dimension, with slightly lower values at present day. While the
variation is small, it also shows the decrease in complexity of the wall network at later
times.
The variation with time of the breaking length can offer some interesting insights too.
The length l0 gives the scale beyond which all counting cells are occupied by filaments
or sheets. The point where this behaviour is reached gives a characteristic scale that is
related to the properties of the pattern under study (Jones et al. 1988). The breaking
length is presumably related to the typical separation between filaments and walls or to
the clustering scale of these structures. The breaking length shows a rapid increase since
high redshift, suggesting a larger separation between present day filaments and sheets.
Compared to high redshift when we hardly find large regions without filaments or walls,
at present there are many large contiguous volumes empty of such structures.
3.9 Segmenting the filamentary network
Up to now, our analysis focused on the evolution of the filamentary and wall networks
as a whole. While this approach gives numerous insights into the global evolution of
environments, it cannot fully characterize the growth of individual objects that, through
their connectivity, form the global networks. To study individual structures, we introduce
a method that splits the filamentary network into distinct branches. The segmentation
takes place at the points where two or more filaments intersect and therefore offers a
natural way of dividing the web into individual objects. While the segmentation method
can be applied to sheets too, we restrict our analysis to filamentary environments since,
together with clusters, they are the more prominent features of the cosmic web.
Following the application of NEXUS+ and other Hessian based methods (e.g. Hahn
et al. 2007a; Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007b), the cosmic web components are identified as a set
of points, distributed on a regular grid. Given the large scale coherence of the web, such
voxels connect to each other to give rise to intricate patterns that pervade most of the
cosmic volume. The resulting filamentary network has a complex structure, connecting
many objects of various shapes and sizes. While identifying the distinct branches of
the network comes naturally to the human brain, the same task is very challenging to
implement via the use of computer algorithms. The problem is made even more difficult
due to the hierarchical and multiscale character of the cosmic web, since the branches
have a large variety of widths and lengths and intersect together at a wide spectrum of
angles.
We are not the first to deal with the segmentation of the filamentary network into
individual objects. Several previous studies had tackled this challenging issue using dif-
ferent methods, with various degrees of success. The most popular of these methods
involves using cluster mass haloes to naturally split the filamentary network into indi-
vidual objects. In practice, this approach has been implemented slightly different by
identifying only filaments found between pairs of clusters (Pimbblet et al. 2004; Colberg
et al. 2005; Gonza´lez & Padilla 2010; Noh & Cohn 2011). By design, such a procedure
is biased towards the detection of the most prominent filaments and does not allow for
a complete description of both thin and thick structures. Another technique makes use
of the percolation of filaments as a function of density threshold to split the network
into individual objects using the percolation threshold (Shandarin et al. 2004; Arago´n-
Calvo et al. 2010b). While it produces distinct structures, there is no clear one-to-one
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connection between these objects and the branches of the network. A different approach
involves the use of minimal spanning tree algorithms for the segmentation of the filament
network into main and secondary branches (Colberg 2007; Park & Lee 2009). It gives a
very good separation of the global network into distinct objects, but it can also introduce
unwanted artefacts (for details see Colberg 2007). And last, the change in orientation
between two close points along the filament can be used to probe the intersection of
distinct filaments (Bond et al. 2010b). This formalism is motivated by the picture of
filaments as one-dimensional continuous strands that end abruptly at the intersection of
two or more such objects (Bond et al. 1996). We choose this last approach motivated by
the clear and intuitive way of splitting the filamentary network into individual branches.
In the remaining of this section, we use a simple test configuration to introduce
the filament segmentation method and discuss its characteristics. We further test the
splitting technique by applying it to Voronoi clustering models, which represent a simple
procedure of generating large scale structures similar to those found in the cosmic web.
We end by applying the method to the filamentary network identified in the MS and
MS-II data, which, compared to the previous test cases, involves additional layers of
complexity due to the hierarchical and multiscale nature of the cosmic web.
3.9.1 The segmentation procedure
We illustrate the segmentation method using the simple filamentary configuration shown
in the top-left panel of Fig. 3.38. The filamentary network is shown via the light grey
colour and, for visualisation purposes, is fully confined to the plane of the figure. The
configuration is composed of a few representative types of filamentary intersections. The
J1 and J2 junctions are the most common and show the intersection of thin structures
with more prominent filaments. The J3 and J4 points show the bifurcation of filaments
into two or more branches, with the later case especially common at the nodes of the
cosmic web. The fifth junction, J5 shows the intersection of a thick object with the middle
of a much thinner structure. Though such a crossing is very rare or even completely
absent in the cosmic web, we included it here to illustrate some of the limitations of the
method. Additionally, the test configuration has three curved filaments Ci, with constant
curvature radii of 5, 10 and 20 h−1Mpc. These curved structures are used to exemplify
that the splitting procedure can also deal with non-straight filaments.
The first step in the filament segmentation process involves the compression of the
filaments to their spine, via the technique described in §3.4.1 and §3.A. This contracts the
objects to a single curve that corresponds to their central axis, as clearly seen in Fig. 3.38.
The compression procedure not only identifies the filament spine, but it also splits the
network at its bifurcation points. Every junction is divided into a main continuous
branch (black curves) and one or more secondary ones (red curves). In some of the
cases (i.e. J3 and J5), the main branch shows a change of orientation around the region
of the junction suggesting that this single object corresponds in fact to two or more
branches. Therefore, the filament compression step gives only a partial segmentation of
the filamentary network.
The second step of the segmentation procedure involves further dividing the main
branches that show signs of being two or more distinct objects. Such branches have a
rapid change in orientation around the junction points where the branch needs to be
further split (i.e. J3 and J5). To characterize this, we take two points i and j along the
branch and compute the change in filament orientation between those points as
θij = arccos(ui · uj) , (3.20)
where ui,j denotes the filament orientation at those two points (see §3.B for details on
computing the local filament orientation). We are interested in the mean change of
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Fig. 3.38: Top-left panel: An illustration, using a simple test configuration, of the filament
network segmentation into individual branches. The light grey areas show the filaments, with
the black and red curves showing the spine of the objects. Top-right panel: The mean change
in filament orientation 〈θ〉 computed at two different radii R. The scaled ratio ω˜ is largely
insensitive to the value of R. The solid diagonal line shows a one-to-one relation. Bottom
panels: The same example as in panel a), with black showing the filament spine. The green
curve shows the regions with ω˜ > 2.5◦ hMpc−1 (panel c) and ω˜ > 1.5◦ hMpc−1 (panel d).







The sum is over all the Ni filament points found within distance R from point i. While





is largely independent on R. This is shown in the top-right panel of Fig. 3.38 which
shows the ω˜ values obtained for two different distances R. Therefore, the segmentation
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algorithm is rather insensitive to the actual value of the R parameter. For the rest of
this study we take R = 2 h−1Mpc.
The bottom panels of Fig. 3.38 evaluates how effective is a ω˜ threshold in detecting
the additional segmentation points along the main branches. The two graphs show the
spine segments which have ω˜ > 2.5◦ hMpc−1 (panel c) and ω˜ > 1.5◦ hMpc−1 (panel d).
As expected, the highest values of ω˜ correspond to the junction points where the main
branches change direction. Therefore, a branching threshold value ω˜T is an effective way
of fully segmenting the filamentary network into distinct branches.
Care needs to be taken when choosing the branching threshold value, since a too low
value leads to the artificial segmentation of curved branches. This is the case for the
bottom-right panel, in which the low threshold value divides the C2 and C3 structures
as well as some of the other secondary branches. While the ω˜ threshold values used
in Fig. 3.38 are heuristically determined, §3.9.2 and §3.9.3 present a quantitative way
of identifying ω˜T. It gives very good results for realistic distributions of filaments, like
those found in the cosmic web.
Before proceeding to the analysis of more realistic filament distributions, we discuss
some of the limitations of the segmentation technique. Following filament compression,
some of the secondary branches have curved ends at the junction points (e.g. J4, J5).
These curved ends can have large ω˜ values and can be interpreted as indicating the
junction point of two branches. Such an example is visible in the top-right region of panel
c) where it gives rise to a spurious short branch. Such issues are rare and bring small
artefacts only when measuring the properties of very short filaments. The properties of
such short objects are anyway unreliable since their length is the same order of magnitude
as the spacing of the underlying grid used to identify these structures.
Another limitation of the procedure is illustrated at junction J5 in panel a) of
Fig. 3.38. In this case, a thick filament intersects the middle of a thinner one. The
filament compression procedure fails, since it connects the thick structure with half of
the thin filament, while the correct outcome is to connect the two halves of the thin
filament. This leads to the segmentation of the thin structure into two objects. The lim-
itation arises since the filament compression algorithm always selects as the main branch
the two thickest filaments that enter the bifurcation, without regard to their orientation.
In reality, configurations as those shown at junction J5 are very rare or non existent in the
distribution of cosmic web filaments, and therefore this filament compression drawback
does not play a prominent role in our study.
The most significant limitation of the method affects the short and highly curved
filaments, which are typically found in void regions. We illustrated this via the curved
filament C1 in Fig. 3.38. Following the compression procedure, the computed spine is
considerably straighter than the input object. It is a consequence of the 1 h−1Mpc
smoothing radius used by the compression algorithm, whose value is similar to the cur-
vature radius of filament C1. As a result of this, all highly curved structures are being
significantly straightened. In contrast, filaments with curvature radii >∼ 10 h
−1Mpc are
hardly affected, as shown by filament C2.
3.9.2 Segmenting Voronoi clustering models
While the previous test configuration was very useful in exemplifying the inner workings
of the segmentation procedure, it offers at best a poor description of the real filamentary
network. Consequently, we need to test the segmentation approach on a more realistic
distribution. The filaments obtained within the framework of Voronoi clustering models
represent one such network (van de Weygaert 1991b, 2002; van de Weygaert & Schaap
2009). Such distributions share many of the characteristics of cosmic web filaments,
since they describe complex 3D networks composed from objects of various sizes and
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Fig. 3.39: Left panel: The filaments and their central spine in a 10 h−1Mpc slice of the
Voronoi clustering model. The spine is shown in various colours to better emphasize the different
individual filaments. Right panel: The probability distribution function (PDF) of ω˜ for the
Voronoi clustering model (solid curve). The dotted curves are only for illustrative purposes to
show that the PDF changes its behaviour at ω˜ ∼ 7.5◦ hMpc−1. Values above this threshold
correspond to filamentary intersections, as confirmed by a visual inspection of the filamentary
network.
with multiple branches intersecting at the same location. On the other hand, filaments in
these heuristic models do not follow a hierarchical and multiscale distribution and also do
not contain any curved structures. Therefore, Voronoi models represent a configuration
of intermediate complexity, much more elaborate than the simple test configuration used
before, but still without exhibiting all the challenges of realistic filamentary networks.
The Voronoi clustering models are a class of heuristic models used to describe the
cellular-like pattern of the large scale distribution of galaxies (van de Weygaert 1991b,
2002; van de Weygaert & Schaap 2009). Such an approach uses the Voronoi tessellation
as the skeleton of the large scale matter distribution, with Voronoi cells corresponding
to cosmic voids, while the cell walls represent cosmic sheets. Moreover, the edges of the
Voronoi walls exemplify filaments, with the intersection of these edges corresponding to
the cosmic web nodes.
The simple Voronoi models, which we employ here, confine the distribution of galaxies
or dark matter particles to one of the four components of the tessellation discussed above.
This proceeds by first classifying the particles into node, filament, sheet and void types
according to a heuristic assignment scheme which is of no importance to our study.
Starting from a spatially random distribution, each particle is localized inside a Voronoi
cell and moved to its final position according to the morphological tag of the particle.
Void objects are kept at their initial random positions, while sheet, filament and node
particles are moved to the closest tessellation wall, edge or vertex, respectively (for a
more detailed description see van de Weygaert 1991b). It results in a matter distribution
following a cellular-like pattern, not very different to the large scale structure of the
Universe.
For the purpose of our study, we apply the NEXUS+ technique to the resulting
Voronoi matter distribution. While the Voronoi models can be used to identify cosmic
web components, we choose to detect filaments using NEXUS+. This way, we make
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Fig. 3.40: Top-left panel: A 5 h−1Mpc slice showing the filaments and their central spine.
Remaining panels: Examples of filamentary structures that were identified as single objects
following the compression process. These structures were further segmented into individual
branches using the segmentation procedure described in §3.9.1. We show the spine of these
branches, using a different colour for each distinct object.
sure that any artefacts due to the identification procedure, if present, are included in the
Voronoi filament detection, giving a closer representation of the real cosmic web. The
results discussed below are obtained using a Voronoi model employing 1283 particles
distributed among 64 Voronoi cells generated in a 100 h−1Mpc box.
Fig. 3.39 shows the Voronoi filaments in a thin slice through the simulation box,
along with their central spine. To better emphasize individual branches, we used dif-
ferent colours for the spine of various objects. A visual inspection finds that the ω˜T
threshold employed in the figure performs very well in dividing the filamentary network
into individual branches. Most of the branches, which are fully contained in figure, start
and end at the intersection points of several filaments and are approximatively straight,
as expected in the case of Voronoi model filaments.
To identify the optimal value for the branching threshold ω˜T, we examined the prob-
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Fig. 3.41: The probability distribu-
tion function (PDF) of ω˜ for filamen-
tary structures detected in the MS
simulation.
ability distribution function (PDF) of ω˜ values. This is shown in the right-hand panel of
Fig. 3.39. As expected, the PDF peaks at small ω˜ values indicating that most filamen-
tary stretches are close to being perfectly straight. At higher ω˜ values, the PDF shows
a two regime behaviour as highlighted via the two dotted lines, with a rapid decrease
till ω˜ ∼ 7.5◦ hMpc−1, after which it changes to a slower decline. While within Voronoi
models the filaments are perfectly straight, sampling such objects on a grid introduces
discreteness effects which in some cases lead to slightly curved filaments. Such effects
are typically small and unlikely to give rise to large curvatures, resulting in the rapidly
decreasing regime seen in the ω˜ PDF. In contrast, the slowly declining region of the
PDF corresponds to branching points and indicate the points where filaments need to
be further divided. Therefore, the ω˜ value where the PDF changes behaviour represents
a natural choice for the branching threshold ω˜T. Such a threshold value leads to the
individual filaments shown in the left-hand panel of Fig. 3.39, providing a reliable way
of segmenting the filament network into its distinct branches.
3.9.3 Segmenting the cosmic web filaments
The cosmic web filaments contain several layers of additional complexity compared to
the two examples discussed previously. Due to its hierarchical and multiscale character,
the filamentary network is composed of structures of various lengths and widths that
come together at a multitude of angles. Moreover, the naturally curved filaments found
in the cosmic web pose an additional challenge since their curvature can be incorrectly
interpreted as a sign of filament bifurcation. These aspects motivate us to further inves-
tigate the behaviour of the segmentation procedure when applied to realistic filamentary
distributions.
We start with an illustration of the filament compression outcome in the top-left panel
of Fig. 3.40. It exemplifies that the method performs very well in finding the spine of
most objects, even in the case of realistic filament distributions. A closer visual inspection
reveals that there are some structures which show differences between their contours and
the spine, with such cases typically limited to thin filaments that are highly curved or
in densely packed regions. While present, such artefacts hardly affect the population of
thick and long objects, which represent the main focus of our study.
To find the branching threshold, we investigate in Fig. 3.41 the PDF of ω˜. Similarly
to §3.9.2, the PDF shows a two regime behaviour, with the transition between the two
regions taking place at ω˜ = 7.5◦ hMpc−1. This gives the value of the branching threshold
ω˜T. We further explore in Fig. 3.40 how effective such a threshold value is, by examining
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Fig. 3.42: Three orthogonal projections of a long and approximatively straight filament. It
shows both the density field along the structure (top panels) as well as the spatial distribution
of haloes more massive than 1011 h−1M. The points representing the haloes are coloured and
sized according to the halo mass, as shown in the legend. The figure also gives some basic
properties of the object: its length L, its mass Mf , the shape proxy η, the mean diameter 〈Df〉
and the mean density 〈ρf〉.
structures that were identified as single objects following the compression process. A
visual inspection shows that the chosen ω˜T threshold performs extremely well in dividing
the network into individual branches.
3.10 The evolution of individual filaments
Without a doubt, filaments represent the most salient features of the cosmic web, extend-
ing over tens of Megaparsecs and incorporating the largest share of the matter content
of the universe. Given the predominance of filamentary features, this section is focused
on investigating basic properties of individual filaments such as the length and mass
distribution, shapes and sizes.
Before analysing the properties of the filament population, we present in Figs. 3.42-
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Fig. 3.43: Same as Fig. 3.42, but showing a more curved filament.
3.44 the structure and halo population of a few representative filaments. We focus these
examples on the properties of very extended objects, since we already shown in the
previous sections plenty of typical, shorter, filaments. To fully appreciate the intricate
structure of these objects, we show them from three different angles. These vantage
points hint at the large variation in shape and size of these structures when seen in a
2D projection. It also illustrates that to fully identify such objects in observations, one
needs the full 3D information, and especially accurate spectroscopic redshifts to obtain
a good handle on the depth of these structures.
The filamentary examples shown in Figs. 3.42-3.44 were chosen to have a large variety
of shapes, starting from approximatively straight objects to very curved ones, to illustrate
the close connection between the shape and the matter content of these objects. The
structure shown in Fig. 3.42 is the quintessential filament which forms a prominent bridge
between one or more pairs of clusters (Bond et al. 1996; Pimbblet et al. 2004; Colberg
et al. 2005; van de Weygaert & Bond 2008; Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2010b). In this case, it
connects four massive clusters which are spatially distributed in a near straight line. In
general, the filaments connecting pairs of clusters are the most prominent ones, having
high densities and being tightly packed with haloes, especially massive ones. The closer
the two clusters are, the more dense and packed with haloes the filament is. This can be
easily appreciated in Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.42.
A second widely common category of filaments are those that have as one of their
end points a cluster mass halo, while at the other end they branch out into underdense
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Fig. 3.44: Same as Fig. 3.42, but showing the most curved filament with length above
100 h−1Mpc. In fact, this structure is composed of at least two branches that are connected
by a thin and tenuous bridge. The segmentation algorithm wrongly labels these as a single
filamentary branch.
regions. Such an example is shown in Fig. 3.43, where two such structures connect at the
cluster endpoint to form a much longer filament. Compared to the previous example, such
filaments have a lower mass and density and host smaller mass haloes. More importantly,
these structures tend to be more curved, exhibiting more intricate shapes.
The third class of filaments are those that do not connect directly to clusters, since
they extend only between smaller mass haloes, similar to the structure shown in Fig. 3.44.
Such objects are typically found in lower density regions and are highly meandering, thin
and only loosely populated with haloes. In fact, the filament shown in Fig. 3.44 has
at least two main parts, which are connected by a very tenuous bridge. It suggests
that this structure should probably be divided into two or more objects, and that it
was misclassified by the segmentation procedure as being a single branch. Comparing
the properties of this filament with the other two examples shows that this object is a
clear outlier, having for its length a significantly lower mass, density and diameter. It
suggests that simple criteria can be successfully used to reduce and even eliminate any
misclassified filaments. This study does not employ such criteria since it would introduce
a subjective bias on what is considered a proper filament. Moreover, such artefacts affect
only a small fraction of the overall population of haloes and do not significantly change
our results.
The above discussion on the various types of filaments is very illustrative in the
context of the cosmic web theory, which describes the formation and connectivity of large
scale structures (Bond et al. 1996). Filaments arise from quadrupolar mass distributions
in the primordial fluctuation field, which evolve into the canonical cluster-filament-cluster
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Fig. 3.45: The number density of
filaments n as a function of filament
extent L and redshift z. For compar-
ison, the figure also shows the pre-
vious results of Park & Lee (2009)
for the number density of filaments
in voids at z = 0. The lower panel
shows the ratio of the filament num-
ber density at different times with re-
spect to the results at z = 0.
configuration (Bond et al. 1996; van de Weygaert & Bond 2008). This naturally explains
the very close connection between filaments and clusters, with massive clusters indicating
the presence of prominent filaments and vice versa.
3.10.1 Spatial extent of filaments
The simplest way of characterizing individual filaments is by determining their properties,
with length being one of the most basic such measurements. This plays an important
role in the light of galaxy redshift results, which show that our Universe contains co-
herent linear structures on large spatial extents. Analyses of observational data have
consistently found a wide range of filament lengths, from short structures with length of
only ∼5 h−1Mpc to very long objects that extend above 100 h−1Mpc (Bharadwaj et al.
2004; Pimbblet et al. 2004; Pandey et al. 2011; Smith et al. 2012; Tempel et al. 2013b).
Given the above findings, we explore the distribution of filament lengths in Fig. 3.45,
where we show the number of filaments of a given spatial extent. We find a large varia-
tion in filament size, from very short objects to structures extending above 100 h−1Mpc,
in very good agreement with the observational results we just discussed. Short filaments
are clearly more abundant than long ones, as expected in a hierarchical evolution sce-
nario. The very extended objects, while very prominent in the distribution of haloes and
galaxies, are few in number and account for only a very small fraction of the filament
population (Pimbblet et al. 2004; Colberg 2007; Gonza´lez & Padilla 2010; Bond et al.
2010b; Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2010b; Tempel et al. 2013b).
The Park & Lee (2009) study offers an interesting comparison point since it analysed
the number and properties of filaments found in void regions. As expected, given that
they focused on void regions, Park & Lee (2009) found a smaller number of filaments at
all L values. But more interestingly, the void filament number shows a much sharper
decline for longer objects, which suggests, unsurprisingly, that extended filaments are
mostly found in overdense regions and not in voids.
Compared to present time, at high redshift we find significantly more short filaments
and fewer extended ones. Most of the short filaments disappear by merging with other
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Fig. 3.46: The filament mass func-
tion at different cosmic epochs. The
quantity Mf denotes the mass of
an individual filament branch. The
mass function is complete for Mf >
1013 h−1M. The lower panel shows
the ratio of the filament mass func-
tion at different times with respect
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objects, to give rise to new, longer structures. This has been exemplified by Arago´n-
Calvo (2007), which showed how present day filaments started as a set of mini-filaments,
orientated parallel to the final filament, which collapsed hierarchically to form the present
day structure. It indicates the hierarchical evolution of the filament population towards
ever more extended structures to the detriment of short objects. On the other hand,
Park & Lee (2009) found that the number and size of void filaments barely changes since
z = 2 up to present. Our results and that of Park & Lee (2009), when taken together,
suggest that various filament populations evolve differently, with a small to no change in
underdense regions and a much bigger evolution in overdense regions.
3.10.2 Filament mass function
The distribution of filamentary masses is investigated in Fig. 3.46, with the mass function
complete for Mf>∼ 10
13 h−1M. For lower masses, we only have a partial population
of objects, since we miss out the short and dense filaments. This limitation comes
from the filament segmentation algorithm, which due to its intrinsic smoothing scale,
cannot recover structures below a certain length. Nonetheless, the filament mass function
clearly shows the broad range of masses that these objects have, which, similar to wide
distribution of filament lengths, is a consequence of the hierarchical processes that shape
these objects. The time variation of the mass function highlights again the conclusions
of §3.5, that filament mergers as well as mass transport from sheet environments leads
to the accumulation of mass in a few massive filaments.
The fact that such a large fraction of filaments have cluster size or even higher masses
suggests the importance of these structures for the dynamics of the universe. It implies
that together with clusters, filaments are an important source of tidal fields, which in
turn shape the formation and evolution of large scale structures (van de Weygaert &
Bond 2008).
Fig. 3.47 analyses the relation between the length and the mass of filaments. While
there is a large amount of object to object scatter, we do find a correlation between the
two quantities, with longer filaments being also more massive. The interesting fact about
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Fig. 3.47: Left panel: The relation between the mass Mf and the length L of filaments at
z = 0. The solid curve shows the median mass at fixed filament length. The dashed curve shows
a ∼L2.2 power law dependence. The scatter plot shows only 10% of the filaments, selected
randomly. Right panel: The median value of the filament mass Mf as a function of object length
at different redshifts. The lower panel shows the ratio with respect to the z = 0 results.
this is that the mean length-mass relation scales as L2.2. It indicates that long filaments
are distinct well defined objects and not simply two or more shorter structures connected
end to end.
3.10.3 Filament shape
Filamentary branches come in a variety of shapes, from straight to highly curved objects,
as already exemplified at the beginning of this section, in Figs. 3.42-3.44. It raises
questions on what is the typical shape of a filament and if this depends on the physical
properties of the object, like mass or length. Quantifying visually the shape of these
filaments is not feasible, given that we find a very large number of objects. Moreover,
popular shape measurements like the shape ellipsoid used for haloes (e.g. Cole & Lacey
1996; Hopkins et al. 2005; Bett et al. 2007) have their limitation when it comes to
characterizing the morphology of extended, highly anisotropic, structures. We choose to





which is the ratio between the filament length and the diagonal of the box that fully
encompasses the object. This latter quantity is easily computed as
Ldiagonal =
√
(xmax − xmin)2 + (ymax − ymin)2 + (zmax − zmin)2 , (3.24)
where (xmin, ymin, zmin) and (xmax, ymax, zmax) are the minimum and maximum coordi-
nates of the box that fully contains the filament. In the case of a perfectly straight
filament, Ldiagonal = L and η = 1, which is also the lowest value that η can take. Curved
filaments are characterized by η > 1, with small departures from unity indicating only
slightly bent objects. A better intuitive idea on the connection between η and filament
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Fig. 3.48: Top panels: The dependence of the filament shape, as characterized by η, on the
length L (left frame) and mass Mf (right frame) of the filament. The solid curves indicate the
median relation at fixed length or mass. The scatter plots show only a random 10% subset of
the filaments. Bottom panels: The variation of the median filament shape with redshift.
curvature can be obtained by inspecting Figs. 3.42-3.44 which show objects with η = 1.1,
1.2 and 1.8. Therefore, the η shape proxy represents a quick and simple way to discrim-
inate between straight and curved structures.
The top panels of Fig. 3.48 show the distribution of filament shapes as a function of the
length and mass of these objects. In general, most of the branches have η values close to
unity indicating that they are approximatively straight. It implies that the filamentary
network is build of many branches that slowly bend to create a very elaborate and
entangled pattern. The shape proxy shows a clear trend with filament length, with both
very short and very long branches more likely to be curved. For the small L region, the
higher curvature signal comes from the population of void filaments which are typically
short and curved. At high L the η trend is indicating that longer filaments are more
likely to be curved, which has already been seen in several previous studies (Pimbblet
et al. 2004; Colberg et al. 2005; Gonza´lez & Padilla 2010). A similar trend in η is present
when binning the filaments according to their mass, though the increase in curvature at
the high mass end is not as pronounced.
The bottom panel of Fig. 3.48 shows that filament shapes does not show a strong
evolution with redshift. Any variations are consistent with a shift of the η distribution
to longer and more massive objects, due to the tendency of filaments to evolve into more
extended and massive structures (see §3.10.1 and §3.10.2).
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Fig. 3.49: Top panels: The dependence of the mean filament diameter 〈Df〉 on the length L
(left frame) and mass Mf (right frame) of the filament. The solid curves indicate the median
relation at fixed length or mass. The scatter plots show only a random 10% subset of the
filaments. Bottom panels: The variation with redshift of the median relation found in the top
panels. The bottom-most graphs shows the ratio with respect to the z = 0 result.
3.10.4 Filament diameter
Fig. 3.49 shows the dependence of the mean filament diameter 〈Df〉 on the length and
mass of the object. On average, 〈Df〉 shows a clear trend with both the extent and
mass of filaments, with longer or more massive branches more likely to be thicker too.
Compared to the huge object to object scatter in the L〈Df〉 plane (see also Colberg et al.
2005; Bond et al. 2010b), a closer analysis reveals a a tighter relation between 〈Df〉 and
Mf suggesting that the mass of filaments is the main factor that determines their width.
This is in good agreement with the findings of §3.8.3 which demonstrate the correlation
between the local width and local mass content of filaments.
The evolutionary processes shaping filaments also have an impact on the width of
these structures, with later time objects thinner than their progenitors. This change is not
present in the case of the least massive filaments, which are typically found in underdense
regions (see §3.8.3). It implies that the evolution of thin and tenuous filaments stops at
an earlier time. This freeze-out could be due to void filaments being too far apart to
merge with neighbouring structures or due to their feeble mass which does not exert a
strong enough local influence to accrete a significant amount of matter.
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Fig. 3.50: Top panels: The dependence of the mean filament density 〈ρf〉 on the length L (left
frame) and mass Mf (right frame) of the filament. The solid curves indicate the median relation
at fixed length or mass. The scatter plots show only a random 10% subset of the filaments.
Bottom panels: The variation with redshift of the median relation found in the top panels. The
bottom-most graphs shows the ratio with respect to the z = 0 result.
3.10.5 Filament density
In Fig. 3.50 we investigate the mean density 〈ρf〉 distribution for the population of fil-
aments. We find a very large object to object scatter (Colberg et al. 2005; Gonza´lez &
Padilla 2010), which is especially significant in the case of short and lower mass struc-
tures. Tiny filaments are found in both overdense and underdense regions which leads
to the large variation in mean density that we see. Filaments in voids, though locally
overdense, can be underdense when compared to the mean background density and there-
fore contribute to the low 〈ρf〉 values. In contrast, objects in higher density regions can
contain massive haloes which when compared to the small volume of these filaments can
easily result in 〈ρf〉>∼ 50ρbackground. On the other hand, long filaments live in mainly
overdense regions and, due to their large volumes, sample a significant region of space.
These characteristics mitigate the variations given by the highly clustered distribution
of matter, resulting in objects with similar mean densities.
The median value of 〈ρf〉 shows a strong trend with the extent and, not surprisingly,
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the mass of filaments, with longer and massive structures having higher average densities.
It implies that prominent filaments are characterized not only by their extreme length or
mass, but also by high mean density values. Therefore, these objects should be visible as
prominent linear concentrations of galaxies extending many tens of Megaparsecs. Exam-
ples of these can be found in the Sloan Great Wall, which contains numerous clusters and
superclusters connected by extended filaments (Gott et al. 2005; Platen 2009; Einasto
et al. 2011b; Park et al. 2012).
The mean density shows a strong variation with time, with the median value of 〈ρf〉
increasing towards z = 0 for objects of all lengths. Especially interesting is that the
increase of 〈ρf〉 is more pronounced for massive filaments than for tenuous ones. This
is another manifestation of the slow evolution of void filaments that we discussed in the
previous subsection. In contrast, massive filaments show a large fractional increase in
density, regardless of their mass, indicating that even today these structures are rapidly
changing.
3.11 Conclusions
In this work we investigated the characteristics and the evolution of the large scale mat-
ter distribution as traced by the cosmic web. This cosmic pattern raises a lot of interest
given that it is the transitional stage between linear primordial fluctuations and fully de-
veloped non-linear structures. As a consequence of this, it contains an optimal amount
of easily accessible information about the early phases of structure formation processes.
To assess this information, we have explored these morphological environments using a
multitude of complimentary approaches, from characterizing the mass and volume con-
tent, to describing the sizes, density and halo distribution of these structures. Following
the extensive analysis performed in this study, we summarise below some of the most
interesting findings.
The study contains three main parts that focus on key aspects of cosmic web analysis
and evolution. In a first stage, we investigated the properties of present day morpholog-
ical components, with special emphasis on how such results change when using various
tracer fields for environment identification. The goal was to understand which method
is best suited to reveal the time evolution of the cosmic web. This is continued with an
analysis of how the large scale structures change across cosmic times, with emphasis on
the flow of matter between environments and on the characteristics of the filamentary
and wall networks. The last part of the study, after segmenting the filamentary net-
work into individual objects, follows the time evolution of distinct filamentary structures
characterizing their size, mass and shape.
To compare the robustness of cosmic web detection techniques, we used the NEXUS
algorithm applied individually to the density, tidal, velocity divergence and velocity shear
fields, to give rise to four different environmental identification procedures. These were
complemented by a fifth method, NEXUS+, which uses the density field. Compared to
NEXUS, NEXUS+ uses a specialized filter to better deal with the orders of magnitude
variation in density between overdense and underdense regions, which allows for a better
detection of both prominent and tenuous components. We found that while the massive
structures are consistently identified by each technique, there are significant variations
in the detection of more tenuous components. For example, most of the mass contained
in filaments (∼90%) is correctly classified as part of this environment by all methods. In
contrast, only around ∼60% of the filament volume is identified as such by all the five
techniques. The following are some of present day environmental characteristics that are
consistent across all methods:
• The filaments contain half of the mass in the universe, followed by walls, voids
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and clusters with 25%, 15% and 10% respectively. In terms of volume, the voids
are dominant with 78% of the volume, followed by walls and filaments with 18%
and 6%. Cluster environments take an insignificant fraction of the cosmic volume.
• We found a clear segregation of the halo population between morphological
components. The most massive haloes reside at the nodes of the cosmic web, while
most of the other haloes are found in filaments. In contrast, the halo population
of walls and voids becomes significant only at masses below 1012 h−1M.
• Except the most prominent structures, most filaments and sheets are only sparsely
traced by haloes, which suggests that identifying these structures in galaxy surveys
is very challenging. This point is especially clear when comparing our results to
filamentary networks found in observations (e.g. Gonza´lez & Padilla 2010), with
the latter having only a tenth of the structures identified in the mass distribution.
The second part of this study was focused on following the evolution of morpholog-
ical components as a whole, with emphasis on the filamentary and wall networks. We
use NEXUS+ for environment identification given the sensitivity of the method in de-
tecting both prominent and tenuous structures. The time evolution of the cosmic web
environments is characterized by:
• At early times, the filamentary and wall networks are dominated by small scale
structures which disappear after merging with bigger objects, such that at
present time these small scale structures are mostly gone. In contrast, the most
pronounced filaments and walls are already in place since at least z = 2 and show
little evolution in shape and size.
• Cluster regions become a significant component of the cosmic web only at late
times, for z<∼ 0.5. Our study shows that the accretion of matter into clusters takes
place along filaments, with only an insignificant fraction of mass arriving along
walls.
• Filaments dominate the cosmic web in terms of mass, with ∼50% of the total
matter contained in filaments since at least z = 2. While at early times this
matter is distributed among many filamentary regions, at present time most of
the mass is in a few massive structures. The filaments are overdense on aver-
age, with a mean density that evolves from δ∼5 at z = 2 up to δ∼10 at present time.
• For walls, both their mass and volume fractions decrease in time, but in such a
way that the mean density of sheets is always δ∼0. While at later times we find
fewer walls, the mass distribution of the remaining sheets has hardly changed since
z = 2, indicating a freeze-out of these structures.
• Voids are the dominant component of the cosmos in terms of volume, with their
volume fraction increasing from ∼60% at z = 2 up to ∼80% at present time. Their
matter content shows a slow but steady decrease, such that at z = 0 voids have a
mean density of δ=− 0.8, in good agreement with the predictions of the excursion
set formalism (Sheth & van de Weygaert 2004).
• We find that most of the matter transport takes place from the less dense to the
denser environments. Matter flows from voids into walls, from walls into filaments
and finally from filaments into clusters, as predicted by the theory of anisotropic
collapse (e.g. Zel’dovich 1970; Shen et al. 2006).
• We have also characterized the filamentary and wall networks in terms of their
width, finding a large variation in size between different objects and also between
different points along the structure itself. The thickness is strongly correlated to
the mass of filaments and sheets, though there is a large object to object scatter.
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• Both filaments and walls shows a fractal-like behaviour with fractal dimensions
of ∼2.2 and ∼2.4 respectively. This behaviour is valid only on a limited set of
scales, with the upper bound of the interval increasing rapidly towards z = 0. The
time variation of the fractal dimension gives a good description of the evolution of
filaments and walls towards a simpler and less intricate network.
Having studied the properties of the filamentary network as a whole, we then pro-
ceeded in identifying distinct structures along the network. This was motivated by the
goal of characterizing the building blocks of the filament network, i.e. the individual
filamentary structures. To do so, we implemented a filament segmentation procedure
which divides the network into individual branches by identifying the filament intersec-
tion points. The branching points are easily detectable since they are characterized by a
rapid change in the local orientation of filaments. By studying the evolution of individual
filaments, we found that:
• The number of filaments decreases rapidly as a function of object length, with a
sharp cut-off in the number of very long structures. Although very rare, we found
filaments that extend in excess of 100 h−1Mpc by connecting linear configurations
of several clusters in a row. At high redshift, there are significantly fewer extended
structures, but many more short filaments.
• The mass and length of individual objects is related via the relation Mf ∝ L2.2. It
suggests that long filaments are well defined structures and not simply configura-
tions of two or more shorter objects.
• Both the mean filament diameter and density show a strong dependence on the
mass and length of the object, with extended structures significantly wider and
denser than their short counterparts. These characteristics show a strong time
evolution, with filaments at earlier times being wider and less dense.
Having investigated the characteristics and the evolution of the cosmic web, we plan to
further this study by analysing the velocity field and the dynamics of individual cluster-
filament systems. First, these aspects play a major role in better understanding what
drives the transport of mass between various morphological components. And secondly,
the environments show characteristic features not only in the mass distribution, but also
in the velocity field (Shandarin et al. 2012; Tempel et al. 2013a). The velocity flow
features are important since they govern the infall of matter into the haloes and galaxies
residing in that environment, therefore affecting galaxy formation and evolution (e.g.
Codis et al. 2012; Libeskind et al. 2013b).
The application of the NEXUS and NEXUS+ methods to galaxy redshift surveys
represents an important next step, which allows us to characterize the cosmic web envi-
ronments in observational data. The goal is to compare the properties of morphological
components between theoretical predictions and observations in the hope that such a
study will shed additional light on the large scale structure of our Universe. Before ap-
plying the detection techniques to observational data, a number of challenges need to
be addressed and understood. For example, the coarse sampling of the density field by
dark matter haloes and galaxies is an important limiting factor in the detection of the
more tenuous structures (for details see Colberg 2007; Bond et al. 2010b). Within this
context, the recovery of the underlying density distribution play a major role in limiting
the success of the environmental detection methods. Recent works have shown great
progress in this field, with the DTFE and Kriging methods showing a good recovery of
the density field (Schaap & van de Weygaert 2000; van de Weygaert & Schaap 2009;
Platen et al. 2011). Another crucial aspect deals with the effect of redshift space distor-
tions which may introduce artefacts in our filament catalogue. A successful correction
for most of the Fingers of God effects would mitigate this issue, though there are other
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Fig. 3.51: An illustration of the steps taken for compressing filaments. We start on the left
frame, where each point represents a filament voxel. Of those, we select one point, shown
in larger size, for which we find all its neighbours within a distance R. Following this, the
rectangular insert shows the filament orientation (dotted line), the displacement vector di (solid
line) and the component of di perpendicular to the filament orientation (dashed line). The
centre panel shows the distribution of points after the first displacement step. We repeat the
procedure until all the points lie along a curve which is the central spine of the filament. This
is shown in the right panel.
ways around this problem. For example, Jones et al. (2010) showed that it is feasible
to perform environmental studies using only filaments in the plane of the sky, which are
not prone to Fingers of God effects, but only at the price of poorer statistics.
3.A Compressing the filament and wall environments
The following describes the algorithm that we employ to contract the filaments to their
central axis and the walls to their central plane. The outcome of this compression process
is used twofold. First, we use it to determine the geometrical direction of filaments
and walls. The steps necessary for this are described in §3.B. And secondly, we used
the compressed networks to study the individual characteristics of filament and wall
segments, as shown in §3.4.
The compression process is very similar for both filaments and walls, with only minor
differences between the two morphological components. Therefore, we first focus on
describing the application of the compression algorithm to filaments and only later on
we present the few differences that arise in the case of cosmic sheets. For clarity, we
illustrate the compression procedure in Fig. 3.51. For filamentary environments, the
compression procedure consists of the following steps:
I) Classify as filaments all the grid cells1 that are identified by NEXUS or NEXUS+
as being part of cluster or filament environments. This is motivated by the empirical
find that cluster regions are fully encompassed inside filaments, so discarding the
cluster regions leads to a spurious filamentary fragmentation around the cosmic
web nodes.
II) Replace each of the cells found at the previous steps with a point located at its
1Note that the output of the NEXUS and NEXUS+ methods is a cosmic web pattern described in
terms of cells on a regular grid, with each cell identified as being part of a node, filament, wall or void.
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center. Each such point i has associated to it a vector ui that gives the filament
orientation at that point, which was determined according to §3.B.
III) Use a spherical filter of radius R to identify for each point i all itsNi neighbours that
are within the sphere. The choice of the filter size is motivated by two constraints.
First, R must be significantly larger than the grid spacing used in step I). Secondly,
the value of R should be small such that it does not lead to a considerable smoothing
of the filament axis. We use R = 1 h−1Mpc which we find that gives a good balance
between the two requirements.
IV) For each point, find the centre of volume xCV,i of the cloud points found inside the







where xij denotes the position of the j-th neighbour of point i. The centre of
volume is the same as the centre of mass when all points have equal mass.
V) Move each point towards its associated centre of volume, but only along a direction
perpendicular to the filament orientation ui. Therefore, the new position of point
i is given by:
xi,new = xi + (di − (di · ui)ui) , with di = xCV,i − xi , (3.26)
where xi was the initial position of the point and di is the distance of the point
with respect to the centre of volume of its neighbours. This step is illustrated
in the rectangular insert of Fig. 3.51, where we show the filament orientation ui
(dotted line), the displacement vector di (solid line) and the perpendicular of di
onto ui (dashed line). The point is moved according to the dashed line. The centre
frame shows the new point distribution after shifting all the points according to
Eq. (3.26).
VI) Repeat steps III) to V) until the points have converged to a final position. We
consider that each point has converged to its final position, on the spine of the
filaments, when the following two criteria are satisfied:
a. The distance di a point is expected to move is smaller than a certain threshold.
In practice we select di < 0.01 h
−1Mpc.
b. The point cloud which consists from all the neighbours within radius R shows
a very pronounced filamentary morphology. We check for this in terms of the
eigenvalues e1 ≥ e2 ≥ e3 of the shape of the point cloud (see Eq. (3.28) for a
definition of the cloud’s shape). We require that the ratio e2/e1 is small, with
practical values of e2/e1 < 0.1.
The final output of the algorithm is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.51.
In the case of wall, the compression algorithm is the same, with only small differences.
The following are the modifications that need to be made to apply the technique for sheet
environments (note that we only give the steps that are different):
I) Classify as walls all the grid cells that are identified as being part of cluster, filament
or wall environments. Cluster and filaments regions are encompassed inside sheets,
so discarding the regions would lead to significant fragmentation of walls around
cosmic web nodes and filaments.
V) Move each point towards its associated centre of volume, but only perpendicular
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to the wall plane. Therefore, the new position of wall point i is given by:
xi,new = xi + (di · ui)ui , with di = xCV,i − xi , (3.27)
where xi was the initial position of the point and di is the distance of the point
with respect to the centre of volume of its neighbours. With ui we denoted the
direction perpendicular to the plane of the wall at point i.
VI) Repeat steps III) to V) until the points have converged to a final position. We
consider that each point has converged to its final position, on the central plane of
walls, when the following two criteria are satisfied:
a. The distance di a point is expected to move is smaller than a certain threshold.
In practice we select di < 0.01 h
−1Mpc.
b. The point cloud which consists from all the neighbours within radius R shows
a very prominent wall morphology. We check for this in terms of the shape
eigenvalues e1 ≥ e2 ≥ e3 by requiring that the ratio e3/e2 is small, with
practical values of e3/e2 < 0.1.
Another example of the output of the compression algorithm can be seen in Fig. 3.4,
which shows the initial and contracted distribution of the grid cells that are part of
filamentary environments.
3.B Determining the geometrical orientation of filaments and
walls
Several ways have been previously used to characterize the direction of these morphologi-
cal components. For example, the orientation of filaments has been taken as the direction
of constant density (Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007a; Aragon-Calvo 2013), the eigenvector cor-
responding to the largest eigenvalue of the tidal field tensor (Hahn et al. 2007a,b) and
largest eigenvalue of the velocity shear field (Libeskind et al. 2012, 2013a). In the case
of walls, their orientation was taken as the direction of the largest change in density
(Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007a; Aragon-Calvo 2013), the eigenvector corresponding to the
smallest eigenvalue of the tidal field tensor (Hahn et al. 2007a,b) and smallest eigenvalue
of the velocity shear field (Libeskind et al. 2012, 2013a). While in many cases there is
a very good agreement between the above directions and the geometrical orientation of
filaments and walls, this is not necessarily the case in every region. In fact, many of
the above methods fails to characterize the geometrical direction of filaments and walls
around massive objects, like clusters, where both the density and tidal fields are heavily
distorted by the presence of large mass concentrations. Therefore, applying such meth-
ods introduces artefacts when it comes to contracting these morphological components
to their central axis or plane.
To overcome the limitations of previous methods, we present here a procedure that
computes the geometrical orientation of filaments and walls. The technique is purely
a geometric one and does not use information encoded in other cosmic quantities, like
density or tidal field2. In our approach, the local orientation of filaments is given by the
local direction of the filament spine. Similarly, the local orientation of sheets is taken
as the normal to the wall’s central plane. This is sketched in Fig. 3.52. Following the
contraction of filaments to a central spine and of sheets to a central plane, we select for
each point all the neighbours within a distance R. The resulting point distribution is
2Of course that density or tidal field data are used for the identification of the morphological compo-
nents, but these fields do not enter directly into the computation of the geometrical orientation.
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Fig. 3.52: Computing the geometric orientation of filaments and walls. The filaments (left
panel) and sheets (centre panel) are compressed to their central spine and plane using the
procedure described in §3.A. The result of this is shown via the black dots. For each point on
the spine, we select all the neighbours within a distance R (see the thick circle). The shape
of the resulting point distribution is used to determine the local orientation of environments,
which for filaments is given by t1 and for walls by t3. The directions ti sketched in the right
panel are the shape eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues e1 ≥ e2 ≥ e3.




with the sum running over all the points within the selection. The shape Iij of this point
distribution is characterized by its eigenvectors ti corresponding to the shape eigenvalues
e1 ≥ e2 ≥ e3, with the orientation of filaments given by t1 and that of walls by t3.
Before describing the algorithm in details, it is important to realise that both the
filament spine and the wall central plane depend on the local orientation of these com-
ponents. Therefore, in our approach, the central spine depends on filament orientation
which in turn is determined by the local shape of the spine. We deal with these de-
pendencies by following an iterative approach: the initial guess for the orientation of
morphological components is improved at each step until we obtained a converged result.
The computation proceeds along the following lines:
I) Use an initial guess for the orientation of filaments and walls at each point.
II) Compress the filaments to their central axis and the walls to their central plane
using the procedure described in §3.A. Note that for this we use an estimate of
the orientation of these environments, estimate that becomes better after every
iteration.
III) Using the compressed networks, we compute the geometrical orientation at point
i using the distribution of the points in the neighbourhood. We identify all the
neighbours within a sphere of radius R = 1 h−1Mpc 3 around point i (see Fig. 3.52).
3Like any of the previous methods, computing the orientation of filaments and walls involves choosing
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Fig. 3.53: An example of the geometrical orientation of filaments. The top-left panel shows
the grid cells identified as filaments in a small volume of the MS-II simulation. The remaining
three frames show the filament orientation at every point. The top-right panels gives the final
converged orientation, after 22 iterations. The bottom frames show the orientation at some
intermediary steps: bottom-left shows the initial guess; bottom-right shows the orientation
after 5 iterations. For clarity we show the orientation of only a third of the filament points. The
regions with more than one orientation are due to projection effects and correspond to filaments
at different z-coordinate values.
Given this point cloud with shape eigenvalues e1 ≥ e2 ≥ e3 (see Eq. (3.28) for the
definition of shape), the filament orientation at point i is given by the eigenvector
t1 corresponding to eigenvalue e1. The wall orientation is given by the eigenvector
t3 corresponding to eigenvalue e3.
IV) We repeat steps II) and III) using the updated estimate of the geometrical orien-
tation found in the previous step. We stop the iteration procedure once the change
in direction between two successive steps is small enough. In practice we require
that for each point the change in direction to be less than 5◦ between two successive
steps.
To obtain an initial estimate of the geometrical orientation, we compress the filaments
to a central spine and the walls to a central plane without using orientation data. While
this does not correspond to the true central axis or central plane, it gives a reasonable
approximation that allows us to obtain a rough estimate for the orientation of these
components. Contracting the filaments and walls without orientation data necessitates
only small changes in the compression algorithm given in §3.A. In fact, only Eq. (3.26)
and Eq. (3.27) need to be modified such that both expressions should read:
xi,new = xCV,i . (3.29)
a smoothing scale. For details on why we selected this value for R, see §3.A.
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Once we have computed these compressed networks, we can use step III) of the above
algorithm to obtain an initial estimate for the orientation of filaments and walls at each
point.
Fig. 3.53 shows the output of the filament orientation computation in a small volume
of the MS-II simulation. The top panels show the spatial distribution of the filamentary
network in that volume (left frame) and the geometrical orientation of filaments after
the algorithm has converged to a final value (right frame). We find that there is a
very good match between the filament direction that can be assessed visually and the
output of the geometrical orientation procedure. To better exemplify the strength of the
method, we also show in the bottom panels the orientation at two intermediate steps of
the iteration procedure. It is especially interesting to see that that initial guess for the
filament orientations shows a very good match with the final result, with most of the




beyond the resolution limit
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Abstract — We study the substructure population of Milky Way (MW)-mass
haloes in a representative sample of ΛCDM haloes using a novel procedure that ex-
trapolates the subhalo number statistics beyond the resolution limit. The technique
recovers the mean and the variance of the subhalo population, but not the substruc-
ture or spatial distribution of individual haloes. It allows us to make more precise
statistical predictions, over a larger dynamical range equivalent to having a 50 times
higher mass resolution simulation. While we exemplify this technique for the case
of MW-mass haloes, it can easily be applied to haloes of any mass to retrieve the
abundance of small satellites at no additional computational cost. We find up to
20% more substructures in MW-mass haloes than previous studies, mainly because
of our better way to overcome the resolution effects. Using recent findings that the
MW has only three satellites with a maximum circular velocity Vmax ≥ 30 km/s,
our new results push down the likely mass of the MW halo. The probability to have
a subhalo population similar to the MW one is 20% at M200 = 1 × 1012M and
practically zero for haloes more massive than M200 = 2× 1012M.
In preparation.
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4.1 Introduction
The standard ‘Λ cold dark matter’ (ΛCDM) cosmological model has been found to give
a very good description of structure formation and evolution on scales >∼ 10 Mpc. This
has been confirmed by multiple observational probes: the cosmic microwave background
temperature anisotropies (eg. Komatsu et al. 2011; Planck Collaboration et al. 2013),
large-scale galaxy clustering (eg. Cole et al. 2005) and the accelerated expansion of the
Universe (eg. Clocchiatti et al. 2006; Guy et al. 2010). On smaller scales, the ΛCDM
predictions are more difficult to extract and test due both to the non-linear evolution
of the matter distribution and the complex hydrodynamical processes that drive galaxy
formation and evolution. Nonetheless it is this regime that is especially interesting and
important for modern cosmology as it can potentially constrain the nature of the dark
matter (DM) and the baryonic processes important for galaxy formation. Our own Milky
Way (MW) galaxy and its satellites play a crucial role in this due to their proximity which
allows for an in-depth study.
Several of the apparent points of tension between observations and ΛCDM predictions
are seen in the properties of the MW and its satellites. The phrase “missing satellites
problem” is often, incorrectly, used to refer to the apparent discrepancy between the
large number of DM subhaloes first seen in N-body simulations by Klypin et al. (1999)
and Moore et al. (1999) and the handful of satellites detected around the MW. In fact,
this “problem” simply reflects the well-known fact that most of the DM subhaloes never
manage to acquire a visible galaxy because of inevitable physical processes, such as
reionization and the injection of supernova energy, that are an intrinsic part of galaxy
formation (Bullock et al. 2000; Benson et al. 2002; Somerville 2002).
A more significant “satellite problem,” recognized as such already by Klypin et al.
(1999) and Moore et al. (1999), is the apparent discrepancy between the distribution of
the maximum circular velocity of the most massive subhaloes in ΛCDM simulations and
the inferred values for the MW’s satellites. Various arguments based on the kinematics
of the nine bright “classical” dwarf spheroidal satellites of the MW suggest that their
subhaloes have maximum circular velocities Vmax<∼ 30 km/s (Pen˜arrubia et al. 2008; Stri-
gari et al. 2008;  Lokas 2009; Walker et al. 2009; Wolf et al. 2010; Strigari et al. 2010;
Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011b, 2012). These are lower than the values for the most mas-
sive subhaloes in simulations of galactic haloes such as the high-resolution examples of
the Aquarius project Springel et al. (2008). Specifically, (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011b,
2012) have brought attention to the observation that these simulations typically produce
around eight subhaloes with Vmax > 30 km/s, whereas in the MW only the two Mag-
ellanic Clouds and the Sagittarius dwarf are thought to reside in subhaloes with such
high circular velocities. This raises the possibility that there could be several massive
substructures in the MW without a luminous galaxy in them. The high mass of these
subhaloes, however, makes this very unlikely given that less massive subhaloes do have
satellite galaxies associated with them.
A possible solution to this so-called “too-big-to-fail” problem was proposed by Wang
et al. (2012) (hereafter Wang12) who showed that the presence of only three massive
satellites in our galaxy is consistent with ΛCDM predictions provided the mass of the
MW dark halo is ∼1×1012M, around half the average mass of the haloes in the Aquarius
simulations (see also Vera-Ciro et al. 2013). Wang12 used the invariance of the scaled
subhalo velocity function (e.g. Moore et al. 1999; Kravtsov et al. 2004; Zheng et al.
2005; Springel et al. 2008; Weinberg et al. 2008) to extend the subhalo number statistics
derived from N-body simulations of large cosmological volumes to galactic haloes. This
allowed them to compute, as a function of halo mass, the probability of having a satellite
population similar to that in the MW. The outcome of this calculation favours a MW
halo mass at the lower end of the range spanned by recent estimates.
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Characterising how typical the MW satellites are in ΛCDM requires numerical sim-
ulations of many examples with a large dynamical range. Cosmological simulations of a
sufficiently large volume resolve MW-mass haloes with a relatively low resolution (Boylan-
Kolchin et al. 2009; Klypin et al. 2011). Therefore, these simulations only probe the most
massive subhaloes (<∼ 10 substructures per MW halo). A complementary approach is to
run high resolution “zoom ” simulations of individual MW-like haloes (Diemand et al.
2008; Springel et al. 2008; Stadel et al. 2009). Whilst these resolve substructures of much
lower masses, their computational cost restricts them to only a few examples which are
not guaranteed be characteristic of a MW-like halo population. Some of the points of
tension between observations and models rely on such high-resolution, but limited-sample
studies and one cannot exclude the possibility that these discrepancies reflect the inherent
cosmic variance of small volume studies.
In this work we introduce a new method for calculating subhalo statistics beyond
the resolution limit available to numerical simulations. This allows us to investigate
the statistical properties of the subhalo population for a representative sample of MW-
mass haloes down to substructures with Vmax>∼ 15 km/s, which represents a threefold
increase in the Vmax range compared to similar previous studies (e.g. Boylan-Kolchin
et al. 2010, hereafter BK10; Wang12). Making use of our extrapolation method, we can
check previous subhalo count results, such as those of Wang12, over a larger dynamical
range in subhalo mass. In particular, we analyse the dependence of the mean subhalo
count on halo mass and revisit the probability of finding a satellite population similar to
that in the MW.
In §4.2 we describe the simulations we use and the halo/subhalo identification algo-
rithm. In §4.3 we introduce the scaling method to extend the subhalo statistics to masses
that are unresolved in the simulations. In sections 4.4 and 4.5 we investigate the subhalo
population of MW-like haloes. In §4.6 we present our main results on the MW halo mass
required to avoid the too-big-to-fail problem. In §4.7 we study how typical the Aquarius




In this study we analyse the two high resolution Millennium simulations (MS; Springel
et al. 2005 and MS-II; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009). Both are dark matter (DM) only
simulations and make use of 21603 particles to resolve structure formation in the Wilkin-
son Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP)-1 cosmogony (Spergel et al. 2003). The MS
models cosmic evolution in a periodic volume of length 500 h−1Mpc with a mass per
particle of mp = 8.6 × 108 h−1M. The large volume of the simulation makes it ideal
for the study of substructures in cluster and group sized objects, but it is of limited use
for MW-sized haloes which are resolved with only ∼103 particles. The MS-II resolves
structure formation in a much smaller box of 100 h−1Mpc on a side with a particle mass
of mp = 6.89×106 h−1M. The lower mass per DM particle makes it suitable for study-
ing MW-like haloes which are resolved with around 105 particles, but its smaller volume
precludes a systematic study of higher mass objects. The parameters used in the two
simulations are given in Table 4.1.
The difference in the resolution of the two simulations, with equal mass haloes being
resolved with 125 times more particles in MS-II than in MS, allows for a detailed study
of the numerical effects on the subhalo population.
We also analyze a 16203 particle simulation of a volume 70.4 h−1Mpc on a side in
the WMAP-7 cosmology (Komatsu et al. 2011). This has a similar DM particle mass of
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Table 4.1: The cosmological and numerical parameters of the three N-body simulations used
in this study.
Parameter MS MS-II WMAP7
Box size (h−1Mpc) 500 100 70.4
Particle number 21603 21603 16203
Particle mass (106h−1M) 860 6.89 6.2
Ωm 0.25 0.25 0.272
ΩΛ 0.75 0.75 0.728
σ8 0.9 0.9 0.81
h 0.73 0.73 0.704
ns 1 1 0.968
Force softening (h−1kpc) 5 1 1
mp = 6.2× 106 h−1M to the MS-II, but only a third of the MS-II volume. We refer to
this additional simulation as WMAP7 and use it to investigate the differences between
the predictions of a WMAP-1 and WMAP-7 ΛCDM universe.
For comparative purposes we also make use of the Aquarius Project data (Springel
et al. 2008), a set of MW-mass DM-only haloes simulated at very high resolution in a
WMAP-1 cosmology. The 6 haloes, denoted Aq.-A through Aq.-F, were selected from
MS-II and re-simulated at increasingly higher resolution. For this work we make use of
the “level-2” haloes which are resolved with a DM particle mass of ∼ 104 h−1M and a
48 h−1pc gravitational softening.
4.2.2 Halo finder
We perform the halo and subhalo identification procedure using the rockstar (Robust
Overdensity Calculation using K-Space Topologically Adaptive Refinement) phase-space
halo finder (Behroozi et al. 2013). rockstar starts by selecting potential haloes as
Friends-of-Friends (FOF) groups in position-space using a large linking length (b = 0.28).
This first step is restricted to position-space to optimize the use of computational re-
sources, while the analysis of each subsequent steps is done using the full 6D phase-space.
Each FOF group from the first step is used to create a hierarchy of FOF phase-space
subgroups by progressively reducing the linking length. The phase-space subgroups are
selected using an adaptive phase-space linking length such that each successive subgroup
has 70% of the parent’s particles. rockstar uses the resulting subgroups as potential
halo and subhaloes centres and assigns particles to them based on their phase-space
proximity. Once all particles are assigned to haloes and subhaloes, an unbinding proce-
dure is used to keep only the gravitationally bound particles. The final halo centres are
computed using a small region around the phase-space density maximum associated to
each object.
The outer boundaries of the haloes are cut at the point where the enclosed overdensity
decreases below ∆ = 200 times the critical density ρc. Therefore the halo mass M200 and
radius R200 correspond to a spherical overdensity of 200ρc. Using this definition for the
main halo boundaries we identify the satellite population as all the subhaloes within a
distance R200 from the host centre. A typical MW-mass halo with M200 = 10
12M has
R200≈200 kpc which is shorter than the maximum distance commonly used to identify
dwarf galaxies; for example Leo I is considered a MW satellite and is located at ∼250 kpc
from our galaxy (Karachentsev et al. 2004). Therefore we use a second criterion to
identify subhaloes as all the objects within R100 from the host centre. The distance R100
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is the radius where the overdensity enclosed decreases to 100ρc and is typically ∼1.3
times larger than R200. We denote this second group of subhaloes as R100 substructures.
4.3 Extrapolating subhalo statistics beyond the resolution limit
There are two major challenges when studying the satellite population in numerical
simulations: identifying the subhaloes within the much more massive host and correctly
reproducing the properties and orbits of these substructures. The first issue deals with
the difficulty of finding an object made of a few tens to hundreds of particles within
the background of a much bigger halo. Most of the configuration space halo finders
have difficulties in finding subhaloes resolved with fewer than 50 particles as well as
subhaloes located close to the centre of the host. While phase space finders (which
includes rockstar) perform better, they still have problems in recovering the correct
properties of substructures resolved with a few tens of particles (for additional details
see Knebe et al. 2011). Even if a halo finder can recover all substructures, the properties
of these objects are affected by numerical resolution effects. Before accretion, the main
influence of resolution is on the inner structure of the subhalo. After accretion, the
resolution also affects the orbit and the tidal stripping of the subhalo. While these effects
are sub-dominant for substructures resolved with a large number of particles, they are
very important for subhaloes resolved with around 100 particles or less.
All the above effects are sensitive to the resolution of the N-body simulation and play
an important role in determining the extent to which a given simulation can be used to
probe the substructure population. In the following we introduce a scaling method that
allows us to extrapolate the subhalo statistics beyond the resolution limit. Applying the
algorithm to an N-body simulation consists of two major steps:
I) Determining the range over which numerical effects influence the mean subhalo
count. In general, a simulation recovers the correct subhalo count for substructures
above a certain particle number. For smaller subhaloes, due to resolution effects,
the simulation identifies only a partial population of subhaloes. This results in
missing substructures and systematically underestimating the subhalo count.
II) Adding the missing substructures in the dynamical range where only a partial
subhalo population is found. This procedure recovers the mean and the scatter of
the subhalo abundance down to much lower subhalo masses.
In the rest of this section we describe the method in more details and demonstrate how
to use it to recover the subhalo abundance in the two Millennium Simulations.
4.3.1 Step I: quantifying the resolution effects
Because CDM has structures on scales down to the Earth mass ∼10−3 h−1M, increasing
the resolution allows us not only to better resolve the high mass substructures, but also to
identify additional lower mass subhaloes. Therefore, we need to study the finite resolution
effects as a function of the substructure to host mass ratio. The mass of a subhalo is not
a well determined quantity since it is sensitive to the subhalo boundary definition, to the
gravitational unbinding procedure and to the halo centre localisation. A more robust
subhalo size estimator is given by the maximum rotational velocity Vmax. The maximum
velocity depends only on the inner part of the object and therefore is insensitive to the
boundary definition or to the subhalo identification algorithm (for details see Onions
et al 2012). Moreover, using Vmax to characterise the satellite size allows for a closer
comparison with observations which typically probe only the inner part of a halo where
the galaxy resides. Given that we use Vmax to represent the subhalo mass, we use the
host virial velocity V200 to characterise the host halo mass. The virial velocity is defined







with G the gravitational constant.






with Vmax the subhalo maximum velocity and V200 the host virial velocity. In this context
we define N(>ν) as the average number of subhaloes per host exceeding ν. Given a







where nhosts denotes the numbers of haloes in the sample and Ni(>ν) gives the number





gives the mean number of subhaloes per host with velocity ratio in the range ν to ν+dν,
normalised to the width of the dν interval. The quantity N(ν) is of interest for numerical
convergence studies since it characterises how many substructures are found at a given ν
value. The impact of numerical artefacts is to lead to fewer than expected substructures in
N-body simulations. For example, subhaloes traced by <∼ 100 particles have a noticeable
smaller maximum circular velocity due to the gravitational softening length (Springel
et al. 2008). Secondly, since these objects are less concentrated, they are more easily
disrupted after merging with the host halo. We quantify the impact of resolution effects
by expressing
N(ν) = N˜(ν)f(ν) (4.5)
where N˜(ν) is the true subhalo count at ν in the absence of resolution effects. With f(ν)
we denote the completeness function that describes the numerical resolution effects. A
value of f(ν) = 1 means that the simulation recovers all the substructures at ν while
f(ν) < 1 means that only a partial population of subhaloes is detected. Quantifying
the resolution effects is reduced to measuring the completeness function f(ν) for a given
simulation. The completeness function will depend on the numerical parameters of the
simulation (e.g. gravitational softening length, cosmological parameters) but foremost
on the number of particles N with which the host haloes are resolved. Note that we use
N to denote the mean subhalo count while N denotes the number of DM particles in the
host halo.
To quantify the completeness function we compare the substructure count between
haloes resolved at two different resolutions. This is shown in Fig. 4.1 where we contrast
the mean subhalo count of (0.6− 1.2)× 1013 h−1M mass haloes resolved at low resolu-
tion in MS and at high resolution in MS-II. To better emphasise the difference we plot
the ratio NMS(ν)/NMS-II(ν) between the subhalo count in MS and MS-II. Given that
∼1013 h−1M mass haloes are resolved in MS-II with more than 106 DM particles, we
expectNMS-II(ν) to be unaffected by numerical effects for ν>∼ 0.15 (for a detailed argumen-
tation of this point see §4.A.1). This implies that for ν>∼ 0.15 we have NMS-II(ν) ≈ N˜(ν)
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Fig. 4.1: Comparison of the mean
subhalo number N(ν) for haloes
in the mass range (0.6 − 1.2) ×
1013 h−1M found at two different
resolutions: MS and MS-II. The
host haloes are resolved with (0.7 −
1.4) × 104 particles in MS and with
125 times more particles in MS-II.
The dashed curve shows that the
transition from 1 to 0 is well ap-
proximated by a linear function of
log ν. The error bars represent the
one-sigma uncertainty in the deter-




















which means, according to Eq. (4.5), that the ratio NMS(ν)/NMS-II(ν) gives the com-
pleteness function of MS haloes.
Fig. 4.1 shows that the completeness function is flat and equal to 1 at large ν values,
which means that for that range MS recovers the full population of substructures. At
lower ν values the completeness function decreases from 1 to 0 reflecting the fact that only
a partial population of subhaloes is found in that range. This is in agreement with the
qualitative behaviour that we discussed above. The transition of the MS completeness
function from 1 to 0 is well approximated by a linear function of log ν, as clearly shown
by the dashed line in the figure. Therefore, we can write the completeness function as:
f(ν) =

1 ν ≥ ν0





ν∗ < ν < ν0
0 ν < ν∗,
(4.6)
where α and ν0 are two fit parameters. The α parameter gives the slope of the transition,
while ν0 gives the smallest value of ν for which the simulation recovers all the substruc-
tures. The symbol ν∗ = ν0e−1/α denotes the point below which no more subhaloes are
detected. The above expression gives a very good match to the completeness function as
long as f(ν)>∼ 0.2, as can be seen from the figure.
In §4.A.2 we show that the two parameter fit given by Eq. (4.6) it is a very good de-
scription of the completeness function not only for MS, but also for MS-II and WMAP7
data. Moreover, we have checked that the same holds true when using different halo find-
ers. The three simulations that we use in this study were run with the same N-body code
(gadget; Springel 2005), so we expect most, if not all, gadget dark matter simulations
to have the same functional form for the completeness function. We have not investigated
if this is the case for simulations run with different codes.
We introduce two different methods to compute the completeness function of a given
simulation. These techniques, described in details in §4.A, can be summarised as follows:
• Method A is the classical procedure of comparing equal mass haloes resolved at
different resolutions. We use this method to compute f(ν) for MS by comparing
with the higher resolution MS-II data. While this method is simple to implement,
it has the drawback that to compute the completeness function we relied on an
additional simulation with ∼100 times higher mass resolution. Therefore, we can
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Fig. 4.2: The dependence of the
completeness function fit parameters
ν0 (top panel) and α (lower panel)
on the number of particles N in the
host halo. The fit parameters were
found using two different methods A
& B which are described in §4.A. The
solid grey line shows a power law fit
to the method A data. The power
law fits to each of the data sets are
given in Table 4.2.
use method A for MS, but not for the MS-II and WMAP7 data since we do not
have access to even higher resolution simulations. We introduced method A to
show that the second technique that we use, method B, gives valid results.
• Method B compares the subhalo population between low and high mass haloes
in the same simulation. The procedure assumes that the mean subhalo count is
self-similar between host haloes of different masses and that the variation with host
mass is small. These assumptions are satisfied to a good approximation for DM-only
substructures as we will later see in §4.5. Adding baryons and feedback processes
breaks down the self-similar behaviour of the satellite number and it yet remains
to be seen if this procedure can be modified to work in realistic hydrodynamical
simulations of galaxy formation. Compared to method A, method B does not need
a higher resolution simulation. This represents a great advantage that allows us to
compute the completeness function also for the MS-II and WMAP7 simulations,
which we could not have done using the previous procedure.
Using the above two methods we measure the completeness functions for host haloes
of different masses. We find that the two f(ν) fit parameters from Eq. (4.6) show
the strongest dependence on the number of particles N used to resolve the host haloes.
This relationship is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The α and ν0 parameters follow a power law
dependence on N with









The quantities ν00 , nν0 , α
0 and nα are constants that depend on the numerical parameters
of the simulation, but not on N . The above two expressions give a very good description
of ν0(N ) and α(N ). This is clearly shown in the figure by the grey line which gives a
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Table 4.2: The values of the ν00 , nν0 , α
0 and nα variables given in Eq. (4.7). These quantities
give the dependence of the completeness function fit parameters ν0 and α on the number of
particles N in the host halo. We give the values for subhaloes within a distance of both R200




is 0.02, while for the nν0 and nα parameters is 0.01.
Method - simulation ν00 nν0 α
0 nα
R200 substructures
method A - MS 0.57 -0.30 0.65 -0.01
method B - MS 0.57 -0.31 0.65 -0.01
method B - MS-II 0.67 -0.29 0.67 -0.02
method B - WMAP7 0.57 -0.29 0.72 -0.03
R100 substructures
method A - MS 0.55 -0.30 0.65 -0.02
method B - MS 0.55 -0.31 0.65 -0.01
method B - MS-II 0.67 -0.29 0.65 -0.03
method B - WMAP7 0.56 -0.28 0.72 -0.04
power law fit to the MS method A data (solid red line with circular symbols)1. The
power law fits to the α and ν0 parameters for the four data sets from Fig. 4.2 are given
in Table 4.2. All the simulations show the same qualitative behaviour, though the exact
values differ. The ν0 quantity varies as N−0.3 which is close to, but shallower than the
N−1/3 dependence which a naive kinematic analysis would suggest. The α parameter
changes only slightly as N−0.02.
While we find that all the three simulations used in this study have very similar
completeness functions (see Table 4.2), there still exist differences between the three
simulations. Therefore, we need to compute f(ν) separately for each simulation.
Fig. 4.2 shows another important finding, that the two methods used to compute the
completeness function give the same result. This is clear when comparing the ν0 and α
parameters for the MS simulation found using method A (solid red line) and method B
(blue square symbols).
The results presented up to now are for the substructures within a distance of R200
from the host centre. We find that the fit given in Eq. (4.6) is also very successful in
describing the completeness function for subhaloes within R100 from the host centre with
very similar parameter values (see Table 4.2).
4.3.2 Step II: adding the missing subhaloes
The completeness function can be used to accurately recover the subhalo numbers to
lower Vmax values and therefore probe the lower mass satellite population. The challenge
lies in recovering not only the mean N(>ν), but also the dispersion σ(>ν) in the number
of substructures across the halo population. The subhalo scatter is essential since it
characterises the halo-to-halo variation in the number of subhaloes. We elaborate on the
importance of σ(>ν) later on in §4.4.2.
Given a completeness function f(ν), a sample of nhosts haloes are missing a 1− f(ν)
fraction of their substructures due to finite resolution effects. In total, the sample of
1The power law fit to α and ν0 shown in Fig. 4.2 works best for N ≥ 2000. Haloes resolved with
fewer particles are less accurate in recovering α and ν0 due to the small number of points available for
the fit. There is a degeneracy in the fit parameters α and ν0, since values with constant αν0 product
give similarly good fits. This gives a large scatter of the two parameters around their trends with N .
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haloes is missing at velocity ratio ν a number of
nhosts (1− f(ν)) N˜(ν) = nhosts 1− f(ν)
f(ν)
N(ν) (4.8)
subhaloes, where N˜(ν) and N(ν) are the expected and measured mean subhalo numbers.
To recover the real substructure count per halo N˜(ν), we add the missing objects to the
halo sample by randomly assigning each new subhalo to a host. We take the probability
that a new subhalo is assigned to host i to be proportional to 1 − f(ν,Ni), with Ni
the number of particles in host halo i. The special case when the sample has similar
mass haloes corresponds to each halo having equal weight, and we distribute the missing
substructures with equal probability among the hosts.
We apply the above procedure to samples of haloes that contain all the hosts within a
narrow mass range. We then repeat the process independently for halo samples at differ-
ent masses. This approach assumes that halo mass is the only factor that determines the
subhalo count and ignores the effects of assembly bias. Previous studies have show that
the mean subhalo count depends on other halo properties than mass, like concentration
and formation redshift (Gao et al. 2004; Zentner et al. 2005a; Shaw et al. 2006; Gao et al.
2011) as well as the large scale environment around the host (Busha et al. 2011b; Cautun
et al. 2013b). The assembly bias can be taken into account by further restricting the
halo samples to hosts with a given concentration or in a given environment. Neglecting
assembly bias does not affect the ability of the method to recover the true mean subhalo
count, but can result in a smaller value for the subhalo scatter. We do not expect this
effect to be significant since Gao et al. (2011) found that the dependence of the substruc-
ture number on halo properties is not the main driver behind the observed halo-to-halo
scatter.
4.3.3 Evaluation of the extrapolation procedure
Fig. 4.3 shows how successful the extrapolation method is in recovering the mean N(>ν)
and standard deviation σ(>ν) of the subhalo population. The top panel of the figure
presents the ratio N low−res(>ν)/Nhigh−res(>ν) between the mean subhalo count found
at low and high resolution. The centre panel shows the ratio σlow−res(>ν)/σhigh−res(>ν)
between the subhalo scatter found at low and high resolution. In both cases, a value
of 1 corresponds to a successful recovery of the true mean and scatter in the number of
subhaloes. We illustrate the outcome of the extrapolation method for MS hosts resolved
with ∼104 (red circles) and ∼105 (blue triangles) particles. The red circles show the
comparison for haloes in the mass range (0.69 − 1.1) × 1013 h−1M resolved at low
resolution in MS and at higher resolution in MS-II. The second data set compares MS
haloes in the mass range (0.6− 1.2)× 1014 h−1M with other MS haloes 3 times more
massive. We argue in §4.A.2 why the subhalo population of more massive haloes is similar
to a higher resolution simulation. In the latter case we could not compare directly with
MS-II haloes since we found only 20 such objects in the given mass range, which is not
enough to compute reliable statistics.
The bottom panel of Fig. 4.3 shows the completeness function f(ν) corresponding
to MS haloes resolved with ∼104 and ∼105 particles. For f(ν) = 1 there is no cor-
rection since the number of extra subhaloes added by the method is proportional to
(1 − f(ν))/f(ν) (see Eq. (4.8)). The correction becomes important only when f(ν) is
significantly smaller than unity.
The top frame of Fig. 4.3 shows that we recover N low−res(>ν)/Nhigh−res(>ν) ≈ 1
down to ν values of 0.14 and 0.08 for haloes resolved with ∼104 and ∼105 particles. These
ν values correspond to the region where f(ν)>∼ 0.15 as can be seen by comparing to the
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Fig. 4.3: The effectiveness of ex-
trapolating the subhalo statistics be-
yond the resolution limit. The
plots compare the mean N(>ν) (top
panel) and the scatter σ(>ν) (centre
panel) of the subhalo count between
low and high resolution results. A
value of 1 corresponds to a successful
recovery of the mean and the scatter
in the subhalo count. The low res-
olution data are MS haloes resolved
with (0.8−1.2)×104 (red circles) and
(0.7−1.3)×105 (blue triangles) par-
ticles. The error bars show the one-
sigma uncertainty in the determina-
tion N(>ν) and σ(>ν). The bot-
tom frame shows the completeness
function f(ν) corresponding to the
low resolution halo samples: solid
red for N∼104 and dashed blue for
N∼105. The extrapolation proce-
dure is applied only in the region
f(ν)<1, while for f(ν)=1 there are
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bottom panel of the figure. This means that our method is successful in recovering the
true subhalo count as long as f(ν)>∼ 0.15. Around ν ∼ 0.4 we find small deviations from
1 for the hosts resolved with ∼105 particles, but this discrepancy is in the region where
we do not expect resolution effects and are probably due to inherent cosmic variance in
the limited sample of haloes.
In the case of the subhalo scatter, we find from the centre panel of Fig. 4.3 that
σlow−res(>ν)/σhigh−res(>ν)≈1 down to ν values of 0.16 and 0.10 for haloes resolved with
∼104 and ∼105 particles. Therefore, our technique recovers the correct subhalo scatter in
the region where f(ν)>∼ 0.3. More importantly, we do not see any important systematic
effects when recovering σ(>ν), except at most a 5% lower than expected value as long
as f(ν)<∼ 0.5. This means that we can neglect the subhalo assembly bias and still recover
to a good approximation the true subhalo scatter. We also checked the effectiveness of
the extrapolation procedure for the MS-II and WMAP7 simulations and found similar
behaviour as for the MS results presented here.
In Fig. 4.4 we show the ν values up to which we can probe the subhalo population when
extrapolating below the resolution limit. The solid curve gives the ν limit in the absence
of the extrapolation procedure and it is given by the value of ν0 for MS-II from Table 4.2.
The dashed and dotted curves give the limits above which we can compute the mean
and dispersion of the subhalo number when applying the extrapolation method. They
were obtained by solving the f(ν) = 0.2 and f(ν) = 0.3 equations which correspond to
conservative lower limits at which we can recover N(>ν) and σ(>ν) as found in Fig. 4.3.


















N(>ν) and σ(>ν) without extrapolation
N(>ν) after extrapolation
σ(>ν) after extrapolation
Fig. 4.4: The lowest value of ν for
which we recover the mean N(>ν)
and the dispersion σ(>ν) of the sub-
halo count. These limits are a func-
tion of the number of particles N in
the host halo. The solid curve gives
the lower limits in the absence of the
extrapolation method. The dashed
and dotted curves give the values
when extrapolating below the reso-
lution limit. While the results shown
here are for MS-II, the other two
simulations show a very similar be-
haviour as can be seen from Fig. 4.2.
By using the scaling method described in this section we can compute N(>ν) and σ(>ν)
to much lower ν values corresponding to simulations with 80 and 50 times higher mass
resolution.
4.4 Subhalo abundance of MW-mass haloes
4.4.1 Mean subhalo number
In the following, we study the subhalo distribution for haloes in the mass range (0.6 −
2.2) × 1012 h−1M which we refer to as MW-like or MW-mass host haloes. This mass
range is consistent with previous estimates using a multitude of methods (Wilkinson &
Evans 1999; Sakamoto et al. 2003; Battaglia et al. 2005; Dehnen et al. 2006; Smith et al.
2007; Li & White 2008; Xue et al. 2008; Gnedin et al. 2010; Guo et al. 2010; Watkins
et al. 2010; Busha et al. 2011a). By applying the extrapolation method described in the
previous section we can probe the substructures down to a much lower velocity ratio ν
and therefore to smaller subhalo masses. In the case of MW-mass haloes we can recover
the mean subhalo number N(>ν) for ν ≥ 0.08 compared to ν ≥ 0.3 in the absence of
these corrections. We illustrate this in Fig. 4.5 where we show N(>ν) for MW-like hosts
in the MS-II and WMAP7 simulations. The average subhalo count has a power law















gives a very good description of the mean number of substructures for MW mass haloes.
We follow the prescription given in BK10 to fit the mean subhalo count for both MS-II
and WMAP7 data. The resulting best fit parameters for the two simulations are shown
in Table 4.3. The best fit function gives a very good description of the data, with most
data points within at most one-sigma from the fit as can be seen in the middle panel of
Fig. 4.5.
We find that the MS-II and WMAP7 have the same number of massive substruc-
tures, but that there are important differences between the two models for low values
of ν. The MS-II subhalo population has a slightly steeper slope than the WMAP7
data which means that MS-II over-predicts the number of substructures at low ν when
compared to the more recent WMAP-7 cosmological model. From the bottom panel of
Fig. 4.5, it can be observed that a WMAP-7 universe has only 93% and 86% of the MS-II
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Fig. 4.5: The top panel shows the
mean subhalo count as a function
of the velocity ratio ν for MW-mass
haloes in the MS-II and WMAP7
simulations. The two lines show the
best fit function given by Eq. (4.9)
for MS-II (solid red) and WMAP7
(dashed blue). For comparison, the
dotted curve showsN(>ν) for the six
Aquarius haloes. The centre panel
shows the discrepancy between the
best fit function and the actual data
points. The errors bars represent
the one-sigma error in the determi-
nation of N(>ν) due to finite sam-
ple effects (dominate for ν>0.3) and
uncertainties in the measurement of
the completeness function (dominate
for ν<0.2). The bottom graph shows
the ratio of the best fit functions
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subhaloes at ν = 0.2 and ν = 0.1 respectively.
The substructure count within distance R100 from the host centre is larger than the
R200 subhaloes by a factor of 1.25 to 1.35 as ν decreases from 0.5 to 0.1. Moreover, the
R100 subhalo count shows a steeper slope with ν than the R200 subhalo number. This
means that there is a larger fraction of less massive subhaloes in the outskirts than close
to the host centre.
When comparing with other literature results, we find that similar studies have sys-
tematically underestimated the substructure population at low ν by not properly ac-
Table 4.3: The best fit parameters of Eq. (4.9) for the mean subhalo number of MW-like haloes
in the MS-II and WMAP7 simulations. We give the best fit values for substructures within
both R200 and R100 from the host centre. The one-sigma fit errors are at most: ∆a = 0.02,
∆ν1 = 0.003, ∆b = 1 and ∆νcut = 0.02. The value of the a parameter is sensitive to errors in the
determination of the completeness function (see Table 4.2) which give an additional systematic
error ∆a = 0.07.
Simulation Subhaloes within a ν1 b νcut
MS-II
R200
-3.17 0.338 7 0.80
WMAP7 -3.05 0.336 7 0.79
MS-II
R100
-3.22 0.366 7 0.80
WMAP7 -3.12 0.364 7 0.79

















1 + 0.60 log210(ν/0.50)
Fig. 4.6: The dependence of the
subhalo scatter σ(>ν) on velocity
ratio ν for MW-like hosts. For
clarity we show σ(>ν)/N
1/2
(>ν)
which is the ratio between the ob-
served scatter and the Poisson scat-
ter N
1/2
(>ν). The dotted black
curve gives the fit to the data for
both simulations, with the best fit
parameters shown in the plot leg-
end. The error bars represent the
one-sigma uncertainty in the deter-
mination of σ(>ν).
counting for finite resolution effects. For example, while BK10 found similar νcut and b
fit parameters for MS-II subhaloes, they underestimated the slope at low ν values for
which they found a = −2.98. This is different at almost three-sigma from the value of
a = −(3.22 ± 0.09) which we find for our R100 substructures that are the closest match
to their definition of virial radius. The main difference arises because BK10 fit the sub-
halo number up to ν = 0.2 where we clearly find that the MS-II simulation recovers
only ∼75% of the total number of substructures (see Fig. 4.4). In contrast Wang12
found for the slope the value a = −3.11 which agrees within errors with our results of
a = −(3.17±0.09), but they do find 20% less R200 subhaloes at all values of ν. The main
difference between Wang12 and BK10 is that, similar to our approach, the former uses
the invariance of N(>ν) with host mass to compute the average subhalo number to lower
values of ν. This approach seems to give the correct value for the slope a. But similarly
to BK10, Wang12 overestimate the value of ν where resolution effects become important
and consider for their N(>ν) fit host haloes for which only ∼75% of substructures are
detected. Another important difference is that in this work we use a phase-space halo
finder while both BK10 and Wang12 use only a 3D position-space halo finder. We sus-
pect that the use of a different halo finder my account for at most a few percentage of the
difference since Onions et al (2012) have shown that all substructure finders give very
similar predictions for the number of subhaloes at a given Vmax value.
4.4.2 Scatter in the substructure population
The dispersion of the subhalo number distribution is a crucial aspect that characterises
the halo-to-halo scatter which we expect in a population of host haloes. This is important
not only for quantifying how typical the MW and its satellites are, but also to better
interpret the results of recent simulations that usually resolve a few MW-sized haloes
with a very high resolution (Diemand et al. 2008; Springel et al. 2008; Stadel et al.
2009). Moreover, the subhalo scatter is an essential parameter for populating dark matter
haloes with galaxies in the context of the halo occupation distribution (HOD) models
(eg. Seljak 2000; Ma & Fry 2000; Peacock & Smith 2000; Scoccimarro et al. 2001; Berlind
& Weinberg 2002).
We find that at large ν, the scatter in the substructure number is the same as the
dispersion of a Poisson distribution with the same mean. For lower velocity ratio values,
as the average number of subhaloes increases, we find a much larger scatter than the
one expected for a Poisson distribution. These results are illustrated in Fig. 4.6 which
shows the ratio of the measured subhalo scatter to the dispersion N
1/2
(>ν) of a Poisson
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distribution with mean value N(>ν). We find that the standard deviations σ(>ν) of
both the MS-II and WMAP7 subhalo distributions show the same dependence on ν





1 ν ≥ νσ
1 + β log210(ν/νσ) ν < νσ.
(4.10)
Fitting the above equation to the data, we find νσ = 0.50 and β = 0.60 which give a very
close approximation to the scatter data, as can be seen in Fig. 4.6. The dispersion of the
substructures within distance R100 from the host centre shows a similar behaviour with
ν, but with the fit parameters νσ = 0.55 and β = 0.72.
Our finding that the scatter in the number of small substructures diverges consid-
erably from a Poissonian dispersion is in good agreement with previous results. BK10
showed that the dispersion in the number of subhaloes above a certain mass is the com-
bination of a Poissonian scatter that is dominant at small subhalo numbers, and an
intrinsic scatter that becomes important for less massive subhaloes.
4.4.3 Subhalo occupation distribution
Given that the scatter in the subhalo population is significantly different from that of
a Poisson distribution, we model the probability distribution function (PDF) using the
negative binomial distribution (NBD)
P (N |r, s) = Γ(N + r)
Γ(r)Γ(N + 1)
sr(1− s)N , (4.11)
where N is the number of subhaloes. With Γ(x) = (x−1)! we denote the Gamma function
which for integer x values reduces to the factorial function. The mean and dispersion of
the NBD can be computed analytically in terms of the distribution parameters r and s.
The inverse holds too, with the two distribution parameters given by
r =
µ2




where µ and σ denote the mean and dispersion of the NBD. Therefore the mean and
dispersion of the NBD are sufficient to fully characterise the distribution. The NBD was
successfully used to describe the subhalo count distribution (BK10; Busha et al. 2011b)
and the number of satellite galaxies in HOD models (eg. Berlind & Weinberg 2002).
BK10 had found that the NBD gives a better fit to the substructure population than
a Poisson distribution when counting all subhaloes larger than a certain fraction of the
host mass. We find that the NBD also matches very well the substructure PDF when
counting all subhaloes with velocity ratios larger than ν. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.7
where we plot the subhalo occupation distribution for MW-mass hosts in both the MS-II
and WMAP7 data. With solid and dashed lines we show the NBD predictions for the
two simulations. The NBD predictions are not fits to the data points, but are obtained
by solving Eq. (4.12) for the two distribution parameters. For this we use the mean
subhalo number N(>ν) from Eq. (4.9) and the dispersion σ(>ν) from Eq. (4.10). It is
clearly seen from the figure that the NBD reproduces very well the subhalo distribution
at all values of ν. Therefore, knowing the mean and scatter of the population is enough
to extrapolate the full PDF.
The grey line in the lower panel of Fig. 4.7 shows the Poisson distribution with the
same mean as the MS-II subhalo count. The figure clearly shows that the Poisson


































Fig. 4.7: The probability distribu-
tion function (PDF) of the num-
ber of substructures in MW-like host
haloes with ν ≥ 0.3 (top panel), ν ≥
0.2 (centre panel) and ν ≥ 0.1 (bot-
tom panel). The solid and dashed
curves give the negative binomial
distribution with the same mean and
standard deviation as found in Fig-
ures 4.5 and 4.6. The solid grey
curve visible in the bottom panel
shows a Poisson distribution with
the same mean as the MS-II results.
distribution severely underestimates the tails of the PDF. So even a modest increase in
the dispersion compared to the Poisson one (25% at ν = 0.1) implies large deviations
from a Poissonian distribution.
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Fig. 4.8: The dependence of the
substructure number N(>ν) on the
host halo mass. To emphasise the
differences we divide by the mean
subhalo number NMW−mass(>ν) ob-
tained for MS-II MW-like hosts.
The two bottom vertical lines show
the ν value where we switch from
MS to MS-II data for hosts of mass
(0.5 − 5) × 1014 h−1M (solid line)
and (0.5− 5)× 1013 h−1M (dashed





















(0.5 - 5) 1014 MO• h-1
(0.5 - 5) 1013 MO• h-1
(0.5 - 5) 1012 MO• h-1
(0.5 - 5) 1011 MO• h-1
4.5 Dependence of subhalo number on host mass
In Fig. 4.8 we study how the mean number of substructures varies across hosts of different
masses. To emphasise the differences, we normalise the mean subhalo number of each
mass bin by the mean subhalo count NMW−mass(>ν) for MW-mass hosts. We find that
for ν ≤ 0.3 there is very little variation between different mass bins with at most a 5%
difference between MW-like and cluster sized haloes. In contrast, for larger subhaloes
we measure a complex variation with host mass that can be split in two regimes. The
substructures with ν>∼ 0.8 tend to be much more common in lower mass haloes than in
high mass ones. Therefore, it is much more likely to find a halo-subhalo pair with similar
mass when looking at the MW-like and lower mass hosts than for cluster sized objects.
In the 0.3<∼ ν<∼ 0.7 regime this trend is reversed, with more subhaloes present in massive
hosts than in less massive ones. We find that cluster mass haloes can have up to 1.5
times more substructures with the same ν values as 1011 h−1M hosts.
The results shown in Fig. 4.8 support the assumption we made in §4.3 that the mean
subhalo count varies only slowly with host mass. This explains the success of using
method B to compute the completeness function. Moreover, it means that our results
for the subhalo population of MW-like haloes are insensitive to the mass range used to
define MW-mass haloes.
The invariance of the mean substructure count on host mass opens the possibility of
using host haloes at all masses to compute N(>ν), but only for ν ≤ 0.3. This claim has
already been made by Wang12, who used haloes across a large mass range to impose
constraints on the MW.
The number of subhaloes is independent of host mass only when expressing it in terms
of the ratio V subhalomax /V
host
200 . Previous studies have shown that there is a variation with
host halo mass when considering N(>M subhalo/Mhost) (Gao et al. 2004; Zentner et al.
2005a; Gao et al. 2011) or N(>V subhalomax /V
host
max ) (Klypin et al. 2011; Busha et al. 2011b).
4.6 The MW massive satellites
As we already discussed in §4.1, recent findings suggest that the MW has at most three
satellites, the two Magellanic Clouds and the Sagittarrius dwarf, which can reside within
substructures with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s. The probability of finding such a subhalo population
within ΛCDM has been investigated by Wang12 which found that instead of pointing
towards a ΛCDM failure, the massive satellite population of our galaxy suggests an
upper limit on the MW mass. Given than we find a higher number of substructures























Fig. 4.9: The probability p(≤
3, 30 km/s) that a halo has at most
three substructures with Vmax ≥
30 km/s within a distance of R100
from its centre. The probability is
shown as a function of halo virial
velocity V200 (lower tick marks)
and halo mass (upper tick marks).
We show the results for both the
WMAP-1 cosmology used in MS-
II (solid red) as well as for a more
recent WMAP-7 universe (dashed
blue). The dotted green shows the
previous results of Wang12. Note
that the y-axis is linear above 0.1 and
logarithmic for lower values.
than Wang12, we analyse how the constraints on the MW mass change when using the
subhalo statistics found in §4.4.
Given a halo with virial velocity V200, its probability to host at most X substructures




P (k|r(>ν), s(>ν)) with ν = V0
V200
, (4.13)
where P (k|r(>ν), s(>ν)) is the NBD which describes the probability that a halo has k
subhaloes with velocity ratio larger than ν (see Eq. 4.11). The distribution parame-
ters r(>ν) and s(>ν) are uniquely determined by the mean and scatter of the subhalo
population via Eq. (4.12).
The probability p(≤ 3, 30 km/s) is shown in Fig. 4.9 as a function of halo virial velocity
(lower tick marks) or, equivalently, halo mass (upper tick marks). To obtain these results
we used R100 subhaloes since R100 corresponds to the typical distance used to identify
galaxies as being MW satellites. With solid red we show p(≤ 3, 30 km/s) obtained using
the MS-II satellite statistics. The probability is a steep function of host mass, decreasing
from ∼70% at 0.5×1012M down to ∼15% for a halo mass of 1×1012M, and becoming
negligible for haloes more massive than 2 × 1012M. For convenience, we summarize
p(≤ 3, 30 km/s) in Table 4.4 for some suggestive halo masses. Therefore, given that our
galaxy has only three satellites with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s, it is unlikely that the MW halo is
more massive than ∼2× 1012M within the context of a ΛCDM cosmology.
Table 4.4: The probability p(≤3, 30 km/s) of finding three or less substructures with Vmax ≥
30 km/s for some suggestive halo masses. We provide predictions for two cosmologies, WMAP-
1 and WMAP-7, and also compare to the previous findings of Wang12 which are based on
WMAP-1 universe.
Halo mass [×1012M] 0.5 0.7 1 2
WMAP-1 [%] 67 38 13 0.2
WMAP-7 [%] 72 44 20 0.7
Wang12 [%] 76 48 22 0.5
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Given that a WMAP-7 universe has fewer substructures at low ν, we show in dashed
blue the probability for a WMAP-7 cosmology. We find that having a smaller subhalo
count leads to looser upper limits on the MW halo mass. This means that at fixed
halo mass, a WMAP-7 universe has a higher p(≤ 3, 30 km/s) value than in the WMAP-1
cosmology of MS-II. But nonetheless, due to the steep decline of the probability with halo
mass, the upper limits on the MW halo mass are only slightly increased in a WMAP-7
cosmology compared to the MS-II results.
Compared to the previous results of Wang12, we find stricter upper limits for the
mass of the MW halo. This is seen by comparing the solid red and dotted green curves
in Fig. 4.9 which are both obtained for a WMAP-1 cosmology. The main cause of
the discrepancy is due to Wang12 finding up to 20% less substructures than us (see
4.4.1 for details) and therefore overestimating the probability at fixed halo mass. A
second source of disparity comes from the PDF used to model the subhalo population.
Wang12 used a Poisson distribution which underestimates the true tails of the subhalo
number distribution (see Fig. 4.7 for such an example). This effect becomes important
when dealing with low p(≤ 3, 30 km/s) values and causes one to underestimate the true
probability. This is exactly why for M200>∼ 10
12M the Wang12 probability is lower than
for a WMAP-7 universe, even though we found a larger subhalo count in the latter case.
4.7 How typical are the Aquarius haloes?
In the quest for understanding and predicting the substructures of the MW, several
groups have performed extremely high resolution simulations that resolve individual MW-
mass haloes (Diemand et al. 2008; Springel et al. 2008; Stadel et al. 2009). Due to the
computationally expensive nature of such simulations, the number of MW-mass haloes
resolved with such a high resolution is very limited, on the order of several objects. To
fully interpret the results of these simulations we need to asses how characteristic these
objects are with respect to a typical population of equal mass haloes. We can do so now
due to the unprecedented dynamical range over which we recover the subhalo statistics
of a representative sample of MW-mass haloes.
In Fig. 4.10 we compare the subhalo population between the six high-resolution
Aquarius haloes and MS-II MW-mass haloes. To better emphasise the differences we
show the ratio between the number of Aquarius substructures N(>ν) and the mean sub-
halo number NMW−mass(>ν) of MW-like hosts. The thick dashed line gives the median
number of substructures for the MS-II population, with the median always smaller than
the mean count due to the long tail of the subhalo number PDF (see Fig. 4.7). The
light and dark shaded regions show the scatter around the median for 68% and 90%
of the haloes. This was computed by modelling the subhalo distribution function using
the NBD with mean and dispersion values given in §4.4. The scatter in the substruc-
ture population is fundamental in understanding how representative the small sample of
high-resolution haloes is.
Our comparison of the MS-II and Aquarius data is limited to ν ≥ 0.1 since only for
that range we recover both the mean and variance of the MS-II subhalo population. For
completeness we present the substructure function of the Aquarius haloes down to the
resolution limit ν ≥ 0.04, but we do not use the 0.04 ≤ ν ≤ 0.1 range for comparison to
the larger sample of MS-II haloes.
Fig. 4.10 shows that the six Aquarius haloes have a subhalo count that is in good
agreement with the larger MS-II halo sample when considering both R200 (top panel)
and R100 (bottom panel) substructures. The mean Aquarius subhalo velocity function
is well contained within the 68% scatter and it is in fair agreement with the mean of
the full sample, given the small number of Aquarius haloes. Individually, we find that
Aq.-C is the one with the smallest number of subhaloes compared to both the other





































































Fig. 4.10: Comparison of the sub-
structures found in the six high-
resolution Aquarius haloes with
those of a representative sample
of MW-mass haloes. For clar-
ity we show the ratio with re-
spect to the mean subhalo number
NMW−mass(>ν) obtained for MS-II
MW-like hosts. The top and bot-
tom panels show the results for sub-
structures found within a distance of
R200 and R100 from the host cen-
tre. The light (dark) shaded re-
gion delimits the 16 and 84 (5 and
95) percentiles of the subhalo num-
ber distribution. Therefore the light
and dark shaded regions show the
expected scatter around the median
(thick dashed curve) for 68% and
90% of the MS-II haloes. We limit
our analysis to ν ≤ 0.4, since only
Aq.-F has subhaloes at higher ν.
Aquarius haloes and to the larger MS-II sample, especially for ν ≤ 0.25. The remaining
five Aquarius haloes have a substructure count that is similar or larger than the median
MS-II halo. This agrees with Wang12 which found that five of the Aquarius haloes have
more substructures than the mean when counting subhaloes with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s.
To summarize, for ν<∼ 0.25 five out of the six Aquarius haloes have a subhalo count
that is similar or higher than the median of a representative sample of MW-mass haloes.
Therefore, extra caution needs to be given when comparing the satellite populations of
the MW and Aquarius haloes, especially if our galaxy has significantly fewer satellites
than the mean substructure count of a same mass object.
4.8 Summary
Using a physically motivated extrapolation method for the subhalo number statistics, we
investigated the substructures of MW-mass haloes down to a maximum circular velocity
of Vmax ∼ 15 km/s. We characterised the subhalo population of a large representative
sample of MW-mass haloes using two cosmological volume simulations, the Millennium-
II simulation (MS-II) and a similar volume simulation using the WMAP-7 cosmology.
We presented our results in terms of the scaled subhalo velocity function N(>ν) which
gives the number of substructures larger than ν = Vmax/V200, with Vmax the subhalo
maximum circular velocity and V200 the virial velocity of the host. This approach has
the advantage of being robust under different subhalo definitions (Onions et al 2012) and
also allows for an easier comparison to observational data.
The extrapolation method that we introduced is a novel procedure of recovering the
subhalo number statistics below the resolution limit of numerical simulations. Using this
technique is equivalent to having a simulation with 50 times higher mass resolution. The
approach recovers only the statistics of the subhalo population, but not the substructures
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of individual haloes. The procedure has two major uses. First of all it is employed
to obtain the size of the smallest subhaloes up to which a simulation recovers all the
substructures. For example, the MS-II simulation recovers the full subhalo population
for MW-mass haloes down to ν∼0.3, which corresponds to satellites with Vmax ∼ 45 km/s.
This is in contrast to previous studies that wrongly estimated this limit to be ν ∼ 0.2
(BK10; Wang12). For ν = 0.2 we find that only ∼75% of the substructures in MW-
mass haloes are recovered, which means that those previous studies have systematically
underestimated the number of small subhaloes. Secondly, the method strongly increases
the dynamic range over which we can study the statistics of the substructure population
given an N-body simulation. In the case of MS-II MW-mass haloes, we recover the mean
and scatter of the subhalo distribution for ν ≥ 0.1 compared to ν ≥ 0.3 in the absence
of the extrapolation.
Similar to BK10, we found that the mean subhalo count N(>ν) of MW-mass haloes
is well described by a power law with exponential cut-off. Compared to the more recent
WMAP-7 cosmology, the MS-II simulation has the same number of massive subhaloes
but systematically over-predicts the number of smaller substructures. Compared to pre-
vious studies, we found more substructures mainly due to our better way to overcome
the resolution effects. BK10 found a similar number of large subhaloes as our study,
but underestimated the number of smaller subhaloes to obtain ∼15% less than our re-
sults at ν = 0.2. Using that N(>ν) is independent of host mass, Wang12 computed the
MW-mass subhalo number using a wide range of halo masses. They obtained 20% less
substructures at all ν values since their results are dominated by the low mass haloes for
which they recover ∼75% of the subhaloes.
The subhalo population is very well matched by a negative binomial distribution.
Because the scatter in the substructure count becomes non-Poissonian for ν ≤ 0.3, at
low ν a Poisson distribution will greatly underestimate the tails of the subhalo distribu-
tion. The substructure occupation distribution can be predicted given just the mean and
dispersion of the subhalo number.
The above findings are insensitive to the halo mass range that we used to define MW-
mass haloes since the scaled subhalo velocity function is mass insensitive for ν ≤ 0.3,
while for larger ν it shows a fairly weak trend with host mass. This confirms on a much
larger dynamical range the previous findings of Wang12 (see also Moore et al. 1999;
Kravtsov et al. 2004; Zheng et al. 2005; Springel et al. 2008; Weinberg et al. 2008).
We have also investigated what is the probability for a halo to have a similar popula-
tion of massive substructure as the MW, i.e. to contain three or less substructures with
Vmax ≥ 30 km/s. The outcome was a stricter upper bound on the MW mass than that
found in Wang12. The probability to have a subhalo population similar to the MW one
is 20% for 1 × 1012M mass haloes and practically zero for haloes more massive than
2× 1012M.
We have investigated the Aquarius haloes (Springel et al. 2008) to find that only one
of the six haloes has fewer subhaloes than the median of a representative sample of MW-
mass haloes. Therefore, extra caution needs to be given when comparing the satellite
populations of the MW and Aquarius haloes, especially if our galaxy has significantly
fewer satellites than the mean substructure count of a same mass object.
4.A Measuring the completeness function
We have employed two methods to investigate how the mean subhalo count is affected by
the finite resolution of N-body simulations. In the following we give a more detailed and
technical description of the two procedures, focusing on the advantages and limitations
of each method.
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Fig. 4.11: The use of method A to compute the completeness function. The procedure compares
the subhalo count N(ν) of same mass haloes resolved at two different resolutions: MS and MS-
II. The two data sets correspond to host haloes in the mass range (0.69 − 1.1) × 1013 h−1M
(red filled circles) and (0.6−1.2)×1014 h−1M (blue filled triangles). These haloes are resolved
in MS with (0.8 − 1.2) × 104 and (0.7 − 1.3) × 105 particles respectively. The same haloes are
resolved in MS-II with 125 times more particles. The two solid lines represent the completeness
function fit given by Eq. (4.6). The error bars represent the one-sigma uncertainty in the
determination of the NMS(ν)/NMS-II(ν) ratio.
4.A.1 Method A: comparing low and high resolution simulations
The simplest way to investigate numerical effects is to compare the subhalo number of
same mass haloes resolved at two different resolutions. In doing so, we employ the two
Millennium simulations which resolve similar mass haloes but with a higher resolution
in MS-II than in MS. Same mass haloes will have NMS(ν) and NMS-II(ν) substructures
in MS and MS-II respectively. According to Eq. (4.5), the ratio of the two subhalo







with fMS(ν) and fMS-II(ν) the completeness functions in the two Millennium simulations.
Due to the higher resolution of MS-II, we can recover the full subhalo population down




, as long as fMS-II(ν) ∼= 1 , (4.15)
which holds down to the lowest ν for which MS-II recovers all the substructures.
Fig. 4.11 shows the ratio between the subhalo count in the MS and MS-II simulations,
for two samples of haloes in the mass range (0.69− 1.1)× 1013 h−1M and (0.6− 1.2)×
1014 h−1M. The lower mass haloes are resolved in MS with ∼104 particles while the
higher mass ones are resolved with ∼105 particles. We observe that the resolution effects
become important at ν ≈ 0.6 and ν ≈ 0.3 for haloes resolved with 104 and 105 particles.
By increasing the number of particles by a factor of 10, we resolve the subhaloes down
to 2 times lower ν values. Since MS-II has a 125 higher resolution than MS, it recovers
all the subhaloes down to ∼4 times lower ν than MS which, according to the figure,
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Table 4.5: The mass range corresponding to haloes resolved with N = (0.8 − 1.2) × 104,
N = (0.8 − 1.2) × 105 and N = (0.8 − 1.2) × 106 particles in the MS, MS-II and WMAP7
simulations. These haloes were used to obtain the results presented in Fig. 4.12. We only give
the mass range for the LM halo sample, since the haloes in the HM sample are always Θ = 3
times more massive than the LM one.
Simulation N ∼ 104 N ∼ 105 N ∼ 106
MS
(0.68− 1.03)× (0.68− 1.03)× -
1013 h−1M 1014 h−1M
MS-II
(5.5− 8.3)× (5.5− 8.3)× (5.5− 8.3)×
1010 h−1M 1011 h−1M 1012 h−1M
WMAP7
(5.0− 7.5)× (5.0− 7.5)× (5.0− 7.5)×
1010 h−1M 1011 h−1M 1012 h−1M
corresponds to NMS(ν)/NMS-II(ν) ∼ 0.1. This means that we can use Eq. (4.15) to
compute fMS(ν) as long as fMS(ν)>∼ 0.1.
We find that the completeness function given by Eq. (4.6) gives a very good fit to
the NMS(ν)/NMS-II(ν) ratio. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.11 via the solid line for both
haloes resolved with 104 and 105 particles. The fit is a good match to the completeness
function for ν values where f(ν) ≥ 0.2. At lower ν values the completeness function has
a more complex behaviour that is not captured by the two parameter expression that we
use. Therefore, we limit our analysis and fit to regions with f(ν) ≥ 0.2.
Method A is very simple and straightforward to use in estimating the completeness
function, but its simplicity hides a major disadvantage. Computing the completeness
function needs a second simulation with a ∼100 times higher mass resolution. Running
such an additional N-body simulation is very demanding in terms of both computational
resources and time. Hence, this defeats the goal of using the most detailed simulations
that current resources allow to better understand the substructure population. To over-
come this limitation we introduce below a new method for computing the completeness
function. In the end we use method A to show that this second procedure, method B,
gives the same results.
4.A.2 Method B: comparing low and high mass haloes in the same simula-
tion
Within a typical simulation, higher mass haloes are resolved with more particles than
low mass ones since each DM particle has a constant mass. This means that we recover
the subhalo count for a larger range of ν values for the higher mass haloes than for the
lower mass ones. Therefore, comparing the substructures in low versus high mass haloes
is similar to comparing low versus high resolution results. In other words, taking the
ratio of the subhalo populations in low versus high mass hosts can be used to compute
the completeness function. This second method works best when the subhalo count N˜(ν)
is self-similar between host haloes of different masses and varies slowly with host mass,
which is the case (see Fig. 4.8 and Wang12).
To illustrate this method we consider two halo samples: a low mass (LM) and a high
mass (HM) sample. Furthermore, we choose the high mass haloes to be Θ times more
massive than the lower mass sample. In the limit when N˜(ν) is independent of host halo
mass2, the ratio between the substructure numbers in the low and high mass samples is
2In reality N˜(ν) varies slowly with host mass. To mitigate this effect we compare between halo
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Fig. 4.12: The use of method B
to compute the completeness func-
tion for the: MS (top panel), MS-
II (centre panel) and WMAP7 (bot-
tom panel) simulations. The pro-
cedure takes the ratio of the sub-
halo count N(ν) between low mass
(LM) and high mass (HM) halo sam-
ples. The red, blue and green cor-
respond to LM haloes resolved with
(0.8−1.2)×104, (0.8−1.2)×105 and
(0.8− 1.2)× 106 particles in each of
the three simulations. The halo mass
ranges used for each data set are
given in Table 4.5. The solid curves
represent the fit given by Eq. (4.17)
for each data set. The dashed lines
show the inferred completeness func-
tion fLM(ν) for the LM sample. The
error bars represent the one-sigma









where fLM(ν) and fHM(ν) give the completeness functions for the two halo samples.
samples that differ in mass only by a factor Θ ∼ a few.
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Using the f(ν) expression from Eq. (4.6), the above relation becomes:
1 νLM0 ≤ ν





νHM0 ≤ ν < νLM0









) νLM0 e−1/αLM ≤ ν < νHM0
0 ν < νLM0 e
−1/αLM
(4.17)
where (νLM0 , α
LM) and (νHM0 , α
HM) are the completeness function fit parameters corre-
sponding to the LM and HM halo samples. The above expression can be simplified
further using that haloes in the two samples are resolved with NLM and NHM = ΘNLM
particles. This, combined with the dependence of the fit parameters ν0 ∝ Nnν and




nν and αHM = αLMΘnα . (4.18)
Inserting the above expressions reduces Eq. (4.17) to 4 parameters: νLM0 , α
LM, nν and
nα. These fit parameters can be found using the following algorithm:
(i) Select a value for the mass ratio Θ ∼ a few3.
(ii) Make an initial guess for the nν and nα parameters.
(iii) Select the LM sample as all the haloes in a chosen mass range. Now, the HM
sample contains all the haloes Θ times more massive. Using these two samples
find the best fit values of the νLM0 and α
LM parameters.
(iv) Repeat the previous step for different host masses to obtain the νLM0 and α
LM
parameters for a wide range of halo masses.
(v) Use the dependence on mass, and therefore on host particle number N , of νLM0
and αLM found in the previous step to find new values for nν and nα.
(vi) Check if nν and nα converged to the values used as input for step (iii). If values
have converged, stop the iterative procedure. Otherwise repeat steps (iii) through
(vi) using the latest values for nν and nα.
In Fig. 4.12 we illustrate the use of method B to compute the completeness func-
tion for the three N-body simulations used in this study. The figure shows the ratio
NLM(ν)/NHM(ν) between the mean number of subhaloes in the LM and HM halo sam-
ples. We plot this ratio for LM haloes resolved with ∼104, ∼105 and ∼106 particles with
masses given in Table 4.5. To minimize the variation of the subhalo number with mass
we take the HM sample to be Θ = 3 times more massive than the LM one. The fit given
by Eq. (4.17) is shown as a solid curve for each of the data sets. We see that it gives
a very good fit for NLM(ν)/NHM(ν) ≥ 0.4 which corresponds to values fLM(ν) ≥ 0.2.
Therefore, using method B we obtain a good fit to the completeness function as long as
f(ν) ≥ 0.2, which is the same with what we obtained using the first method.
Fig. 4.12 conveys another important result. The completeness function has the same
parametric form, given by Eq. (4.6), for all the three simulations that we used in this
3We have checked that the mass ratio Θ between the low mass and high mass samples does not
influence the fit parameters. While we recommend Θ = 3, we have checked that similar fit parameters
are obtained for 2 ≤ Θ ≤ 10. Using a larger Θ introduces artefacts because of the mass dependence of
N(ν), while using smaller values results in very noisy fit parameters.
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study. This is an outcome of the fact that Eq. (4.17) gives a very good fit of the
NLM(ν)/NHM(ν) ratio for the three simulations: MS, MS-II and WMAP7.
Computing the completeness function using method B has the advantage of not re-
quiring a simulation with a higher mass resolution as in the case of method A. This
opens the possibility of quantifying for any simulation how numerical effects alter the
mean subhalo count. We illustrated this for MS-II and WMAP7 for which we could not
apply method A since these are the highest resolution simulations we had access to. The
main limitation of method B arises from its assumption that the mean subhalo count is
self-similar between host haloes of different masses. As we found in §4.5, this conditions is
satisfied for substructures in DM only simulations, but will not be the case when adding
in baryons. The complex feedback processes needed for realistic modelling of galaxy for-
mation affect in disparate ways objects of different masses (eg. Sawala et al. 2013, and
references within). This breaks the self-similar behaviour of the satellite number with
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Abstract — We investigate the dependence on environment of the number of
substructures of Milky Way (MW)-mass haloes. We find that the subhalo count
depends on both large scale density and cosmic web environment. Haloes located
in the least dense regions or in cosmic walls systematically show 5% − 20% less
substructures than the overall population. The extent of the subhalo deficiency is
largest for massive subhaloes and decreases for smaller substructures. We find that
the main driver behind the variation of the subhalo count with environment is the
local density. Most of the trends with large scale density and wall environments
are due to significant overlaps between haloes in these environments and haloes
located in locally underdense regions. The presence of M31 as a MW companion
makes it unlikely for our galaxy to reside in a low density region, which suggest that
environmental effects do not affect substantially the substructure count around the
MW.
In preparation.
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5.1 Introduction
Recent studies have shown that halo mass is not the only variable influencing halo prop-
erties and that a halo’s local environment plays an important role too. Most of the halo
properties like concentration, spin, shape and formation redshift are found to vary with
environment (Gottlo¨ber et al. 2001; Sheth & Tormen 2004; Gao et al. 2005; Avila-Reese
et al. 2005; Harker et al. 2006; Wechsler et al. 2006; Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007a; Hahn
et al. 2007a,b; Bett et al. 2007; Gao & White 2007; Arago´n-Calvo 2007; Hahn 2009).
Within this context, it is essential to also asses if the number of substructures in
a halo depends on large scale environment. This is necessary in understanding what
influences the satellite count around central galaxies. And foremost, it plays an even
more crucial role given the importance of the Local Group (LG) satellite population
as an unique laboratory for near-field cosmology (Bullock et al. 2000; Benson et al.
2002; Klypin et al. 2002; Grebel 2005; Lovell et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2012). Therefore,
any systematic dependence with environment of the substructure number and satellite
properties will affect the conclusions of studies using the Milky Way (MW) and M31
galaxies as cosmological probes.
Previous results pointed out that the number of mergers that a halo experiences
during its evolution is dependent on environment (Gottlo¨ber et al. 2001; Maulbetsch
et al. 2007; Fakhouri & Ma 2010; Tillson et al. 2011). Haloes in higher density regions
can have up to a factor of two more mergers, both major and minor, than haloes located
in the lowest density regions (Fakhouri & Ma 2009). Since usually mergers result in
bound substructures, it also suggests that the number of subhaloes should depend on
environment. Faltenbacher (2010) found that on average haloes in denser environments
experience mergers at higher redshift than haloes in lower density regions. This tends
to counterbalance the higher merger rate in denser environments, such that MW-mass
haloes of ∼1012M mass have an equal subhalo count across environments (Faltenbacher
2010). Similarly, Wang et al. (2011) found that MW-mass haloes show little variation
in the bound substructure mass fraction as a function tidal field strength. This is in
contrast with the results of Croft et al. (2012) which suggest that ∼1012M mass haloes
in high density environments have up to ∼30% more substructures than haloes located
in low density regions.
The number of inconsistent results for MW-mass haloes is not limited to the above.
Ishiyama et al. (2008) found a smaller substructure count for haloes in low density regions
and far away from more massive neighbours, but these results could not be confirmed
using a larger halo sample (Ishiyama et al. 2009). Busha et al. (2011b) studied the
variation with local density of massive subhaloes and found a trend of increasing mean
subhalo number with density. Using the halo distribution, Gonzalez et al. (2013) charac-
terized the environment into LG-like and not LG-like to find that there is no significant
difference between the massive subhaloes in the two environments. The seemingly con-
tradictory results have many causes, from variations in sample size and the mass cut of
the subhaloes under consideration, to differences in how environments are defined.
Any systematic dependence on environment has important implications in under-
standing to what extent the large scale distribution of matter affects the number of MW
satellites and their properties. This is even more essential in the light of recent results
which suggest that the MW dwarf spheroidals live in low mass haloes (Pen˜arrubia et al.
2008; Strigari et al. 2008;  Lokas 2009; Walker et al. 2009; Wolf et al. 2010; Strigari et al.
2010; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011b, 2012). Those studies broadly agree that all the bright
dwarf spheroidal reside in haloes with maximum circular velocity Vmax < 30 km/s, and
that some of the satellites inhabit subhaloes as low as Vmax ∼ 12 km/s. This implies
that our galaxy contains at most three satellites with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s, since only the
two Magellanic Clouds and the Sagittarrius dwarf can potentially inhabit such massive
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haloes. Given that the Aquarius suite of simulations (Springel et al. 2008) predicts on
average eight subhaloes with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s around a MW-mass halo, the small number
of massive galactic satellites poses great challenges for our current understanding of low
mass galaxy formation (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011b, 2012). Wang et al. (2012) suggested
that a lower MW halo mass naturally predicts fewer large satellites, but this can poten-
tially conflict with the massive nature of the Magellanic Clouds which are rarely hosted
in 1012M and lower mass haloes (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011a). Within this context, it
is important to explore if the above tension between theoretical models and observations
can be downplayed or even eliminated by taking into account environmental effects.
In this work we study variations in the substructure count of MW-mass haloes with
large scale environment. At first, we investigate if the number of substructures depends
on local overdensity, since it is the most widely used method of defining the large scale
environment. In a second step, we study the dependence on the features of the cos-
mic web, as traced by the NEXUS+ algorithm (see §2; Cautun et al. 2013a, hereafter
CWJ13). The cosmic web components are sensitive to the anisotropies of the large scale
matter distribution and therefore offer a different probe of environment that incorpo-
rates additional information on top of the overdensity. This second part of our study
is motivated by observational and theoretical considerations which suggest that the LG
resides inside a planar distribution of matter that extends to Megaparsec scales (Tully
& Fisher 1988; Pasetto & Chiosi 2009; Aragon-Calvo et al. 2011a; Ibata et al. 2013).
Our study takes advantage of the scaling method presented in §4 with which we recover
the subhalo population statistics of a large sample of haloes down to substructures with
Vmax ∼ 15 km/s. This allows for a systematic study of environmental effects as a function
of subhalo mass over a large range of subhalo masses.
This study is organized as follows: in §5.2 we introduce the numerical simulations
and the halo samples that we use for our analysis; we continue with §5.3 describes the
two definitions of environment that we employ; §5.4 and §5.5 investigate the variation
of the subhalo count with density and cosmic web environment; we conclude with §5.6
which summarizes our findings.
5.2 Numerical simulations
In this study we make use of the high resolution dark matter (DM) only Millennium-
II simulation (MS-II; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009). MS-II employs 21603 particles to
resolves structure formation in a periodic box of 100 h−1Mpc on a side. Each DM
particle has a mass of mp = 6.89 × 106 h−1M which means that is resolves MW-sized
haloes (∼ 1012 h−1M) with ∼ 105 particles. This represents a good compromise between
studying a representative sample of MW-like haloes and resolving the most massive ∼ 10
substructures per host halo. The spatial resolution is given by the Plummer-equivalent
force softening  = 1 h−1kpc which was kept constant in comoving coordinates for the
entire evolution of the simulation. MS-II uses the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
(WMAP)-1 cosmogony (Spergel et al. 2003) with the following cosmological parameters:
Ωm = 0.23, ΩΛ = 0.75, h = 0.73, ns = 1 and σ8 = 0.9.
5.2.1 Halo finder
We perform the halo and subhalo identification procedure using the rockstar (Robust
Overdensity Calculation using K-Space Topologically Adaptive Refinement) phase-space
halo finder (Behroozi et al. 2013). rockstar starts by selecting potential haloes as
Friends-of-Friends (FOF) groups in position-space using a large linking length (b = 0.28).
This first step is restricted to position-space to optimize the use of computational re-
sources, while the analysis of each subsequent steps is done using the full 6D phase-space.
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Each FOF group from the first step is used to create a hierarchy of FOF phase-space
subgroups by progressively reducing the linking length. The phase-space subgroups are
selected using an adaptive phase-space linking length such that each successive subgroup
has 70% of the parent’s particles. rockstar uses the resulting subgroups as potential
halo and subhaloes centres and assigns particles to them based on their phase-space
proximity. Once all particles are assigned to haloes and subhaloes, an unbinding proce-
dure is used to keep only the gravitationally bound particles. The final halo centres are
computed using a small region around the phase-space density maximum associated to
each object.
The outer boundaries of the haloes are cut at the point where the enclosed overdensity
decreases below ∆ = 200 times the critical density ρc. Therefore the halo mass M200
and radius R200 correspond to a spherical overdensity of 200ρc. Using this definition for
the main halo boundaries we identify the satellite population as all the subhaloes within
a distance R200 from the host centre.
5.2.2 Sample selection
We limit our study to haloes that are similar in mass to the MW since we want to
investigate the effect of environment on the number of satellites around our own galaxy.
Our sample is composed of all the MS-II haloes in the mass interval 0.8− 3× 1012M,
which corresponds to the current range of MW mass estimates (Wilkinson & Evans 1999;
Battaglia et al. 2005; Dehnen et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2007; Li & White 2008; Xue et al.
2008; Gnedin et al. 2010; Guo et al. 2010). At the present redshift of z = 0, we find 3510
MW-mass haloes in the MS-II simulation.
5.2.3 Subhalo number statistics
The major challenge in studying the satellite populations of MW-mass haloes consists
in the large dynamical range that a simulation must achieve such that it resolves all the
massive substructures. One possibility in doing is to run very high resolution simulations
of MW-mass haloes (Diemand et al. 2008; Madau et al. 2008; Springel et al. 2008; Stadel
et al. 2009). While these simulation recover the substructures down to very low masses,
the number of such host haloes is very small. The limited sample size severely limits
the extent to which these haloes can be used to investigate the statistics of MW-mass
haloes. A different approach is to run cosmological volume simulations (Boylan-Kolchin
et al. 2009; Klypin et al. 2011). While these studies have a representative sample of MW-
mass haloes, due to coarse resolution, not all the subhaloes above a desired threshold are
resolved. For example, while MS-II captures all the substructures with Vmax ≥ 45 km/s,
it only finds a partial population of less massive subhaloes (see §4.3). To be able to
study if environmental effects play a systematic role in the number of satellites expected
around the MW, we need to recover the full population of substructures down to at least
Vmax = 30 km/s. In the following we summarize the procedure for accomplishing this,
which was first introduced in §4.





between the subhalo maximum velocity Vmax and the host virial velocity V200. We adopt
this convention since the maximum velocity represents a robust subhalo size measurement
that is independent on the subhalo boundary definition and on the halo identification
algorithm (for details see Onions et al 2012). Moreover, since Vmax depends only on
the central part of the object, it allows for a closer comparison with observations which
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Fig. 5.1: Illustrating the effects
of numerical resolution onto the
subhalo number found in simu-
lations. The graph show the
ratio N low−res(ν)/Nhigh−res(ν) be-
tween the mean subhalo count found
in a low and a high resolution sim-
ulation. A ratio of 1 corresponds to
recovering the full substructure num-
ber, while lower values indicate miss-























typically probe only the inner part of a halo, where the galaxy resides. Within this context
we asses the statistics of the number of subhaloes exceeding ν. The mean subhalo count
N(>ν) characterises the typical number of substructures that we expect to find in a
halo, while the dispersion σ(>ν) describes what is the halo-to-halo scatter present in a
population of host haloes.
The effects of finite resolution onto the subhalo count are illustrated in Fig. 6.1.
It compares the number of subhaloes of size ν found at two different resolutions, in
a low versus high resolution simulation of equal mass haloes. The low resolution case
recovers the massive substructures, but it only finds a partial population of subhaloes
below ν ≈ 0.4. While the exact ν value below which a given simulation misses subhaloes
depends on many parameters, especially on the number of particles used to resolve the
host halo, the qualitative behaviour shown in Fig. 6.1 holds for a wide range of halo
masses.
The subhalo population statistics, N(>ν) and σ(>ν), can be recovered up to three
times lower ν values by using the extrapolation method described in §4.3. The first
step of the procedure consists in quantifying how many substructures are missing at
each value of ν in a given sample of equal mass haloes. Once this is known, the method
adds the missing subhaloes using a probabilistic approach. Each new subhalo is randomly
assigned to one of the haloes in the sample. This procedure recovers the subhalo statistics,
but not the substructures of individual haloes. Following the use of the extrapolation
method, we can investigate the subhalo population statistics of MS-II haloes down to
Vmax ∼ 15 km/s.
To apply the above method we select samples composed of all the haloes within
a narrow mass range. When investigating the dependence of subhalo count on large
scale density, we further restrict the selection to haloes within a narrow density range.
Similarly, when studying the dependence of N(>ν) on cosmic web environment, we
select haloes according to both their mass and environment. For each mass range we
have cluster, filament, wall and void halo samples. We apply the extrapolation method to
each sample independently. This way we properly take into account the subhalo assembly
bias due to large scale density or cosmic web environment. We neglect additional effects
due to the variation of the subhalo count with host halo properties as concentration or
formation redshift (Gao et al. 2004; Zentner et al. 2005a; Gao et al. 2011) since these do
not affect the ability of the method to recover the correct subhalo statistics (see §4.3 for
details).
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5.3 Environment identification
There are several ways in literature of characterising the large scale environment via: local
overdensity (e.g. Lemson & Kauffmann 1999; Wang et al. 2007), halo bias parameter (e.g.
Sheth & Tormen 2004; Gao & White 2007), morphology of the density field (e.g. Arago´n-
Calvo et al. 2007b; Cautun et al. 2013a), eigenvalues of the tidal and velocity shear fields
(e.g. Hahn et al. 2007a; Wang et al. 2011; Hoffman et al. 2012), topology of the density
field (e.g. Sousbie et al. 2008a; Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2010a; Sousbie 2011) and the use of
the galaxy distribution (e.g. Stoica et al. 2005, 2007, 2010; Chazal et al. 2009). For the
first part of this study we adopt the local density as a measure of a halo’s environment
since this is the simplest and most widely used criterion. In a second part, we investigate
the extent to which the anisotropy of the matter distribution around a halo influences its
substructure count. For this we use that all the methods for environment characterisation
presented above, with the exception of the first two classes, are sensitive to asymmetries
in the density or velocity fields. Out of those methods, NEXUS+ (CWJ13) is selected
as a representative and used to identify the components of the cosmic web: clusters,
filaments, walls and voids.
5.3.1 Density as environment tracer
In a first step, we define the environment using the average matter overdensity in a sphere
of radius R centred on the host halo. We consider two smoothing radii, R = 1 h−1Mpc
and R = 5 h−1Mpc, to study to what extent the trends we find depend on local and
large scale environment. A radius of 1 h−1Mpc corresponds to non-linear scales and
probes the overdensity very close to the halo. The larger 5 h−1Mpc value represents the
transition from non-linear to linear scales and characterizes the distribution of matter on
larger cosmic distances. Our choice for multiple smoothing radii is motivated by previous
studies which found that the dependence of halo properties on environment is sensitive
to the choice of filter radius R (Lemson & Kauffmann 1999; Harker et al. 2006; Hahn
et al. 2009).
We are interested in probing the mass distribution around MW-mass haloes, but
computing the mean density in a sphere of radius R brings contributions from the halo
itself, not only from the matter around the halo. This results in a biased density estimate
since more massive haloes have higher densities than less massive ones, even if the mass
distribution around both haloes is identical. To mitigate this effect we follow Fakhouri &
Ma (2009) and exclude the central halo mass from the density estimate. Now, the mean





where M200 is the mass of the central halo and MR is the total mass inside the sphere
of radius R and volume VR. The overdensity δR is expressed in terms of the average
background density ρ, with 1 + δ = ρ/ρ. For the remaining of this paper, we use the
symbols δ1 and δ5 to denoted the overdensity in a sphere of radius R = 1 h
−1Mpc and
R = 5 h−1Mpc respectively.
5.3.2 Cosmic web detection
The cosmic web represents the large scale pattern seen in the distribution of matter
and galaxies on Megaparsec scales (Zel’dovich 1970; Zeldovich et al. 1982; Bond et al.
1996). Its features are especially sensitive to the anisotropy of the matter distribution
since the cosmic web characterises the aggregation of matter into planar, filamentary
and spherical structures. We use the NEXUS+ algorithm (see §2; CWJ13) for the
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Fig. 5.2: The density and cosmic web
environments in a 10 h−1Mpc slice of
MS-II centred on the most massive halo.
The upper panel gives a 2D projection
of the overdensity with the right hand
side giving the colour scale used to de-
pict the different values of 1 + δ. The
central frame shows the filamentary en-
vironments while the lower panel depicts
the walls in orange superimposed on top
of the filaments in blue.
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morphological segmentation of the cosmic web into its distinct components: clusters,
filaments, walls and voids. We choose the NEXUS+ method due to its multi-scale and
hierarchical character, which has the advantage of detecting all the cosmic structures,
either prominent or tenuous, without preference for a certain size or shape.
Before identifying the cosmic web, we construct the density field from the distribu-
tion of DM particles using the Delaunay Tessellation Field Estimator (Schaap & van de
Weygaert 2000; Cautun & van de Weygaert 2011) method. We make use of the DTFE
method since it does not depend on user defined parameters and it preserves the multi-
scale character and geometry of the DM particle distribution. These features are crucial
ingredients for the detection of the anisotropic components of the cosmic web such as
filaments and walls (see §2).
The NEXUS+ algorithm, which is an improvement of the Multiscale Morphology
Filter introduced by Arago´n-Calvo et al. (2007b), uses the Hessian eigenvalues of the
smoothed density field to identify the large scale environments. Computing the Hessian
eigenvalues for different smoothing scales and combining the individual results gives rise
to a scale independent method. The NEXUS+ algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1. Applying the Log-Gaussian filter of width Rn to the density field.
2. Computing the Hessian matrix eigenvalues for the filtered density field.
3. Assigning to each point a cluster, filament and wall signature using the Hessian
eigenvalues computed in the previous step. The environment signature is defined
on the basis of the morphological characteristics associated to clusters, filaments
and walls.
4. Repeating steps (i) to (iii) over a range of smoothing scales (R0, R1, ..., RN ). The
result of this step is a set of environmental signatures for each scale. For this
analysis we filter from R0 = 0.5 h
−1Mpc to RN = 4 h−1Mpc using Rn = R02n/2.
5. Combining the morphological signature over all scales to obtain a scale independent
cluster, filament and wall signature.
6. Using physical criteria to determine the detection threshold corresponding to valid
environments.
For more details about the method and comparison with other cosmic web detection
algorithms see CWJ13.
Fig. 5.2 shows the cosmic web environments as traced in a 10 h−1Mpc slice through
the MS-II simulation. NEXUS+ identifies a rich set of large scale structures, with
prominent filaments extending between massive clusters that serve as the backbone of
the cosmic web. These thick filaments branch out into thinner filaments that slowly
disappear into lower density regions. The filaments are embedded within large walls,
which are planar structures of tens of megaparsec in size. These cosmic sheets serve as
the boundaries of cosmic voids, which are large underdense regions.
5.4 Dependence on local density
In this section we explore possible correlations between the mean density at the halo
position and the number of substructures contained in the halo. The goal is to probe
what is the main driver behind any environmental effects, the local or the large scale
density. Moreover, we also investigate if environmental trends are a significant driver
behind the large halo-to-halo scatter present in the number of subhaloes.
MW-mass haloes occupy a vast range of densities, as can be seen in Fig. 5.3. The
haloes extend over more than two orders of magnitude in density, with a distribution
that shows a clear peak with a sharp drop-off at lower densities and a shallower tail at
higher densities. Given these results, we find of particular interest to further characterise
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Fig. 5.3: The histogram of MW-mass host haloes as a function of the smoothed density at
1 h−1Mpc (top panel) and 5 h−1Mpc (lower panel). The solid line show the histogram for the
full sample of MW-mass hosts. The dotted line shows the MW-like candidates that have a
M31-like neighbour within a distance of (750±250) kpc (see text for detailed selection criteria).
The vertical dashed and dotted grey lines show the 10% and 90% percentile of the distribution.
the cosmic density values found at the location of our own galaxy. We use the presence of
the MW massive neighbour M31 to select for candidates that match the MW-M31 pair.
We identify all the systems with MW-mass haloes that have a neighbour 1 − 3 times
more massive within a distance of 500 − 1000 kpc. This is in agreement with current
measurements which suggest that M31 is at a distance of ∼750 kpc from us (McConnachie
et al. 2005; Ribas et al. 2005) and that it has a similar mass to our galactic halo (Baiesi
Pillastrini 2009; van der Marel et al. 2012). Additionally, we require that there is no halo
more massive than M31 within a distance of 2.5 Mpc in agreement with observational
constraints (Karachentsev et al. 2004). The cosmic density at the location of these MW-
M31 pairs is shown in Fig. 5.3 with a dotted curve. We find that their typical density has
a broad set of values, but that on a 1 h−1Mpc scale it tends to avoid the lowest density
regions, with all MW-M31 pairs above 1 + δ1 = 7.
To study any subhalo number trend with density we split the MW-mass halo pop-
ulation into 10 equal number subsamples according to the host halo density. Fig. 5.4
shows the mean subhalo count in each resulting bin compared to the whole population
of MW-like haloes. The left panel show the dependence on δ1, while the right frame
shows the variation with δ5. Focusing on the former case, we find that the 10% of haloes
located in the least dense regions show fewer substructures than the overall population.
This effect rapidly vanishes as we analyse MW-mass hosts at higher density, since already
above 1 + δ1>∼ 4 we find no variation of the mean subhalo count with δ1. There are some
hints that haloes located in the most dense regions show an opposite dependence, with
MW-mass hosts in higher density regions having fewer substructures than their counter-
parts at δ1 ∼ 10. But if true, such a variation is too small to be quantified by our study
given the limited number of MW-mass haloes we found in our simulation. The variation
of the subhalo count with δ5 shows a similar behaviour, with haloes located at low δ5
values having fewer substructures than the whole population.
Fig. 5.4 shows two more interesting observations. First, the trend of the subhalo
count with density is to a large extent independent on subhalo size ν, though it seems to
become less pronounced for lower values of ν. And secondly, the subhalo count depends
more strongly on the small scale density δ1 than on the large scale density field. This is
clearly seen by comparing the two panels of the figure, with haloes selected to reside in
the least dense δ1 regions showing a greater lack of substructures than haloes found at


























Fig. 5.4: The mean subhalo number as a function of the host halo density smoothed on
1 h−1Mpc (left panel) and 5 h−1Mpc (right panel). We give the ratio between the mean subhalo
number in the selection N subsample(>ν) and that for the whole population N total(>ν). We show
results for three velocity ratios: ν = 0.3 (circles), ν = 0.2 (triangles) and ν = 0.1 (squares).
The horizontal error bars show the extent of each density bin. The density bins were selected
by splitting the population of MW-mass haloes into 10 subsamples according to their δ1 and δ5
values.
the lowest δ5 values.
The above results confirm the previous findings of Croft et al. (2012). For the case of
1012M haloes, they showed that the number of substructures shows a positive correlation
with the density at the halo position, with haloes at higher density having more subhaloes.
Croft et al. (2012) found that the subhalo count increases rapidly at small density values
and that it levels off for haloes located in the most dense regions. Moreover, this trend
is more prominent when selecting hosts according to their density smoothed at a smaller
cosmic scale. This is in very good agreement with our conclusions.
In Fig. 5.5 we study in more detail the extent of the environmental dependence
on subhalo velocity ratio ν, which is a proxy for substructure mass. We focus our
investigation to the 10% of haloes in the least dense regions since they show the largest




















ν = Vmax / V200
10% of haloes in the least dense δ5 regions
10% of haloes in the least dense δ1 regions
Fig. 5.5: The mean subhalo count
N(>ν) as a function of velocity ra-
tio ν for the 10% of haloes located
in the lowest density regions. The
two halo subsamples were selected
using the density in a sphere of
1 h−1Mpc (solid line with circles)
and 5 h−1Mpc (dashed line with tri-
angles). For clarity we give the ratio
between the mean subhalo number
in the selection N subsample(>ν) and
that for the full MW-mass halo pop-
ulation N total(>ν).
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Fig. 5.6: The mean subhalo count
N(>ν) as a function of velocity ratio
ν for three MW-mass halo subsam-
ples. The first subsample (circular
symbols) contains the haloes residing
in both low δ1 and δ5 regions. The
second group (triangle symbols) con-
sists of haloes found at low δ1 values,
but not at low δ5 values. The third
subsample (square symbols) repre-
sents haloes found in low δ5 regions,
but not at low δ1 values. The low δ1
regions are those with 1 + δ1 < 3,
while the low δ5 regions are those
with 1 + δ5 < 0.6. These criteria de-
limit the 10% of haloes in the least






















ν = Vmax / V200
haloes located in both low δ1 and low δ5 regions
haloes located in low δ1 regions, but outside low δ5 regions
haloes located in low δ5 regions, but outside low δ1 regions
with substructure size, since haloes in low δ1 regions have up to 20% fewer subhaloes
with ν = 0.5, but only 10% fewer substructures with ν = 0.1. A similar dependence on
ν can be seen when selecting the haloes found in the least dense δ5 regions.
Given that the subhalo count shows a trend with both the δ1 and δ5 densities, it
is interesting to explore which quantity is the main driver behind this dependence. To
do so, we take the 10% of haloes in the least dense δ1 regions and we split them into
two groups, depending if they lie at low δ5 values or not. The substructure count for
the two resulting subsamples is shown in Fig. 5.6. There is no significant difference in
the subhalo count between the two subsamples which implies that the local density δ1
is the principal driver behind the environmental trend, and not the large scale density
δ5. Therefore, most of the variation of the substructure number with δ5 is due to the
fact that a significant fraction of haloes with low δ5 values also reside in underdense δ1
regions.
The dependence of the subhalo number on δ1 raises questions if the local density
is an important driver for the large halo-to-halo scatter present in the subhalo count.
Before proceeding further, we need to realise that the scatter in the subhalo number is
proportional to N
1/2
(>ν) (see §4.4.2 for details). This means that samples of haloes
with a lower mean subhalo count also have a smaller scatter simply because they have







This quantity is independent on N(>ν) and therefore we can use it to compare the scatter
in samples with a different mean subhalo count. To investigate the role of environmental
effects, we split the population of MW-mass hosts into three groups according to the
density at the halo position. Each subsample comprises the 10% of haloes with the
lowest, median and highest δ1 density values
1.
A comparison between the three selected groups is shown in Fig. 5.7 as the ratio
1We select the subsamples using the δ1 values since this is the main driver behind the environmental
trends that we observe. The relation between Γ(>ν) and environment does not change when using the
δ5 field instead of the δ1 one.






















ν = Vmax / V200
highest 10%
median 10%
lowest 10% Fig. 5.7: The specific subhalo scat-
ter Γ(>ν) as a function of veloc-
ity ratio ν. MW-mass haloes are
split according to the density in a
1 h−1Mpc sphere centred on the po-
sition of the halo. The three subsam-
ples contain the 10% of haloes found
to have the lowest, median and the
highest density values. The graph
shows the ratio between the specific
scatter in the given ten percentile
and that for the full MW-mass halo
population.
between the specific scatter for the subsample and that for the full population of MW-
mass haloes. We find that the subhalo number scatter for haloes found at median and
lowest density values is not significantly different from that of the entire population. The
10% of haloes in the highest density regions do show a larger scatter, but not substantially
larger than the result for the full sample of MW-mass haloes. In fact, this subsample is
the only one which shows a considerable different value from Γtotal(>ν) and we elaborate
on it later on. The results of Fig. 5.7 imply that environment cannot be a major source
of dispersion in the subhalo number. Our conclusions add to the previous results of
Gao et al. (2011) which also found that halo properties like concentration or formation
redshift are not the main sources of subhalo scatter, even though the mean subhalo count
depends on these halo characteristics (Gao et al. 2004; Zentner et al. 2005a; Gao et al.
2011).
Fig. 5.7 shows that the variance in the substructure count of haloes found at the
highest density values is larger than for hosts at other densities. We suspect this is due
to a combination of two factors. First, these very dense regions are typically dominated by
massive haloes that can influence the smaller MW-mass objects by decreasing accretion
and even by removing loosely bound substructures (e.g. Ghigna et al. 1998). Therefore,
MW-mass haloes that resided for a long time in such environments are expected to
have fewer substructures. Secondly, there are other MW-mass haloes that only recently
entered these environments and which have a typical population of subhaloes. The
variation in the substructure count between the two extreme cases creates a larger halo-
to-halo scatter in these very dense regions. This agrees with previous studies which found
a slightly larger scatter in halo properties like concentration and spin for objects in higher
density regions (e.g. Avila-Reese et al. 2005; Maccio` et al. 2007).
To summarize, we find that there is a trend in the subhalo number with local density
that is significant for MW-mass objects found in the least dense regions. Given that
MW-M31 pairs avoid these regions (see Fig. 5.3), we do not expect that the local density
around the MW to play an important role in systematically influencing the subhalo
number of our own galactic halo.
5.5 Dependence on cosmic web environment
The components of the cosmic web, clusters, filaments, walls and voids, represent a
different approach of characterising large scale environment than simply using density
values. The cosmic web structures are determined according to the morphology of the
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Fig. 5.8: The histogram of MW-mass host haloes as a function of the smoothed density at
1 h−1Mpc (top panel) and 5 h−1Mpc (lower panel). The results are segmented according to the
cosmic web environment in which the MW-mass haloes are found. The overall population is
shown with a solid line. The MW-mass hosts residing in cluster, filament and wall environments
are shown with dashed-dotted, dashed and dotted lines. The MW-mass haloes found in void
regions are not shown due to their small number, with less than 10 such objects found in voids.
The vertical dashed and dotted grey lines show the 10% and 90% percentile of the distribution.
density field and therefore allows us to investigate how the number of substructures
depends on the anisotropy of the matter distribution around the host halo.
By segmenting the MW-mass haloes according to the cosmic web component in which
they reside, we find that the 90% majority of these haloes are located in filaments while
most of the remaining 10% are found in cosmic walls. The other two environments,
clusters and voids, have only an insignificant fraction (∼1%) of MW-mass hosts. This,
combined with the small MS-II volume, results in finding only a small number of MS-II
haloes in these two environments which does not allow for a systematic study of these
halo populations.
Given that we use two different ways of characterising large scale environment, density
values versus cosmic web components, it is relevant to investigate the overlap between
the two different approaches. To do so, we show in Fig. 5.8 the density associated to
MW-mass haloes found in each cosmic web environment. The MW-mass hosts found
in cluster regions correspond to the haloes with the largest δ1 density and also large δ5
values. In contrast, MW-mass hosts residing in walls are preferentially found in lower
density regions, though there is a long tail at higher density values. Filament haloes,
which make most of the population, are preferentially found at intermediate density
values.
Fig. 5.8 also shows that while there is a close correspondence between cosmic web
environments and the δ1 field, this relationship is weaker when comparing to the density
field smoothed on the larger 5 h−1Mpc scale. While MW-mass haloes found in clusters
and walls tend to be located in dense and respectively underdense regions, this is only a
very loose connection that cannot be used in reverse. For example, of the 10% of haloes
located in the least dense regions, the majority of them are found in filaments and not
in walls. The correspondence between cosmic web components and δ1 values it is an
intriguing one, given that the cosmic web identification algorithm is mainly sensitive to
density anisotropies (see §5.3). The relationship between asymmetries, as defined by the
deformation tensor, and the density field has been investigated by Pogosyan et al. (1998)
to find that spherical- and elongated-like distributions, i.e. cluster and filaments, are
preferentially found in overdense regions. In contrast, walls are predominantly found at





















ν = Vmax / V200
walls
filaments
Fig. 5.9: The mean number of sub-
haloes N(>ν) as a function of veloc-
ity ratio ν split according to the cos-
mic web environment in which the
host resides. The results shown here
are normalized to the average num-
ber of substructures Ntotal(>ν) for
the full population to clearly show
the difference between environments.
Due to the small number of haloes
found in cluster and void regions, we
do not plot the N(>ν) for these en-
vironments.
lower densities. This naturally explains the correlation between cosmic web components
and density values that is seen in Fig. 5.8.
Out of the 86 MW-M31 candidate pairs that we found in MS-II, 5 (6%) of them reside
in walls while the rest are located in filaments. It suggests that there is a reasonable
chance for our galaxy to be located inside a cosmic wall, though typically most of the
MW-M31 pairs are found in filaments. In contrast, there are very small chances of finding
a LG like system inside void or cluster regions.
The variation of the substructure number with cosmic web environment is illustrated
in Fig. 5.9 where we show the mean subhalo count for wall and filament environments. It
shows that wall haloes have a significantly smaller number of substructures. They have
from ∼20% fewer massive subhaloes down to 5% less substructures with ν = 0.1. In
contrast, haloes found in filaments have slightly higher subhalo counts when compared
to the full population of MW-mass haloes.
Given that there is a significant overlap between haloes residing in walls and in the
least dense regions, we investigate in more details which of the two is the main agent
behind the subhalo count variation with environment. Similarly to before, we take the
10% of haloes located in the lowest δ1 regions and further split the subsample into two,
depending if they lie in a sheet environment or not. The mean subhalo count for the
two resulting groups is shown in Fig. 5.10. Given the large error bars, the results are
consistent with the density being the main driver behind the environmental trend in
substructure number, though we do see a small systematic signal hinting that maybe the
degree of anisotropy of the matter distribution plays a role too. If present, the dependence
on density anisotropy is limited to massive substructures (ν ≥ 0.3). It suggests that a
rigorous study of this issue can be done in a larger volume simulation, using more massive
particle tracers than in MS-II. Overall, this would need similar computational resources
as for the MS-II simulation.
Another way to test the effects of the matter anisotropy onto the subhalo count is
to analyse this same trend for lower mass haloes. We find that the substructure number
of haloes with M < 8 × 1011M is independent on the cosmic web environment, with
the exception of haloes located in voids that do show a slight deviation from the overall
population. It suggest that any systematic variation of N(>ν) with the cosmic web
environment is limited to the most massive haloes found in wall regions, which are the
MW-mass haloes.
This finding, that wall haloes have a smaller number of substructures, can potentially
affect our expectations for the MW satellite population if our galaxy is located inside a
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Fig. 5.10: The mean subhalo count
N(>ν) as a function of velocity ra-
tio ν for three subhalo samples. The
first subsample (circles) contains the
haloes residing in both low δ1 re-
gions and cosmic walls. The second
group (triangles) consists of haloes
found at low δ1 values, but not in
cosmic walls. The third subsample
(squares) represents haloes located
in cosmic wall, but not at low δ1 val-
ues. The low δ1 regions are those
with 1 + δ1 < 3 and contain the 10%























ν = Vmax / V200
haloes located in both low density regions and cosmic walls
haloes located in low density regions, but outside cosmic walls
haloes located in cosmic walls, but outside low density regions
wall, as suggested by some studies (Tully & Fisher 1988; Pasetto & Chiosi 2009; Aragon-
Calvo et al. 2011a). We leave the full implications of this find for §6, where we explore
its ramification in a wider setting. But, in short, the presence of the MW inside a wall
would slightly ease the tensions between models and observations when it comes to the
number of massive satellites, but only to a small extent. Therefore, the dependence of
the substructure count on environment does not seem to offer a solution to the missing
massive satellite problem pointed out in Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2011b, 2012).
While the density anisotropy does not play a major role in determining the number of
substructures, it can have a large influence on the spatial distribution of subhaloes. This
is the case since it determines a preferred direction, a line for filaments and a plane for
walls, along which the mass accretion of the halo takes place. Most of the subhaloes fall
along the same direction, which implies that these substructures keep at least a partial
memory of their incoming paths (Kang et al. 2005; Zentner et al. 2005b; Libeskind et al.
2005). Within this context, it is crucial to asses the impact of the large scale structure in
which the host is embedded upon the satellite configuration at the present time. This is
even more so given that the MW bright satellites and the majority of the M31 ones are
distributed in thin planes (Lynden-Bell 1976; Kunkel 1979; Lynden-Bell 1982; Ibata et al.
2013). We postpone the exploration of this topic to future work, given that the subhalo
count extrapolation method that we used for this work it is not suitable for studying the
spatial distribution of substructures.
5.6 Conclusion
Given the importance of our galaxy and its satellites as local cosmological probes, we
have investigated the variation with environment of the substructure count in MW-
mass haloes. Using the subhalo statistics extrapolation method introduced in §4, we
investigated the environment dependence for subhaloes over a wide range of masses,
down to substructures with a maximum circular velocity of Vmax>∼ 15 km/s.
In a first step, we analysed the dependence as a function of cosmic density. We found
a significant variation of the subhalo number with the density field, with haloes in the
most underdense regions having considerably fewer substructures. The subhalo count
increases rapidly with density for the ∼30% of MW-mass haloes located at the lowest
density values, after which it levels off. This qualitative dependence is seen both when
smoothing the density field on a 1 h−1Mpc and 5 h−1Mpc scale, though it is weaker in
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the second case. These conclusions agree well with the previous findings of Croft et al.
(2012).
Using the 10% of haloes in the least dense regions, we found that the extent of the
environmental effects depends on subhalo mass. The variation with density is largest for
massive substructures, with 20% fewer subhaloes at a velocity ratio of ν = 0.5. This effect
decreases to half when studying smaller substructures with ν = 0.1. We also showed that
the main driver behind the environmental dependence is the local density, and not the
large scale one. Most of the variation with large scale density is due to the considerable
fraction of haloes that lie in low density regions when looking at both small and large
scales.
In a second part, we investigated the dependence of the subhalo number on the cosmic
web components. The 90% majority of MW-mass haloes are found in filaments, with the
remaining 10% mostly located in wall environments. The wall haloes show substantially
fewer substructures, from 20% fewer subhaloes at ν = 0.5 down to 5% fewer at ν = 0.1.
In contrast, the MW-mass haloes residing in filaments shows a slightly higher subhalo
count. Given the large overlap between wall and lower density haloes, we analysed the
extent to which the environmental dependence is due to the anisotropy in the matter
distribution. While it is clear that the density values are the main driver behind the
variation with environment, is may also happen that the density asymmetry plays a
smaller role for massive substructures. This remains to be further verified using a larger
sample of MW-mass haloes.
We used the presence of the MW neighbour, M31, to select for candidate systems that
match the MW-M31 mass and distance. Such systems preferentially lie within higher
density regions, which suggest that the satellite population of our galaxy is unaffected
by the variation of the subhalo count with density seen for the most underdense regions.
We also found that ∼6% of Local Group (LG) candidates reside in walls with the rest
found in filaments. The presence of the LG inside a cosmic sheet, as suggested by other
studies (Tully & Fisher 1988; Pasetto & Chiosi 2009; Aragon-Calvo et al. 2011a), can
have important consequences for the spatial distribution of satellites around the MW
and M31. It remains to be seen if this aspect of the large scale matter distribution can
offer a solution to the seemingly puzzling results of Kroupa et al. (2005) and Ibata et al.
(2013), that the MW bright satellites and a majority of the M31 ones are found in a very
thin plane.
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Abstract — We use the maximum circular velocity Vmax distribution to inves-
tigate the probability of finding a similar substructure population to the Milky Way
(MW) one. We make use of recent studies which suggest that the two Magellanic
Clouds have Vmax ≥ 60 km/s and that the MW has at most three satellites with
Vmax ≥ 30 km/s. We find that only ∼1% of haloes have substructures similar to
the MW ones, which suggests that the MW satellites are very atypical of a ΛCDM
cosmology. Our analysis also returns that the MW halo mass is likely ∼8×1011M,
with a 5 × 1011M uncertainty around this estimate. This suggests a less massive
MW halo, which is at the low-mass end of previous estimates. Variations in the
parameters used for this study do not change significantly the probability of finding
MW-like substructures, but can affect the likely mass estimate of the MW.
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6.1 Introduction
Due to their proximity, the Milky Way (MW) and its satellite galaxies offer an unparal-
leled data set for testing cosmology at small, galactic scales. For example, resolving the
stellar content of the dwarf spheroidals allows for tests of galaxy formation and evolution
(Grebel 2005) and the detection of satellites three orders of magnitude fainter than in
external galaxies (e.g. Belokurov et al. 2007) enables the study of very low luminosity
galaxies. Given that the MW satellites plays such a prominent role in understanding
the galaxy formation and evolution processes that dominate the faint-end of the galaxy
luminosity function, it is of utmost importance to investigate how representative the MW
substructures are of a ΛCDM universe.
Due to the weak gravitational potential wells of our galaxy satellites, these objects are
likely dominated by different astrophysical processes than more massive, bright galaxies.
This is manifested in the well-known “missing satellites problem”, first pointed out by
Klypin et al. (1999) and Moore et al. (1999). It underlines the discrepancy between
numerical simulations of MW-mass objects which predict a much higher number of small
mass satellites than are actually observed around the MW. This problem is readily solved
by invoking known galaxy formation processes that decrease or even suppress star for-
mation in these small mass objects (Bullock et al. 2000; Benson et al. 2002; Somerville
2002).
Another aspect of the missing satellites problem deals with the circular velocity dis-
tribution of our MW satellites. Using stellar kinematics data, previous studies broadly
agree that all the bright MW dwarf spheroidal galaxies (LV > 10
5L) reside in haloes
with maximum circular velocity Vmax < 30 km/s (Pen˜arrubia et al. 2008; Strigari et al.
2008;  Lokas 2009; Walker et al. 2009; Wolf et al. 2010; Strigari et al. 2010). Moreover,
the recent results of Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2012) suggest an even lower maximum ve-
locity threshold, with no dwarf spheroidal galaxy above Vmax = 25 km/s. This means
that only the two Magellanic Clouds (MCs) and the Sagittarrius dwarf can in principle
inhabit substructures with a larger maximum velocity.
The finding that the MW contains only three massive satellites with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s
creates potential tensions with our current understanding of galaxy formation and evo-
lution within ΛCDM. On the basis of the Aquarius project data (Springel et al. 2008),
Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2011b, 2012) argued that simulations predict on average eight
subhaloes that have a too large Vmax value to be compatible with the data for the bright
MW dwarf spheroidals. One possible explanation is that a fraction of those massive
satellites are dark and therefore are not seen in observations. This raises questions about
how can such massive substructures be devoid of stars when less massive objects are
not. Solving such a puzzle would imply important changes to our understanding of how
galaxies populate low mass haloes or even to the ΛCDM paradigm.
Another possible solution was put forward by Wang et al. (2012, hereafter Wang12).
Using the invariance of the scaled subhalo velocity function with host halo mass (see e.g.
Moore et al. 1999; Kravtsov et al. 2004; Zheng et al. 2005; Springel et al. 2008; Weinberg
et al. 2008), Wang12 studied subhalo number statistics over a large dynamical range
using a representative sample of MW-mass haloes. By computing the probability that
a halo contains three or less satellites with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s, they found that instead of
ruling out ΛCDM, the small number of massive satellites in our galaxy point towards an
upper limit for the mass of the MW halo. The Wang12 results suggest a MW mass of
<∼ 1 × 1012M, which is on the lower range of commonly though values. In a different
study, Vera-Ciro et al. (2013) analysed the inner structure of the MW dwarf spheroidal
satellites to find that they obtain good agreements with observations if the MW mass is
∼0.8× 1012M.
A lower mass for the MW halo can potentially have a large impact on the chance
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of finding the two MCs, given their massive nature. Recent Hubble Space Telescope
measurements found for the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds a maximum circular
velocity of (76± 8) km/s and (60± 5) km/s respectively (Kallivayalil et al. 2013), which
broadly agree with previous HI and stellar kinematics observations (e.g. van der Marel
et al. 2002; Stanimirovic´ et al. 2004; Harris & Zaritsky 2006; Olsen & Massey 2007).
Previous investigations found that MCs-like substructures are common for more massive
haloes (2 − 3 × 1012M) but that they are rare for a MW mass of <∼ 1 × 1012M
(Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011a; Busha et al. 2011a,b; Gonzalez et al. 2013). Similar results
were found when considering galaxy redshift survey data (e.g. SDSS York et al. 2000),
with studies pointing out that galaxies with similar luminosities to the MW have ∼4%
probability of hosting two MCs-like satellites (Liu et al. 2011; Guo et al. 2011; Lares
et al. 2011). Moreover, taking into account both mass and orbital data for the two MCs
suggests a MW mass of ∼1.2 × 1012M (Busha et al. 2011a; Gonzalez et al. 2013) or
even >∼ 2× 1012M (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011a).
In this work, we analyse if the massive satellite population of the MW is compatible
with a ΛCDM universe. Our galaxy having two subhaloes with Vmax ≥ 60 km/s and only
at most three satellites with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s poses challenges to our current understand-
ing of structure formation. The potential conflict arises because massive substructures
as the two MCs are typically found in massive haloes, while the presence of three or less
MW satellites with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s supports a lower MW mass. Therefore, it is non
trivial if such a population of substructures exists and especially how common it is. In
doing so we make use of a large and representative sample of haloes for which we recover
the subhalo number statistics down to Vmax ∼ 15 km/s. This is made possible by the
use of the subhalo statistics extrapolation method presented in 4.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in §6.2 we give a description
of the numerical data and of the method we employ to increase the dynamical range
for which we recover the subhalo count statistics; §6.3 gives the probability of finding
MW-like subhaloes as a function of halo mass; we continue with §6.4 which discusses




In this study we make use of the high resolution dark matter (DM) only Millennium-
II simulation (MS-II; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009). MS-II employs 21603 particles to
resolves structure formation in a periodic box of 100 h−1Mpc on a side. Each DM
particle has a mass of mp = 6.89 × 106 h−1M which means that is resolves MW-sized
haloes (∼ 1012 h−1M) with ∼ 105 particles. This represents a good compromise between
studying a representative sample of MW-like haloes and resolving the most massive ∼ 10
substructures per host halo. The spatial resolution is given by the Plummer-equivalent
force softening  = 1 h−1kpc which was kept constant in comoving coordinates for the
entire evolution of the simulation. MS-II uses the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
(WMAP)-1 cosmogony (Spergel et al. 2003) with the following cosmological parameters:
Ωm = 0.23, ΩΛ = 0.75, h = 0.73, ns = 1 and σ8 = 0.9.
6.2.2 Halo finder
We perform the halo and subhalo identification procedure using the rockstar (Robust
Overdensity Calculation using K-Space Topologically Adaptive Refinement) phase-space
halo finder (Behroozi et al. 2013). rockstar starts by selecting potential haloes as
Friends-of-Friends (FOF) groups in position-space using a large linking length (b = 0.28).
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This first step is restricted to position-space to optimize the use of computational re-
sources, while the analysis of each subsequent steps is done using the full 6D phase-space.
Each FOF group from the first step is used to create a hierarchy of FOF phase-space
subgroups by progressively reducing the linking length. The phase-space subgroups are
selected using an adaptive phase-space linking length such that each successive subgroup
has 70% of the parent’s particles. rockstar uses the resulting subgroups as potential
halo and subhaloes centres and assigns particles to them based on their phase-space
proximity. Once all particles are assigned to haloes and subhaloes, an unbinding proce-
dure is used to keep only the gravitationally bound particles. The final halo centres are
computed using a small region around the phase-space density maximum associated to
each object.
The outer boundaries of the haloes are cut at the point where the enclosed overdensity
decreases below ∆ = 200 times the critical density ρc. Therefore the halo mass M200
and radius R200 correspond to a spherical overdensity of 200ρc. Using this definition for
the main halo boundaries we identify the satellite population as all the subhaloes within
a distance R200 from the host centre.
6.2.3 Subhalo number statistics
The major challenge in studying the MW massive substructures consists in the large
dynamical range that a simulation must achieve such that it resolves all the subhaloes
above a certain threshold (Vmax ≥ 30 km/s for our case). One possibility is to run
very high resolution simulations of MW-mass haloes (e.g. Diemand et al. 2008; Madau
et al. 2008; Springel et al. 2008; Stadel et al. 2009). While these simulation recover
the substructures down to very low masses, the number of host haloes is very small.
The limited sample size severely limits the extent to which they can be used to study
how common the MW satellite systems are. A different approach is to run cosmological
volume simulations (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009; Klypin et al. 2011). While these studies
have a representative sample of MW-mass haloes, due to coarse resolution, not all the
subhaloes above the desired mass threshold are resolved. For example, while MS-II
captures all the substructures with Vmax ≥ 45 km/s, it only finds a partial population of
less massive subhaloes (see §4.3). Therefore, to be able to use MS-II for our analysis we
need to recover the full population of substructures down to at least Vmax = 30 km/s.
In the following we summarize the procedure for accomplishing this, which was first
introduced in §4.





between the subhalo maximum velocity Vmax and the host virial velocity V200. We adopt
this convention since the maximum velocity represents a robust subhalo size measurement
that is independent on the subhalo boundary definition and on the halo identification
algorithm (for details see Onions et al 2012). Moreover, since Vmax depends only on
the central part of the object, it allows for a closer comparison with observations which
typically probe only the inner part of a halo, where the galaxy resides. Within this context
we asses the statistics of the number of subhaloes exceeding ν. The mean subhalo count
N(>ν) characterises the typical number of substructures that we expect to find in a
halo, while the dispersion σ(>ν) describes what is the halo-to-halo scatter present in a
population of host haloes.
The effects of finite resolution onto the subhalo count are illustrated in Fig. 6.1.
It compares the number of subhaloes of size ν found at two different resolutions, in
a low versus high resolution simulation of equal mass haloes. The low resolution case
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Fig. 6.1: Illustrating the impact
of numerical resolution onto the
subhalo number found in simu-
lations. The graph show the
ratio N low−res(ν)/Nhigh−res(ν) be-
tween the mean subhalo count found
in a low and a high resolution sim-
ulation. A ratio of 1 corresponds to
recovering the full substructure num-
ber, while lower values indicate miss-























recovers the massive substructures, but it only finds a partial population of subhaloes
below ν ≈ 0.4. While the exact ν value below which a given simulation misses subhaloes
depends on many parameters, especially on the number of particles used to resolve the
host halo, the qualitative behaviour shown in Fig. 6.1 holds for a wide range of halo
masses.
The subhalo population statistics, N(>ν) and σ(>ν), can be recovered up to three
times lower ν values by using the extrapolation method described in §4.3. The first step
of the procedure consists in quantifying how many substructures are missing at each value
of ν in a given sample of equal mass haloes. Once this is known, the method adds the
missing subhaloes using a probabilistic approach. Each new subhalo is randomly assigned
to one of the haloes in the sample. This procedure recovers the subhalo statistics, but
not the substructures of individual haloes.
In §4 we studied the subhalo number statistics down to substructures with Vmax ∼
15 km/s, by applying the extrapolation method to the MS-II data. Below we summarise
some of the findings of §4 that are of importance for this study. In §4 we found that the
probability distribution function (PDF) for the number of subhaloes exceeding ν is well
modelled by a negative binomial distribution
P (N |r, s) = Γ(N + r)
Γ(r)Γ(N + 1)
sr(1− s)N , (6.2)
where the quantity Γ(x) = (x − 1)! denotes the Gamma function which for x taking
integer values reduces to the factorial function. The distribution parameters r and s are










For the mean subhalo count we take a power law dependence on the velocity ratio with
an exponential cut-off at large ν (see Eq. (4.9) and Fig. 4.5). The subhalo number
variance is given by Eq. (4.10) which gives a very good approximation to the simulation
data as seen in Fig. 4.6. While the above results were found for haloes in the mass range
(0.8− 3)× 1012M, we showed in §4.5 that these findings are largely independent on the
exact halo mass range used.
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6.3 The MW satellites in ΛCDM
We use the subhalo statistics of MW-mass haloes to investigate how representative the
MW satellite population is when compared to similar mass haloes. This approach char-
acterizes both how typical the MW is and what is the likely mass of the MW halo. As
we already argued in §6.1, previous studies suggest that only the two MCs and the Sagit-
tarrius dwarf can inhabit subhaloes with a maximum circular velocity Vmax ≤ 30 km/s.
Moreover, HI and stellar kinematics observations claim that the MCs reside in haloes
with Vmax ≥ 60 km/s (Kallivayalil et al. 2013). Therefore, the MW has at most three
substructures with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s and at least two satellites with Vmax ≥ 60 km/s. For
clarity, we denote such a population of substructures as MW-like satellite systems. Given
these findings, we investigate what fraction of haloes has a similar subhalo population as
the massive satellites of the MW.
First, we study the probability that a halo contains three or less subhaloes with
Vmax ≥ 30 km/s. Independent of this, we also analyse the probability of a halo to
have at least two substructures with Vmax ≥ 60 km/s. Afterwards, we combine the two
complementary approaches to investigate how representative the MW satellite population
is within ΛCDM.
6.3.1 Probability to have at most three subhaloes with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s
Estimating the probability for a halo to have at most X substructures with Vmax ≥ V0
is straightforward. Given a sample of haloes with virial velocity V200, the probability
reduces to finding the fraction of haloes that have at most X subhaloes with ν ≥ ν0 ≡
V0/V200. This is obtained by summing over the subhalo abundance PDF at ν0, and




P (k|r(>ν0), s(>ν0)) with ν0 = V0
V200
. (6.4)
The negative binomial distribution P (k|r(>ν0), s(>ν0)) (see Eq. 6.2) gives the PDF that
a halo has k subhaloes with velocity ratio exceeding ν0. The distribution parameters
r(>ν) and s(>ν) are uniquely determined by the mean N(>ν) and scatter σ(>ν) of the
subhalo population via Eq. (6.3).
The fraction of haloes p(≤3, 30 km/s) having at most three subhaloes with Vmax ≥
30 km/s is given in Fig. 6.2 as a function of the host virial velocity V200 (lower tick marks)
and host virial mass M200 (upper tick marks). For clarity, we plot the halo fraction on
a linear scale for values larger than 0.1 and on a logarithmic scale for smaller values.
The solid red curve gives the probability for the full population of MW-like haloes. This
frequency is a steep function of host mass, decreasing from 33% at 1012M down to 0.1%
for a halo mass of 3×1012M. For convenience, we summarize in Table 6.1 the frequency
values for some suggestive halo masses. Since p(≤3, 30 km/s) becomes vanishingly small
for massive haloes, it can be interpreted as an upper limit on the mass of the MW halo.
Therefore, given that the MW has only three satellites with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s, it is unlikely
that the MW halo is more massive than ∼2 × 1012M within the context of a ΛCDM
cosmology.
Given that haloes residing inside cosmic web walls have a systematically lower number
of substructures (see §5), how does p(≤3, 30 km/s) change for such a halo population?
The dashed line in Fig. 6.2 shows the probability when considering only wall haloes.
The lack of substructures in wall haloes (∼10% less than the overall population) leads
to looser upper limits on the MW halo mass. This means that at fixed halo mass, the
probability p(≤3, 30 km/s) is higher for wall haloes than for the full population. Due to
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Fig. 6.2: The probability p(≤3, 30 km/s) that a halo contains at most three subhaloes with
Vmax ≥ 30 km/s as a function of host virial velocity V200 (lower tick marks) and host virial
mass M200 (upper tick marks). The solid curve gives the predictions for the entire population of
MS-II haloes. The dashed line shows the probability when considering only wall haloes, which
systematically have less substructures than the overall population (see §5). With the dotted
curve we shows the previous results of Wang12. Note that the y-axis is linear above 0.1 and
logarithmic for smaller values.
the steep decline of the probability with mass, the upper limits on the MW halo mass
are only slightly increased in walls compared to the entire population.
Compared to the previous results of Wang12 represented by the dotted curve in
Fig. 6.2, we find lower upper limits for the mass of the MW halo. The discrepancy
is due to Wang12 underestimating the subhalo mass where resolution effects become
important. This led them to find 20% less substructures than us (see §4 for more details)
and therefore Wang12 overestimated p(≤3, 30 km/s) at fixed halo mass.
6.3.2 Probability to have at least two subhaloes with Vmax ≥ 60 km/s
The fraction of haloes which have at least X subhaloes with Vmax ≥ V0 can be expressed
as
p(≥X,V0) = 1− p(≤X−1, V0) , (6.5)
with the p(≤X−1, V0) probability given by Eq. (6.4).
Table 6.1: The fraction of MS-II haloes with massive subhaloes similar to that of the MW.
We give the probability p(≤3, 30 km/s) of finding at most three subhaloes with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s
and p(≥2, 60 km/s) of finding at least two subhaloes with Vmax ≥ 60 km/s. The last row gives
the combined probability to satisfy both conditions simultaneously.
Halo mass [×1012M] 0.5 0.7 1 2
p(≤3, 30 km/s) [%] 80 59 33 2.3
p(≥2, 60 km/s) [%] 2.2 4.7 10 30
p(≥2, 60 km/s;≤3, 30 km/s) [%] 0.8 0.7 0.4 0.04
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Fig. 6.3: The probability
p(≥2, 60 km/s) that a halo con-
tains at least two subhaloes with
Vmax ≥ 60 km/s as a function
of host virial velocity V200 and
virial mass M200. The solid curve
gives the probability for the entire
halo population, while the dashed
line shows the predictions when
considering only haloes residing in
cosmic walls. The filled circles show
the previous findings of Busha et al.
(2011b). Note that the y-axis is
linear above 0.1 and logarithmic for
lower values.
The probability p(≥2, 60 km/s) of a halo to host at least two subhaloes with Vmax ≥
60 km/s is shown in Fig. 6.3 with a solid curve. This represents the fraction of haloes that
host MCs-like or more massive substructures as a function of host mass. This probability
is small in low mass haloes, but increases rapidly towards more massive hosts. Therefore,
the fraction of haloes p(≥2, 60 km/s) that host MCs-like subhaloes imposes a lower limit
on the MW halo mass. This is complementary to the p(≤3, 30 km/s) probability which
sets an upper bound for the MW mass.
When restricting our analysis to haloes located in cosmic walls, we find that these
haloes have a lower p(≥2, 60 km/s) probability at fixed halo mass. This is shown in
Fig. 6.3 with a dashed line. Therefore, compared to the overall halo population of equal
mass, wall haloes have a higher p(≤3, 30 km/s) probability but also are less likely to host
MCs-like substructures. Both these consequences are due to the fact that haloes found
in walls have less substructures than the overall population of haloes.
The probability of finding two or more substructures with Vmax ≥ 60 km/s around
MW-mass haloes has also been studied by Busha et al. (2011b). Compared to them,
whose results are shown with filled circles, we find a factor of a few times higher proba-
bility. We suspect that the difference arises because Busha et al. (2011b) uses the Bolshoi
simulation (Klypin et al. 2011) which misses, due to numerical resolution effects, a large
number of MCs-like substructures. Compared to MS-II, Bolshoi has approximatively the
same number of DM particles, but a ∼15 times larger volume. Given that MS-II misses
subhaloes with Vmax < 45 km/s (see §4.3), we suspect that the Bolshoi simulation un-
derestimates the number of substructures with Vmax below 45 km/s× 151/3 ∼ 100 km/s.
6.3.3 Probability to have a MW-like subhalo population
In the previous sections we found that the presence of only three satellites with Vmax ≥
30 km/s favours a lower mass for our galaxy. In contrast, the very massive nature of
the two MCs suggests a larger mass for the MW halo. While these two approaches give
interesting insights into the properties of the MW halo, none of them can independently
characterise how typical the MW satellite system is within a ΛCDM universe. But by
combining the two procedures we can investigate what fraction of haloes has a similar
satellite population as our own galaxy. And additionally, we can also constrain the likely
mass of the MW halo.
We are interested in computing the probability p(≥X1, V1; ≤X2, V2) that a halo
contains at least X1 subhaloes with Vmax ≥ V1 and at most X2 substructures with




























































Fig. 6.4: The mean N(>ν) (left panel) and the dispersion σ(>ν) (right panel) of the subhalo
number as a function of velocity ratio ν for haloes in different mass bins. For clarity, we
plot the ratio with respect to the subhalo statistics of MW-mass haloes in the mass range
(0.8−3)×1012M. A ratio of 1 corresponds to no variation with host mass. The vertical width
of the curves corresponds to the one-sigma uncertainty.
Vmax ≥ V2. As we will later find out, this probability is quite small and therefore a
large sample of haloes is needed to get a good estimate of this quantity. We cannot
compute the probability directly using just haloes in a narrow mass range since, due
to the limited cosmological volume of MS-II, there are only a small number of such
objects. To overcome this, we make use of the invariance of the scaled subhalo velocity
function N(>ν) with host halo mass (see §4.5 and Moore et al. 1999; Kravtsov et al.
2004; Zheng et al. 2005; Springel et al. 2008; Weinberg et al. 2008, Wang12). This means
that, to a good approximation, the subhalo number PDF is independent of halo mass
when expressed as a function of ν. This is clearly seen in Fig. 6.4 which compares the
mean and the dispersion of the subhalo count between haloes of different masses. We
take the haloes in the mass range (0.8 − 3) × 1012M as the reference case since this
interval represents a likely estimate for the MW mass (e.g. Battaglia et al. 2005; Dehnen
et al. 2006; Xue et al. 2008; Gnedin et al. 2010; Guo et al. 2010). We find that, to a
good approximation, the number of substructures is independent on host mass for a wide
range of haloes in the mass interval 1011M − 1013M.
To proceed further, we rewrite the probability in terms of constraints on the velocity








Computing p(≥X1, V1; ≤X2, V2) now reduces to finding the probability that a halo
contains at least X1 subhaloes with ν ≥ ν1 and at most X2 subhaloes with ν ≥ ν2. Due
to the invariance of the subhalo number PDF with halo mass, the probability is given
by the fraction of haloes that satisfy the above condition, indifferent of their mass. This
allows us to use a much large halo sample to study the probability that a halo contains a
MW-like subhalo population. The dependence of the result on halo mass is given trough
the variation of ν1 and ν2 with the virial velocity of the halo.
The probability to find a MW-like substructure population in MS-II data is shown
in Fig. 6.5 as a function of both halo virial velocity and halo mass. The result has a
peak value of ∼0.9%, which means that at most 1 out of 100 haloes of that mass have
a MW-like subhalo population. It implies that satellite systems such as the one in our
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Fig. 6.5: The probability
p(≥2, 60 km/s; ≤3, 30 km/s)
that a host has a MW-like subhalo
population as a function of halo
virial velocity (lower tick marks)
and halo mass (upper tick marks).
The error bars show the one-sigma
spread due to finite number of
haloes and different realisations of
the subhalo extrapolation method.
Note the logarithmic y-axis.
galaxy are very rare within the context of a ΛCDM universe. In fact, the atypical nature
of our galactic substructures suggests a reconsideration of recent studies which found
discrepancies between the number and properties of MW dwarfs and ΛCDM predictions
(e.g. Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011b, 2012). Given that these previous results are based
on a very small group of MW-mass haloes, they cannot fully sample peculiar subhalo
populations of which the MW system is a part of. Therefore, we find no reasons for a
failure of the ΛCDM scenario.
The rarity of our galactic satellites depends strongly on the mass of the MW halo.
The probability is the largest for haloes in the mass range (0.4 − 1.0) × 1012M and
shows a sharp drop-off outside this interval. This is best thought as an estimate for the
likely mass of the MW halo, which is highly implausible to be outside the mass range
(0.2 − 2) × 1012M. This approach cannot put stricter constraints on the MW halo
mass since we used only a single substructure property, the Vmax value, to obtain these
results. But in conjunction with other MW satellite properties, like their position from
the galactic center as well as their orbital velocity around our galaxy, this approach can
constrain the mass of the MW-halo to a much greater extent (e.g. Busha et al. 2011a;
Gonzalez et al. 2013).
In Fig. 6.6 we show a few examples of haloes that can potentially contain1 a MW-like
subhalo population. We find candidate haloes with a wide range of masses and with a
complex large scale structure around them. For example, the haloes in panels b) and d)
don’t have any similarly massive neighbours in their vicinity, while the halo in panel c)
is part of a group with at least one more massive member. The figure also shows with
solid circles the substructures with Vmax ≥ 20 km/s found within the virial radius of
each object. Even though each of the four candidate haloes has at most three massive
satellites, they contain tens of haloes with 20 km/s ≤ Vmax ≤ 30 km/s that can host the
MW dwarf spheroidal galaxies.
6.3.4 Modelling the probability to have a MW-like subhalo population
In this section we introduce a theoretical model that makes use of the subhalo population
statistics to predict the probability that a halo contains similar substructure systems to
those of our galaxy. This model is important since, if successful, it allows us to explore
1These haloes were found to have a MW-like substructure population in one realisation of the subhalo
extrapolation method. Given that the method has a random component, it cannot recover the substruc-
tures of individual haloes. Accordingly, it can only give potential candidate haloes with the required
subhalo population.
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a) M200 = 1.6 × 1012MO• b) M200 = 1.0 × 1012MO•
100 h-1kpc
c) M200 = 0.8 × 1012MO• d) M200 = 0.6 × 1012MO•
Fig. 6.6: Examples of MS-II haloes that have a similar subhalo population as the MW. The
figure shows a 1 × 1 × 0.5 (h−1Mpc)3 projection centred on the haloes. The black dashed
circle shows the virial radius of each halo. The solid circles inside the virial radius show the
substructures with: Vmax ≥ 60 km/s (black), 30 km/s ≤ Vmax ≤ 60 km/s (cyan) and 20 km/s ≤
Vmax ≤ 30 km/s (green). The empty circles show subhaloes found in the simulation while the
filled circles show subhaloes added by our extrapolation method to compensate for numerical
resolution effects.
a range of parameters that may potential affect the conclusions we found in §6.3.3.
For example, given that at most 1% of haloes at any mass have MW-like subhaloes,
investigating p(≥2, 60 km/s; ≤3, 30 km/s) for a different cosmological model requires
the analysis of ∼104 MW-mass haloes and their substructures, which is a considerable
computational effort. In contrast, obtaining robust subhalo population statistics can be
done using a smaller number of haloes, and therefore the same outcome can be obtained
much faster and cheaper.
We are interested in an analytical model which describes the probability that a halo
contains at least 2 substructures with ν ≥ ν1 and at most 3 substructures with ν ≥ ν2.














































V2 = 24 km/s
V2 = 30 km/s
V2 = 38 km/s
Fig. 6.7: Comparing theoretical predictions with simulations results for the probability
p(≥X1, V1; ≤X2, V2) that a halo contains at least X1 subhaloes with Vmax ≥ V1 and at
most X2 substructures with Vmax ≥ V2. We investigate departures from the default case
p(≥2, 60 km/s; ≤3, 30 km/s) that gives the probability of having a MW-like subhalo popu-
lation. In the top frame X2 is varied while in the bottom frame V2 is varied. The data points
with errors show the numerical simulation results while the curves show the model predictions.
The only hosts that contribute to this probability are those that have:
• 2 subhaloes with ν ≥ ν1 and 0 or 1 with ν ∈ [ν2, ν1] or
• 3 subhaloes with ν ≥ ν1 and 0 with ν ∈ [ν2, ν1].
Assuming that the subhalo number in the interval [ν2, ν1] is independent on the subhalo
count above ν1, the contribution of each of the above two terms is given by
P (k|r(>ν1), s(>ν1))× PPoisson(≤ l) . (6.7)
The first part of the equation is the negative binomial distribution which gives the fraction
of haloes that contain k subhaloes with ν ≥ ν1 (see Eq. 6.2). The second part gives
the probability that a host contains at most l subhaloes in the interval [ν2, ν1]. This we
model using a Poisson distribution, hence the notation PPoisson(≤ l). In the range [ν2, ν1]
each halo contains on average
∆N = N(>ν2)−N(>ν1) (6.8)
subhaloes. Assuming that these substructures are distributed according to a Poisson
distribution with mean ∆N , the probability of a halo to have l subhaloes in the interval




Putting everything together, we finally get the probability p(≥2, 60 km/s; ≤3, 30 km/s)









We refer to §6.A for a derivation of the model and its predictions for a more general case
of p(≥X1, V1; ≤X2, V2).
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The subhalo number PDF diverges from a Poisson distribution for large values of
N(>ν) (see §4.4; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2010) and therefore the model presented here
gives only an estimate for the true probability. A more realistic description would involve
the use of a negative binomial distribution to characterise the probability of a halo to
have l subhaloes in the range [ν2, ν1], but at the expense of introducing an additional
parameter in the model. Since the deviation from a Poisson distribution is small for
ν>∼ 0.15, which defines the region of interest to our current work, we expect that our
model gives a very good approximation for the probability of finding MW-like subhalo
populations.
In Fig. 6.7 we compare the predictions of our model with the results found in MS-
II. Since we are interested to compute the probability of finding a MW-like subhalo
population, we explore a few representative examples close to this default case. The left
panel varies the number of subhaloes X2 and the right panel varies the velocity threshold
V2. For all cases we find that the model predictions and the numerical data agree very
well, which suggests that indeed our model gives a very good approximation for the
probability of finding MW-like subhaloes.
6.4 Discussion
In §6.3 we have shown that the Vmax distribution of our galaxy’s satellites suggests that
the MW substructure population is very atypical within the context of ΛCDM. While a
ΛCDM cosmology predicts the existence of haloes with MW-like massive subhaloes, these
hosts account for at most 1% of the entire population of equal mass haloes. Our results on
the rare nature of the MW satellites in ΛCDM agree with previous studies. Busha et al.
(2011a) and Gonzalez et al. (2013) use the two MCs to find how common such a satellite
pair is and what is the typical mass of their host halo. By matching MCs’ observational
data for circular velocity, distance from host centre and total velocity relative to host,
they found that only one halo in a cosmic volume of ∼500 Mpc3 gives a good fit to the
MC system. It implies that only a very small fraction, ∼10−5, of ΛCDM haloes have
a system similar to the two MCs when matching for both the maximum velocity and
orbital data.
Analysing the Vmax distribution of the MW’s satellites also provides constraints for
the likely mass of the MW halo, though very loose ones. Our approach favours a MW
halo mass of <∼ 1 × 1012M, with negligible probability for masses above 2 × 1012M.
Our estimate is on the low side of current MW mass measurements which suggest a
value in the range (0.8 − 3) × 1012M (Wilkinson & Evans 1999; Sakamoto et al. 2003;
Battaglia et al. 2005; Dehnen et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2007; Li & White 2008; Xue et al.
2008; Gnedin et al. 2010; Guo et al. 2010). In particular, our result is in agreement with
studies that make use of satellite dynamics and their structure to find a MW mass of
∼1 × 1012M (Watkins et al. 2010; Busha et al. 2011a; Vera-Ciro et al. 2013; Gonzalez
et al. 2013).
Our findings suggest a different interpretation of recent discrepancies between theo-
retical predictions based on the ΛCDM model and observations of our galactic satellites.
Given that the MW satellites are fully compatible with ΛCDM predictions, even though
rare, we do not see the need to invoke the existence of massive dark substructures, strong
baryonic feedback processes or hidden physics in the dark matter sector as suggested by
other works (e.g. Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011b, 2012; Lovell et al. 2012). In particular,
we find that the discrepancies suggested by Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2011b, 2012) are due
to the small number of Aquarius haloes that do not allow for a full characterisation of
rare subhalo populations. Moreover, the typical mass of the Aquarius haloes is ∼2 times
larger than our likely estimate for the MW mass, which is a further source of discrepancy
between model predictions and observations.






















MS-II - all haloes
MS-II - only wall haloes
MS-II - R100 subhaloes - all haloes
WMAP-7 - all haloes
Fig. 6.8: The probability that a halo contains a MW-like subhalo population as a function
of halo size. We show the result for both the full halo population (solid curve; the same as in
Fig. 6.5) and only for wall haloes (dashed curve). The dashed-dotted line gives the predictions
for subhaloes found within a distance R100 from the host centre. The dotted curve shows the
results for a more recent WMAP-7 cosmology.
Given the implications of our results, it is important to asses how our conclusions
change when varying the parameters used in this study. In a first step we investigate
effects due to large scale environment and the maximum distance used to identify sub-
structures. Afterwards, we discuss how our results would change when including the
effects of gas physics and baryonic feedback processes. We also evaluate how sensitive
are our findings to the two velocity thresholds used in this study.
6.4.1 Environmental effects
In §5 we found that the large scale environment can systematically influence the num-
ber of substructures, with haloes residing in cosmic walls having ∼10% less subhaloes.
Moreover, observational and theoretical considerations suggest that the Local Group lies
inside a wall (Tully & Fisher 1988; Pasetto & Chiosi 2009; Aragon-Calvo et al. 2011a). In
the light of these findings, we investigate how characteristic the MW satellites are when
compared with other wall haloes. The probability of finding MW-like subhaloes in wall
environments is shown with the dashed curve in Fig. 6.8. For comparison, we reproduce
with a solid curve the probability p(≥2, 60 km/s; ≤3, 30 km/s) when considering the
whole population of haloes (the result shown in Fig. 6.5). Compared to the full halo
population, the outcome does not change significantly (see also Table 6.2). The most
striking difference is that the upper limits are shifted towards higher masses, with the
peak at a halo mass of 0.7× 1012M.
6.4.2 Maximum distance used to identify satellites
The results presented here are for substructures found within the virial radius R200 from
the host centre. This distance corresponds to ∼200 kpc for a halo mass of 1012M
which is significantly smaller than the typical maximum distance used to identify MW
satellites; for example Leo I is considered a MW satellite and is located at ∼250 kpc from
our galaxy (Karachentsev et al. 2004). Therefore, counting the subhaloes within a radius
R100 ≈ 1.3R200 from the host centre would allow for a more meaningful comparison to
the observational data. This is shown in Fig. 6.8 with a dotted-dashed curve. Varying
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Table 6.2: An upper limit for the probability of finding MW-like subhalo populations in ΛCDM.
We give the peak value and the mass at the peak position for each of the data sets presented in
Fig. 6.8 and 6.9. Unless specified otherwise, the results show p(≥2, 60 km/s; ≤3, 30 km/s) for




halo mass at peak position
[×1011M]
standard result in MS-II
solid line in Fig. 6.8 and 6.9
0.90 6.0
only wall haloes
dashed line in Fig. 6.8
0.77 7.0
R100 substructures
dashed-dotted line in Fig. 6.8
0.88 5.0
WMAP-7 cosmology
dotted line in Fig. 6.8
1.2 6.5
baryonic correction
dashed line in Fig. 6.9
1.0 8.5
p(≥2, 60 km/s; ≤4, 30 km/s)
dashed-dotted line in Fig. 6.9
2.0 8.0
p(≥2, 60 km/s; ≤3, 35 km/s)
double dashed line in Fig. 6.9
2.5 10
p(≥2, 55 km/s; ≤3, 30 km/s)
dotted line in Fig. 6.9
1.6 6.0
the distance used to identify substructures only leads to shifts in the most likely mass
of the MW halo, but does not change the overall probability. Increasing the maximum
radius to R100 leads to finding ∼30% more subhaloes than compared to using a R200
distance. Therefore, having a higher number of substructures only lowers the likely value
of the MW mass.
6.4.3 Cosmological parameters
The results presented up to now made use of the MS-II data which describes a WMAP-
1 universe. Compared to more recent measurements of the cosmological parameters
(Planck Collaboration et al. 2013), a WMAP-1 cosmology has a higher σ8 value. In
§4 we found that compared to WMAP-1, a more recent cosmology predicts a smaller
number of substructures. Therefore, we asses how sensitive the Fig. 6.8 results are to the
cosmological parameters employed by MS-II. The dotted line shows the probability of
finding a MW-like subhalo population in a WMAP-7 cosmology (Komatsu et al. 2011).
The probability shifts towards higher masses and the overall value also increases, but
only by a minor extent. This shows that the change in cosmological parameters from
WMAP-1 to WMAP-7 has only a negligible effect on the probability of finding MW-like
substructures in ΛCDM.
6.4.4 Baryonic effects
The conclusions of this study were obtained using data from DM-only simulations. This
raises questions about the validity of our results when using more realistic models that
include baryons. When adding baryonic physics, Sawala et al. (2013) found that the
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MS-II all haloes 
baryon correction
≤ 4 subhaloes with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s
≤ 3 subhaloes with Vmax ≥ 35 km/s
≥ 2 subhaloes with Vmax ≥ 55 km/s
Fig. 6.9: Comparing how the probability to find a MW-like subhalo population changes when
accounting for baryonic physics or for different values of the velocity thresholds. The solid
curve gives the reference result p(≥2, 60 km/s; ≤3, 30 km/s) from Fig. 6.5. The dashed line
shows the change when accounting for 25% less subhaloes found in simulations with baryonic
physics (Sawala et al. 2013). The dashed-dotted line predicts the outcome if the MW has four
substructures with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s, instead of three. The double dashed curve shows the results
for a MW which has at most three satellites with velocity threshold Vmax ≥ 35 km/s. Dotted
line supposes that the two MCs have only Vmax ≥ 55 km/s instead of the Vmax ≥ 60 km/s value
that we considered until now.
number of subhaloes below ∼1011M is systematically reduced by 25% compared to DM-
only simulations. To account for this effect, we update our predictions by decreasing with
25% the mean subhalo count N(>ν) at all values of ν. The new probability of finding
MW-like subhalo populations is shown with a dashed line in Fig. 6.9. The solid curve
gives the results from Fig. 6.5 which we used as our standard comparison case. Including
the decrease in substructure number due to baryonic effects shifts the results towards
∼40% higher halo masses, but does not change significantly the probability of finding
MW-like subhalo systems in ΛCDM.
Galaxy formation simulations predict the existence of dark subhaloes, which are DM-
only substructures that contain none or very few stars. Within this context, it is in-
teresting to explore how our conclusions depend on MW having dark satellites. Sawala
et al. (2013) found that very few substructures with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s are dark, which
makes it unlikely for the MW to have massive dark satellites. Nonetheless, we study
how our predictions change if our galaxy would have an additional dark subhalo with
Vmax ≥ 30 km/s. This is shown in Fig. 6.9 with a dashed-dotted curve which gives
p(≥2, 60 km/s; ≤4, 30 km/s) for the MS-II data. Compared to the reference case (solid
curve), the new probability peaks at 2 times higher values and it is also shifted towards
higher halo masses. Therefore, while having an extra massive satellite makes the MW
more characteristic of ΛCDM haloes, the satellite population of our galaxy is still atypi-
cal.
6.4.5 Velocity thresholds
Another key ingredient of our study are the two velocity thresholds which we use to
characterise the MW satellites: the MCs have Vmax ≥ 60 km/s while there are no more
than three substructures with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s. Therefore, it is important to asses
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the sensitivity of our results to these essential parameters. The currently best available
measurements of the SMC rotation velocity, due to considerate errors, are also consistent
with a value of Vmax ≥ 55 km/s. The predictions for this case are given with dotted line in
Fig. 6.9. We find that the probability of finding a MW-like subhalo population increases,
though it is still low at under 1.6%. Therefore, our findings on the rarity of the MW
satellites are not that sensitive to small changes in the measured rotation velocity of the
two MCs.
The double dotted curve shows how our findings change when varying the second
velocity threshold. Should the MW have at most three substructures with Vmax ≥
35 km/s, rather than Vmax ≥ 30 km/s, the upper limit on the fraction of haloes with
similar subhaloes becomes less strict. For this case, the peak value is 2.5 times higher,
which even though still low, is substantially higher than the peak value of the solid red
curve. Moreover, the likely MW mass gets significantly shifted to higher values since the
new result peaks at a halo mass of 1.0×1012M. Should all the MW’s dwarf spheroidals
reside in subhaloes with Vmax, as recently suggested by Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2012),
than the MW would become an even more atypical halo, with ∼0.1% of ΛCDM haloes
having a similar satellite population (see lower curve in the bottom frame of Fig. 6.7).
Therefore, our conclusions are most sensitive to the this second velocity threshold which
characterises the highest Vmax value compatible with the observational data for the MW’s
dwarf spheroidal satellites.
6.5 Summary
We employed the Vmax distribution of the MW satellites to find what fraction of haloes
have a similar substructure population as our galaxy. We defined MW-like subhaloes as
any subhalo population that has at least two substructures with Vmax ≥ 60 km/s and at
most three subhaloes with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s. The two massive substructures correspond to
the Magellanic Clouds (MCs) and the second condition arises since recent studies suggest
than only the MCs and Sagittarrius dwarf are more massive than Vmax ≥ 30 km/s. After
comparing with a representative sample of more than 104 haloes, we find that at most
∼1% of ΛCDM haloes have substructures similar to the MW ones. This suggests that
systems like the MW satellites are very infrequent in the context of a ΛCDM cosmology
and that the MW is far from being a typical object. Our analysis also returns that
the MW halo mass is likely ∼0.8× 1012M, with a considerable range of allowed values
around this estimate.
Our conclusions do not vary significantly when taking into account environmental bias
or changes in subhalo number due to baryonic physics. While the most likely MW mass
is affected by these processes, the probability that a halo contains a MW-like subhalo
population does not change significantly. The presence of an additional dark subhalo
or smaller Vmax value for the two MCs will make the MW more common in ΛCDM,
but only to a small extent. Our findings are most sensitive to the velocity threshold
of Vmax ≥ 30 km/s which characterises the highest Vmax value compatible with the
kinematical data of the MW’s dwarf spheroidal galaxies.
Given the atypical nature of the MW satellite population, we urge caution when inter-
preting the comparisons between theoretical predictions and our galactic substructures.
This is even more important when the theoretical predictions are based on a small sam-
ple of MW-mass haloes that cannot fully probe rare subhalo populations like the MW
satellites.
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6.A Computing the probability of finding MW-like satellites
Here we give a detailed description of the model that we use to predict what is the
probability p(≥X1, V1; ≤X2, V2) that a halo contains at least X1 subhaloes with Vmax ≥
V1 and at most X2 substructures with Vmax ≥ V2, where V1 ≥ V2. For simplicity, in the
following we use the notation
P = p(≥X1, V1; ≤X2, V2) (6.11)
and moreover, we take X2 ≥ X1. The case X2 < X1 is trivial since the probability is
zero.
In a first instance we restrict our study to host haloes with virial velocity V200.








the probability P reduces to finding all the haloes with V200 that contain at least X1
subhaloes with ν ≥ ν1 and at most X2 subhaloes with ν ≥ ν2. At ν2 there are on average
∆N = N(>ν2)−N(>ν1) (6.13)
more substructures per halo than at ν1, where N(>ν1) and N(>ν2) are the mean subhalo
counts at those two velocity ratios. We make the assumption that these subhaloes with
ν ∈ [ν2, ν1] are distributed among the host population according to a Poisson distribution
with mean ∆N that is independent on the number of substructures at ν1. Therefore, a












that it has at most i substructures in the range [ν2, ν1].
The only haloes that contribute to P are those that have between X1 and X2 sub-
structures with ν ≥ ν1. Let us select such a halo that contains k ∈ [X1, X2] subhaloes
with ν ≥ ν1. This halo can contribute to P only if it has at most X2 substructures with
ν ≥ ν2 and therefore this halo can have at most X2 − k subhaloes in the range [ν2, ν1].
The probability that it satisfies this condition is given by Eq. (6.15) with i = X2 − k.
The quantity P is given by the fraction of haloes with k substructures at ν ≥ ν1
times the probability that they contain less than X2 − k subhaloes in the range [ν2, ν1],




P (k|r(>ν1), s(>ν1)) PPoisson(≤X2−k,∆N) , (6.16)
where P (k|r(>ν1), s(>ν1)) is the NBD that gives the probability that a halo has k
substructures with ν > ν1 (see Eqs. 6.2 and 6.3). The probability P is a function
of halo virial velocity, or equivalently, halo mass, through the dependence of r and s on
ν1 as well as due to the variation of ∆N with ν1 and ν2.
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Summary
The cosmos plays a central role in human culture and society. Since the early beginning
of humanity till the present time, the observations of planets, stars and later on galaxies
have shaped and profoundly changed our view of the world. They have not only made
us recognize our place in the Universe, but they revolutionized our way of thinking and
of doing science.
Our view of the sky has transformed greatly since the origins of astronomy, docu-
menting outstanding advances in both human thinking and science. In antiquity, the
planets and stars where identified as gods and spirits, with their movements recorded by
priests and interpreted as divine messages. The importance of astronomy at that time
is recorded in many relics, like the Egyptian pyramids and the Babylonian cuneiforms.
Such artefacts show a great deal of attention to observing and understanding heavenly
bodies. Following these early observations, the ancient Greeks have revolutionized as-
tronomy by using complex mathematical models to explain the motion of planets. The
epicycle theory is one such example, with the motion of a planet described by a circle
carrying around a smaller circle. This description was so successful that it was used at
least until the 17th century. The use of mathematical theories brought a crucial change
in thinking, with the movements of heavenly bodies governed by natural laws and not
by gods.
The next critical advancement arrived with the heliocentric theory of Nicolaus Coper-
nicus, which proposed that the Sun, rather than the Earth, was at the centre of the Uni-
verse. Such an idea had great ramifications, given that humanity’s perspective changed
from being at the centre of the cosmos to being just another component of the Universe.
This was followed by the instrumental work of Tycho Brahe, Galileo Galilei, Johannes
Kepler and Isaac Newton, who developed the current model for the solar system. In par-
ticular, the law of gravity proposed by Newton connects physics and astronomy, showing
that the same laws apply both to the surface of the Earth and to the skies.
The next essential stage in understanding our Universe started with the development
of Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity, which implies that the cosmos is not static
and that it evolves in time. Around the same time, astronomers found out that there are
multiple island-universes, or galaxies, separated by huge distances and that we live in
one such galaxy, the Milky Way. Shortly thereafter, Edwin Hubble measured the motion
and position of several such galaxies to find out that they are receding from us, therefore
showing the expansion of the Universe. The next major progress was the discovery of the
cosmic microwave background, made by Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson, which shows
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without a doubt that the beginning of our Universe was very hot. These discoveries form
the basis of the standard cosmological theory, the Big Bang model.
The short time line presented above illustrates the radical change in human perspec-
tive since antiquity till today. Nowadays, we know that we live on a planet around a
star, with hundreds of billions of similar stars in our galaxy, which in its turn is just one
of a hundred billions of other galaxies in the observable Universe. The objects that we
see today started in a hot soup of particles, which as the Universe expanded cooled down
to form basic nuclei and then atoms, and which much later evolved into the stars and
galaxies that we see today. Understanding our complex Universe reduces to discovering
the laws and processes that govern it, which shape every part of the cosmos, from Earth
till the farthest corners.
Our quest to discover the Universe has just began, since there are numerous questions
in search of answers. Probably the two most basic and at the same time far reaching ones
are: “What is the nature and properties of dark matter?” and “What is dark energy?”.
We know that on top of visible matter, which is the constituent of planets and stars,
there is an additional form of matter, called dark matter. It does not emit or interact
with light, which means that dark matter cannot be observed directly. The presence
of dark matter can only be inferred from the gravitational pull it exerts, with recent
measurements suggesting that there is five times more dark matter than visible matter.
While dark matter represents a challenging puzzle, dark energy is even more mysterious.
Its existence has been inferred from recent observations, which shows that in the last
several billion years the Universe has been expanding at an accelerating rate. While very
few things are known about dark energy, its effects on cosmic expansion suggest that
it has a negative pressure or repulsive force, which is in stark contrast with the other
components of the Universe. Nowadays, dark energy is the major constituent of the
Universe, accounting for ∼70% of the total energy budget.
The Cosmic Web
The distribution of matter in the Universe follows a hierarchical pattern, with structures
present over a large range of scales. Similar to the way planets orbit stars which in
turn are arranged into galaxies, the galaxies are organized into an intricate pattern
that is known as the large scale structure or the Cosmic Web. In this pattern we can
distinguish four morphological components: clusters, filaments, walls and voids, which
come in a variety of sizes and shapes to create very complex arrangements that permeate
the Universe.
The clusters are the largest agglomerations of galaxies that are fully collapsed and
virialized. These objects are very massive, with rich clusters containing thousands of
galaxies in a small volume of ∼2 Mpc2 in radius. Most of the mass in these objects
is found in their gas and dark matter constituents, which means that clusters can be
identified easily using X-ray emission as well as gravitational lensing measurements. The
filaments form galaxy bridges between cluster pairs and serve as the matter transport
highways into the clusters residing at their ends. Filaments have a large range of lengths,
extending from a few Mpc up to ∼100 Mpc and more. In between filaments, we find
the cosmic sheets, which are very tenuous planar structures, with a much lower galaxy
density than clusters and filaments. In turn, the sheets are the boundaries of voids,
which are large regions of space almost devoid of galaxies. The voids make most of the
volume of the present day Universe and are a very characteristic and prominent feature
of galaxy redshift surveys.
The discovery of the large scale structure of the Universe took place in the last few
21 Mpc = 3.26× 106light years = 3.09× 1022m
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Figure 7.1: The CfA2 and Sloan Great Walls as examples of the large scale structures present
in the distribution of galaxies (reproduced after Gott et al. 2005). Both structures have a “large”
extent, with a comoving length of ∼230 Mpc for the CfA2 Great Wall and ∼420 Mpc for the
Sloan Great Wall.
decades, with the advent of large galaxy surveys. These mapped the position of galaxies
in a representative cosmological region to show the wealth of structures present in the
galaxy distribution. Fig. 7.1 shows the result of such measurements, with each point
representing the position of a galaxy in a thin slice along the line of sight. In the figure
we can distinguish the large near-empty regions which correspond to voids, as well as
large galaxy agglomerations like the CfA2 and Sloan Great Walls which contain a large
number of clusters, filaments and walls.
The Cosmic Web components are the result of the anisotropic collapse of matter
under the influence of gravity. The structures that we see at the current time originated
from tiny fluctuations present in the early Universe. Under the influence of self-gravity,
regions with overdense fluctuations contract to form even more dense regions, which in
turn contract even faster. This process continues until the full collapse and the formation
of virialized objects, like galaxies and dark matter haloes. For underdense regions, gravity
acts by evacuating the matter from these domains. Due to their reduced mass content,
underdense regions have a weaker gravity which speeds up the flow of mass towards
more dense regions. Therefore, density fluctuations under the influence of gravity tend
to increase the contrast between overdense and underdense regions. The former collapse
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Figure 7.2: The large scale structure identified by the NEXUS+ method. We start in the left
frame with a depiction of the density field, followed by filaments in the centre panel and walls
in the right frame.
to form bound objects while the latter expand until becoming almost empty of matter.
The collapse of overdense regions takes place in stages, with each stage corresponding
to a component of the Cosmic Web. This is best illustrated by considering overdense
regions of ellipsoidal shape. Such domains collapse first along their shortest axis to create
planar structures which correspond to sheets. The compression continues with the second
shortest axis to form a filament. It finally ends with the collapse along the last axis to
form virialized structures which correspond to Cosmic Web nodes.
This thesis
In this thesis, we characterised the properties and time evolution of the Cosmic Web
components, given their importance in understanding the formation and evolution of
anisotropic structure in the Universe. The significance of large scale structures is also
underlined by the crucial role they play in determining the properties of galaxies and
dark matter haloes. We emphasized this by showing how such environmental trends can
affect the satellite population of our galaxy, the Milky Way, which is an essential probe
of local cosmology.
Given the challenges faced in identifying and characterising the cosmic web, we chose
to devote our attention to studying the large scale environments in computer simulated
universes. Such simulations were evolved from very high redshift to present time, to
create a diversity of structures, from small sub-galactic haloes up to cluster-mass objects,
similar to those present in the real Universe. The simulations included tens of billions of
particles which allowed us to model cosmic structure formation both in great detail as well
as over vast distances. This is critical in both studying the properties of morphological
components and in understanding the halo - environment connection.
The first part of the thesis, §2, was dedicated to introducing robust and physically
motivated techniques for the segmentation of the cosmic web into its distinct morpholo-
gies: clusters, filaments, walls and voids. By employing the scale-space formalism, the
methods detect all the large scale structures independent of their size, which offers a
considerable advantage in characterising both the prominent and tenuous environments.
The NEXUS method uses not only the density field, but also the tidal, velocity diver-
gence and velocity shear field as tracers of large scale structures. It allowed for a close
comparison of the advantages and limitations of each method in tracing the cosmic web.
Due to the many orders of magnitude variation in the density field between overdense and
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Figure 7.3: The time evolution of filamentary environments. The panels show in clockwise
direction, starting with the upper left corner, the filaments at a redshift of: a) z = 1.9, b)
z = 1.0, c) z = 0.5 and d) z = 0.0.
underdense regions, we also developed NEXUS+, which uses a novel filtering method in
logarithmic space. This latter algorithm performed better in the detection of filaments
and walls, identifying both the prominent features as well as the tenuous structures that
extend deep inside underdense regions. This is clearly seen in Fig. 7.2, which shows the
NEXUS+ filament and wall environments.
Having identified the cosmic web, we continued in §3 by studying the time evolution
of morphological environments. At earlier times, the cosmic web is characterised by
many more smaller and tenuous filaments and walls. Most of these merge with larger
structures during cosmic evolution, such that at the present time we find mostly very large
and pronounced morphological components and only few tenuous objects. In contrast,
the prominent structures are in place since high redshift and show little time variation,
as can be seen from Fig. 7.3. In terms of mass, the cosmic web is dominated by filaments
which contain roughly half of the total mass at least since z = 2. Even though very
massive, clusters enclose only a minor part of the total matter content and become
important only close to the present time. Walls and voids hold the other half of the
cosmic matter, though their share decreases steadily since high redshift. The analysis of
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Figure 7.4: An illustration of the mass transport across the cosmic web. It shows a selection
of dark matter particles segmented according to their z = 2 environment: filament (left frame),
sheet (centre frame) and void (right frame). Each point is coloured according to its present day
environment: cluster (red), filament (green), wall (blue) and void (black).
matter transport between environments shows that matter flows from voids into walls,
from walls into filaments and from filaments into clusters, as illustrated in Fig. 7.4.
This result agrees very well with the standard picture of anisotropic collapse, according
to which structures collapse to first form sheets, than filaments and only in the end
virialized objects like clusters.
Given that the filaments represents the most conspicuous component of the cosmic
web, we proceeded to further study the properties of individual filaments. This is done
by introducing a segmentation method which uses the branching points of the filamen-
tary network to delineate distinct structures. Most of the resulting objects are straight
and short, though we also find a populations of both long and curved filaments. The
number of filaments is a function of their length, with a steep drop in filament count
for objects longer than 10 h−1Mpc. Filaments can have extensions up to ∼100 h−1Mpc
(e.g. seeFig. 7.5), though such objects are very rare. In terms of shapes, most filaments
are straight, while the remaining curved ones are enclosed within thin planar surfaces.
Longer filaments have on average a higher density and diameter, showing that they corre-
spond to the most prominent linear structures seen in the galaxy distribution. At earlier
times, there are many more short structure and fewer extended ones, showing a clear
evolution of filaments towards becoming longer, straighter and denser at later times.
The second part of the thesis focuses on the dependence between the number and
size of satellites and the environment in which the host resides. Given the importance of
our own galaxy and its satellites as a local cosmological probe, we restricted the analysis
to Milky Way (MW) mass haloes and their substructures. Studying the connection
between large scale environment and the substructure population necessitates a large
number of haloes with well resolved substructures. Due to computational resources
constraints, current simulations are limited to identifying a large number of substructures
in a small sample of hosts or in tracing a representative sample of galactic-sized haloes
but with few well resolved subhaloes. Therefore, §4 introduced an extrapolation method
for recovering the subhalo number statistics beyond the resolution limit. It allowed us
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Figure 7.5: The density (left frame) and halo population (centre frame) along a very prominent
and very long (∼100 h−1Mpc) filament. The right panel shows the color scheme used to represent
the density field (top) and halo mass (bottom).
to investigate the substructures of MW-mass haloes over a much larger dynamical range
than before, to find that previous studies have systematically underestimated the number
of small subhaloes. The method is also very useful in finding how representative is the
substructure population of a small sample of very high resolution haloes.
Of particular interest is the systematic dependence of the subhalo count on environ-
ment, given that recent observations place the MW inside a planar structure of galaxies.
MW-mass haloes residing in low density regions or in walls shown a systematic 10%−20%
fewer substructures than the overall population of haloes. This trend is strongly corre-
lated to the local density field around the host and shows no dependence on large scale
density. Moreover, the lower density of walls accounts for a large part of the subhalo
scarcity found in these environments. The presence of our galaxy’s massive neighbour,
M31, puts the MW in a higher density region, which suggests that environmental effects
do not seem to play an important role in solving the MW’s missing massive satellites
problem.
Finally, §6 investigated if the satellite population of the MW is compatible with the
predictions of a ΛCDM universe. For this, we used that the two most massive MW
satellites, the Magellanic Clouds, have a maximum circular velocity Vmax ≥ 60 km/s
and that our galaxy has at most three satellites with Vmax ≥ 30 km/s. Such a satellite
population is rare in a ΛCDM cosmology, with only ∼1% of haloes having a MW-like
subhalo population. Fig. 7.6 shows a few candidate haloes that have a MW-like substruc-
ture population, exemplifying the diverse environments and satellite distributions of such
haloes. Moreover, our analysis also constrains the MW mass, with estimates pointing
towards the low side of commonly though values. While the likely mass estimate of the
MW is sensitive to the assumed parameter values, the probability of finding a MW-like
substructure population is not.
This thesis introduced improved methods for the detection and characterisation of the
Cosmic Web components, which pave the way for a better understanding and analysis
of the large scale pattern of the Universe. There are many Cosmic Web aspects that
could not be addressed, which deal with very important issues concerning the relations
between galaxies and environments. Among these, of critical importance is the growth
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Figure 7.6: Examples of MS-II haloes that have a similar subhalo population as the MW. The
black dashed circle shows the virial radius of each halo. The solid circles show the substructures
with: Vmax ≥ 60 km/s (black), 30 km/s ≤ Vmax ≤ 60 km/s (cyan) and 20 km/s ≤ Vmax ≤
30 km/s (green). The empty circles show subhaloes found in the simulation while the filled circles
show subhaloes added by our extrapolation method to compensate for numerical resolution
effects.
of angular momentum of haloes and galaxies and how this is affected by the large scale
tidal field in which these objects are embedded. Another issue is the identification of
morphological components using only the distribution of haloes or galaxies, given that
these cosmic matter tracers offer a sparse and biased view of the underlying density field.
The goal is to use these techniques to study the structures present in the real Universe,
not only those of simulated universes. These can offer new probes and understanding of
the challenging field of galaxy formation and evolution. It is my hope that the tools and
the analysis framework presented here will be further used and developed to address the
above topics as well as many more crucial questions.
Samenvatting
De kosmos speelt een centrale rol in de menselijke cultuur en samenleving. Sinds het
vroege begin van de mensheid tot aan vandaag de dag hebben de waarnemingen van
planeten, sterren en later sterrenstelsels onze kijk op de wereld gevormd en veranderd.
Hierdoor hebben we niet alleen ontdekt wat onze plek in het Universum daadwerkelijk is,
maar het heeft ook een revolutie veroorzaakt in onze manier van denken en wetenschap
bedrijven.
Onze kijk op de hemel is sterk veranderd sinds het ontstaan van de sterrenkunde,
en geeft blijk van enkele van de grootste vooruitgangen in zowel het menselijk denken
als in de wetenschap. In de oudheid zag men planeten en sterren als goden en geesten;
hun bewegingen werden vastgelegd door priesters en genterpreteerd als goddelijke bood-
schappen. Het belang van de sterrenkunde in die tijd is in vele relikwien vastgelegd, zoals
de Egyptische piramiden en het Babylonische spijkerschrift. Dergelijke artefacten laten
zien dat men veel aandacht had voor het waarnemen en begrijpen van hemellichamen.
Na deze vroege observaties hebben de oude Grieken een revolutie in de sterrenkunde
teweeggebracht door het gebruik van complexe wiskundige modellen om de bewegingen
van de planeten te verklaren. De epicykel theorie is een voorbeeld, waarin de beweging
van een planeet beschreven wordt door een cirkel die rond een kleinere cirkel draait. Deze
beschrijving was zo succesvol dat het werd gebruikt tot in ieder geval in de 17e eeuw.
Het gebruik van wiskundige theorien bracht een cruciale verandering in het denken voort:
voortaan werden de bewegingen van de hemellichamen beheerst door natuurwetten en
niet door goden.
De volgende belangrijke vooruitgang kwam met de heliocentrische theorie van Nico-
laas Copernicus, waarin werd voorgesteld dat de zon, niet de aarde, het middelpunt van
het heelal was. Zo’n idee had grote gevolgen, aangezien het perspectief van de mensheid
veranderde van in het centrum van de kosmos te zijn naar gewoon een willekeurig deel
van het Universum te zijn. Hierop volgde het werk van Tycho Brahe, Galileo Galilei,
Johannes Kepler en Isaac Newton, die het huidige model voor het zonnestelsel ontwik-
kelden. In het bijzonder de wet van de zwaartekracht van Newton verbond natuurkunde
en sterrenkunde, en liet zien dat dezelfde wetten gelden op Aarde als aan de hemel.
De volgende essentile stap in het begrijpen van ons heelal begon met de ontwikkeling
van de algemene relativiteitstheorie van Albert Einstein, die impliceert dat de kosmos niet
statisch is en dat hij evolueert in de tijd. Rond dezelfde tijd ontdekten astronomen dat er
meerdere eiland-universa bestaan, ook wel sterrenstelsels genoemd, die waren gescheiden
door enorme afstanden en dat we leven in een van die sterrenstelsels, de Melkweg. Kort
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daarna mat Edwin Hubble de beweging en positie van een aantal van zulke sterrenstelsels
om te ontdekken dat ze zich van ons af bewegen, wat laat zien dat het Heelal uitdijt.
De volgende grote vooruitgang was de ontdekking van de kosmische achtergrondstraling,
door Arno Penzias en Robert Wilson, waaruit zonder twijfel blijkt dat het begin van ons
heelal erg warm was. Deze ontdekkingen vormen de basis van de standaard kosmologische
theorie, het Big Bang-model.
De korte tijdslijn die hierboven gepresenteerd is illustreert de radicale verandering in
menselijk perspectief vanaf de oudheid tot aan het heden. Tegenwoordig weten we dat
we leven op een planeet rond een ster, met honderden miljarden gelijksoortige sterren in
ons melkwegstelsel, dat op zijn beurt slechts een van de honderd miljarden andere ster-
renstelsels in het waarneembare heelal is. De objecten die we vandaag de dag zien zijn
gestart in een hete soep van deeltjes, die terwijl het Universum expandeerde afkoelden
tot fundamentele kernen en atomen, en die veel later uitgroeiden tot de sterren en ster-
renstelsels die we nu zien. Inzicht in ons complexe universum komt neer op het ontdekken
van de wetten en processen die het beheersen, die elk deel van de kosmos vormen, van
de Aarde tot aan de verste uithoeken.
Onze zoektocht om het heelal te ontdekken is pas net begonnen, want er zijn nog tal
van onbeantwoorde vragen. Waarschijnlijk de twee meest fundamentele en tegelijkertijd
grootse zijn: “Wat zijn de aard en eigenschappen van donkere materie?” en “Wat is
donkere energie?”. We weten dat naast zichtbare materie, waar planeten en sterren
van gemaakt zijn, er een extra vorm van materie is, genaamd donkere materie. Het
straalt niets uit en heeft geen interactie met licht, wat betekent dat donkere materie
niet rechtstreeks kan worden waargenomen. De aanwezigheid van donkere materie kan
alleen worden afgeleid uit de zwaartekracht die het uitoefent op andere materie; recente
metingen suggereren dat er vijf keer meer donkere materie dan zichtbare materie is. Alsof
de puzzel van donkere materie nog niet uitdagend genoeg is, lijkt donkere energie nog
mysterieuzer. Het bestaan ervan is afgeleid uit recente waarnemingen, waaruit blijkt dat
in de laatste paar miljard jaar het heelal uitbreidt in versneld tempo. Al is er heel weinig
bekend over donkere energie, de effecten ervan op de kosmische expansie suggereren dat
het een negatieve druk of afstotende kracht veroorzaakt, die in schril contrast staat tot
de andere componenten van het Universum. Op het huidige moment is donkere energie
het hoofdbestanddeel van het heelal, goed voor ∼70% van het totale energiebudget.
Het Kosmische Web
Materie in het heelal is volgens een hirarchische patroon verspreid, waarin structuren te
vinden zijn over een groot schaalbereik. Vergelijkbaar met de manier waarop planeten
rond sterren draaien, die op hun beurt zijn gerangschikt in sterrenstelsels, worden de
sterrenstelsels georganiseerd in een ingewikkeld patroon dat bekend staat als de groot-
schalige structuur of het Kosmische Web. In dit patroon kunnen we vier morfologische
componenten onderscheiden: clusters, filamenten, wanden en leegtes of holtes, die in een
verscheidenheid van vormen en maten voorkomen om zeer complexe rangschikkingen te
vormen die het heelal doordringen.
De clusters zijn de grootste agglomeraties van sterrenstelsels die volledig zijn ingestort
en gevirialiseerd. Deze objecten hebben hoge massa’s, waarbij rijke clusters duizenden
sterrenstelsels bevatten binnen een klein volume van ∼2 Mpc3 in straal. Het meren-
deel van de massa in deze objecten zit in gas en donkere materie, waardoor clusters
gemakkelijk kunnen worden gedentificeerd met behulp van rntgenstraling en gravitatie-
lens technieken. De filamenten vormen bruggen van sterrenstelsels tussen clusterparen en
dienen als de snelwegen van materietransport naar de clusters die zich aan hun uiteinden
3 1 Mpc = 3.26× 106lichtjaar = 3.09× 1022m
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Figuur 8.1: De zogenaamde Grote Muren van CFA2 en Sloan als voorbeelden van de groot-
schalige structuren die aanwezig zijn in de verdeling van sterrenstelsels (naar Gott et al. 2005).
Beide structuren beslaan een “groot” gebied, met een “comoving” lengte van ∼230 Mpc voor
de CFA2 Grote Muur en ∼420 Mpc voor de Sloan Grote Muur.
bevinden. Filamenten hebben een groot aantal verschillende lengtes, die uiteenlopen van
enkele Mpc tot ∼100 Mpc en meer. Tussen filamenten vinden we de kosmische wanden:
zeer ijle, vlakke structuren, met een veel lagere dichtheid dan clusters en filamenten. Op
hun beurt zijn de wanden de grenzen van holtes, de grote gebieden van de ruimte die
vrijwel verstoken van sterrenstelsels zijn. Deze leegtes beslaan het grootste deel van het
volume van het huidige heelal en zijn een zeer opvallend kenmerk van roodverschuivings-
catalogi van sterrenstelels.
De grootschalige structuur van het heelal is ontdekt in de afgelopen decennia, met de
komst van grote catalogi van sterrenstelsels. Deze bracht de positie van sterrenstelsels
in een representatieve kosmologische regio in kaart om de rijkdom van de structuren in
de distributie van sterrenstelsels tonen. Fig. 8.1 toont het resultaat van deze metingen,
waarin elk punt de positie van een sterrenstelsel in een dun plakje in de kijkrichting
weergeeft. In het figuur zien we de grote, bijna lege gebieden die overeenkomen met
holten, evenals grote agglomeraties van stelsels zoals de CFA2 en Sloan Grote Muren,
die een groot aantal clusters, filamenten en wanden bevatten.
De componenten van het Kosmische Web zijn het resultaat van de anisotrope ineen-
storting van materie onder invloed van de zwaartekracht. De structuren die we heden ten
dage zien zijn ontstaan uit kleine fluctuaties die aanwezig waren in het vroege heelal. On-
der invloed van de eigen zwaartekracht vallen gebieden met bovengemiddelde dichtheden
ineen om nog dichtere gebieden te vormen, die op hun beurt nog sneller ineen storten.
Dit proces gaat door totdat de volledige ineenstorting en de vorming van gevirialiseerde
voorwerpen, zoals sterrenstelsels en wolken4 van donkere materie. In ondergemiddeld
4Met “wolken” bedoelen we in deze samenvatting altijd wolken van (vaak voornamelijk donkere)
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Figuur 8.2: De grootschalige structuur die door de NEXUS+ methode gevonden wordt. We
beginnen in het linker hokje met een afbeelding van het dichtheidsveld, gevolgd door filamenten
in het middenpaneel en wanden in de rechter.
dichte regio’s werkt de zwaartekracht omgekeerd, door de materie juist als het ware uit
deze gebieden weg te duwen. Door hun beperkte hoeveelheid massa hebben deze gebieden
een zwakkere zwaartekracht die de stroom van massa naar meer dichte gebieden versnelt.
Daarom hebben dichtheidsfluctuaties onder invloed van de zwaartekracht de neiging om
het contrast tussen boven- en ondergemiddeld dichte gebieden te verhogen. De boven-
gemiddeld dichte gebieden storten ineen om gebonden objecten te vormen, terwijl de
ondergemiddeld dichte gebieden expanderen tot ze bijna leeg zijn.
De ineenstorting van bovengemiddeld dichte gebieden vindt plaats in fasen, waarbij
elke fase correspondeert met een onderdeel van het Kosmische Web. Dit zie je het
beste door ellipsvorminge, bovengemiddeld dichte gebieden te beschouwen. Dergelijke
gebieden storten eerst langs de kortste as ineen om vlakke structuren die overeenkomen
met wanden te maken. De compressie gaat verder met de op een na kortste as en vormt
zo een filament. Het proces eindigt uiteindelijk met de instorting langs de laatste as tot
de gevirialiseerde structuren die overeenkomen met de knooppunten in het Kosmische
Web.
Dit proefschrift
In dit proefschrift hebben we de eigenschappen en tijdsevolutie van de Kosmische Web
componenten gekarakteriseerd, gezien hun belang bij het begrijpen van de vorming en
evolutie van anisotrope structuur in het heelal. Het belang van grootschalige structuren
wordt ook onderstreept door de cruciale rol die zij spelen bij het bepalen van de eigen-
schappen van sterrenstelsels en wolken van donkere materie. Wij hebben dit benadrukt
door te laten zien hoe zulke omgevingsfactoren van belang zijn voor de populatie van
satellieten rond ons sterrenstelsel, de Melkweg, wat een zeer belangrijke indruk geeft van
de lokale kosmologie.
Gezien de uitdagingen in het identificeren en karakteriseren van het kosmisch web,
hebben we gekozen om onze aandacht te besteden aan het bestuderen van de grootschalige
omgevingen in met de computer gesimuleerde universa. In dergelijke simulaties loopt
de roodverschuiving van zeer hoge waarden tot aan het heden, om een diversiteit van
structuren te creren, van kleine sub-galactische wolken tot aan objecten met cluster-
massa’s, vergelijkbaar met de objecten in het echte universum. In de simulaties zaten
tientallen miljarden deeltjes waarmee we de kosmische structuurvorming zowel in detail
materie, min of meer bolvormige ophopingen met een vaak oplopende dichtheid richting het centrum.
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Figuur 8.3: De tijdsevolutie van filamentaire omgevingen. De panelen tonen (met de klok mee,
te beginnen in de linker bovenhoek) de filamenten bij een roodverschuiving van: a) z = 1.9, b)
z = 1.0, c) z = 0.5 en d) z = 0.0.
als over grote afstanden konden modelleren. Dit is essentieel, zowel voor de studie van de
eigenschappen van morfologische componenten als voor het begrijpen van de connectie
tussen de wolken en de omgeving.
Het eerste deel van het proefschrift, §2, is gewijd aan de introductie van robuuste
en fysiek gemotiveerde technieken voor de onderverdeling van het kosmische web in zijn
verschillende morfologische componenten: clusters, filamenten, wanden en holtes. Door
het gebruik van het schaalruimte-formalisme detecteren de methoden alle grootschalige
structuren onafhankelijk van hun grootte, wat een aanzienlijk voordeel biedt bij het ka-
rakteriseren van zowel de prominente als de ijle omgevingen. De NEXUS+ methode
gebruikt niet alleen het dichtheidsveld, maar ook de getijden-, snelheidsdivergentie- en
snelheidsschuifvelden om grootschalige structuren lokaliseren. Hierdoor konden we een
goede vergelijking maken van de voordelen en beperkingen van elke methode bij het op-
sporen van het kosmische web. Om het verschil van vele ordes van grootte in dichtheid
tussen de boven- en ondergemiddeld dichte gebieden te overbruggen hebben we ook een
nieuwe filtermethode in “logaritmische ruimte” gebruikt. Dit laatste algoritme deed het
beter bij de detectie van filamenten en wanden, waarbij zowel de opvallende kenmerken
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Figuur 8.4: Een illustratie van het massatransport door het kosmisch web. Het toont een
selectie van donkere materiedeeltjes onderverdeeld naar hun z = 2 omgeving: filament (linker
kader), wand (middelste kader) en holte (rechter kader). Elk punt wordt gekleurd volgens zijn
huidige omgeving: cluster (rood), filament (groen), wand (blauw) en holte (zwart).
als de ijle structuren die zich diep in ondergemiddeld dichte regio’s bevinden gedenti-
ficeerd werden. Dit is duidelijk te zien in Fig. 8.2, waar de NEXUS+ filament- en
muuromgevingen getoond worden.
Na de identificatie van het kosmisch web, gingen we in §3 verder met de bestudering
van de tijdsevolutie van morfologische omgevingen. In het vroegere heelal was het kos-
misch web gekenmerkt door veel meer kleinere en ijle filamenten en wanden. De meeste
van deze objecten fuseerden met grotere structuren tijdens de kosmische evolutie, waar-
door we op dit moment vooral erg grote en uitgesproken morfologische componenten
zien en slechts enkele ijle objecten. Dit staat in contrast met het feit dat de prominente
structuren al aanwezig zijn sinds hoge roodverschuivingen en weinig tijdvariatie tonen,
zoals te zien is in Fig. 8.3. Wat betreft massa wordt het kosmische web gedomineerd
door filamenten die ongeveer de helft van de totale massa bevatten, vanaf in elk geval
z = 2. Zeer massieve clusters bevatten slechts een klein deel van de totale materie en
worden pas belangrijk in de huidige tijd. Muren en leegtes bevatten de andere helft van
de kosmische materie, hoewel hun aandeel gestaag daalt naar gelang de tijd verstrijkt.
De analyse van materietransport tussen omgevingen laat zien dat materie van holtes
naar muren stroomt, van muren naar filamenten en vanuit filamenten naar clusters, zoals
in Fig. 8.4 te zien is. Dit resultaat komt heel goed overeen met het standaard plaatje
van anisotrope instorting, dat zegt dat structuren eerst instorten tot wanden, dan tot
filamenten en pas op het einde tot gevirialiseerde objecten zoals clusters.
Aangezien de filamenten de meest opvallende componenten van het kosmische web
zijn, hebben we verder de eigenschappen van de individuele filamenten bestudeerd. Hier-
voor hebben we een segmentatiemethode gentroduceerd die de vertakkingspunten van het
filamentaire netwerk gebruikt om verschillende structuren af te bakenen. Het grootste
deel van de resulterende objecten zijn recht en kort, maar we vinden ook een popula-
tie van zowel lange als gebogen filamenten. Het aantal filamenten is een functie van hun
lengte, en het aantal valt snel af naarmate ze langer dan 10 h−1Mpc worden. Filamenten
kunnen aanhangsels met lengtes tot ∼100 h−1Mpc hebben (zie bijvoorbeeld Fig. 8.5),
hoewel dergelijke objecten zeer zeldzaam zijn. Wat betreft vormen: de meeste filamenten
zijn recht, en de resterende gebogen filamenten zijn ingesloten in dunne vlakke wanden.
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Figuur 8.5: De dichtheid (linker kader) en wolkpopulatie (midden kader) langs een zeer pro-
minent en zeer lang (∼100 h−1Mpc) filament. Het rechter paneel toont het kleurenschema dat
gebruikt is om het dichtheidsveld (boven) en de wolkmassa’s (onder) te vertegenwoordigen.
Langere filamenten hebben gemiddeld een hogere dichtheid en diameter, waaruit blijkt
dat zij overeenkomen met de meest prominente, lineaire structuren in de verdeling van
sterrenstelsels. Op eerdere tijdstippen zijn er veel meer korte en minder uitgebreide
structuren. Dit toont aan dat er naarmate de tijd vordert een duidelijke evolutie van
filamenten naar steeds langere, rechtere en dichtere is.
Het tweede deel van dit proefschrift richt zich op de afhankelijkheid tussen het aantal
en de grootte van de satellieten en de omgeving waarin de gastheer woont. Gezien het be-
lang van onze eigen Melkweg en zijn satellieten voor de lokale kosmologie, hebben we ons
beperkt tot de analyse van wolken met de massa van de Melkweg (MW) en hun substruc-
turen. Het bestuderen van het verband tussen de grote schaal omgeving en de kleinere
structuren daarbinnen vereist een groot aantal wolken met goed opgeloste substructuren.
Vanwege computationele beperkingen, zijn de huidige simulaties beperkt tot f het iden-
tificeren van een groot aantal substructuren in een kleine steekproef van gastheren f het
opsporen van een representatieve steekproef van wolken van sterrenstelsel-grootte, maar
met weinig goed opgeloste subwolken. Daarom wordt in §4 een extrapolatiemethode
gentroduceerd om subwolkstatistieken voorbij de resolutielimiet te bepalen. Hierdoor
konden we de substructuren van MW-massa wolken onderzoeken binnen een veel groter
dynamisch bereik dan voorheen. We ontdekten hierbij dat eerdere studies systematisch
het aantal kleine subwolken hebben onderschat. Deze methode is ook zeer nuttig bij de
bepaling van hoe representatief de substructurele populatie van een kleine steekproef van
zeer hoge resolutie wolken is.
Ook zijn we genteresseerd in de systematische afhankelijkheid van het aantal subwol-
ken van de omgeving, gegeven het feit dat recente waarnemingen de MW in een vlakke
structuur van sterrenstelsels plaatsen. MW-massa wolken in gebieden van lage dichtheid
of in wanden hebben systematisch 10% − 20% minder substructuren dan de algemene
populatie van wolken. Deze trend is sterk gecorreleerd met het lokale dichtheidsveld rond
de gastheer en vertoont geen afhankelijkheid van grote schaal dichtheid. Bovendien is
de lagere dichtheid van wanden verantwoordelijk voor een groot deel van de subwolk-
schaarste in deze omgevingen. De aanwezigheid van de grote buur van onze melkweg,
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Figuur 8.6: Voorbeelden van MS-II wolken die eenzelfde subwolkpopulatie als de MW hebben.
De zwarte, gestreepte cirkel toont de viriaalstraal van elke wolk. De dichte cirkels geven de
substructuren met: Vmax ≥ 60 km/s (zwart), 30 km/s ≤ Vmax ≤ 60 km/s (cyaan) en 20 km/s ≤
Vmax ≤ 30 km/s (groen). De lege cirkels tonen subwolken die in de simulatie gevonden zijn.
De gevulde cirkels tonen subwolken die door onze extrapolatiemethode zijn toegevoegd om te
compenseren voor numerieke resolutie.
M31, zet de MW in een gebied van hogere dichtheid, wat suggereert dat omgevingsef-
fecten geen belangrijke rol spelen bij het oplossen van het ontbrekende massahoudende
satellieten probleem van de MW.
Tenslotte onderzochten we in §6 of de satellietpopulatie van de MW overeenkomt
met de voorspellingen van een ΛCDM universum. Hiervoor gebruikten we dat de twee
meest massieve MW satellieten, de Magelhaense Wolken, een maximum omloopsnelheid
van Vmax ≥ 60 km/s hebben en dat ons melkwegstelsel hooguit drie satellieten met
Vmax ≥ 30 km/s heeft. Zo’n satellietpopulatie is zeldzaam in een ΛCDM kosmologie,
waarin slechts∼1% van de wolken een MW-achtige subwolkpopulatie heeft. Fig. 8.6 toont
enkele kandidaat wolken die een MW-achtige subwolkpopulatie hebben, als voorbeeld van
de diverse omgevingen en satelliet verdelingen van dergelijke wolken. Bovendien geeft
onze analyse ook grenzen aan de massa van de MW, met schattingen aan de lage kant
van algemeen gebruikte waarden. Hoewel de meest waarschijnlijke massa schatting van
de MW gevoelig is voor de veronderstelde parameterwaarden, is de waarschijnlijkheid
om een MW-achtige substructuurpopulatie te vinden dat niet.
In dit proefschrift zijn verbeterde methodes voor de detectie en karakterisering van
Kosmische Web componenten gentroduceerd, die de weg effenen naar een beter begrip
en analyse van de grootschalige structuur van het Heelal. Er zijn veel aspecten van het
Kosmische Web die hier niet konden worden behandeld, die ook te maken hebben met
belangrijke elementen van de relatie tussen sterrenstelsels en omgevingen. De groei van
impulsmoment van wolken en stelsels en hoe dit wordt benvloed door het grootschalige
getijdenveld waarin deze objecten zijn ingebed is bijvoorbeeld van essentieel belang.
Een ander probleem is de identificatie van morfologische componenten door alleen de
verdeling van de wolken of sterrenstelsels te gebruiken, gezien het feit dat deze verdeling
slechts een schaars en vertekend beeld van het onderliggende dichtheidsveld biedt. Het
doel is om deze technieken te gebruiken om de structuren die in het echte heelal – niet
alleen die van gesimuleerde universa – te vinden zijn te bestuderen. Deze kunnen nieuwe
onderzoekspaden in en nieuw begrip van het uitdagende vakgebied van de vorming en
evolutie van sterrenstelsels bieden. Het is mijn hoop dat de methoden en het analysekader
dat hier is gepresenteerd verder zal worden gebruikt en ontwikkeld om de bovengenoemde
onderwerpen te bestuderen evenals vele andere cruciale vragen te beantwoorden.
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